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ONE-DIMENSIONAL AND TWO-DIMENSIONAL COMPUTER MODELS 
 OF WATER FLOW OVER FLOOD PLAINS 
 USING THE 1986 AND 1994 FLOODS 
 ON THE WAIHAO RIVER FLOOD PLAIN 
 
by R.J.Connell 
 
This dissertation compared the ability of a one-dimensional computer model and a two-
dimensional computer model to model water flow over a flood plain.  It used observed data 
from 1986 and 1994 flood events on the 50km2 Waihao River Flood Plain. 
 
The observed data was collected by a survey of the flood plain residents.  The data was 
generally given at buildings and other easily remembered locations and also from 
photographs and videos of the flood event.  The photographs verified the flood levels given 
by the residents and provided more flood levels.  The Canterbury Regional Council also 
provided a map of the areas flooded from these floods. 
 
Further data from the Canterbury Regional Council on river discharges, stopbank 
overtopping and breaching was analysed to give flows onto the flood plain. 
 
The details of the Waihao River Flood Plain topography were stored in a Digital Terrain 
Model in a computer package called ARC/INFO.  The details of the flood plain flow 
resistances of the flood plain using Mannings ‘n’ values were digitised into ARC/INFO.  
This information was imported into the computer models using software designed for this 
purpose. 
 
The dissertation used the Danish Hydraulic Institute MIKE11 computer model for the one-
dimensional analysis and for the two-dimensional analysis a computer program under 
development by C. Beffa of Switzerland. 
 iii
 
The results showed that the two-dimensional model gave results with less standard error 
than the one-dimensional model.  A calibration to obtain the best fit to the surveyed 
flooded area was undertaken with the two-dimensional model showed that in this case the 
observed flood levels were underpredicted. 
 
The results showed that for the two-dimensional model the standard error of the differences 
in the calculated and surveyed flood levels was less than expected error from the digital 
terrain model and the flood levels. 
 
This lesser standard error also validated the collection of observed flood level data from 
flood plain residents. 
 
The dissertation showed that both models MIKE11 and 2de could give good results, with 
the two-dimensional results marginally better, for the flooding in areas where recent 
flooding had not occurred which could have been used for calibration.   
 
The dissertation finally made recommendations to improve the ability of both one-
dimensional and two-dimensional models to model water flow across flood plains. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The analysis of natural phenomena using numerical mathematical models is becoming 
more widely undertaken in the 1990s.  The main reason for this is the development of the 
speed of computers over the last decade.  Numerical mathematical models require an 
enormous number of calculations.  Now it possible to do these calculations on a standard 
personal computer that is available in an everyday working office.  This has encouraged 
research into the numerical mathematical models that solve problems on natural 
phenomena.  The flow of floodwaters over flood plains is one such problem that can be 
solved using these numerical techniques. 
 
Flooding has been a problem to humanity throughout history.  People have spent large 
sums of money building stopbanks to prevent flooding of land.  In almost all cases the 
stopbanks have been overwhelmed and the land meant to be protected has been flooded.  In 
most of these cases it is not economic to build larger stopbanks to reduce the risk.   This 
means that people living in flood prone areas are faced with living with the flooding that 
can occur.   It is therefore valuable to know as much as possible about the flooding that 
could occur in these areas. 
 
The development of technology has also increased the public’ s expectation that this  
knowledge will be available.  In today’ s world a person expects local government bodies to 
have information on an area of land for whatever purpose it is required: such as purchase, 
building or planning the use of the land.   Knowledge on flooding is no exception. 
 
One aspect of obtaining this knowledge is improving the techniques to model the flow of 
water over a flood plain. 
 
At the present time (1996) analyses are undertaken using computer models that are 
available on the market.  The most widely used model in New Zealand is the Danish 
Hydraulic Institute’ s MIKE11 model.  There are also other models available which are of a 
similar nature. 
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These models use what is known as a one-dimensional or quasi two-dimensional 
technique.   This requires the flood plain to be divided up into a series of channels to 
represent the flow over  the flood plain.   However this technique has a major weakness.  
The reason is that there are many areas on the Canterbury Plains and elsewhere, both in the 
river systems and on the flood plains, where the direction of flow is unclear.  This is a 
result of the complex topography on flood plains or in river channels.  In one area there can 
be many different flow directions.  If a quasi two-dimensional or one-dimensional model is 
applied in these areas it is unclear whether the results give a  sensible interpretation of the 
flooding.  It is up to the skill of the modeller to approximate the flow directions in these 
areas using the ability of the model to discretize the area to give the best result.  This is 
generally a very coarse discretization for a flood plain.  In these cases the best results are 
obtained by doing the discretization from known floods and then using the flood to 
calibrate the results.  If this is not possible, the results in areas where the flow paths are 
unclear could have large errors unless: 
 
i) A detailed sensitivity analysis is undertaken on the area to cover the range of possible 
flow paths. 
ii) A very complicated model is set up so that the program allows the water flow to take the 
correct path. 
 
The first requires a lot of time.  However it is not known which discretization is correct and 
if the worst results of each run are taken it could lead to a conservative result.  Also, as the 
discretization is coarse and the cross-sections long, the water surface along them may not 
be level. 
 
The second requires a great deal of time to set up enough channels and networks to get a 
good result.  Several networks small enough to make the model run start are necessary.  
These follow on from each other down the flood plain. 
 
Therefore skill of the modeller using a one-dimensional or quasi two-dimensional analysis 
to recognise problems in these areas is very important.  If the flood plain being analysed 
has not had recent flooding or recent large scale flooding, analysis using one-dimensional 
models can mean that the results may be subject to large errors. 
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The possible errors in the results were highlighted in a recent paper (Bishop et al 1995) 
where there was a 2m difference between one and two-dimensional models at one point on 
the flood plain.   The reason for this large difference was the inadequate description of the 
flood plain channels as outlined above.  This paper used MIKE11 for the one-dimensional 
analysis and MIKE21 for the fully two-dimensional analysis.  Both programs come from 
the Danish Hydraulic Institute. 
 
This problem can largely be overcome by use of fully two-dimensional models.  These use 
a grid of points over all the flood plain and the water  flows between these points.  The 
method calculates the direction of flow automatically based on the heights of the points and 
the flow equations.  This is in effect an extension of method ii) above with an even more 
complicated network. 
 
One could say that the two-dimensional results stated above would be more correct as the 
model uses more information to formulate the answer.  But one does not really know which 
method gives the best results as the problem has many parameters.  The only way to check 
the performance of both types of model’ s is to compare the results with actual flood levels 
obtained in the field.  To date a comparison with real field data has not been done. 
 
This is the objective of this dissertation, which is to compare the results from the analysis 
of flood plain flows using quasi two-dimensional or a network of one-dimensional 
channels and the available fully two-dimensional mathematical computer models with 
actual observations of flood levels obtained in the field. 
 
I have been fortunate to obtain many observations from two recent floods on the Waihao 
River in South Canterbury, New Zealand to enable a comparison of the two methods with 
actual flood levels.  This has not been tried before and the validity of these data will need 
to be assessed.  This is one of the most important parts, if not the most important part, of 
the dissertation and is what all the comparisons for the models are based upon.   
 
There are many two-dimensional programs in the literature being developed by other 
software developers and Universities.   A literature review (Labadie 1994) indicates that 
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there are still numerical problems with two-dimensional programs and the results should be 
viewed in that light.  In this paper the main problems he cited were volume conservation  
(this means that the outflow does not match the inflow) and being able to handle 
supercritical and subcritical flows  (transcritical flows) together. 
 
After writing to the authors of the available programs I have been fortunate to find a 
program developed in 1994 by C. Beffa, Schwyz, Switzerland to use for this dissertation.  
This program  has overcome the volume conservation and transcritical flow problems.   
The program also starts with an initially dry flood plain so that it more fully models a given 
flood and its flow paths. 
 
1.1 Timing of the Comparison 
 
The timing of  this analysis to compare quasi two-dimensional and fully two-dimensional 
models is appropriate as: 
 
a) development of photogrammetric techniques using computer technology has made 
possible the production of a Digital Terrain Model (DTM) of a flood plain with the 
required accuracy at a realistic cost.  A DTM is a set of points that gives an accurate 
numerical representation of the flood plain in three dimensions.  
 
b)  development of  two-dimensional computer models is being undertaken in the research 
field and there are several models under development that can undertake an analysis of 
large flood plains. 
 
c) the computing power of personal computers running in a normal engineering office has 
reached a point where two-dimensional  computer models can realistically be used on 
them. 
 
The combination of these three factors means that the organisations that are involved in 
producing flood plain maps need to make an effort to investigate the development of fully 
two-dimensional models. 
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It is very likely that both one- and two-dimensional models have their strengths and 
weaknesses.  However for an investigation to do this, it is necessary to have a flood plain 
that:  
i) Has been adequately surveyed to enable both a one- and two-dimensional analysis 
ii) Has good records of flood events so that the results of the analyses can be compared 
with actual flood levels. 
 
1.2  Flood Plain for the Comparison 
 
A comparison of the two approaches is possible for floods on the Waihao River Flood 
Plain as: 
 
a) there have been two recent floods on this flood plain.  These occurred in 1986 and 1994.   
The information available includes: 
 i) Flood level information from the Canterbury Regional Council and local 
residents’ memories.  This includes records from memories, videos and photographs 
from the 1986 and 1994 floods. 
 ii) Flood flow information from the Canterbury Regional Council, 
 
b) An accurate DTM is available for the Waihao River from the Canterbury Regional 
Council. 
 
1.3 Dissertation Content 
 
This dissertation is divided into several parts to do the comparison of the two methods.  
Each part covers an area of analysis required to compare one-dimensional or quasi two-
dimensional models with fully two-dimensional models.  The parts are: 
 
a) gathering of flood and flood level information from local residents and the Canterbury 
Regional Council, 
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b) analysis of the flood discharges onto the flood plain, 
 
c) analysis of the flooding using MIKE11.  This uses the Digital Terrain Model of the 
Waihao River to develop a quasi two-dimensional model of the floods, 
 
d) analysis of the floods using a two-dimensional model that is under development, 
 
e) comparison of the calculated results with the actual results and further work calibrating 
and undertaking sensitivity analyses using both methods. 
 
1.4 Dissertation Objectives 
 
The 4 main objectives of this dissertation are: 
 
Objective 1) 
 
To assess the ability of both one-dimensional and two-dimensional flood flow analysis 
programs by comparing the differences in the calculated flood levels for both methods with 
the observed flood levels for the 1986 and 1994 floods on the Waihao River Flood Plain. 
 
Objective 2) 
 
To highlight the strengths and weaknesses of both one and two-dimensional models. 
 
 
 
 
Objective 3) 
 
To assess the validity of obtaining flood level information from flood plain communities 
that have been flooded. 
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Objective 4) 
 
To improve computer modelling of water flow over flood plains so that we can more 
confidently: 
 
a) Say ‘This is where the water will flow if the river stopbanks overflow or breach’ . 
 
b) Model flooding on flood plains where recent flooding has not occurred. 
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2. MATHEMATICAL THEORY AND FORMULATION 
 
2.1 Development of the Shallow Water  Equations 
 
The models to be used in this dissertation are mathematical computer models.  The 
mathematical equations that model water flow were developed by de Saint Venant in 1871 
and have subsequently been developed into the shallow water equations.   The full 
development of the equations is given in Appendix 1.  A summary of them is given in this 
chapter. 
 
The equations for the one-dimensional and two-dimensional approaches are summarised 
below. 
 
2.2 One-dimensional  Equations 
 
2.2.1 Continuity of Mass 
 
   B
z
t
Q
x
w∂
∂
∂
∂+ = 0                 
(2.1) 
 
where B is the channel width, zw is the water level, Q is the flow, t is the time and x is the 
distance along the channel. 
 
2.2.2 Continuity of Momentum 
 
  
∂
∂
∂
∂
∂
∂
τ
ρ
Q
t x
Q
A
gA
z
x
Pw b+ 

 + + =
2
0             (2.2) 
where A is the flow area, g is the gravitational constant, P is the wetted perimeter, τb  is the 
shear stress at the bed and ρ is the density of the fluid. 
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2.3 Two-Dimensional Equations 
2.3.1 Continuity of Mass, 
 
 
  
∂
∂
∂
∂
∂
∂
z
t x
hu
y
hvw + + =( ) ( ) 0             (2.3) 
where h is the depth of flow zw-zb; ( zb is the bed level); and  u and v  are the velocities in 
the x and y directions, 
 
2.3.2  Continuity of momentum, 
 
∂
∂ ρt hu( ) +
∂
∂ α ρ ρ
∂
∂x u h gh
z
x
xx
w( )2 + + ∂∂ α ρy uvhxy( ) +τ xb  + h y
xy∂τ
∂ + h x
xx∂τ
∂ = 0       (2.4) 
 
∂
∂ ρt vh( ) +
∂
∂ α ρ ρ
∂
∂x uvh gh
z
x
yx
w( ) + + ∂∂ α ρy v hyy( )
2 +τ yb  + h
x
yx∂τ
∂ + h y
yy∂τ
∂ = 0       (2.5) 
 
where α α α αxx yx xy yy, , , ,  are coefficients for the cross derivates; τxx, τyy are the shear 
stresses due to turbulence in the longitudinal directions x and y; and τxy, τyx, are the shear 
stresses due to turbulence in the lateral directions. 
 
2.4 Solution of the Shallow Water Equations 
 
Numerical techniques are used to solve these equations as analytic methods are not able to 
solve them.   These techniques need to solve for both space and time.  This is known as 
spatial solution.   Techniques available to set up the problem include finite difference, 
finite element and finite volume.  These primarily determine how the model is set up in 
space and how the changes in the parameters in space relate to the changes in time. 
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At the start of a problem the solution for each point in the calculation domain is known.  
The  two methods used with these techniques to setup the problem to solve for the next 
time step are implicit and explicit methods.   The explicit technique uses the parameters at 
the known time step to solve for the next time step.    The implicit technique uses the 
boundary conditions at the next time step (which are known) and a set of equations for 
each point in the domain to solve for the next time step.   There are many methods to solve 
the equations with each of these techniques. 
 
The difficulty lies in knowing whether the answers given by the method used are correct.   
It is necessary to have the answers to a problem to be able to evaluate a method.  For water 
flow over flood plains the only answers are the flood levels and velocities from previous 
flood events. 
 
This dissertation used observed flood levels from two floods on the Waihao River Flood 
Plain as the answers.  The flood plain was modelled using two computer programs:  a one-
dimensional program that solved the one-dimensional equations and a two-dimensional 
program for the two-dimensional equations.  This gave a good basis on which to evaluate 
these models. 
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3. FLOOD PLAIN DESCRIPTION 
 
 
The Waihao River rises on the west side of the Hunter Hills that are inland from Waimate 
township.   A map of the area is shown in Figure 3-1.   The river has a catchment area of 
480 km2 at McCulloughs bridge that is 20 km inland from the river mouth.   The geology 
of the catchment indicates that the area is mainly greywacke and argillite.   This rock 
weathers into gravel sized rocks and these give the river its characteristic gravel bed.    The 
mean grain size of the bed material is about 25 mm. 
 
The river is generally incised in the catchment and there are few areas that flood except for 
the triangular shaped flood plain that starts about 12 km from the coast.  This covers an 
area of 50 km2 and is the area of interest for this dissertation. This area has a history of 
flooding and a river control scheme including stopbanks was constructed in the early 1970s 
over the last 9 km from SH1 to the sea. 
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Figure 3-1.   Plan of the Waihao River Catchment 
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3.1 Digital Terrain Model  (DTM) 
 
It is necessary to have a very good description of  the flood plain to undertake flood plain 
modelling, especially two-dimensional modelling.   This requires a digital terrain model of 
the flood plain.   The Canterbury Regional Council commissioned  AAM Surveys Pty Ltd 
from Brisbane, Australia to construct a digital terrain model using aerial photogrammetry. 
 
This required the area to be flown to give complete stereoscopic coverage of the 50 km2 
area of the flood plain.   Aerial photographs of the flood plain were taken with a 60 % 
overlap to give complete stereoscopic coverage.   This means that every point on the flood 
plain had two photographs taken of it.   The aerial photogrammetry analysis used  a 
computerised process to build the DTM for the whole area.   The final DTM consisted of 
over 90,000 points with nearly 6,000 associated breaklines.   The breaklines define the 
ridges and hollows to enable the correct surface to be calculated from the digital 
information.  These reduce considerably the number of points required to describe the flood 
plain.  A plan of the points surveyed and the breaklines is shown in  
Figure 3-2. 
 
3.1.1 Accuracy Requirements 
 
The specification required the standard error in all three dimensions for a single point to be 
±0.2 m.   The maximum grid spacing for uniform grade areas was set at 100 m.   The 
survey also required that the model give ground levels anywhere in the model to within ± 
0.3 m for one standard deviation. 
 
This level of accuracy was obtained using: 
 
i) The aerial photographs flown at 2310 m. 
 
ii) 17 control points for the area that were surveyed to an accuracy of +/- 150 mm.  These 
control points were the basis on which the heights of the other points on the photograph 
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were calculated.   To see these control points on the photographs large white crosses about 
2.4 m square were placed at their positions for the aerial photography. 
 
Figure 3-2.   Plan of the Points and Breaklines of the Digital Terrain Model  
 
 
 
3.2 Geographical Information Systems 
 
This digital terrain model was given to the Canterbury Regional Council in two forms.  
These were for the survey software package SDR map and the Geographic Information 
System Arcinfo.   The DTM was installed on both packages at the Regional Council.   
 
The  project used the Arcinfo system as this was the main base to store information in the 
Canterbury Regional Council information systems.   This program has routines to deal with 
the DTM data and allow the appropriate data to be extracted for the computer flood 
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models.   Arcinfo also has the ability to handle the output from the computer models used 
in this dissertation (with some interface software) for storage and presentation. 
 
3.2.1 Creating the Computerised Ground Surface. 
 
Arcinfo has a facility to create the numerical model of the ground surface defined by the 
DTM points and breaklines.  The program does this by creating a ‘TIN’  (Triangular 
Irregular Network) surface from the points and breakline data.  This is a network of 
triangles to define the surface.  Experience has shown that a triangular shape is the best 
shape to model a surface of any shape.  It is this surface that meets the accuracy 
requirements required by the survey  stated in the previous section.    Arcinfo also has an 
option to contour the computer model or ‘TIN’ .    This is shown in Figure 3-3 in the 
attached folder of drawings. 
 
Figure 3-3   Contour plan of the Digital Terrain Model of the Waihao River Flood 
Plain (see drawings at the end of the Volume) 
 
3.3 Check of the accuracy of the Digital Terrain Model 
 
A check of the accuracy of the DTM was carried out using the flood levels surveyed.    The 
process to obtain these flood levels is discussed in Chapter 5 of this dissertation.    These 
levels were able to be compared with the DTM as they were either ground levels or using 
the depth of flooding at the point to obtain the ground level. 
 
3.3.1 Field Survey Details 
 
The field survey measured levels to +/-0.02 m.    This survey also did a check on the 
difference between the digital terrain model survey datum and the datum that the global 
positioning system uses to put the levels into the digital terrain model datum.    This was 
done by checking the levels of the photograph control mark points in the flooded area (see 
Figure 3-5).   This check used 10 of these points and 3 Lands and Survey control bench 
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marks in this area.  After the adjustment of the two datums the root mean errors of these 
points from the adjusted datum was 0.008 m with a maximum of 0.017 m.   The difference 
was expressed as a constant and a tilt in both the north and east directions.   
 
The survey was carried out by the surveyor standing at the flood level position with the 
antenna still on his back.   This caused another source of error in the survey as the surveyor 
was not standing at exactly the right level for the survey point compared to placing the 
antenna on a pole.  This error was estimated to be about +/-0.02 m.    The survey was done 
in this manner as it saved time and also the error was well below the other errors on the 
project.  Adding all these errors together (using the square root of the sum of squares of 
their errors ) gives an error of  +/-0.029 m for the field survey data. 
 
These levels were either at ground level or, if they were not, their height above ground was 
measured to give the ground level at that point.  The levels used were assessed to ensure 
that the ground level could be established.  The point of the flood survey was primarily to 
obtain flood levels and secondarily to check the Digital Terrain Model.   In some cases the 
depth was not measured.   The depth was found in these cases either by: 
 
a) using the difference between the normal height of the GPS antenna of 1.79 m (which 
was used for levels on the ground) and the lesser height of a level where it was above the 
ground.     b) measuring the depth in the field. 
 
There were 8 depths inside buildings that were not used as one could not measure the 
ground surface under the buildings.  Also a further 9 points that had two levels at the same 
point were not used for the comparison. 
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3.3.2  Comparison of Surveyed Ground Levels with Digital Terrain Model 
 
3.3.2.1 Statistical Analysis of the Data 
 
These levels were compared with the ‘TIN” surface level that the DTM gives at that point.   
The full comparison is given in Appendix 3.   This lists the points, the depths and the 
digital terrain model level for each point used in the comparison. 
 
The results of this show that the mean level of the DTM is 0.044 m lower than the average 
level of the ground for the points surveyed.  The standard error of the differences about this 
mean was 0.264 m and the standard error of the mean 0.015 m. 
 
Figure 3-4 is a plot of the cumulative distribution curve for these data.  Comparing this 
with the specification requirement that 68% of the values (one standard error) for any 
position on the DTM had to be within +/- 0.3 m showed that 220 or 77% of the values were 
within this range.  This also shows that there were 25 (8%) points with DTM levels over 
0.3 m higher than the ground level and 44 (15%) DTM  levels below 0.3 m below the 
ground level.  This statistic with the standard error under +/-0.3 m reflects the requirement 
that the standard error for the points had to be within +/- 0.2 m and +/-0.3 m for any point 
on the DTM.   The  source of largest error was for a point under a tree near a terrace where 
the horizontal position can make a large difference in vertical level.  The latter means that 
it would be difficult to accurately define the position of the terrace at this point. 
 
All the differences over 0.5 m were investigated and this showed that these were mostly 
due to  errors reading the values or in making the adjustments using the  photogrammetry 
equipment.   In several cases a low terrace or feature was missed.    
 
Another possible source of the differences was the levels on the fence lines.   The ground at 
the fence lines is sometimes higher than the ground in the surrounding paddock.  The 
reason for this was that the paddock is ploughed and this causes a small terrace at the fence 
line.   The photogrammetrist did not take levels at fence lines for this reason. This was not 
consciously considered during the survey.  However in most cases the surveyor stood on 
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the level ground and not on any windrow at a fence line.  This was generally the case as at 
one point two levels were surveyed for this very reason.  A field check of the survey 
positions that I could remember shows that only one case could be found where the level of 
the ground was above the adjacent ground.   This point was 16 1994 and a subsequent 
adjustment was made.  This changed the difference between the point and the DTM surface 
from 0.105 m to -.245 m.  This latter however matched the differences with the other 
points in this area far better (see  
Figure 3-4).  
 
However before another field survey was seriously considered another analysis was done 
without the fence data.  This gave a mean difference of 0.05 m and a standard deviation of 
0.269 m.  This result showed that the levels not on the fence lines are actually slightly 
higher relative to the DTM than the levels on fence lines.  Therefore no further work was 
necessary.  
 
Figure 3-4.  Cumulative Distribution Plot of the Differences between the Surveyed Levels 
and the Digital Terrain Model Levels (before adjustment) 
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3.3.2.2 Area Analysis of the Data 
 
Arcinfo provided another check of the errors as the program could do a ‘TIN” surface of 
the differences in the DTM ‘TIN’  levels and surveyed levels.  Figure 3-5 (see attached 
folder of plans) shows the contours of these differences. 
 
This shows high and low areas and only a few random differences.  Areas over +/- 0.3m in 
difference have been highlighted and there are few cases of random differences over this 
amount.  The factor of particular significance was that the photograph control points were 
well out in a few cases.   The worst difference after adjustment was 0.414 m at photograph 
control point number 8.  This was in the largest area (area 1 of Figure 3-5) of differences 
over 0.3 m.   It would therefore seem that these worst areas could be improved if the model 
was calibrated using these field data. 
 
The actual difference surface could not be used as it contains irregularities as it used the 
differences from every point.  Any adjustment surface needed to smooth these differences 
with the average difference for a point in high and low area to give a gradually changing 
surface. 
 
The photogrammetry personnel were approached with this information to see if it was 
possible to improve the accuracy of the overall levels with this information. 
 
They examined these differences and recommended that the levels be adjusted by 0.044 m 
as this was the only significant difference.   The standard error of the mean was 0.015 m 
hence the 0.044 m was significant at 1 %.    
 
However they considered that the high and low areas of the DTM were not significant 
enough to change and as the DTM was within the specified error did no more work on it. 
 
After receiving this information, the worst high areas were investigated (Areas 1, 2 and 3 
of Figure 3-5).    They consisted of 21 points, 17 points and 14 points (see Appendix 10).  
The analysis of the points showed that their mean was significant at 0.1 %.  This meant 
they needed to be adjusted.  There are some other areas, area 4 of 9 points, area 5 of 5 
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points and area 6 of  4 points that are significant at 1 %, where similar adjustments could 
be done.  All the other areas consist of only 1 or 2 points.  This was too small a number to 
base an adjustment upon. 
 
These adjustments were not done as the surveyor had more experience in this field.    It was 
decided to use the results of the analyses to investigate whether allowing for the differences 
in the DTM and the flood levels would improve the standard error of the results.   This 
would be done in a similar manner to the analysis of the differences of the ground level 
using both the statistical analysis of the data adjusted for the difference in the DTM and 
surveyed levels and calculating a ‘TIN’  surface of the differences.    It was expected that 
these would confirm the value of adjusting only part of the DTM and any further decision 
could be made at that stage. 
 
Figure 3-5.  A ‘TIN” surface of the differences between the field survey of the ground 
levels and the DTM ‘TIN’ surface (after the 0.044 m adjustment) (see drawings at the 
end of the Volume). 
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4. GATHERING OF OBSERVED FLOOD PLAIN FLOOD LEVEL 
DATA 
 
 
The major problem with any scientific analysis using computer modelling is that there are 
little or no field data to verify the solution obtained from the model.   Therefore the 
collection of any field data is very important, and as quoted by Cunge et al (1980) ‘worth 
its weight in gold’ .   Other researchers have felt that the field data were not sensible, the 
downstream levels were above the upstream flood levels, and therefore could not be used.   
This meant that any data collected, especially that obtained from people’ s memories, 
needed to have some form of check.   The photographs and videos taken during the event 
provided a valuable verification of these flood levels.    
 
The main sources of flood level information (for both the 1986 and 1994 floods) were:   
 
(i) residents’  memories, 
(ii) photographs 
(iii) videos. 
 
The project approach was to ask the local residents for flood levels on their property that 
they could still remember.  These were generally in buildings and at other easily 
identifiable locations that had some value to the person.   They were also asked for any 
videos and photographs of the flood events.  These were examined for further information 
and to verify where possible the information obtained from the residents’  memories.   The 
study also questioned any other people who were present during the floods.  This 
information was marked in the field subsequently surveyed.   The results provided the 
flood levels on which to base the comparison of the two modelling methods.   Canterbury 
Regional Council Staff also mapped the limits of the flooding after both the 1986 and 1994  
floods.   This provided further information for comparison with the calculated flood levels. 
 
A description and discussion of the information obtained is given below. 
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4.1 Site Visit Approach 
 
The standard approach to obtain levels was a site visit. 
 
The resident was given a brief outline of the study and its objectives:-  
 
i)  The resident was told about the new method of surveying using aerial photogrammetry.   
This greatly increased the amount of information known on the topography of the flood 
plain.  A complete picture was now obtained compared to the cross sections of the past.  
The white crosses painted on the road that they had all seen were the control points for the 
new method of surveying.   The whole flood plain had two photographs of every point .  
Two adjacent  photographs were put into a stereoscope,  which when viewed, brought the 
area covered by both photographs into three dimensions.  The resident was told that a 
stereoscope worked on a similar system to the 3D view master reels they had all had or 
seen when they were children in which one can see photographs in three dimensions.   The 
levels were calculated by the changing distance of points between adjacent photographs.   
This change was very small but the photographs were taken to give an accuracy as stated 
above of ± 0.2 m for any point surveyed.  The painted crosses were the control points to 
give the accuracy of all the surveyed points.  Finally they were told that over 90,000 points 
were surveyed to represent the flood plain.   
 
ii) To improve the ability of computer model’ s to model water flow over floodplains.  It 
was pointed out to the resident that any information would be very important in the 
development of these models.   They were  told that there are very few flood plains where 
there is information on two recent floods.  They were therefore in a position to give 
information that would help in the development of computer models for floods that would 
benefit not only themselves but also other people on other flood plains.   Improving 
computer models so that they can calculate flood levels with more confidence in areas 
where flooding has not occurred recently was a major objective of this study. 
 
iii)  produce maps of the flooding of the flood plain for various floods, some even larger 
than those experienced.   This would be useful for people in the area to plan their farming 
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operations, the Waimate District Council who could use it for planning, Civil Defence as 
they would know the vulnerable areas and also people purchasing land in the area. 
 
 
Following the explanation the resident was questioned about flood levels that they could 
remember on items of importance to her or him.  These were generally buildings such as a 
barn or a house.  Typically a person would be worried about water entering his or her house 
or other building and has remembered how close the flood came to entering it, or if water 
did enter the building the level it reached, so that they can make assessments during future 
events.   This approach was similar to an idea called ‘anchoring’  in risk analysis.  Here 
people develop a feel for a type of risk by using ideas from another type of risk they have 
experienced. 
 
The visit generally continued with a trip around the farm or area.   This in many cases 
prompted more memories from the person and further levels were pegged. 
 
In many cases just talking to the person over time, say up to 30 or 40 minutes, resulted in 
more flood levels as the person thought about the various aspects of the flood. 
 
 In each case the person was asked as to the accuracy of the levels.  The writer also made 
an assessment of the accuracy based on what the person was telling him and how it was 
told.   Was the person sure of the levels at that point or was he making an assessment based 
on levels that he was sure of at another point and extrapolating to these points.   Did the 
resident see the peak of the flood?   Was the flood height based on flood debris levels. 
 
A questionnaire was also given to obtain background information that may be useful.   A 
copy of it is given in  Appendix 3.   The question about whether the person was on site for 
the whole of the flood event was very important as this meant that their memory would be 
of the maximum level.   If he or she was evacuated before the peak the memory could  be 
of the level at the time they were evacuated.   This would need to be carefully ascertained. 
 
4.2 Response to the Survey 
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4.2.1 Flood Levels Given By Residents 
 
Most people were very helpful.  This could have been a result of the survey’ s reason which 
is to verify computer models.   This made the people feel privileged and that they were in a 
very responsible position.    It also highlighted the fact to the person that computer models 
are not gospel and that they have many weaknesses.   This came across well to many 
people and  helped in their response. 
 
Responses varied from being extremely helpful, as some farmers seemed to know where 
flooding had been on their farm to the nearest inch,  to those who only had a very 
subjective impression.  In many of  these cases the resident was not present and was relying 
on others for their knowledge.   In these latter cases the people who were present were 
contacted to obtain the first hand knowledge. 
 
Anchoring of levels to items of importance or interest to the person led to some interesting 
levels such as one on an old car body. 
 
In many cases the visit started with a discussion on any topic of interest to the resident as 
many had matters of concern on the flooding of the area that they needed to talk about 
before one could ask about flood levels.  In some cases this provided extra information 
concerning flood paths and patterns that may not have become apparent.  This in some 
cases was valuable as it highlighted areas that would assist in the modelling.   A case in 
point is Sinclairs Creek, which acts as a stopbank confining flows to the river side of it, 
increasing flooding in the area between it and the river.   Other areas included the effect of 
the shingle beach dune that headed up water until it breached and the effect of the river 
control works on the flooding of the area. 
 
 
 
 
4.2.2 Photographs and Videos 
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Many residents had photographs and some even had videos.   These were extremely 
valuable and the resident was asked about the times of these and how they related to the 
peak of the flood.   Over  110 photographs were copied of the 1986 flood and over 50 were 
copied of the 1994 flood.   There were 2 videos obtained, one of 50 minutes on the 1986 
flood and one of over 30 minutes on the 1994 flood. 
 
Copies of all the photographs were obtained and photographs were taken of important areas 
of the video tape.   This was done to a reasonable standard using the Natural Resources 
Engineering video time based corrector that produced a very good still image, much better 
than a normal video player still, that could be photographed off the television screen the 
video was being played back on.  There were 115 photographs taken off the 1986 video and 
over 70 photographs taken off the 1994 video. 
 
4.3 Accuracy of the Flood Level Information 
 
4.3.1 Levels given by Residents 
 
The main problem with obtaining flood levels from the residents was that the levels given 
may not be correct.   This could be the result of several factors.  These are: 
 
(i)  the residents’  memory, as at the time of survey it was nearly 10 years since the 1986 
flood, 
(ii) the person could be assessing the level based on being told what happened by others 
who were present, 
(iii) the person could be trying to help and make up levels, 
(iv) the person could be having you on (not likely but the writer was told by a researcher at  
Wallingford Hydraulic Research that this had happened to them as water levels they were 
given were higher downstream), 
(v) the person could make an assessment of the level in other places based on a level that 
they know was very reliable. 
(vi)  the level remembered may not be at the peak of the flood.  
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In all the above cases the flood level given was assessed against the above criteria.  This 
involved asking the person about the flood level and how confident he or she was about it,  
and how they came to give it.  Was it direct memory from actually seeing it or was it based 
on debris levels after the flood  or was it based on information told to him by others present 
during the flood. 
 
4.3.2 Photographs and Videos  
 
4.3.2.1 Times of the Photographs 
 
In many cases the resident could state when the photograph was taken.   The person could 
remember times of the photographs as they had taken time out from dealing with the flood 
to recording it and time was one item that was generally noted if photographs were taken.  
However there were many photographs where the time that they were taken was not 
accurately known.  In these cases verifying the negative order improved the time window 
or time period of the photograph as this gave a period of time between other photopraphs 
taken before or after the photographs in question where the time was known. 
 
Another method that helped with the time of the photographs was to examine the 
photographs for any events that are shown in them.  One such factor was the evacuation of 
a trailer load of people using three tractors. 
 
4.3.2.2 Verification of peak flood levels 
 
Even after the checks above, the project used photographs and videos to verify the flood 
levels where it was possible to check the flood levels.  The time of the photograph could 
then be compared to the time of the flood peak and an assessment made using this 
information as to the reliability of the peak level.  Below is an example. 
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Figure 4-1: View of the flood level at L.Paul’s house at 11.30 am on the 13 March 
1986.  This was about 1 hour before the peak flood level that was just below the first 
door to the building on the left. 
4.3.2.3 Photographs taken after the peak. 
 
Photographs taken after the peak were especially valuable as they generally had peak flood 
levels in them and the flood level at the time of the photograph.   Peak flood levels could 
easily be seen on fence wires giving a maximum flood level between the wire with flood 
debris on it and the next wire. (see Figure 4-2 ) 
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Figure 4-2.   Photograph taken after the peak of the flood has passed.  Note the flood 
debris hanging on the fence wires (that cannot be seen in this reproduction of the 
photograph) indicating the maximum flood level (Photograph off video tape) 
 
In this case the maximum flood level is between the top wire with debris on it and the one 
above.  Where a photograph was taken with the flood waters receding two levels were able 
to be surveyed,  the peak debris level and the actual water level in the photograph. 
  
4.3.2.4 Position of the Photographs 
 
In some cases it was difficult to find the position that the photograph was taken.  This was 
done in many cases by lining up background features.   An example is given below in 
Figure 4-3 where the two sheds in front of the poplar trees in the background were lined up 
to get the same angle as the photograph.  This enabled the position of the photograph to be 
determined to within a few metres. 
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Figure 4-3: Example of lining up background features, in this case the two sheds in 
front of the poplar trees were lined up to give the same angle as the photograph. 
 
4.3.2.5 Photographs taken before the Peak of the Flood 
 
The photograph in Figure 4-3 was taken before the peak of the flood.  These could be 
compared with results from the model if the time that the photograph was taken was 
known.  However this photograph was taken with several others in this vicinity.  One of the 
other photographs was in a position that had another photograph taken of it with the peak 
flood debris level on it.  The level in the Figure 4-3 photograph could be compared with a 
value in the modelling by finding a time step in the rising limb of the flood in the 
calculations where the flood level of the other photograph position is the same depth below 
the peak as the actual information of the photographs indicates.  
 
4.3.2.6 Aerial Photographs 
 
These provided an excellent source of information and verification of peak levels.   It was 
fortunate that aerial photographs of the flooding were taken close to the peak of both flood 
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events.   The 1986 photographs were taken about 3.45pm close to the peak of the flooding 
on the coast line.   Thus it was possible to use flood levels at the edges of flooding where it 
could easily be found on the ground using the aerial photographs.  The positions of these 
points for the photograph in Figure 4-4 are arrowed.  
 
 
Figure 4-4: Aerial photograph of the flooding at the coast on the 13 March 1986 (the 
coastal beach dune is in the foreground.  This is breached at left).  The position of 
flood levels from the photograph that were surveyed are arrowed  
 
Below is Figure 4-5 another photograph showing a similar exercise for the 1994 flood.  
This series of aerial photographs taken from a helicopter had the time taken shown on them 
enabling them to be related to the peak of the flood. 
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Figure 4-5: Aerial photograph of the flooding upstream of State Highway One.   The 
flood levels surveyed are arrowed.    The time of this photograph shown in the bottom 
right hand corner is 14.40hrs 
4.3.2.7  Video Tapes 
 
These provided a very good source of information.  The times of the these were generally 
known by the persons taking the video tapes and sometimes are actually stated on the 
commentary on the tape.   They also state the position that the videos were taken from and 
generally comment about the situation that is going on at that time.  It was easier to 
position a video photograph as the video camera panned around the landscape.   In a few 
cases background features were used from the pan sequence to position a photograph.   
Photographs were taken of the video tape using a time based corrector machine linked to a 
video player.  This froze the video frames without any flickering, allowing them to be 
photographed using a normal camera with 0.5 second exposure and the correct aperture to 
obtain a photograph..  Figure 4-2 is a photograph off video tape using this method. 
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4.3.2.8 Video Tape Commentary 
 
The commentary off the video tapes was transcribed to obtain all the information available 
on the tapes.   The transcriptions are given in Appendix 6.  The 1986 tape had a 
commentary by one of the farmers who travelled over a good deal of the flood plain 
describing the flooding that occurred.   Several flood levels were obtained off this tape 
from these comments. 
 
4.4 Survey of the Flood Levels 
 
This was done using the Canterbury Regional Council’ s Global Positioning gear.  This 
equipment reduced the time to do the survey as the equipment could just be run around 
from point to point with each measurement of the height, northing and easting taking only a 
few seconds.  The satellite datum was not calibrated in this area.  Therefore the survey also 
included all the photogrammetry calibration points to enable the DTM datum to be 
calibrated to the satellite datum. 
 
There were several points inside building and near trees that could not be surveyed by this 
method.  In these cases a peg in an open area was surveyed with the GPS system.  The 
distances from this peg to the flood level(s) were measured and the direction of flood level 
from the peg surveyed with the GPS system with another point on the line to the flood 
level.  This information was later used in the office to obtain the correct position and height 
of the flood level. 
 
There were 289 points to survey.  As the information was gathered over several months, 
before the survey these pegs were checked to see if they were still there.   If they were not, 
the farmer was contacted and the peg reinstated.  This provided a check on some levels as 
the writer was familiar with some positions and could ascertain whether the peg was 
reinstated in the same place. 
 
The investigation then ordered the points from the tables into an order for surveying so that 
there was no back tracking.  This saved both time and the cost for the surveyors and the 
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GPS equipment.  The photographs were taken into the field as well to ensure the most 
accurate position was surveyed. 
 
4.5 Results from the Survey 
 
Tables 1 and 2 of Appendix 2 show the flood levels surveyed for the 1986 and 1994 floods 
respectively.  The tables include a description of the level, the accuracy of the level as 
estimated by the writer and the person giving the level, the time of the level, and the time 
in relation to the peak of the flood, the accuracy of the time, the source of the level, 
whether it was given by the person or from a photograph and a reference position.   The 
final column of the table contains comment about how the level or the time of the level was 
established.   This was the information that was compared with the results from the 
computer models. 
 
In all there were 192 flood levels obtained for the 1986 flood and 108 levels obtained for 
the 1994 flood.  There were more points surveyed than planned as it was very easy to add 
extra points in from the photographs of the flooding.  These 300 points and other control 
points, that required about 460 survey shots, took 7 days in the field to survey. 
 
The flood levels covered a good area of the flood plain for each flood event.  Figure 4-6 
and Figure 4-7 show the positions of the flood levels surveyed for both the 1986 and 1994 
floods respectively. 
 
Figure 4-6.   Waihao River Flood Plain - Plan of the flood level positions - 13 March 
1986 Flood (see drawings at the end of the Volume) 
 
Figure 4-7.   Waihao River Flood Plain - plan of the flood level positions - 19 March 
1994 Flood (see drawings at the end of the Volume) 
4.6 Error of the Surveyed Flood Levels 
 
The surveyed flood levels had two sources of the error.  These were; 
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a) the error in the field estimation of the flood levels  These errors are given in the tables 1 
and 2 of Appendix 2.  The average error of the flood levels for the floods was; +/-0.130 m 
for the 1986 flood and  
+/-0.143 m for the 1994 flood. 
 
b) errors in the surveying of the levels.  This had three components: 
i) the Global Positioning system gave the levels to +/-0.02 m. 
ii) the error of the surveyor standing with the antenna on his back pack, not putting it on the 
pole +/-0.02 m. 
ii) the error between the satellite datum and digital Terrain Model datum of +/-0.017 m 
 
The four components of error were combined to give the total error of the estimation of the 
flood level by taking the square root of the sum of the squares of the four components of 
the error. 
 
This gave the following errors for the surveyed flood levels; 
a) 1986 flood  - +/- 0.134 m 
b) 1994 flood  - +/-0.147 m 
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5. FLOOD DETAILS 
 
This chapter examines the records from the Canterbury Regional Council and assesses the 
flood hydrographs and outflows from the stopbanks. 
 
5.1 The 1986 Flood 
 
5.1.1 Flood Extent 
 
This flood occurred on the 13 March 1986.   It is perceived to be the largest flood in living 
memory on this river.  Figure 5-1 is a plan of the extent of flooding prepared shortly after 
the event by the Canterbury Regional Council.  This plan also shows corrections that were 
made to it after the survey of the residents of the flood plain that was discussed in the 
previous chapter. 
 
 
Figure 5-1.   Flooding of the Waihao River flood plain - 13 March 1986 (Canterbury 
Regional Council) - modified 1996 after Resident Survey.  (see drawings at the end of 
the Volume) 
 
5.1.2 Waihao River Hydrograph 
 
Figure 5-2 shows the flood hydrograph at the Canterbury Regional Council’ s  water level 
recorder at McCulloughs Bridge.  This is 17 km upstream from the State Highway bridge.   
The recorder was damaged during this event and records were lost after 9.30 am.  The 
hydrograph was constructed from a slope area gauging and the peak time 12.00 pm was as 
noted by residents present during the flood.   However one source states that the peak was 
at 1.00 pm here.  The residents at SH1 in the study area state the peak here was at 1.00 to 
2.00 pm. The timing of the hydrograph is discussed in detail in Chapter 8. 
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Figure 5-2. Waihao River - Flood Hydrograph for the 13 March 1986 Flood. 
(Canterbury Regional Council) 
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5.1.3 Overtopping and Breakouts  
 
Following the floods, a field party assessed the extent of breaches and overtopping.  This is 
normal practice in the Canterbury Regional Council.   
 
The breach sizes were physically measured.  The height of overtopping and level of flow in 
the river opposite a breach were measured from debris levels in the river berm or on the 
vegetation on the stopbank.  The extent of overtopping was surveyed using the debris 
levels on the stopbank top indicating where the water overflowed. 
 
 
Figure 5-3 is a plan of the overflow and breakout areas on the river stopbanks.   Details of 
the lengths and heights of the breakouts and overtopping  were also available from the 
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Canterbury Regional Council.  This allowed the outflows from these to be assessed by 
analysis. 
 
5.1.4 Flood log and times of events 
 
The flood log messages applying to the Waihao River for this flood are shown in Appendix 
5.  The messages give the times of some events.  The important information shows that the 
breach on the south side downstream of Lundies Ford (see  
Figure 5-3) breached before 12.00 midday.  The Council had a copy of a video taken by a 
resident, M.Bruce, during this flood.  This showed overtopping on the north side of 
Lundies Ford had started shortly before 11.30 am,  probably about 11.00 am.  A copy of a 
plan of the flooding compiled the day after the flood showed a note that said overtopping of 
the stopbanks on the south bank below SH1 began at about 10.15 am. 
 
Figure 5-3. Waihao River - stopbank breaches and overtopping areas - 13 March 
1986 Flood (Canterbury Regional Council) (see drawings at the end of the Volume) 
 
5.2 The 1994 Flood  
 
5.2.1 Flood Extent 
 
This flood occurred on the 19 March 1994. 
 
Figure 5-4 shows a plan of the flood extent as surveyed from the Canterbury Regional 
Council records (also amended 1996). 
 
Figure 5-4. Waihao River Flood Plain - flooding from the 19 March 1994 Flood (see 
drawings at the end of the Volume) 
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5.2.2 Waihao River Hydrograph 
 
During this flood the recorder was damaged and records stopped at 7.00 am.  However 
manual records were maintained by personnel on site.  The flood hydrograph at 
McCullough’ s Bridge was constructed using the manually recorded levels and an extension 
of the rating using several gaugings of the river at lesser flows from the time period with 
the same rating.   The Canterbury Regional Council has the latter information on its 
TIDEDA records.  This period was calculated from the gauging records of the low flows in 
the river. 
 
Figure 5-5. Waihao River - Flood Hydrogaph - 19 March 1994 Flood (Canterbury 
Regional Council) 
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5.2.3 Overflows onto the Flood Plain. 
 
Figure 5-6 shows the overflows and breakout positions using information from the 
Canterbury Regional Council.   The flood log of this flood (see Appendix 5) has some 
information on the times of overtopping and breaching that occurred during this event. 
 
Figure 5-6. Waihao River - Stopbank breaches and overtopping - 19 March 1994 
Flood (see drawings at the end of the Volume) 
 
5.2.4 Flood Log and times of Events 
 
The messages taken during this event about the Waihao River are given in Appendix 5. 
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6. ASSESSMENT OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROGRAMS 
 
Chapters 4 and 5 summarised all the field information on the flood events.  This Chapter 
gives the results of the assessment of the ability of the computer programs available to 
handle the flood plain modelling of the Waihao River Flood Plain.  This was only a 
preliminary study to show that the programs should handle the modelling.  The real test 
was with the actual modelling. 
 
6.1 One-dimensional program 
 
The analysis used MIKE11, a commercial software package from the Danish Hydraulic 
Institute, for the one-dimensional or quasi-two-dimensional analysis.   This package was 
chosen as it is widely used in New Zealand by Regional and District Councils and is also 
widely used around the world in many countries. 
 
6.1.1 Assessment of MIKE11 
 
MIKE11 has been subjected to a great deal of testing in a variety of situations and therefore 
it was not considered neccessary to undertake an assessment of this software for this 
dissertation.   The only form of assessment undertaken was to ensure that the results 
obtained from the analyses looked realistic and did not contain any instabilities. 
 
However for completeness the program’ s scheme is outlined  in Appendix 7. 
 
6.2 Two-dimensional program 
 
The first objective was to obtain a two-dimensional program.  To do this the project 
searched the literature on this subject both in the University library information and on the 
Internet.  Following this we wrote to or contacted many program authors.   Several replied.  
We received four firm replies.   
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The first was from Cornel Beffa, a Swiss researcher working at NIWA (the National 
Institute for Water and Atomspheric Research) in Christchurch..   He was doing a Post-
Doctoral year at this centre, and had a program, ’ 2de’  that he was willing to give to me for 
my work.    
 
We were also fortunate to organise a collaboration with another doctoral student, Lorenzo 
Nettuno, at the University of Pavia in Italy.  This latter collaboration did not procede due to 
the timing between the two parties.   
 
The third reply was received from the Danish Hydraulic Institute New Zealand agent 
Barnett Consultants (now part of Royds Consulting).  This option allowed the use of the 
Institute’ s MIKE21 two-dimensional program provided it was purchased by the University 
at 20 % of its full commercial price.  The University unfortunately did not have the funds 
for this dissertation to do this therefore this option did not proceed any further. 
 
The fourth reply was received from Wallingford HR for use of their program Telmarc-2D.  
This was too expensive at about $150 000.  Discussion with the staff at Wallingford also 
revealed that the program had volume conservation problems and that they achieved better 
results with their one-dimensional program Salmon-F. 
 
However having only one program did not matter as the project would be successful 
provided the program was capable of giving results. 
 
 
6.2.1 Program Requirements 
 
This section outlines the abilities that the program needs to be able to undertake the 
analysis of a floodplain.   
 
6.2.1.1 Equations to be Solved and Variables Considered 
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Ideally a program needs to solve the full conservation form of the equations as developed 
in Appendix 1.   These are: 
 
a) Continuity of mass, 
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b)  Continuity of momentum, 
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where h is the depth of flow; u and v  are the velocities in the x and y directions; 
α α α αxx yx xy yy, , , ,  are coefficients for the cross derivates; τxx, τyy are the shear stresses due 
to turbulence in the longitudinal directions x and y; and τxy, τyx, are the shear stresses due to 
turbulence in the lateral directions. 
 
The full conservation form can handle subcritical as well as supercritical conditions.   It 
can also handle shocks as it takes all the momentum factors into consideration. 
 
Some programs only solve the non-conservation form of the equations.   This form of the 
equations is really an energy equation and does not fully handle momentum.   This means 
that this form cannot handle shocks.  A hydraulic jump (a form of shock) does not conserve 
energy through it.   However a hydraulic jump conserves momentum.  Therefore a solution 
is only possible with the full conservation form using mass and momentum. 
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The evaluation examined the form of the equations that the program uses and the method 
that it used to solve them. 
 
6.2.1.2 Types of  Computational Techniques to Solve the Shallow Water Flow Equations 
 
A two-dimensional water flow program can use any of the following methods. 
 
i)  Finite difference - This is the most common form of numerical technique.   This 
method uses numerical  schemes that represent the differences between points on a 
calculation domain to allow the modeller to solve the partial differential equations.   
This method can use the differential or integral form of the equations.   This technique 
normally uses a uniform grid but there are techniques available to use finer meshes at 
places of interest. 
   
ii) Cell integral method  - This method is similar to the finite difference method except 
that the equations are put into integral form.   The major difference is that the cell 
integral method divides the domain into cells instead of points.  The integral form 
provides a better solution when flow passes through a shock or from supercritical to 
subcritical flow. 
 
iii) Finite element - This method uses elements or areas linked to  nodes that are either 
within or on the boundary of the element to discretise the calculation domain.   The 
main benefit with this method is that it can use a non-uniform grid.  Non-uniform grids 
allow better solutions by computational methods as the calculation domain can be 
refined in complicated areas to ensure a good solution.  
  
iv) Boundary Element  - This method is similar to finite element except that the elements 
are on the boundaries of the problem.    This is not suitable for the solution of flow 
over an initially dry area as the boundary will change all the time.  This makes the 
technique very unfriendly to use for this type of problem. 
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v)  Finite Volume - This is the latest technique to be used for fluid flow analysis.  The 
technique simply stated solves the Divergence theorem using a numerical technique.  
Stating this numerically means that the change in the value of a variable in a cell is 
equal to the net change from the fluxes in and out of the cell.   This is similar to cell 
integral.  However the main advantage is that the modeller can use a non-rectangular 
grid.  Ideally the program would use this technique. 
 
A program can also use these methods with either the: 
 
i) Implicit method -   This method formulates series of simultaneous equations to 
calculate the differences in the unknowns for the next time step for the whole 
calculation domain.   The coefficients of the matrix are calculated from variables at the 
calculated time step and the boundary conditions at the next time step.  The modeller 
knows the latter.   The principle benefit of this method is that the modeller can use it 
for large time steps.  The only problem with a large time step is that the solution will 
lose its accuracy. 
 
 For the two-dimensional problem a large time step is only possible where there is flow 
over the whole area.   If the area is initially dry then the solution can only proceed one 
space step per time step limiting the time step of the method to that of the explicit 
method ie the Courant condition.   In this case the method is slower as it requires more 
calculations for one time step than the explicit method. 
  
ii)   Explicit method - this method uses the results for the previous time step for a point and 
solves an equation to give the result for the next point.   The solution proceeds from 
the boundary conditions for each time step using the changes in variables in the 
adjacent cells.   This means that it can only proceed at a Courant number less than one 
ie the wave can only proceed at less than one space step per time step. 
 
A program can also use these methods with either a, 
 
i)  uniform grid or  
ii) non-uniform grid.   
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6.2.1.3 Method of handling input data. 
 
For a two-dimensional model the problem domain is an area of ground that has to have its 
topography and flow resistances adequately described.   The input needs to give inflows 
and downstream boundary conditions as well as the variables that describe the lateral and 
longitudinal turbulence.   The user needs to specify the period of the run and the time 
spacing to save the results. 
 
The input data can be considerable.  A large model could have up to 250 000 points in it. 
 
6.2.1.4 Requirement for Flood Plain Analysis 
The program needs the following developments to be able to undertake an analysis of a 
flood plain: 
 
i) handle a large number of points. 
 
The program needs to handle up to at least 50 000 points preferably up to 250 000.  
Therefore the modeller needs to be able to handle data easily and effectively.  The major 
inputs are the digital terrain model points or a grid of points derived from them and the 
resistances of the model area.  These data need to be able to be imported from a survey 
program or Geographic Information System program. 
 
ii) start with an initially dry flood plain. 
 
This is important as the water flow directions are determined by this procedure.   It is a  
clumsy and time-consuming procedure to guess the flow directions for water flow initially 
on the flood plain.  There are so many possibilities any guess would require the water to 
flow for a period to settle down.  It would also require all the cells to be wet to start with 
which is not realistic as not all areas of a flood plain are flooded.  What would happen is 
that this water would flow with the flood flows resulting in extra water in the flood plain 
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results.  Hence a model that starts with an intially dry flood plain is best and really does 
model reality as flooding does start with a dry flood plain. 
 
iii) handle super-critical and sub-critical flows. 
 
This is necessary as there will be areas on most flood plains where super-critical flow will 
occur.   An example is water flow from a higher terrace onto the ground downstream. 
 
iv) there are no major numerical problems that will give completely unrealistic results. 
 
Present literature reviews such as Labadie (1994) indicate that volume conservation and the 
ability to handle sub-critical and super-critical flows are the main weaknesses of programs 
that this author has found.  Hence the program will also need a review to check  volume 
conservation. 
 
6.2.1.5 Method of handling the output data and methods of presentation 
 
The program needs to have a graphical interface to handle the large output files for all the 
parameters required to be shown.  The main ones are depth, velocity, waterlevel and 
discharge per unit width. 
 
6.2.2 2de Evaluation 
6.2.2.1  Overview 
 
The program was evaluated for all the above requirements by:  
 
a) testing it on part of the Waihao River Flood Plain Digital Terrain Model 
 This will confirm whether it is able be used for all the flood plain. 
 
b) testing it on simple suituations to check how it handles the parameters. 
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 i) a simple rectangular channel to check calculated depth and velocities.  Several 
channel cell widths 1, 10 and 40  were tried to check out the lateral turbulence and flow 
characteristics. 
 ii) a stopbank overflow situation to check the results for a situation with both 
subcritical and supercritical flow. 
 
6.2.2.2 General Comments 
 
The program is in the development stage.  There have been many updates since I received 
the program on 7 August 1995.  This program meets all the main basic criteria outlined 
above.  It can handle up to 250 000 points.   This is unlimited as the limit can be set at any 
value.   It starts with an initially dry flood plain and can handle subcritical and supercritical 
flows. 
 
6.2.2.3 Numerical Technique 
 
a)  Numerical Method 
 
The program uses the finite volume method.   This technique has only appeared recently in 
the literature on methods to solve the shallow water equations.   The program uses a 
rectangular grid.   Therefore this method has no real advantage over the cell integral 
technique and the two methods are virtually the same. 
 
b)  Scheme type 
 
The method uses an explicit scheme.   The main reason for this is that the program is able 
to run a flood wave over an initially dry area.  To do this the solution can only proceed one 
space step per time step, 
 
c)  Scheme method 
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The program uses two different predictor-corrector schemes.   Both are second order 
accuracy in time.  If equations (6-1) to (6-3) are put into the following form, 
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then the first method called Henn’ s method (Dahlquist & Bjorck, 1974) uses the Euler 
method as a predictor.  The predictor and corrector are, 
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where Un+1 and Un are the values at the new and old time levels respectively.  Hn = f(Un). 
 
The second sequence is, 
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I do not know enough about this scheme to evaluate it.  The only way to do this is to 
evaluate the program’ s performance using the example. 
 
The program allows this scheme to be either first or second order with space as both 
schemes are second order in time.  The program allows the choice of either.  This enables 
the user to choose the one that gives the most stable solution to a problem. 
 
The scheme also has first and second order dissipation according to Roe (1981).  Again I 
do not know enough about this method to evaluate it.  Therefore the only way to do this is 
to evaluate the program’ s performance with the example.  Two-dimensional problems 
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require numerical dissipation to smooth or dampen the numerical solution.  Care needs to 
be taken with this as if there is too much the accuracy of the solution will be lost. 
 
d) Boundary conditions. 
 
A user can easily input these over any boundary of the model.  The best method of 
obtaining outflow is to use the weir option over the area of expected outflow.  One has to 
be careful that it does not coincide with an area of inflow.   The modeller can place the 
weir below the ground to give normal weir outflow at ground level.  This is very close to 
the uniform flow level. 
 
The model also needs to have a water level for initial conditions.  This is the ‘initiate’  
option in the input.  This level can be below the flood plain to have an initially dry flood 
plain or just above the lowest point of the flood plain. 
 
6.2.2.4 Variables Considered 
 
The model integrates the full conservation form of the equations (6-1) to (6-3).  This means 
that it can handle all types of situations including shocks. 
 
The program handles the turbulence or shear in several ways.  These are:  
 
i) equivalent to friction. 
 
This option relates the turbulent viscosities in the lateral and longitudinal directions to that 
in the vertical direction.  Manning's ‘n’  in the equations accounts for the turbulent viscosity 
in the vertical direction.    This option handles the lateral and longitudinal turbulence terms 
using  a percentage of the vertical friction with the Boussinesq relation.  This is, 
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where vt  is the eddy viscosity or viscosity due to turbulence and u* is the friction velocity 
at a point.   This term is equal to about 30% of the effective turbulent viscosity in the 
vertical direction and is the best value to use from the literature.  The program has an 
option to vary the default coefficient of 0.07 which is the value that is 30 % of the vertical 
direction viscosity. 
 
ii) constant eddy viscosity 
 
This option allows the user to set a uniform viscosity over the whole calculation area. 
 
iii) One equation model. 
 
This is a very simple model of turbulence and does not increase computational time 
significantly.   The program could use the  K-Epsilon model (see Chaudry 1993) a more 
sophisticated model, but this would  increase the calculation times.   Analysing the 
example runs that investigate the sensitivity of the turbulence factors there is little benefit 
to gain from installing this option on the model for this problem. 
 
The effect of these three methods on the results is investigated later in this chapter. 
 
These three methods that the program uses for turbulence are adequate (provided a 
reasonable estimate of the average effective turbulence is given) in areas of normal flow.  
However they become weak in areas of rapidly changing flow, especially where the 
velocity changes in the horizontal directions ie around obstacles and on the flood 
channel/flood plain interface.  At this point the flow processes are very complex and are the 
subject of a good deal of research at present.  This is one of the main weaknesses of two-
dimensional modelling.  Therefore this model gives the best representation of turbulence 
that is possible at present. 
6.2.2.5 Additional Bed Load Option 
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This model can also handle mobile beds using the Meyer-Peter bed load formula (Jansen et 
al 1975) using one grain size.    This is not a good formula to use on gravel bed rivers. 
 
6.2.2.6 ‘2de’  Input 
 
The notes to use the program ‘2de’  are reasonable for most items. 
 
The input file specifies the variables and data necessary to run the model.  The file is not 
large and is easy to construct.  It basically wants the ground topography, the resistance 
coefficients for the area and the discharges into the calculation domain. 
 
The program requires the following information: 
 
i) the bed description.  This is a list of a rectangular grid of spot heights of the bed levels of 
the area  and a value to specify the grid size.   The bed description can be in a file and 
only needs to be in ASCII format with the bed levels in sequence.  The program has 
options to either read the values from a file of bed levels or from a file generated from 
ARC/INFO.  The grid only needs to be specified as the number of points per side and the 
distances apart the points are for each direction of the grid. 
 
 The program allows input of flood plain resistances from the same grid or a global value 
can be specified.  A file of flood plain resistances can be inputted from ARC/INFO in a 
similar manner to the bed levels.  Therefore the  modeller is able to digitise the resistance 
values (say for Mannings ‘n’ ) of the flood plain area and store them as a layer on 
ARC/INFO. 
 
 
 
 
ii) the boundary data 
 
 a) Inflow or upstream boundaries  
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A modeller can specify the boundary as: 
  
 1) A water level with a slope to give a discharge or, 
 2) a discharge over a length of a boundary or, 
 3) a flow either over a region of the boundary or a discharge per unit width over a 
boundary region. 
 
The user can also specify that an inflow discharge enters the grid at an angle.  Also 
outflows from the model area can be specified as discharges. 
 
b) Outflow or downstream boundaries 
 
A modeller can specify; 
 
a) a water level at a boundary or, 
b) weirs, for outflow regions of a flood plain 
 
The user can choose the weir option to give outflow as a weir.  The user can do this by 
putting the weir level below ground level.   This gives results for uniform flow out of the 
calculation area.  
 
iii) The user can input turbulence factors for the options described above. 
 
iv) General information required for this type of problem. 
 
 a) the start and stop times for the run, 
 b) the times at which to save the results, 
 c) the maximum Courant Number (which is the ratio of grid size to the wave velocity and 
time step distance) if there are stability problems with the program.  At present this is 0.7, 
 d) there is also an option to change to a second-order scheme if stability problems occur, 
 e) the program also allows for a limiting flow depth below which it assumes that the cell 
is dry.  This will eliminate numerical stability problems with very low depths.   
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Appendix 8 shows a typical input file for ‘2de’  and also includes the notes for the program. 
 
6.2.2.7 ‘pop’  Input 
 
‘pop’  is the tool for all the graphical output.  It can also generate output files that are in 
ARC/INFO ‘ungenerate’  format that enable the file to be loaded into ARC/INFO. 
 
Appendix 8 also contains the notes for ‘pop’ .  The notes for ‘pop’  are poor.  However the 
program is interactive and the user is supposed to follow the prompts. 
 
6.2.2.8 Method of handling the output data and methods of presentation with ‘pop’ . 
 
The output of the example highlighted several problems.  These are: 
 
i) to ensure the name of the result file has the ‘res’  for the last three letters otherwise ‘pop’  
will have difficulty reading it. 
ii) as discussed above the notes for ‘pop’  are very poor.  The procedures are not clear and 
advice was needed.   These need improving to outline the main basic procedures. 
 
The user can present the output in the grid format for the variables as well as other factors 
that are useful that the program calculates from these variables.   The user can choose 
outputs for any of the following parameters for any set time interval specified: 
 
 
 
1) waterlevel    2) north direction velocity 
3) south direction velocity  4) friction velocity 
5) depth    6) bed level 
7) bed load    8) energy slope 
9) Froude number   10) total velocity     
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11) total flow (m2/s)   12) vectors of the flow directions with the   
    velocities shown by arrow length. 
13)maximum waterlevels  14)maximum depths 
15)maximum velocities  16)maximum flow intensities (m2/s) 
 
These latter  values 13 to 16 are the maximum values calculated and include values not 
stored in the time steps interval specified. 
The user can plot these in many ways: 
a) over the entire area or on one cross section 
b) line, contour or vector plots 
c) still plots or a movie which plots out still plots every few seconds depending on the size 
of the output file. 
 
All the above factors are in very large data sets that are not practical to look at and give any 
meaning to very well.   Hence the ’pop’  links them to a graphical output program that can 
show all the above factors in a plan view.    
 
The user can also examine the results along each cross section and can also use another 
option that shows a ‘movie’  of the output for a given factor.   Under this option all the time 
steps are in a file and played back and forward at will.   With this option the stored time 
steps show the flood wave proceeding every few seconds.  This gives a very dramatic 
coloured output on the screen.  A lay person can easily interpret this after a simple 
explanation and easily identifiable background on the plan such as the roads in the area.    
The user can plot the graphic output file for presentation.   The program generates 
postscript files.   These however are very large at 4 to 5 megabytes each. 
 
6.2.2.9 Results from the runs on part of the Waihao River Digital Terrain Model. 
 
 
Figure 6-1 shows the area that was modeled on the DTM plan of the points for the 2de 
evaluation. 
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Area modelled for the
Evaluation of ‘2de’
 
Figure 6-1 Area of the Waihao Flood Plain that was used for the Evaluation of ‘2de’ 
 
6.2.2.9.1 Inserting the Digital Terrain Model 
 
The program has an option to read files from ARC/INFO.  Therefore these can be 
generated in ARC/INFO as ASCII files that can be directly read into ‘2de’ . 
 
The evaluation used part of the Waihao River Flood Plain digital terrain model to test the 
performance of the model.  The area of the digital terrain model (DTM) for the example 
was on one side of the river and was not rectangular in shape.  This program requires a 
rectanglar area therefore the DTM needs to be modified over the areas that are not in the 
DTM area.  The modeller can overcome this by inputting digitised points in these areas, 
that are at a higher level than the flood plain to be modelled, so that water does not flow 
over them.    An ARC/INFO user can easily enter these points as a uniform height for these 
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areas.  Figure 6-3 below on page 57 shows the contour plot of the Waihao River Flood 
Plain area and shows the output.  The higher ‘dummy’  area at a reduced level of 20 m is 
seen on the lower part of the area below the floodplain. 
 
6.2.2.9.2 Modelling Stopbank Inflows 
 
The inflows onto the flood plain for the example are stopbank breaches.   These are a 
certain discharge.  The user can model the outflow from the river in several ways.   
 
a)The river could be inserted into the dummy point area and the stopbank breaches put into 
the model and use the DTM on the other side of the model to complete the rectangle. 
b)Placing inflow channels from the edge of the calculation area to the flood plain. 
 
For this exercise the evaluation used option b), the inflow channel.  Estimated outflows 
were placed into these channels.  Figure 6-3 shows the two input channels at the bottom 
right and left sides.   They are at reduced levels of 12.5 m and 7.5 m. 
 
6.2.2.9.3 Checking Internal Areas of the Model Area 
 
The test ran the March 1994 flood over part of the flood plain using a 20 m grid spacing.   
The evaluation planned to check the graphic output by integrating the velocities at several 
cross sections of the model to give the flow rates at these positions.  This was then to be 
compared with the inflows.   However the flow in the model of the flood plain was so 
complex it was not possible to do this.   The best means of assessing the result was to 
check the volume conservation. 
 
6.2.2.9.4 Volume Conservation 
 
The program was run until the model settled down.  Examining the output file showed that 
the inflows and outflows were equal.  Therefore this program gives volume conservation, 
one of the problems with these programs stated in the 1994 review by Labadie. 
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6.2.2.9.5 Turbulence 
 
The lateral and longitudinal turbulence were evaluated for the Waihao conditions by 
undertaking runs varying the viscosity terms over the likely range for all three of the 
options to model turbulence.   The results showed no significant change in the flood levels 
for the area.  This was investigated in section 6.2.2.11 with a much smaller model area of a 
few metres so this effect can examined. 
6.2.2.9.6 Output files 
 
The program’ s graphical interface ‘pop’  is excellent.  It has been developed from a 
graphical routine from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.  All the parameters 
above can be viewed graphically.  Figure 6-2 gives the results for the runs for the Waihao 
area showing depth. 
 
 
Figure 6-2 Waihao River Flood Plain Example - flood depths (m) 
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This area can be compared to surveyed flood extent of this area for the March 1994 flood 
shown in Figure 5-5. 
 
Figure 6-3 shows the velocity vectors for this example. 
 
Figure 6-3 Waihao River Flood Plain Example - Velocity Vectors 
 
This figure shows the many different directions of water flow over this area that are hard to 
describe using a one-dimensional model. 
 
The movie output option of ‘pop’  was excellent.   This showed the progress of the flood 
wave over the ground for any of the parameters that the user would like to visualise.  This 
would be very useful for public presentations. 
 
‘2de’  also has an ‘xyz’  output routine that creates a file of the chosen result in the format 
for input into ARC/INFO. 
6.2.2.9.7 Problem Areas 
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The output also highlighted several problems.  These are: 
 
i) the inflow and outflow figures are different to those inputted.   If the end of the data 
input file is examined one can see that the 100 m3/s flow has changed to 98 m3/s -  99.57 
m3/s at one inflow area and to 107.757 - 109.266 m3/s at the other inflow area.  The latter 
error is larger as the inflow was at not at right angles to the edge of the calculation domain. 
The reason for this is a numerical problem.  The program calculates the value of the inflow 
from the centre of the cell and not from the edge.   Further work is needed to solve this 
problem.  However these errors are not large and scaling the input discharges will reduce 
the errors to about 1 %.  This is much less than the effect that the photogrammetric errors 
of the DTM (+/-0.3 m) will have on the results. 
 
ii) the graphic output files are very large at 3 to 5 megabytes for each parameter.  This takes 
about 30-40 minutes for one plot from a laser printer.   The plots are poor quality from a 
standard laser printer but do look good on a ‘SUN’  workstation screen. 
 
6.2.2.9.8 Speed of calculations 
 
On a 166 Mhz Pentium machine the model ran at 14,000 calculations per second with the 
second order scheme and at 33,000 calculations per second with the first order scheme. 
 
The Waihao river flood plain needs 150 000 points for a 20 m grid.  The 1986 flood 
simulation will require about 50 000 of those to be wet.  This means that it will require 
about 25 hours computer time for 10 hours flood simulation. 
 
The result files for this simulation will be about 100 Mb.  This amount of space would 
store results every hour and the maximum values of velocity, depth, waterlevel and unit 
width discharge. 
 
6.2.2.9.9 Comparison of actual and modelled flood areas. 
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If one compares Figure 6-2 with that of the actual flooded area in Figure 5-4, it can be seen 
that the patterns are close.  I have only estimated the break-out flows so the comparison is 
reasonable, though there are a few areas that need to be examined to see where the 
discrepancies occur.  This will be done as part of the analysis. 
 
6.2.2.10 Simple Rectangular Channel Model 
 
6.2.2.10.1 The channel 
 
This example examined the flow profile on a simple rectangular channel 100 m in width 
and 1000 m long with a slope of 0.005 m/m and Mannings ‘n’  of 0.05.. Several options 
were investigated.  These were; 
 
a) a channel with cells 20 m square and a flow of 140 m3/s with the first order scheme. 
b) a channel with cells 20 m square and a flow of 140 m3/s with the second order scheme. 
c) a channel with cells 20 m square and a flow of 445 m3/s with the first order scheme. 
d) a channel with cells 20 m square and a flow of 445 m3/s with the second order scheme. 
 
Also investigated were, 
 
e) a channel with a width of 1 cell of 20 m square with a length of 400 m with the first 
order scheme  and 
f) a channel with a width of 1 cell of 20 m square with a length of 400 m with the second 
order scheme 
 
6.2.2.10.2 Results 
 
The results for uniform flow in the channel for the above cases are: 
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Case and 
order of 
scheme 
 
(1) 
Cell 
size 
(m) 
 
(2) 
Channel 
width 
(m) 
 
(3) 
Dis-
charge 
(m3/s) 
 
(4) 
Manning
s formula 
depth 
(m) 
(5) 
2de 
Discharge 
(m3/s) 
(6) 
2de depth 
(m) and % 
of 
Manning 
depth in 
column (8) 
 
(7) 
Depth with 
2de 
discharge 
using 
Mannings 
Formula 
(m) 
(8) 
a) first  20 100 140 1.00 135.24 0.921 
(94%) 
0.981 
b) 
second 
20 100 140 1.00 135.55 0.975 
(99.3%) 
0.982 
c) first 20 100 445 2.00 434.03 1.918 
(96.3%) 
1.991 
d) 
second 
20 100 445 2.00 439.08 1.976 
(98.6%) 
2.005 
e) 
second 
20 20 30 1.04 29.09 1.02 (96%) 1.06 
f) second 20 20 60 1.57 58.92 1.55 (94%) 1.65 
 
6.2.2.10.3 Discussion - Application to Flood Plains 
 
The above results showed that 2de gave reasonable results with the second order scheme.  
Therefore this was further evidence that the flood plain runs should only use the second 
order scheme. 
 
However there are other problems associated with the square grid that will cause the results 
to be altered.  For the case just mentioned the channel will zig-zag cross the flood plain 
taking a longer course than the actual river.  If the angle is 45 degrees then the model path 
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will be 1.4 times longer than the actual flow path.  This will cause an error to raise the 
water level by more than the results of the previous section reduces them. 
 
However in the flood plain modelling it was decided to leave the resistance’ s as estimated 
initially, and use the calibration process of altering the resistance’ s to improve the model 
results. 
 
6.2.2.11 Effect of lateral viscosity on flood depth and velocities 
 
6.2.2.11.1 Description of Flow Model 
 
The uniform channel with a width of 10 m was used for this example.  The runs done 
varying the lateral viscosity coefficients were for: 
a) the default lateral viscosity based on the friction model with this turbulence equalling 30 
% of the friction turbulence value from the bottom friction.  This is the best value based on 
measurements of turbulence. 
b) The lateral viscosity equal to the viscosity or turbulence from the bottom friction.   
c) A uniform value of 2 m2/s for the lateral viscosity.  A very large value was chosen to 
investigate whether this factor had a significant effect on the flow. 
 
6.2.2.11.2 Results 
 
These are the 3 cases examined above: 
 
case flow depth  
 At the 
boundary 
(m)  
at 50 m 
(m) 
a) 1.856 1.803 
b) 1.857 1.807 
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c) 1.866 1.823 
 
The results showed that there was very little difference in the calculated water depth for the 
3 uniform flow cases.   The 2 m2/s value gave the greatest difference and the higher depth 
is what one would expect with a higher viscosity slowing the flow down from the zero 
value at the sides. 
 
Figure 6-4 shows the effect of varying the options for lateral viscosity or turbulence within 
‘2de’  on the velocity profile.  Note that runs a) and b) show as the same line in the plot 
below. 
 
 
 
Figure 6-4: Effect of varying lateral viscosity on the flow velocity profile as calculated 
by ‘2de’ 
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6.2.2.11.3   Discussion and Conclusion 
 
The results show that this factor makes little difference in the uniform flow case.   The 
default option that ‘2de’  uses is the best option as it is based on the measured values from 
experiments about turbulence.  One could investigate this further with a more complicated 
model, such as a channel with a side channel entering it.  However this will result in 
similar differences to the two cases examined (the floodplain and the uniform channel) so 
far.  Another reason for not considering the lateral viscosity further is that the flow 
structures in complicated channel patterns are not known.  An example of this is the side 
channel case.  The model will not model these.  Until these areas are more fully understood 
it is not worth modelling them in any more detail than by calibration with known floods by 
altering the resistance coefficients (Mannings ‘n’ ). 
 
6.2.2.12 Stopbank Overtopping Example 
 
6.2.2.12.1 Description of Flow Model 
 
This section examined the overflow of a stopbank with a 4 m topwidth and 2:1 sides.  The 
flows modelled over the stopbank were 0.05 m3/s/m, 0.1 m3/s/m, 0.2 m3/s/m and 0.5 
m3/s/m.  A range of Manning ‘n’  values from 0.02 to 0.2  were also used with these flows.  
This range was chosen as it covered all the ranges of values expected on a flood plain.  
This option was orginally part of an investigation into the discharges over the stopbanks 
that is discussed in a later chapter.  However these investigation lead to the following 
results showing a limitation of the program.  This model was useful as it gave a good idea 
how the program works over rapidly changing topography where the water flow will 
change from subcritical to supercritical (down the 2:1 slope) and back again. 
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          4m 
 
 
      2:1 batter 
 
 
Figure 6-5 Cross Section through the Stopbank Overtopping model. 
 
6.2.2.12.2 Results 
 
The program gave reasonable results for all these runs with froude numbers up to 5 when 
the second-order scheme was used.   The runs using the first-order scheme only gave good 
results for all cases with a Mannings ‘n’  value of less than 0.03.  The only second-order 
scheme run that was not good was the 0.02 m3/s/m run for the Mannings ‘n’  of 0.125.  This 
run gave a flow of 0.02 m3/s/m for most of the top of the stopbank but 1m from the end the 
flow rate dropped to 0.01 m3/s/m.  This occurred despite the output file showing that the 
flow that was leaving the calculation domain was 0.2 m3/s/m.  The reason for this is that 
‘2de’  uses a cell-centred scheme and this result is given despite there still being 
conservation at the cell edges. 
 
The other runs gave values close to 0.02 m3/s/m for all the profile except for a point at the 
downstream end of the stopbank.  However this did not affect the results as it was not a 
control on the level of the water upstream of the stopbank.  The control for this case was 
the width of the top of the stopbank.  In this case there was no uniform depth as the top is 
flat.  Therefore the wider the stopbank the higher the water on the upstream side needs to 
be to dissipate the energy of the flow over the stopbank top. 
 
The other runs show a jump, to an incorrect value that was too high, in the velocity and 
depths at the changes in slope of the stopbank profile.   Again the main reason for this is 
that ‘2de’  uses a cell-centred scheme.  The output file in all these cases show that the flow 
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still has conservation at the cell edges as the inflow and outflow are the same.  These jumps 
could be eliminated from the program using numerical damping however this will mean 
that the overall solution will lose its accuracy. 
 
This analysis undertook further runs on this profile using flatter batters at 1:100.  The 
second-order scheme gave good results however the first-order scheme still gave incorrect 
results. 
 
 
6.2.2.12.3 Discussion and Conclusion 
 
The first-order scheme gave results for lengths of calculated areas that were incorrect for 
most runs.  The second-order scheme gave good results for almost all the runs with only a 
few points where the results have jumps in the expected values despite correct values on 
either side of these jumps.  This is a weakness of this numerical scheme. 
 
Therefore the runs for the analyses of the 1986 and 1994 floods in later chapters need to be 
undertaken with the second order scheme.  Even in this case analysis of the results at large 
changes in ground topography need to be checked as the results could have jumps or local 
high values in the calculated parameters. 
 
6.2.2.13 Channel bend. 
 
A typical channel bend was modelled to check the results that the model gave for the 
superelevation of water flowing around a bend compared to the results given by the 
formula derived from Newtons Second Law of Motion 
 
  Superelevation = V b
gr
2
c
               (6-8) 
where V is the velocity, b is the channel width and rc is the channel radius. 
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The test used a model with a  bend with a radius of 200 m and a channel width of 100 m. 
 
The model gave the following results: 
 
Run Water velocity  Model 
Superelevation 
Superelevation 
using Newtons Law 
1 0.9 m/s 0.0475 m 0.04 m 
2  1.0 m/s 0.05 m 0.06 m 
3  1.6 m/s 0.13 m 0.13 m 
Therefore it can be seen that the program gives good results for the flow around a bend.  
The calculated flow profile across the channel shows most of the superelevation on the 
inside of the bend.   A comparison of the results from values given by Newton’ s formula 
dividing the channels’  two sections gives: 
 
Run   Water velocity Model 
Superelevation 
Superelevation 
using Newtons 
Law 
2 
 
inside  1.0 m/s 0.0375 m
  
0.0263 m 
 outside  1.0 m/s 0.0125 m 0.0237 m 
3 
 
inside  1.6 m/s 0.09 m  0.07 m 
 outside  1.6 m/s 
  
0.04 m 0.06 m 
 
The results show the model overestimates the superelevation on the inside of the bed and 
underestimates on the outside of the bend.  This was due to there being only 5 cells to 
describe the channel width.  The results for the section shown are affected by the link to the 
points downstream which was only 4 cells wide.  The cell on the outside edge does not 
have a cell directly downstream to link up to therefore has no velocity in the flow direction.  
This means that its superelevation will be less.  Hence the results are affected by the rough 
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description of the bed.  This leads one to conclude that a smaller grid will give a better 
result. 
6.2.2.14 Afflux Due to Bridge Piers. 
 
Formulas have been derived for the effect of afflux of bridge piers using the results of 
experiments on model bridge piers.  The principle formula that practitioners use is Yarnel’ s 
formula.   This formula is, 
 
∆y
y
K Fr K Fr
downstream
= + − +3
2
3
2 45 0 6 15( . )( )α α              (6-9) 
 
where ∆y is the increase in water level over the normal depth due to the effect of the bridge 
piers, ydownstream  is the water depth downstream of the bridge,  K is a coefficient that varies 
due to the shape of the pier,  Fr3 is the froude number at the section below the bridge,  and 
α is the percentage area of the flow that the piers occupy. 
 
Henderson (1966) in his Open Channel Flow states that the momentum balance is difficult 
to assess through the piers as the coefficient of drag of the pier has to be estimated.  The 
balance is, 
 
  M1 - M3  =  Pf 
                  
(6-10) 
 
where M1 is the momentum upstream of the bridge, M3  is the momentum downstream of 
the pier and  Pf is the drag force on the pier. M1  and M1 are easily calculated but Pf is not 
and has been determined from experiment in the past.  The lateral shear stress terms (the 
Reynolds or turbulent terms) should allow this effect to be modelled with a two-
dimensional model.  Therefore a typical situation was modelled using ‘2de’  to test a two-
dimensional program’ s abililty to assess this drag and model these types of complicated 
flow patterns. The results were compared with the results using Yarnel’ s formula.    
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A schematic channel was set up that was 150 m wide and 750 m long.  This was discretised 
by 10 m-sided cells.   The slope of the channel was 0.005 m/m.   Three piers were placed in 
the channel that were 40 m long and 10 m wide ie four cells long.   Three runs were done at 
200 m3/s, 400 m3/s and 800 m3/s.  
 
Yarnel’ s formula gives the increases in depth resulting from the piers of the bridge ∆y
 
as, 
 
 
 
flow ydownstream ∆y 
200 m3/s 0.85 m  0.133 m 
400 m3/s 1.29 m 0.197 m 
800 m3/s 1.96 m 0.486 m 
   
The runs on ‘2de’  give, 
 
flow ydownstream ∆y 
200 m3/s 0.89 m  0.2 m 
400 m3/s 1.44 m 0.27 m 
800 m3/s 2.20 m 0.46 m 
 
   
We can see that the normal depths for the rectangular shaped channel are not the same on 
‘2de’  as calculated by hand.   The reason for this is the boundary cells which contain no 
flow and therefore reduce the conveyance of the section.  If we use Yarnel’ s formula to 
recalculate the expected increases in  ∆y we obtain, 
 
flow ydownstream ∆y 
200 m3/s 0.89 m  0.15 m 
400 m3/s 1.44 m 0.25 m 
800 m3/s 2.20 m 0.54 m 
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These values are within 25 % of those calculated by ‘2de’ .  A run undertaken with a grid 
that is twice as dense gave: 
 
flow  ydownstream ∆y by ‘2de’  ∆y by Yarnel 
200 m3/s 0.88 m 0.18 m  0.15 m 
400 m3/s 1.39m 0.28m  0.24m 
800 m3/s 2.10m  0.45m   0.46m 
 
These are within 15% of each other for the three discharges hence are a little better than the 
above results.    Therefore refining the grid did improve the modelling. 
 
We can therefore conclude that ‘2de’  can handle this complicated channel pattern with 
some degree of reliability.  The main reason for this is that the drag force on the pier Pf is 
handled by the lateral shear stress term of the two-dimensional equations.   This would 
apply to other shaped patterns caused by complicated ground topography.   For the bridge 
pier case the ‘2de’  model can only handle the square edge case (unless a very small grid is 
chosen) hence it is limited in this area.  As most piers are round the program will give 
conservative results in these situations. 
 
In conclusion we can see that ‘2de’  can handle this type of complicated flow pattern 
reasonably well. 
 
6.2.2.15 Dividing Flow. 
 
This section gave the results of a test of ‘2de’  in a dividing flow situation.  This will occur 
in many places on a flood plain and also will take place in a more subtle way with 
spreading out of the flood waters from a narrow area onto a wider area. 
 
The example that was used was taken from a series of dividing flow experiments that are 
discussed in Section 14 of Chapter 17 of Open Channel Flow (1959) by Chow.    The 
situation modelled a 90o outflow from a channel.    The 90o outflow channel was the same 
width as the main channel.   A plan is shown below. 
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  channel 1   channel 3 
 
 
 
    channel 2 
 
The procedure outlined in Chow was followed and the results are compared with the ‘2de’  
run for this situation. 
 
The procedure given in Chow was based on experiments that were undertaken on flat 
channels.  However it is stated that these are applicable to any situation.  Therefore 
applying this procedure to a sloping channel was an extrapolation and may contain errors.  
A run was undertaken on a flat channel to check the likely effect that this would have on 
the results. 
 
The calculations using Chow show that the expected division of a 400 m3/s flow entering 
channel 3 is 192 m3/s into channel 2 and 208 m3/s into channel 1.   The runs of ‘2de’  with a 
slope of 0.005 m/m give 187 m3/s into channel 2 and 213 m3/s into channel 1. 
 
This is a good result.   However the flat bed run on ‘2de’  gives a result of 167 m3/s and 233 
m
3/s into channels 2 and 1 respectively.   This is considerably different from the flow split 
calculated from the depths for this latter run.   This needs more investigation and it would 
be useful to undertake experiments using a sloping beds to check the flow splits. 
 
6.2.3 Evaluation Conclusion 
 
This program can easily cope with the demands required to undertake flood plain analyses.  
The program can read files imported from ARC/INFO and export files back to ARC/INFO 
to produce flood maps.  It can produce realistic results as shown by the analysis of a small 
area of the Waihao River Flood Plain.  It produced good results for a variety of situations 
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of complicated flows including subcritical and supercritical flows and also has volume 
conservation which means it is at the state of the art for this type of program. 
 
However the program has two main weaknesses.  These are: 
a) it does not input the exact values put into the boundary points into the flood plain.  The 
errors can be up to 10 % for flows inputted at an angle.  This error was about 1-2% for 
flows at right angles to the boundary.  This error is caused by the cell centre method of the 
programs numerical scheme.  It is caused by the difference between the cell centre where 
the calculations area undertaken and the cell edge where the flows are inputted into the 
calculation domain. 
b) the results have jumps in them at large changes in ground topography.  This occurs as 
the program uses a cell-centred scheme.  However the program does have conservation 
over the calculation domain despite these jumps therefore the results in these areas need to 
checked for consistency. 
 
In conclusion this program is at the state of the art in this field and is able to be used for 
this dissertation as can easily give sensible results for the water flow over Waihao River 
Flood Plain for the dissertation analysis. 
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7. OVERVIEW OF METHODS TO ANALYSE THE FLOOD PLAIN 
FLOODING 
 
The objective of the project was to model both the 1986 and 1994 floods using both one-
dimensional and two-dimensional techniques.  To do this the modeller has to determine the 
flood flows onto the flood plain.  Examining the flood plain showed that there are two 
main areas that require two different approaches.  The areas are: 
 
a) the area downstream of the State Highway One Bridge which has River Control Scheme 
stopbanks designed to carry a discharge of 875 m3/s 
b) the area above the State Highway One Bridge that has no stopbanks. 
 
7.1 Stopbanked Area downstream of State Highway One 
 
In this area the discharges onto the flood plain were determined by analysing the 
overtopping and breaching flows through the stopbanks.  These were put into the flood 
plain models.  The sections below discuss the methods used to estimate the discharges 
through the breaches and over the stopbanks onto the flood plain. 
 
7.1.1 One-dimensional Analysis 
 
The stopbank overflows were analysed using the results from the ‘2de’  analyses as the 
software Mike11 could not handle the supercritical flow down the stopbank batter.. 
 
The breach analysis was more difficult as the flow paths needed to be estimated and the 
Mike11 model did not handle the supercritical flows that may occur through the breaches.  
The alternatives were: 
 
1) to estimate the likely water velocities through the river bermland to the breach and use 
this in conjunction with the cross-sectional area of the breach to estimate the outflow. 
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2) to use models of each breach area estimating the cross sections required for the model by 
estimating the stream paths of the water through each breach. 
 
3) to use the results of the ‘2de’  analyses of the breaches. 
 
The third option was chosen for the analyses as this meant that the same inflows would be 
put into both the one-dimensional and two-dimensional models.  It was considered that this 
would give the best comparison as the overflows for a flood plain analysis would be 
estimated or calculated first before the flood plain analysis was undertaken.  Having the 
same inflows means it will give the best comparison of the ability of both techniques to 
model water flow over the flood plain. 
 
7.1.2 Two-dimensional Analysis 
 
In this case the stopbank overflows can be assessed using ‘2de’  as this program handles the 
supercritical flow that occurred down the outside stopbank batter. 
 
The breach cases can also be modelled using ‘2de’ .  In this case the river cross-section 
surveys can be used to construct a digital terrain model of the river.  This uses the mean 
bed levels of the central river fairway and both river bermlands with the aerial photographs 
of the fairway and berm positions to build a model in ARC/INFO.  The stopbanks were 
also included in these models as the floodplain digital terrain models only included these to 
the top outside edge where it could be seen in the aerial photographs.  In some case 
overhanging trees prevented these levels being picked up by the aerial photogrammetry.  
This model was able to be joined to the flood plain digital terrain model.  The stopbank 
breaches were also included in these models by altering the ground levels at these points 
using the berm bed levels and floodplain ground levels to give a stopbank breach.  These 
models also had a weakness in that they did not include the detail of the berm ground levels 
in them.  This would be difficult to survey as it is like jungle and to get a good survey 
would be far too costly and result in a considerable amount of the berm vegetation being 
levelled to enable the survey to be carried out.   Some allowance was  made for the ground 
topography in the bermlands.   This was done by a combination of field inspection and 
examining the river cross-section data.  The field inspection showed up high and low areas 
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in the berms.  These in many areas could be related to part of the surveyed river cross 
section.  Therefore the digital terrain model was refined in areas where this could be 
established using the same technique as that to construct the model of the river. 
 
 
7.2 Area upstream of State Highway One - No Stopbanks 
 
The upper area upstream of State Highway One has no clear interface between the river and 
the floodplain.  The river did not have a Digital Terrain Model surveyed over it as 75 % of 
the area is either covered in river bermland trees or the water in the thalweg channel of the 
shingle area of the river. 
 
7.2.1 One-dimensional Analysis 
 
This does not cause a problem for the one dimensional analysis as this only requires cross 
sections  (that are available from the Canterbury Regional Council ) to give an adequate 
description of the river topology to enable the flood flows to be calculated.  In this case the 
overflows to the flood plain can be assessed as part of the floodplain analysis for the one-
dimensional case.  In this case as discussed above the modeller is required to guess or 
estimate the water stream flow directions on the flood plain.  The same procedure applies 
to this interface.   However in this case it is even more critical that these are estimated 
correctly overwise there will be errors in the discharges that the model places in the flood 
plain. 
 
7.2.2 Two-dimensional Analysis 
 
A two-dimensional model requires a grid, either uniform or non-uniform, of data to be 
inputted in the model.  Therefore the raw river cross-section data could not be used for the 
analysis. 
 
The problem was overcome by using the river cross-sections as a base for a digital terrain 
model of the river area so that it could be joined to the floodplain digital terrain model.  
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The river cross sections were put into ARC/INFO in a similar manner as for the breach 
analyses using the mean bed levels of the central river fairway or shingle area and the river 
bermlands on each side of the fairway.   This information was improved by interpolating 
points in between the cross sections using the mean bed levels and the aerial photographs 
to give the correct alignment of the rivers’  fairway and bermlands. 
 
This gave an improvement over the one-dimensional analysis as the modeller can use the 
different alignments of the river fairway for each event in the model.  The one-dimensional 
analysis cannot do this as it can only use the cross-section data.  Examining the 
photographs of the river before and after both floods showed that it had slightly different 
shapes for the two floods.  The only river bed survey data for this period was in 1987.   But 
after further analysis it was decided that the changes were not significant enough to use the 
two different alignments.   Therefore the 1987 bed levels and the 1994 river alignment 
were used to build the digital terrain model of the river area.   The 1994 photographs were 
put into ARC/INFO and were used as a background to enable the correct alignments of the 
rivers’  features to be put into ARC/INFO to construct a DTM. 
 
Using the mean bed levels is strictly not correct as the bed levels vary over the river.  The 
deepest part of the channel containing most of the water could be on one side of the river.  
This could alter overflows onto the floodplain especially onto the floodplain upstream of 
State Highway One (see Figure 9-1 at the end of the Volume).  This effect could be more 
than that from not using the exact alignment of the river fairway for the model.    
 
In hindsight this could have been done with further analysis of the river cross-section data 
into areas of similar level.   However this will only give a good solution for the flood being 
examined and if a general flood study is to be done to do flood maps a more average river 
channel pattern would need to be assessed to give the likely overflows onto the floodplain.   
Using the mean bed levels of the whole river central fairway would give a reasonable 
average for these overflows.  However for the Waihao River in this area the river fairway 
alignment will alter over time very gradually in this area and an even more elaborate 
procedure to estimate the average overflows will be necessary. 
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7.3 Flood Plain Resistance - Mannings ‘n’ Layer 
 
The flood plain models need to have a resistance defined for the cross-sections or grids that 
the one and two-dimensional models use.  The best method to do this was to build a 
coverage in ARC/INFO by digitising the expected values of a resistance co-efficient.  The 
analysis used Mannings ‘n’  for the resistance co-efficient.  This was digitised into 
ARC/INFO using the aerial photographs.  These photographs were scanned into a picture 
format file in TIF format and imported into ARC/INFO.  They were aligned to match up 
with the DTM survey using the Cadastral Data base and the fence lines on the property 
boundaries.  The method in ARC/INFO to do this could only scale the photographs 
uniformly in two directions.  Therefore the photograph distortions were still evident but 
most of the photographs were within 5m of the true position. 
 
The Mannings ‘n’  values used for the analysis were; 
 
Farmland (pasture and fencelines)    0.05 
Areas of trees       0.125 
hedges        0.125 
Building areas       0.0125 
Areas in crop       0.07 
roads        0.03 
river bed       0.04 
River bermland      0.125 
Areas with scattered trees     0.06 - 0.10 
 
The method to place these values into the models is discussed in the relevant chapters 
below. Figure 7-1 shows a plan of the Mannings ‘n’  layer that was digitised into 
ARC/INFO and used for the flood plain analyses. 
Figure 7-1 Mannings ‘n’ layer for the Waihao River Flood Plain (see drawings at the 
end of the Volume) 
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7.4 Possible case for analysing the flood plain flows 
 
After the flood log and river level data were analysed it was apparent that both methods 
could analyse the flooding using the whole river and modelling the flood in stages.  Each 
stage was after a stopbank breach.  The breaches were put into the model at the time they 
occurred and the model run with the new stopbank breach.  The stopbank overtopping 
could be modelled in Mike11 by installing weirs at the appropriate places.  The two-
dimensional case would model overtopping as it occurred as the modeller would not have 
to define the points of overtopping.  This could also be done with the one-dimensional case 
by installing more points where overtopping could occur.  In these cases the model would 
calculate the overflows based on the stopbank levels and water flows.  The one-
dimensional model would be able to model the breach lengths correctly and have outflows 
based on the relative conveyance of the breach compared to  the conveyance of the river.  
This would not be correct as it is the plan form of the river as well as the conveyances that 
determines this outflow.  The two-dimensional model will not model the breach lengths 
accurately (to within 3 %) unless a 5 m grid size is used.  This would require a model with 
2,400,000 points in it and would take 8 weeks to run the 11 hours flood time that needs to 
be modelled (using a 166 Mhz Pentium).  Therefore it would have taken too much time to 
model correctly within the timeframe of this dissertation. 
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8. ASSESSMENT OF RIVER FLOWS, OVERTOPPING AND 
BREAKOUT FLOWS ONTO THE FLOOD PLAIN 
 
8.1 General 
 
Before the programs could assess the accuracy of the flood levels on the flood plain a 
detailed assessment of the likely outflows into the flood plain was necessary.  This 
entailed: 
 
i) routing the flood hydrograph from McCullough’ s Bridge to the upstream end of the study 
area so it could be put into the computer model upstream of State Highway One 
ii) calculating the stopbank overflows and breach hydrographs for the area downstream of 
State Highway One. 
 
8.2 Flood hydrographs at the Upstream end of the Study Area. 
 
The flood hydrograph at McCullough’ s Bridge was routed the 17 km down to the study 
reach to determine the flood hydrograph at the upstream end of the study area.  This reach 
of the river did not have cross-sections surveyed over its length.  Therefore the river was 
modelled using an approximate shape of the river from the 1:50,000 map of this area.  The 
river and berm widths were scaled from the maps and and estimate of the river shape (the 
difference in the river bed level and that of the surrounding ground was determined by field 
inspection)  A field survey would have been better but this was too costly to undertake.  
However this analysis did give results that were satisfactory for the the study as a range of 
possible river widths to check the range of uncertainty in the times that this very rough 
modelling could give.  This showed the error to be within +/-15 minutes which was well 
inside the times of uncertainty for the true hydrograph shape and in the times of the 
breaches (see the discussion on these latter two items below in this chapter). 
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8.2.1 1986 Flood 
 
The results show that the flood wave took about 1 hour to reach the upstream end of the 
study area.  The flood wave was also routed to the State Highway One Bridge to check the 
time of the peak.  There were two possible times.  The Canterbury Regional Council record 
showed the peak at McCullough’ s Bridge at 12.00 midday and a newspaper report based on 
a residents observation said 1.00 pm.  This showed that the flood wave will take about 1.5 
hours to travel from McCullough’ s Bridge to State Highway One.  The residents at State 
Highway One stated that the flood wave peaked here at between 1 to 2pm.  If the river 
peaked at 12.00 midday at McCullough’ s Bridge, adding 1.5 hours to this time means that 
it coincides very well with the resident’ s view of the peak at State Highway One.  The two 
curves are shown in Figure 8-1.  If the 12.30 pm time is used this could coincide with the 
2.00 pm for the levels dropping at the State Highway.  The time of 12.30 pm could be 
possible as the 1.00 pm time could have been when the resident would have noticed the 
flood levels dropping.  Therefore the likely range is that the hydrograph peaked at the 
upstream end of the study area between 12.00 midday and 12.30 pm.  The study assumed 
12.00 midday. 
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Figure 8-1. Waihao River - Flood hydrographs for the 13 March 1986 Flood at 
McCullough’s Bridge and SH1. 
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The flood hydrograph had a blip on the rising limb of the hydrograph.  This was assumed 
to be incorrect as the recorder was washed out at about 10.00 am and the readings may 
have been suspect just before this occurred.  The hydrographs of the Pareora and 
Hakataramea Rivers in adjacent catchments do not contain this blip therefore it is unlikely 
to have occurred.  Therefore the hydrogaph was modelled to a second curve shown in 
Figure 8-2.  This was useful to compare with the results of the flood levels on the rising 
limb of the hydrograph to see if it did happen.  This was done by finding the flow which 
best fits the levels on the rising limb of the flood. 
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Figure 8-2 Modified Hydrograph of the Waihao River At McCullough’s Bridge 
 
8.2.2 1994 Flood 
 
Figure 8-3 shows the hydrographs of the flood from routing the flood from McCullough’ s 
Bridge to the upstream end of the study area and to State Highway One. 
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Figure 8-3 Waihao River - Flood hydrographs of the 19 March 1994 Flood 
 
8.3 Determination of Stopbank Overflows 
 
For both the floods, the flooding resulted from overtopping and breaching of the stopbanks 
on the river below State Highway One or river terraces upstream of State Highway One.  
All the cases of stopbank breaching occurred from scour of the stopbank from overtopping.  
The times of breaching were determined using the times of failure given by the residents 
from the flood log, analysis of the maximum flood levels at the breaches, and the river 
hydrograph. 
 
The highest flood levels on the flood plain resulted from the maximum combination of 
breaching and overtopping of the stopbanks that occurred during the event.  Therefore it 
was neccessary to determine the overflow hydrographs from both the overtopping and the 
breakouts. 
 
8.3.1 Overtopping 
 
This section determines the overflow discharges for the various heights of overtopping. 
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8.3.1.1 Field measurement 
 
Canterbury Regional Council Staff assessed the maximum heights of overtopping the day 
after the flood event from the debris marks on the larger vegetation such as broom or gorse 
on the stopbank top or in the river bermland close to the stopbank.  These data were subject 
to some errors as the vegetation may have lowered with the flood water on it rising up after 
the flood waters receded.  The opposite could have also happened.  The vegetation may 
have floated up with the water level and dropped when the water receded.  The latter is the 
most likely scenario.  This means that the levels recorded could be too low.  This will be 
investigated in the flood plain analysis.  Therefore the levels were subject to a large error.  
This error was estimated to be in the order of +/- 0.2 m at least.  The discussion below 
shows that this means that the errors in the estimation of the discharges are in the order of 
100 %. 
 
8.3.1.2 Method of estimation of flows 
 
There were several methods available to calculate the overflow discharges.  These were: 
i) the broad-crested weir formula.  This may not have been reasonably accurate as the 
banks have a top width of 4 m and the overtopping was up to 0.3 m.  The broad-crested 
weir formula is correct for a flow depth of up to one third the weir width.  This was not the 
case.  The ratio was over 13 for the flow over the stopbank.  In most overflow cases the 
overtopping is less than 0.2 m as breaching is expected if overtopping is more than 0.15 m.  
Therefore the analysis modified this formula using empirical methods from laboratory 
measurements outlined in Henderson (1966) for a wide weir.  (For the calculations see 
Appendix 9) 
 
 
ii) another empirical method (Henderson  1966) that uses the brink depth which is a 
percentage of the overflow depth.  (For the calculations see Appendix 9) 
 
iii) Using the program ‘2de’  as it handles flow situations from sub-critical to supercritical 
flow and vice-versa.  This flow situation occurred in this case with the overflow over the 
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stopbank crest and down the face.  The flow was subcritical at the start of the stopbank 
overflow, ie on the river side of the stopbank crest, and moves into supercritical either on 
the crest or just over the landward side of the crest on the landward batter.  Finally the flow 
returned to subcritical when the water reached the flood plain.  This option allowed the 
modelling of the effect of broom and grass vegetation on the stopbank as this could be 
modelled by varying Mannings ‘n’ . 
 
The model runs assessed the overflows for a range of different parameters.  These were: 
(i) overtopping from 0.05 to 0.5 m and for the ‘2de’  model varying, 
(a)resistance’ s from a Mannings ‘n” value of  0.035, which models a grass-covered 
stopbank to 0.125 that models a stopbank covered with broom and gorse and, 
(b) the stopbank topwidths of 2 m and 4 m.  
 
The stopbanks for all these cases had a 2:1 batter. 
 
The model consisted of a 5 m length of stopbank that was level, to give a uniform level of 
overtopping.   In practice the stopbank would have a slope approximately equal to the 
water level slope giving a gradually changing depth of flow over the stopbank.  This occurs 
for several reasons.  These are: 
 
(i) the ground next to a stopbank is not uniform in slope and in fact it varies with terraces 
resulting in non-uniform water levels along the stopbank 
(ii) the vegetation in the river next to the stopbank is not uniform, it can change from grass 
to dense vegetation.  This will cause a change in slope of the waterlevel. 
 
However the assumption using a uniform overtopping height would not make a significant 
error as the levels change gradually.  The error in the estimation of the height had a much 
greater effect on the discharge than this factor.  The discharge for a length of stopbank was 
calculated by integrating the flows over that length. 
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8.3.1.3 Results 
 
These are summarized in Table 8-1 below, 
 
Table 8-1 Stopbank Overtopping Heights and Discharges 
 
Top width 
of stopbank  
(m) 
Overflow 
discharge 
(m3/s/m) 
Mannings 
‘n’  of 
stopbank 
for ‘2de’  
run only.  
This is any 
value for 
the other 
formulae 
Height of 
overtopping 
computed 
by ‘2de’  
program 
(m) 
Height of 
overtopping 
calculated 
by modified 
broad 
crested weir 
formula (m) 
Henderson 
(1966)P212 
Height of 
overtopping 
calculatd by 
brink depth 
formula  
(m) 
Henderson 
(1966)P211 
4 0.1 0.035 0.18 .174 .151 
2 0.1 0.035 0.165 .171 NA 
4 0.2 0.035 0.271 .272 .240 
2 0.2 0.035 0.253 .269 NA 
4 0.5 0.035 0.471 .495 .442 
 
Note that the formulae give results that are independent of Mannings ‘n’  or the resistance 
on the stopbank. 
 
Figure 8-4 shows the effect of different Mannings ‘n’  values on the overflow height for 
several discharges.  
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Figure 8-4 Graph of the effect of different Mannings ‘n’ values on the Stopbank 
Overtopping Discharge 
 
The three different methods gave similar results though the weir formula gave lower depths 
for the same overflow.  The difference in the levels could possibly be due to the empirical 
formulae data being undertaken on smooth laboratory equipment with a Mannings ‘n’  of 
0.02 or less.   Therefore it was decided to use the results from the computer analysis as they 
gave the most realistic results. 
 
Analysis of the 2de results showed: 
 
(i) reducing the stopbank width from 4 m to 2 m reduced the depth by about 6.5% to 8.5%.  
The change in width has the greatest effect on the lower overflow discharges, 
(ii) the change in vegetation for the 4 m width case resulted in a significant increase in the 
depth of flow over the stopbank. 
 
In this case the vegetation consisted of long grass in most areas and broom and gorse in 
other areas.  This was generally flattened once overtopping occurred.  Therefore a lower 
Mannings ‘n’  would give the best or most realistic result.  Therefore the study adopted the 
results with a Mannings ‘n’  of 0.05. 
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8.3.1.3.1 Conclusion 
 
The best method was to calculate the overflows using the ‘2de’  program method with a 
Mannings ‘n’  of 0.05.  This gave the best result as it modelled the flows using the actual 
field data, the height of overtopping, the type of vegetation  and width of the stopbank. 
 
8.3.1.4 Estimation of overtopping flows 
 
Figure 5-3 shows the detail of the overtopping lengths and heights and Table 8-2 in section 
8.3.3.1 show the overflow discharges for the 1986 flood.  Figure 5-6 shows the detail of the 
overtopping lengths and heights and Table 8-4 in section  8.3.3.2  shows the details of the 
overflow discharges for the 1994 flood. 
 
8.3.1.5 Errors in the Estimation of the Overtopping Flows 
 
The average overtopping height was in the order of 0.2 m.  The estimated error in the 
measurement of this height is 0.2 m.  Therefore the range of errors for several heights of 
overtopping was: 
 
Height of 
Overtopping 
Estimate of 
overtopping flow 
Upper estimate of 
overtopping flow 
Lower estimate of 
overtopping flow 
.1 m 0.03 m2/s 0.21 m2/s 0.0 m2/s 
.2 m 0.09 m2/s 0.34 m2/s 0.0 m2/s 
.3m 0.21m2/s 0.50m2/s 0.03m2/s 
.4m 0.34m2/s 0.70m2/s 0.09m2/s 
 
Therefore it can be seen that the overtopping discharges are subject to a very large error. 
 
 
8.3.2 Analysis of Stopbank Breaches. 
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The breakout hydrographs were assessed with computer modelling.  The study used the 
two-dimensional model ‘2de’  to assess the flows through the breakouts.  It could handle the 
transitions to and from any supercritical flows that occurred in the breaches.  MIKE11 the 
one-dimensional program could not therefore could not be used for this problem. 
 
Also the one-dimensional model MIKE11 cannot model this problem very well as the flow 
directions need to be assessed.  In these cases the directions vary considerably.  Figure 8-5 
gives a typical example showing many flow directions.  These can only be estimated in a 
one dimensional model and one does not know if these directions are correct unless it is 
compared to real information. 
  Stopbanks
 River
 Breach
 
 
 Figure 8-5  Plan of the flow directions ( velocity vectors) in a stopbank breakout. 
 
Strictly speaking, to do an exact comparison of one and two-dimensional analyses a one 
dimensional analysis should be used to determine the flows for the one-dimensional case.  
However, in this case this was not possible as the one-dimensional program MIKE11 could 
not be used for all the breaches.  However as stated in Chapter 7 this was not important as 
the purpose of this dissertation was to compare the ability of the one and two-dimensional 
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models to model flood plain flows. Therefore using the same inflows made the comparison 
more valid. 
 
A weakness in the two-dimensional case, is the grid size.  If it is too large then the analysis 
may give a profile that is not a smooth transition that is expected and the breach width may 
not be accurately modelled.  An example of the latter is a 50 m breach modelled using a 20 
m grid.  In this case the model breach will have an error of 20 % as it can only model 40 m 
or 60 m.  Therefore a grid size needed to be determined, below which the result does not 
change significantly. 
 
The analysis of 2de in Chapter 6 showed that the program undercalculates depths by about 
2-3%.  This meant that it overestimates flows with the correct level.  The results obtained 
from this analysis were correct or close enough for the two-dimensional analysis as this 
program will have this error in all the results for the flood plain. 
 
However the two-dimensional results will overestimate the correct flows for the one-
dimensional analysis.  However as these flows are only estimates it was decided that this 
problem could be overcome by calibration i.e. adjusting the flows after the results are 
known.  This is discussed further in Chapter 10. 
 
8.3.2.1 Factors Governing the Breakout Flow 
 
Initially the governing factors that determine the discharge of a breakout flow are: 
 
(1) the resistance of the vegetation on the upstream and the downstream side of the breach.  
Any vegetation will limit the speed of the water flowing to or from a breach.  It will require 
more friction losses to give the same outflow. 
 
(2) the width of the breakout. 
 
(3) the height of the stopbank at the breakout point. 
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(4) the geometry of the upstream and downstream topography.   In some cases a terrace  
may cause a backwater effect on the flow or divert the flow direction through the breach. 
 
These factors will be different in each breakout area.  Therefore the best solution is to 
model the breakouts separately.  This will allow all the above factors to be taken into 
consideration. 
 
8.3.2.2 General Model to Ascertain the Extent of Modelling Required. 
 
A model of a uniform section of river was created with two berms (on the left and right 
banks) of 100 m width and central fairway of 100 m width and a slope of 0.003 m/m.  The 
central fairway was 1.0m lower than the berm and the flood plain adjacent to the river was 
at the same height as the berms and 400 m in width.  This was a very approximate 
representation of the Waihao River in the study reach.  The river was modelled for 400 m 
initially with a 50 m breach in the stopbank to the flood plain.  The breach was centred in 
the 400 m length.  The model was run with a uniform flow of 900 m3/s - a reasonable flood 
flow for the river.  Following this the model was extended to 500 m in length and any 
change in outflow to the flood plain checked.  The length was increased by 100 m until the 
outflow to the flood plain remained unchanged or decreased insignificantly with the 
increase in length. 
 
The results showed that provided the downstream water level was close to the actual level 
of flooding, the distance from the downstream boundary needed to be 200m.. 
 
8.3.2.3 Setting up the Model Areas 
 
These runs required the river and stopbank levels to be linked up to the DTM of the flood 
plain in the area of the breach.   The Digital Terrain Model did not cover the river area as 
the aerial photogrammetry could not pick up most of the area of the river.  The river is 
either in trees,  the river bermlands, or under water, the thalweg channel in the river 
fairway.  In most cases the stopbank levels were in the DTM but these were checked using 
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the stopbank construction plans.   The river was put into the DTM using the cross-section 
mean bed levels of the river fairway (the cleared area in the centre of the river channel) and 
mean bed level of the berm areas planted in trees on either side of the fairway.  The aerial 
photographs were used to give the river the correct alignment of the river fairway berm 
boundary between the cross sections.  The bed levels were put in as points and the river 
shape was given by the breaklines that were drawn along the fairway and berm edges and 
stopbank top and bottom edges.  Points were put at every change in direction of the fairway 
edge or stopbank alignment using interpolated levels from the cross sections.  Once the 
points were placed breaklines were drawn to connect them.  The breakline was  ‘snapped’  
to the point position using the ‘snap’  command in ARC/INFO. 
 
A visual field survey was also undertaken to check the validity of this procedure.   This 
examined the bed levels and nature of the upstream and downstream cross-sections and at 
the stopbank breach.   In some cases there were terraces inside the berm which affected the 
bed levels considerably even quite close to the cross-section.  In these cases the berm levels 
were adjusted using the detailed cross-section information on the levels of the ground on 
and below the terrace.   This will give levels to about +/- 0.3 m ( about the same accuracy 
as the DTM) in these areas interpolating bed levels from areas of uniform slope between 
upstream and downstream cross-sections.  Ideally a survey would have been done but we 
did not have the resources or time to do this and it would have been impractical as it would 
have required the berm undergrowth to be cleared.  This is expensive requiring a resource 
consent and would reduce the effectiveness of the river control works in these areas and the 
consent may be declined. 
 
The river and flood plain areas were combined to obtain the model area.  This also included 
the stopbank breach or breaches that were being investigated.  After several runs it was 
found that a 5 m grid size was required to give good results as smaller grid sizes would not 
significantly improve the results.  This meant that the breach sizes could only be modelled 
in steps of 5 m ie either 50 m or 55 m not 53 m.  This was not a problem as most breach 
sizes were measured to the nearest 5 m.  However this did create a source of error as the 
breach size is only known to within 2.5 m.  Therefore for a 50 m breach the error was +/-5 
%.  The standard error criteria of 67 % of the values being within the standard error meant 
that this error of the stopbank breach width had to be within 1.5 m to give a 3 % standard 
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error for the breach width of 50 m about the average breach error or error in the breach 
discharges. 
 
Figure 5-3 shows the areas used for the models of the stopbank breaches for the 1986 flood 
and figure 5-6 shows the areas used for the 1994 flood. 
 
8.3.2.4 Handling of Information to and from ARC/INFO. 
 
8.3.2.4.1 Importing data 
 
The program required two ‘ASCII’  files of points for each area.  One file for the ground 
levels and one for the resistance factor Manning’ s ‘n’ . ARC/INFO generated these files.  
This program generated a ‘TIN’  or computer surface of the ground levels and the 
Manning’ s ‘n’  values.  A routine was used to extract a grid of points called a ‘lattice’  of the 
spot values  on the ‘TIN’  surface.  This ‘lattice’  was converted into a coverage of point 
values that was finally converted into an ASCII file.  In ARC/INFO these started from the 
top left hand corner of the calculation grid whereas the program started at the bottom left-
hand corner. The software was developed to read this format as it originally read a file of 
ground levels from the bottom of an area. 
 
8.3.2.4.2 Exporting Data 
 
The program’ s output program ‘pop’  was used to do the analyses required by this section 
therefore there was not need to export data from the program’ s output files. 
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8.3.2.5 Calibration Levels 
 
Both the 1986 and 1994 floods had the maximum flood levels pegged and surveyed for all 
the cross sections.  However it is not simple to analyse these levels.  The modeller needs to 
relate these levels to a discharge in the river in order to assess the overall picture of the 
breach and overtopping sequence.  It was necessary to determine whether these flood levels 
took into account all the outflows from the breaches and upstream.  This flow would 
automatically account for the overtopping as this would have had to have occurred.  By 
doing this for all the breaches one was able ascertain whether the breaches had occurred 
before or after the peak of the flood.   If the maximum river discharge downstream of a 
breach showed that it only allowed for overtopping then one can conclude that the breach 
occurred at the peak or after the peak.  Use of this with the information from the flood log 
and the times when overtopping was over 0.15 m enabled the time of the breach to be 
determined with even more accuracy.  Once these were determined a flood hydrograph of 
the river allowing for the overtopping and breaches upstream was constructed.  The flows 
from this hydrograph for every hour over the peak of the flood were run through each 
model to determine its outflow hydrograph onto the flood plain. 
 
8.3.2.6 Outline of the Procedure to Calculate the stopbank overtopping and breach flows 
 
Sections 8.3.2.7 and 8.3.2.8 discuss the results for the 1986 flood.  In the analysis the  work 
in these sections was done concurrently but for this document they were written up 
separately.   
 
Section 8.3.2.7 discusses the individual breach analyses.  These were done in conjunction 
with the overall river flood flow calculations that were done after the flood by backwater 
calculation by the Canterbury Regional Council.  The backwater calcuations determined 
the discharge in the river at each breakout point and these were used for the inflows to the 
individual models.  The individual analyses refined the flows in the river estimated from 
the backwater analyses to obtain the correct water level in the river.  The outflow(s) with 
these levels was the estimate taken for the discharges through the breach(es) analysed. 
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Section 8.3.2.8 discusses these results and estimates the times of the breaches.  The 
discharge in the river was against the overtopping and breach flows that were calculated in 
Section 8.3.2.7 to find out whether the breaches occurred before or after the peak.  It was 
necessary to start this procedure from the upstream end of the river above all the 
overtopping and breaching and work downstream.  This meant that the peak discharge in 
the river was known.  At the first site the outflows were subtracted from the peak flow.  If 
the maximum discharge calculated was greater than this then the breach must have 
occurred at or after the peak flow.  In this case the peak discharge in the river was the peak 
flow at the previous site upstream less only the overtopping outflows. If the maximum 
discharge calculated in the river was equal to peak discharge upstream less the overtopping 
and breach flows the breach must have occurred before the peak.  In some cases the breach 
may have not fully developed before the peak.  This would have given a result in between 
the above two figures.  The figures were not sufficiently accurate to determine whether this 
occurred.   
 
This information was then used with the times of the hydrograph and any information in 
the flood log to determine the times of the breaches. 
 
The 1994 flood was done in a similar manner and is presented in Sections 8.3.2.9 and 
8.3.2.10 below. 
 
8.3.2.7 Individual Breach Analyses - 1986 Flood 
 
8.3.2.7.1 Breach 2 - between cross sections 9 and 10 on the left bank 
 
This breach only flooded the river and a small area of the river flat (see Figure 5-3).  This 
area was completely filled up in the flood with water overtopping the stopbank at the 
downstream end eventually breaching it.  The maximum water levels in this area were from 
the maximum depth of overtopping that the downstream stopbank could take before it 
breached and the inflow into this area through this breach that was occurring at the time.  
This flow was equal to about 0.15 m overtopping over 300 m of stopbank which was equal 
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to a waterlevel of 5.7 m over this stopbank.  Following this an approximate calculation was 
done to check the effect of different discharges on the backwater effect over this area.  This 
showed very little difference in water level for flows up to 200 m3/s.  Therefore the model 
was run over the upstream end of this river flat and the associated river using a water level 
of 5.8 m (to allow for some backwater effect) on the river flat.  Figure 8-6 below shows the 
area modelled. 
 
Figure 8-6  Contour Plan of the model area for the Breach 2 between Cross-sections 9 
and 10 on the Left Bank - March 1986 Flood. 
 
This simulation used the calibration levels from the observed debris levels at cross section 
9, about 6.9 m to 7.0 m on the left bank and 6.85 m on the right stopbank, cross section 10, 
7.43 m on the left bank, about 7.2 m on the right stopbank. 
 
The model run gave a water level of 7.0 m at the breach.  This was close to the water level 
at cross section 9 on the left bank that was 50 m downstream of the breach. 
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The discharge through the breach was measured by using the northerly or ‘y’  component of 
the velocity multiplied by the depth of the flow.   One had to be very careful in analysing 
the flow through the breach as if you add the ‘unit width discharge’  results this applies to a 
cross section at right angles to the flow at this point which is not in the ‘y’  direction.  If one 
just multiplies the unit width discharges by the cell width the discharge will be over-
estimated by the effect of the x component of the velocity.  
 
 
Figure 8-7  Plan of the Velocity Vectors through Breach between Cross Sections 9 and 
10 on the Left Bank. 
 
The results of the runs showed that the discharge through the breach was 182m3/s when it 
occurred when flood plain water level was low and this did not reduce when the water level 
in this area was at 5.8 m. 
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8.3.2.7.2 Breaches 5, 6, 7 and 8 - between Cross-sections 14 and 16 on both banks  
 
This model covers an area where there were 4 breaches on the river that were very close 
together on the river. The model only considers three of these breaches, numbers  5 6, and 
8 as breach 7 was an inflow back to the river. 
 
 
Figure 8-8  Contour Plan of the Breaches 5, 6, 7 and 8 between Cross-sections 14 and 
16 on both Banks. 
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The model also had an inflow from the flood plain on the southern side in this area.  This 
was necessary to obtain the correct outflow from breach number 6 as it would be dependent 
on the water levels in the flood plain that arose from itself and the breakouts upstream on 
this side.  The outflow from this breach may be a little more if there are no flows coming 
from upstream however outflows just from this breach is not the worst case for the flood 
plain downstream on this side and therefore does not need to be considered.  The worst 
case is the outflow from breach number 6 with the outflows from the breaches upstream 
and breach number 7 on the true right bank is intact.  If breach number 7 had developed 
then some of the outflows from the upstream breakouts would return to the river here and 
reduce the flood plain flow downstream.   The situation with breach number 7 intact would 
have occurred for some time as the river system was overwhelmed here and all the 
breaches here and upstream would have developed before breach number 7 developed.   
This latter breach would have occurred after the others as it was a result of inflows back to 
the river.   The breach number 6 (and 5 and 8) would have had to have developed to lower 
water levels in the river so that the inflow would have scoured the stopbank.  Before these 
breaches developed the water levels in the river would have been over or very close the the 
stopbanks at breach 7 position and scouring would have been impossible.   This would 
have meant that the water level on the flood plain would have been about at least 0.15 m 
higher than the stopbank level here.   This level of 12.5 m will provide a check on the 
validity of the flood levels provided in this area.  These levels as well as the levels in the 
river were used to validate the model.   
 
The analysis gave the following results: 
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Position Measured Flood Level 
(m) 
Model Flood Level (m) 
Cross section 15 left bank 12.79 12.7 
Cross section 15 right 
bank 
12.65 12.8 
Cross section 16 left bank 13.64 13.7 
Cross section 16 right 
bank 
13.86 13.7 
227 86-115 13.309 12.7 
230 V86-114 13.078 12.61 
234 1986 13.297 12.89 
 
The discharges for breach numbers 5 and 8 were calculated using the ‘y’  velocities and 
depths with the cell width for the cells at the breaches.  The discharge through breach 
number 6 was calculated by integrating the contour plan (see Figure 8-9 below) of the unit 
discharge through the breach.  This figure shows the velocity vectors and the unit width 
flow contours through breach 6. 
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Figure 8-9  Plan of the Velocity Vectors and Unit Width Discharge Contours through 
Breach 6 
8.3.2.7.3 Breaches 9, 10 and 11 - Between Cross-sections 18 and 20 on the Right Bank 
 
This model covers three breaches between cross-sections 18 and 21 on the river and the 
associated floodplain.  The breaches are below cross-section 19 and between cross sections 
19 and 20.  In this case the discharge through the breach was calculated using the depths 
and y component of the velocities of the points though the breaches.   
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Figure 8-10  Contour Plan of the Model of Breaches 9,10 and 11 between Cross-
sections 18 and 20 on the Right Bank. 
 
The flood levels at this site were 19.0 m at cross section 20 and 17.35 m at cross section 
19.  The modelled levels for these two points were 18.8 m and 17.31 m. 
8.3.2.8 Analysis Details - 1986 Flood 
 
This flood had a very short peak as shown in Figure 8-2.  The flood peaked at about 12.00 
midday at McCullough’ s bridge and about 1.30 pm at SH1.  This section gives the details 
of how the times of breaching were estimated using the procedure outlined in section 
8.3.2.6. 
 
8.3.2.8.1 Breach 12 -1986.  (between cross-sections 21 and 22 left bank). 
 
The backwater curve on the Waihao River shows that the maximum flood levels on this 
reach occurred when only overtopping was taking place.  This meant that the breaching in 
this area was either close to or after the peak of the event.  This breach is 80 m in length 
which is a multiple of 20 m, the grid size for the main models.  It did not cause a great deal 
of flooding and therefore was not very important.  Therefore it was analysed in the main 
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flood plain models.  The overtopping at this breach was 0.15 m at the most.  As there was 
no overtopping upstream this breach must have occurred either at or after the peak.  The 
flood level analysis confirmed this as it showed that the peak of the flood less the flow that 
passed to the north of the State Highway Bridge caused the flood levels at this point.  
Therefore this breach was assumed to have occurred at 2.00 pm. 
 
8.3.2.8.2 Breaches 10 and 11 - 1986  (between cross-sections 19 and 20 right bank). 
 
The discussion on breach 12 shows that the maximum outflow occurred with only 
overflows and no breaching on the river.  The flood outflows therefore use the maximum 
flood levels in the river for the first hour and then a reduced overflow from breach 12. 
 
The peak overtopping heights at these breaches were over 0.15 m at about 0.25 m and 0.35 
m.  Hence these breaches should have occurred before the peak of the flood.  However the 
analysis of the peak flow at breach 8 showed that the peak flow must have occurred with 
these breaches intact as the peak discharge at breach 8 occurred with only the overtopping 
and 80 m3/s breach flow from breach 8.  Therefore these breaches were assumed to have 
occurred close to the peak of the flood at about 1.30 pm.  It was possible that the lower 
breach may have occurred earlier as its overtopping depth was greater. 
 
8.3.2.8.3 Breach 9 - 1986   (between cross-sections 18 and 19 right bank). 
 
The maximum flood levels for this breach are with overtopping only therefore this breach 
occurred at about the same time or before breaches 10 and 11 at about 1.30 pm. 
 
8.3.2.8.4 Breach 8 - 1986  (at cross-section 16 left bank). 
 
The maximum flood levels at this cross section showed that this breach must have occurred 
before the peak of the flood.  The peak overtopping height at this point was 0.25 m 
indicating that this breach would have occurred before the flood peak which was about 
2.00 pm at this point.  It would have had to have occurred before the breaches upstream at 
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about 1.00 pm.  The 1986 video showed the stopbank overflowing with the bank intact at 
11.30 am and about half an hour to an hour later at 12.30 pm. 
 
8.3.2.8.5 Breach 7 - 1986  ( just upstream of cross section 15 right bank). 
 
This breach was an inflow.  This would have occurred from the flood waters from the 
breakouts at 9, 10 and 11.   This water takes about 1 hour to reach this site from the main 
flood plain analysis and would take about 2 hours to peak.  Therefore this breach would 
have occurred at about 3.00 pm. 
 
8.3.2.8.6 Breach 6 - 1986  ( at cross section 15 left bank). 
 
The maximum flood level calibration shows a peak discharge of 890 m3/s at this point.   
The discharge in the river using the figure from breach 8 and the overtopping and 
maximum outflow from this breach gives 860 m3/s.   This was very close and therefore it is 
concluded that this breach would have occurred before the peak but may not have been 
fully developed by the peak.  However the likely errors in flood levels would mean that this 
discharge is within the error range and that this breach would have been fully developed 
before the peak.  The maximum level of overtopping of 0.41 m also indicates that this was 
the case.  Therefore the breach would have occurred about the same time as breach 8 at say 
12.30 pm. 
 
8.3.2.8.7 Breach 5 - 1986  (between cross-sections 14 and 15 right bank). 
 
The maximum flood level calibration at cross section 14 gave a maximum discharge of 740 
m3/s in the river.   This was very close to the discharge using discharge at breach 6 and the 
maximum outflows from this breach and overtopping to cross-section 14 of 690 m3/s.  This 
flow was within the range of errors in the measurement of the flood levels therefore this 
breach would have been fully developed at the peak flow level in this river.  The peak flood 
level at this point showed that the stopbanks were overtopped by 0.76 m indicating that the 
breach occurred well before the peak of the flood.  This was backed up by the flood log that 
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states that this section had breached before 12.00 midday.  The analysis assumed that the 
breach occurred at 12.00 midday. 
 
8.3.2.8.8 Breach 4 - 1986  (between cross-sections 11 and 12 left bank). 
 
This breach would have occurred at or close to the peak of the flood hydrograph on the 
flood plain at this point.   The time was determined by assessing the time that it was being 
overtopped by 15 cm.  If this occurred before the peak this breach would reduce the peak 
levels on the flood plain in this area and downstream.    This time was determined from an 
initial run of the flood flows onto this area of the flood plain.   This is discussed in section 
10. 
8.3.2.8.9 Breach 3 - 1986  (between cross-sections 10 and 11 left bank). 
 
This breach was treated in the same manner as breach 4 above. 
8.3.2.8.10 Breach 2 - 1986  (between cross-sections 9 and 10 left bank). 
 
The maximum flood level calibration shows that this breach was developed or mostly 
developed at the peak of the flood.  The overflow was 180 m3/s at the peak which is when 
breach 1 would not have developed and the maximum flow was in the river downstream of 
this breach.  This breach would have occurred at about 1.00 pm.  However the analysis of 
the overflow at the stopbank about breach 1 shows that a flow of 40 m3/s would result in 
breach 1 occurring.  Therefore the analysis used this flow to determine the maximum water 
levels in this area as the water levels in this area were lower after breach 1 occurred even 
with the higher discharge of 180 m3/s into this area. 
 
 
 
 
8.3.2.8.11 Breach 1 - 1986 (at cross-section 7 left bank). 
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This breach would have occurred once the water level in the river flat area had filled with 
the inflows from the overtopping into this area and breach 2.  The time was therefore 
determined from the analysis of this area and the time that the water level reached 5.7 m to 
5.8 m at this stopbank. 
 
8.3.2.9 Individual Breach Analyses - 1994 Flood 
 
8.3.2.9.1 Breach 7 - Between cross-sections 18 and 19 right bank. 
 
This model contained enough of the river and flood plain to give a good result for the 
outflow discharge with the correct downstream waterlevel.  The levels for calibration are 
15.71 m at cross-section 18 that is 300 m downstream of the breach and 17.3 m at cross-
section 19 that is 50 m upstream of the breach.  The model results gave 17.3 m at cross- 
section 19.  The value at cross section 18 was used to give the level at the downstream 
boundary.  The outflow from the breach was determined from the depths and y or northerly 
component of the velocities of all the points through the breach.   
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Figure 8-11 Contour Plan of the model Breach 7 between Cross-sections 18 and 19 on 
the Right Bank. 
 
8.3.2.9.2 Breach 6 - Between cross-sections 16 and 17 - Left Bank . 
 
This model contained a considerable length of river upstream of the breach.  The reason for 
this was to model the flow correctly over the wide area of left berm upstream of the breach.  
To do this it was necessary to go to a reach upstream that had uniform shape.  The 
stopbank overflowed at this point by about 0.15 m.  This meant that the flood levels at the 
breach were between 14.2 m and 14.3 m.  The outflow through the breach was determined 
from the depths and easterly component of the velocities of all the points through breach. 
 
 
Figure 8-12  Contour Plan of the model for Breach 6 between Cross-sections 16 and 
17 on the Left Bank. 
 
8.3.2.9.3 Breach 5 - Between-cross sections 12 and 13 - Left Bank. 
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This model contained the reach of river and floodplain suitable to give a good result.  The 
river was at an angle to the downstream boundary which has a constant waterlevel as a 
control as ARC/INFO could only give grids in a north south east west grid.  However the 
model was large enough so that this did not have an effect on the outflow discharge or the 
river flood levels opposite the breach.  The flood levels for calibration were 9.36 m at cross 
section 12 and 10.35 m at cross section 13.  The model levels were 10.36 m at cross section 
13 that is 30 m upstream of the breach therefore this gave a good estimate of the discharge.  
As the breach was at about 45 degrees to the grid, the discharge through the breach was 
determined by integrating a plot of the unit width discharge through the breach.  The 
analysis of breach 6 in the 1986 flood was done in this manner. 
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Figure 8-13  Contour Plan of the model of Breach 5 between Cross-sections 12 and 13 
on the Left Bank. 
 
8.3.2.9.4 Breach 3 - Between cross-sections 9 and 11 - Right Bank. 
 
This model contained enough of the river and flood plain to give a good result.  It was 
necessary to have a large area of flood plain to obtain a good result as there was a terrace 
downstream of this breach that could have had an effect on the outflows from the stopbank.  
The flood levels for calibration are 7.23 m at cross section 10 that is 160 m downstream of 
the breach and 8.11 m at cross section 11 that is 250 m upstream of the breach.  The model 
gave levels of 7.23 m and 8.16 m, a very good match.  Again in this case the discharge was 
determined by integrating a plot of the unit width discharge through the breach. 
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Figure 8-14  Contour Plan of the Model of Breach 3 between Cross-sections 9 and 11 
on the Right Bank. 
 
8.3.2.9.5 Breach 1 - Between cross-sections 7 and 8 - Right Bank. 
 
This breach contained enough of the river and flood plain to give a good result.  This 
required enough of the flood plain to ensure that the flow over the terrace on the flood plain 
downstream of the flood plain that could affect flows out of the breach was included in the 
model.  The flood level for calibration was 6.16 m at cross-section 8 that was 60 m 
upstream of the breach.  There were no levels measured at cross-section 7 but the peak 
water level was close to the top of the stopbank here, probably within 0.1 m as overtopping 
occurred most of the distance between cross-sections 7 and 8 on this bank.  The model 
gave a flood level of 6.18 m at the cross-section 8.  The discharge was determined from the 
depths and easterly component of the velocities of the points through the breach. 
 
 
 
Figure 8-15  Contour Plan of the Model of Breach 1 between Cross-sections 7 and 8 
on the Right Bank. 
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8.3.2.10 Analysis Details - 1994 Flood. 
 
This flood had a very long flat peak (see Figure 5-5).  It is not known exactly when all the 
breaches occurred.  However times can be estimated for all but one (breach 1) reasonably 
accurately.  The Canterbury Regional Council flood log noted that there were 6 breaches (1 
to 6) by 2.38 pm and that breach 7 occurred at about 3.00 pm.  A photograph at 2.31 pm 
shows breach 3 on the right bank just beginning to breach with breach 1 fully developed. 
 
The flood peak stayed up until about 5.30 pm at SH1 so all the maximum outflows 
occurred for at least 3 hours before they started to drop. 
 
Below each case is examined separately and related to the other breaches to build up a 
picture for the inflows to the floodplain model.   This needs to be done from the upstream 
end of the river. 
 
8.3.2.10.1 Breach 7 - 1994 (between cross-sections 18 and 19 right bank) 
 
Both the flood log and one resident stated that this occurred at about 3.00 pm. 
 
8.3.2.10.2 Breach 6 - 1994 (between cross-sections 13 and 14 left bank) 
 
A message on the flood log indicated this breach was still intact at 1.35 pm and the aerial 
photographs and flood log indicate that it had occurred by 2.38 pm.  The model assumed 
2.00 pm.  The flow at this breach will be lowered by breach 7 outflow (this started at 3.00 
pm and the decrease in flow would take 5 minutes to reach breach 6) at 3.05 pm. 
8.3.2.10.3   Breach 5 - 1994  (between cross-sections 16 and 17 left bank) 
 
This would have occurred about the same time as breach 6 at 2.00 pm.   It would have been 
affected by the overtopping and breach 6 from 2.00 pm and also from breach 7 at 3.10 pm ( 
a 10 minute delay for flows to come from breach 7). 
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8.3.2.10.4 Breach 4 - 1994 (between cross-sections 11 and 12 left bank) 
 
This breach was treated in the same way as it was for the 1986 flood. 
 
8.3.2.10.5 Breach 3 - 1994 (between cross-sections 10 and 11 right bank) 
 
This gradually occurred from 2.30 pm to 3.00 pm.    It is a long breach and would have 
taken some time to develop.   For the flood plain analysis the flow was gradually increased 
over this time.  It is affected by the flow in breaches 5 and 6 all the time (a check was also 
to made to see if this stopped overtopping to verify the times of these breaches) and from 
breach 7 at 3.15 pm. 
 
8.3.2.10.6 Breach 2  (between cross-sections 10 and 11 left bank) 
 
This breach was treated in the same manner as it was in the 1986 flood. 
 
8.3.2.10.7 Breach 1  (between cross-sections 7 and 8 right bank) 
 
The photographs show this breach being fully developed by 2.38 pm with flooding over all 
the flood plain downstream.  It was likely this breach occurred about 1 to 2 pm.  The 
analysis assumed 1.30 pm.   It would be affected by the breach at 3 from 3.00 pm, breaches 
5 and 6 from 2.10 pm and breach 7 at 3.20 pm.  
 
 
8.3.3 Determination of the Hydrographs of the Discharges from the Breaches and 
Stopbank Overtopping. 
 
The hydrographs of the outflows to the flood plain were developed from the river 
hydrograph, the overtopping heights and breakout sizes and their times and the effects that 
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the upstream breakouts and overtopping had on the downstream breakouts and 
overtopping. 
 
The outflow hydrograph from the stopbanked reach begins with the overtopping as 
identified by the residents or from the calculations of the river capacity.  The times of these 
were known by the residents in some areas.  The times that overtopping began in other 
areas were determined from the calibration of the river water levels from the overall 
analysis and the river hydrograph.  The hydrographs for each area were developed in a 
similar manner using the increase in water height with the increase in river discharge to 
obtain the outflow hydrograph.  The outflow discharge was calculated using the stopbank 
discharge flow for the height from Figure 8-4. 
 
This procedure had to allow for the upstream overtopping reducing the river discharge for 
the downstream areas where there was overtopping. 
 
The outflows from the breaches were determined in a similar manner and also needed to 
include the effect of the overtopping.  In this case the outflows from breaches upstream had 
a significant effect on the overtopping and breach discharges downstream. 
 
8.3.3.1 1986 Flood Overflow Discharges 
 
The results are shown in Table 8-2 and Table 8-3 below; 
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Table 8-2 Overtopping discharges (m3/s) 1986 Flood 
Side 
of 
River 
Posi-
tion - 
Cross
sec-
tions 
Time 
10.00 
am 
 
11.00 
am 
 
12.00
mid-
day 
 
1.00 
pm 
 
2.00 
pm 
 
3.00 
pm 
 
4.00 
pm 
 
5.00 
pm 
South 21-22 5 2 7 13 20 9 4 0 
South 20-21 0 0 3 8 15 8 3 0 
South 19-20 0 4 11 20/10
** 
10 4 0 0 
South 18-19 0 0 14 40/20 7 0 0 0 
South 16-18 0 0 18 50/25 9 0 0 0 
South 14-15 0 14 40/20 46/30 16 6 0 0 
South 10-11 0 0 9 25/12 6 0 0 0 
South 9-10 0 0 10 15/10 4 0 0 0 
South 7-8 0 0 5 10/5 2 0 0 0 
North 16-
17t* 
0 0 10 15/10 4 0 0 0 
North 16-
17b* 
0 0 10 15/10 4 0 0 0 
North 15-16 0 15 30 45/30 16 6 0 0 
North 14-15 0 12 23 35/25 13 5 0 0 
North 8-9 0 6 13 20/10 4 0 0 0 
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* the ‘t’  means the length of stopbank upstream of the breach between cross-sections 16 
&17 and ‘b’  means the length of stopbank downstream. 
 
** The slash is a drop in discharge due to breaches upstream.  The effect of overtopping 
upstream is smoother and does not show on the above table. 
 
 
Table 8-3 Breach Discharges  (m3/s) 1986 Flood 
 
Side 
of 
River 
Posi-
tion 
Cross 
Sec-
tions 
Time 
10.00 
am 
 
11.00 
am 
 
12.00 
mid- 
day 
 
1.00 
pm 
 
2.00 
pm 
 
3.00 
pm 
 
4.00 
pm 
 
5.00 
pm 
South 19-
20t 
0 10 20 20/60 75 60 43 28 
South 19-
20b 
0 10 20 20/48 52 48 32 15 
South 18-19 0 10 20 20/64 83 64 61 44 
South 14-15 0 10 10/82 82/60 56 53 40 23 
North 16 0 10 20/78
* 
78/65 64 59 42 19 
North 15 0 10 20/77
* 
78/69 68 65 53 36 
North 9-10 0 10 20/18
2 
182/1
60 
160 155 140 110 
* The increase in flow occurred at 12.30pm not 12.00midday as indicated by the table. 
 
Note that this table shows the flows that were put into the flood models.  A reworking of 
the breach analysis after the analyses were nearly complete showed that breaches 9,10 and 
11 would have occurred from 1.00 pm to 2.00 pm not 1.00 pm as indicated on the table.  
Also breach 8 occurred at 1.00 pm not 12.30 pm as indicated by the above table.  This 
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would have altered the discharge hydrographs reducing the inflows however this was not 
done as it would not have reduced the peak discharges through the breach.  However it may 
have reduced the peak discharges in some areas of the flood plain but this effect would be 
small therefore the runs were not done again.  The other factor was the time involved to 
redo the runs with the correct discharges and that the calibration altered these discharges 
within the possible error range to reduce the mean error of the analysis results with the 
surveyed flood plain data. 
8.3.3.2 1994 Flood Overflow Discharges 
 
The results are shown in Table 8-4 and Table 8-5 below. 
 
Table 8-4 Overtopping Discharges (m3/s) 1994 Flood. 
Side of 
River 
Posi-
tion - 
Cross 
Sec-
tions 
Time 
11.00 
am 
 
11.30 
am 
 
12.00 
mid-
day 
 
1.00 
pm 
 
2.00 
pm 
 
3.00 
pm 
 
4.00 
pm 
 
5.00 
pm 
 
6.00 
pm 
South 19-20 0 0 0 3 10 10 3 0  
South 17-18 0 0 0 2 6 6/0 0 0  
South 10-11 0 0 10 27 50 0 0 0  
South 9-10 0 0 3 9 16/0 0 0 0  
South 8-9 0 0 2 3 5/0 0 0 0  
South 7-8 0 0 0 4 10/0 10 0 0  
South 7-8 0 0 5 10/5 3 0 0 0  
North 16-
17t* 
0 0 1 2 3 3/0 0 0  
North 16-
17b* 
0 0 2 4 8 8/0 0 0  
North 11-13 0 7 18 35 50/0 0 0 0  
North 8-10 0 12 23 35/25 16 8 0 0  
North 8-9 0 0 0 1 4/0 0 0 0  
 
* the ‘t’  means the length of stopbank upstream of the breach between cross-sections 16 
&17 and ‘b’  means the length of stopbank downstream. 
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** The slash is a drop in discharge due to breaches upstream.  The effect of overtopping 
upstream is smoother and does not show on the above table. 
 
 
 
 
Table 8-5 Breach Discharges (m3/s). 1994 Flood. 
 
Side 
of 
River 
Posi-
tion - 
Cross 
Sec-
tions 
Time 
11.00 
am 
 
11.30 
am 
 
12.00 
mid-
day 
 
1.00 
pm 
 
2.00 
pm 
 
3.00 
pm 
 
4.00 
pm 
 
5.00 
pm 
 
6.00 
pm 
 
7.00 
pm 
 
8.00 
pm 
South 18-19 0 0 0 2 5 10/8
3 
82 80 75 68 60 
South 10-11 0 0 4 10 20 113 112 111 110 100 95 
South 7-8 0 0 0 3 10/1
53 
140 140 126 104 93 80 
North 16-17 0 0 2 5 10/9
0 
90/7
0 
68 67 65 55 40 
North 12-13 0 2 10 20 20/9
7 
87 87 86 86 84 75 
 
8.3.4 Errors in the Estimation of the Breach Discharges 
 
As stated in section 8.3.2 above the two-dimensional analysis gave discharges that are too 
high for the flows represented.  Another factor involved in this problem was the resistance 
value.  This could have been overestimated for the whole river and therefore the discharge 
underestimated or vice versa.  The likely range of values for this was  
 
Area  Adopted Mannings 
‘n’  
Possible upper 
value 
Possible lower 
value 
River Berm .125 .15 .10 
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River area .04 .03 .05 
Flood plain 
Farmland 
.05 .03 .06 
 
As the discharges are proportional to the inverse of Mannings ‘n’  the errors in the above 
table would give errors of about 25% for most areas.  The largest source of possible error 
was farmland where the low Mannings ‘n’  value would result in flows being greater than 
the 25 % range provided that critical flow does not occur through the breach.  If critical 
flow occurs the control will be the water level upstream in the river.  The breach models 
were not rerun to investigate whether this would occur as the Mannings ‘n’  value used on 
the flood plain in the flood plain analyses was 0.05.  This value did take into account 
fences and hedges as the Mannings ‘n’  value for an open field would be less than this a 
about 0.035 - 0.04.  Therefore it could be possible that the water flows are underestimated.  
The best way of checking this would be to have velocity measurements.  However we do 
not have these. 
Table of Contents 
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9. TWO-DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS 
9.1 Introduction 
 
The two-dimensional analysis used the two-dimensional program 2de that was evaluated in 
Chapter 6.  The program is still under development and several changes (that arose out of 
this dissertation work) are currently being implemented.  Further work to check these 
developments of 2de and subsequently develop it will be done after the dissertation work is 
complete.   
 
This section describes the methodology, analysis, results and calibration undertaken on the 
flood plain for both the 1986 and 1994 floods. 
 
9.2 Setting up the Flood Plain models. 
 
9.2.1 Model size and setting up 
 
The program used a rectangular grid to analyse the flood plain.  The flood plain however 
was not rectangular in shape.  The analysis made the calculation domain rectangular by 
inserting between the edge of the domain and the DTM, areas higher than the flood plain so 
water could not flow over them into the DTM model area. 
 
Next the modelling assessed the problem to find the most suitable grid size.  This showed 
that, with a 20 m grid, 10 hours of real time simulation for each flood could be run on the 
Pentium 166 Mhz machine in 25 hrs.  In this case the program was run on the UNIX based 
personal computer language, Linux.  A 10 m grid size would have required a running time 
of 8 x 25 hours or 200 hours.  The reason for this was that the 10 m grid had 4 times as 
many points and the time step for the analysis was half that for the 20 m grid.  This time 
was considered too long to obtain results that may have required to be rerun several times 
for various reasons.  Therefore the 20 m grid size was chosen for the analysis.  A smaller 
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grid may give a better result therefore it was proposed that the 20 m grid results be checked 
using the results for a 10 m grid on area S1, the smallest area. 
 
The analysis divided the flood plain into 4 calculation areas using the 20 m grid.  Two on 
the north side (area N1 of 40,500 and area N2 of 45,350 points) and two on the south side 
(area S1 of 20,500 and area S2 of 51,500 points).  This required an increase in the 
maximum size of the 2de grid.  As there were two models on each side of the flood plain 
the software was modified for this project to allow it to input results from a row or column 
from an upstream area into a downstream area. 
 
9.2.2 Flood Plain Features 
 
The 20 m grid size was too large to pick up all the features of the flood plain.  These 
features were: 
i) the railway line that runs north-south through the flood plain (see Figure 9-3). 
ii) a grass waterway channel called Sinclairs Creek on the southern flood plain (see Figure 
9-3  and  Figure 9-4 ). 
iii) several irrigation channels on the southern side of the flood plain (see Figure 9-3  and  
Figure 9-4 ). 
iv) Willowbridge Creek that runs on the northern flood plain (see Figure 9-5) 
v) a channel cut through an area of higher ground just north of Lundies Ford (see Figure 9-
5). 
 
9.2.2.1 Railway Line Embankment 
 
Where the 20 m grid did not give the railway line embankment levels, ARC/INFO was 
used to alter the levels of the closest adjacent points to the railway embankment to its level.  
The changes were done using a contour map showing the railway line levels and position in 
the background altering the levels of these points one by one.   
 
As the embankment was less than 20 m wide this caused a very small volume conservation 
error as the grid represented the embankment by cells 20 m square.  This however would 
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not have a significant effect on the results as the volume was a very small percentage of the 
overall water volume.   
 
At one point there was a small bridge of 10 m width through the railway embankment.  The 
modelling put the invert ground level at this point of the railway embankment.  The width 
of 10 m was modelled in the 20 m grid by increasing the Manning’ s ‘n’  value to twice the 
normal value for this area.  The increase in resistance was important as the flood levels for 
the large area of water ponded up against the embankment were dependent on the flow 
characteristics through this bridge.  This procedure was correct as in this cell even though 
the cell did not have the correct volume (it is twice the actual volume) the velocity is half 
the true velocity.  These changes satisfied both the volume conservation and momentum 
conservation equations.  However it was recognised that the program did not have options 
to allow for inlet and outlet head losses through the bridge. 
 
This however highlighted a potential problem with structures as these can have an effect on 
the flood levels of quite large areas upstream of them.  In addition to bridges, the model 
also needs to be able to represent structures such as weirs, culverts and allow for bridge 
piers which are too small to be placed in the grid.  These generally provide drainage of an 
area through an embankment and therefore effect the flood levels in these areas.  In some 
cases the areas affected can be quite large. 
 
9.2.2.2 Sinclairs Creek 
 
The modelling changed the ground levels for Sinclairs Creek similarly to the railway 
embankment levels.  It also ignored the conveyance of the Creek in this case as the Creek 
was nearly full during the flooding.  This was done by taking the invert level of the Creek 
out of the model before ARC/INFO generated the ‘TIN’  surface.  This meant that the Creek 
was acting in the model as an area of high ground equal to the height of the creek 
stopbanks.  Again in this case there is a small volume conservation error as the creek was 
less than 20 m in width. 
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9.2.2.3 Irrigation Canals 
 
The modelling handled the irrigation canals embankments above the flood plain similarly 
to Sinclairs Creek.  However unless they were overtopped these would not be full of water.  
If they were, then any flows in these channels would have little effect on the flood plain 
flows as their conveyance was very small and many of them were at right angles to the 
flood plain slope.  The irrigation race embankments also had siphons to keep the natural 
drainage channels of the flood plain and stop water ponding up behind the races with 
nowhere to go.  These gaps in the irrigation race embankments were less than 20m in width 
and the Manning’ s ‘n’  values for these points were also increased to give the correct water 
conveyance through the gaps. 
 
9.2.2.4 Willowbridge Creek and Drainage Channel 
 
Where the 20 m grid did not show Willowbridge Creek on the northern flood plain the 
modelling inserted actual creek levels into the grid.  The changes were done similarly to the 
railway embankment.  A similar exercise was carried out for the drainage channel through 
the high ground with the Manning’ s ‘n’  value being altered to give the correct conveyance 
as the channels were not 20 m in width.  In both these cases the channel zigzagged through 
the flood plain where the channel was flowing diagonally over the calculation grid.  The 
zigzag meant that the channel had a small volume conservation error as it had more volume 
in it as it was longer than the diagonal channel.  It also meant that the flood conveyance 
was less than it should have been as the channel was longer and also flatter in these areas 
than the actual channel. 
 
9.2.3 Modelling of Breaches and Overtopping 
 
The results of Chapter 8 gave the discharges onto the flood plain from the stopbank 
breaches and overtopping.  The analysis needed to put these into the flood plain at the 
correct positions.   
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It modelled the breaches by placing channels from the edge of the calculation area to the 
DTM, i.e. through the higher areas that were inputted to make the calculation domain 
rectangular.  These channels were the same width as the breach, to the nearest 20 m, and 
entered the flood plain at the same level as the flood plain.  These are shown on the contour 
plans of the model areas (see Figure 9-2) 
 
The overtopping was modelled similarly (see Figure 9-2 for the diagram that is applicable 
to the following description).  In this case there was a channel one cell wide from the edge 
of the calculation domain to the centre of the length of the stopbank where the overtopping 
occurred.  At this point the channel turned in both directions parallel to the stopbank going 
the full length of the overtopping.  Between this channel and the flood plain the modelling 
inserted higher ground one cell wide.  This area was uniform in height to allow the uniform 
flow per unit width over the length of overtopping.  This was not exactly correct as the 
overtopping was not uniform over its length.  However this was considered close enough to 
be insignificant within the expected errors from the other sources of error such the DTM 
elevations and the flood plain resistances. 
 
9.2.4 Beach Dune 
 
During the flood events the flood water flowed over the flood plain to the beach dune and 
built up behind the dune, eventually breaching it by piping failure.  The DTM did not 
include the beach dune at the coastline.  This meant that an approximate beach dune had to 
be inserted into the  model.  The modelling put a dune that had a reduced level at its crest 
of 5.5 m (about the average level from the beach dune surveys) and part of the Pacific 
Ocean into the DTM model.  The latter allowed the water flow through the breaches to be 
correctly modelled.  Two models were run.  The first model had the dune with no breaches 
in it and was run until the water levels had risen to the correct level.  The second model 
contained the breaches and was run until the peak flows had passed into the Pacific Ocean. 
 
 
 
9.2.5 Inflow Hydrographs 
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The flood hydrographs calculated in Chapter 8 were inputted into the overtopping and 
breach channels at the model boundaries.  The modelling stored the results of the runs for 
every real time hour as storage at any closer time would have resulted in very large files.  
At this time period the results for the four runs for one flood were stored in four files of 
about 100 Mb.  However this did not give the maximum values as the flood wave peaks 
were not exactly at each hour.  This required further software development to allow 2de to 
give files containing the maximum water levels, velocities and depths in addition to the the 
files containing the hourly values. 
 
Finally before the models were run the hydrographs were modified to account for the 
volume of the inflow channels from the edge of the calculation domain to the flood plain.  
These channels can be seen in Figures 9-2 to 9-7 in the folder of plans. The volumes were 
important as these channels were quite long, up to 2 km for the S2 area. 
 
9.2.6 Contour Plans of the Individual Models 
 
Figures 9-1 to 9-7 in drawings at the end of the Volume show the flood plain models for 
both floods.  Figure 9-1 shows the area N1 used for both the 1986 and 1994 floods.  
Figures 9-2 to 9-4 show areas N2, S1 and S2 respectively for the 1986 event and the final 
three figures show the 1994 flood models for areas N2, S1 and S2. 
 
Figure 9-1 Contour Plan of the Model area N1 for both the 1986 and 1994 Floods 
Figure 9-2 Contour Plan of the Model area N2 for the 1986 Flood  
Figure 9-3 Contour Plan of the Model area S1 for the 1986 Flood 
Figure 9-4 Contour Plan of the Model area S2 for the 1986 Flood 
Figure 9-5 Contour Plan of the Model area N2 for the 1994 Flood 
Figure 9-6 Contour Plan of the Model area S1 for the 1994 Flood 
Figure 9-7 Contour Plan of the Model area S2 for the 1994 Flood 
(For Figures 9-1 to 9-7 see the drawings at the end of the Volume) 
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9.2.7 Flood Plain resistance. 
 
As stated in Chapter 7, a layer of Mannings ‘n’  values  was digitised into ARC/INFO.  The 
20 m grid did not pick up all the areas that were digitised such as hedges.  Therefore 
another plot was done of the Mannings ‘n’  values.  Figure 9-8 in the drawings at the end of 
the Volume shows the values used for the model and this can be compared with Figure 7-1 
which uses a 5 m grid and shows almost all the features (it also misses some hedges) of the 
Mannings ‘n’  layer. 
 
Figure 9-8 Contour Plan of the Mannings ‘n’ values for the 20 m grid (see drawing at 
the end of the Volume). 
 
9.3 Handling of Information to and from ARC/INFO. 
 
9.3.1 Importing data 
 
This was done using data files with a list of the data points for the ground levels and 
Mannings ‘n’  and was discussed in section 6.2.2.6 above. 
 
9.3.2 Exporting Data 
 
The program originally only had a routine to export results in xyz format.  This required 
editing of the files before the results could be imported back into Arcinfo.  Therefore the 
dissertation commissioned another routine for 2de that gave results in Arcinfo ‘ungenerate’  
format to speed up this process.  This file was loaded into Arcinfo ‘info’  file that was then 
converted into a point coverage using an AML file or routine of many Arcinfo commands.  
Arcinfo generated lattices of these to allow it to contour the depths or whatever parameter 
was on the input file.  These were the basis of the files used in the calculated flood extent 
maps Figure 9-9 and Figure 9-10. 
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9.4 Results - Outline of the Calibration Process 
 
For both floods the models were first run with the discharges calculated in Chapter 8 
above.  Following the comparison of the results with the surveyed flood levels and flooded 
areas further runs were done by adjusting the discharges.   
 
This continued until it was found that the discharges could not be increased without 
increasing the extent of flooding beyond that that was recorded.  At this stage the average 
calculated flood level was 0.2 m below the surveyed flood level.  Also it was not possible 
to obtain the average flood levels by undertaking further calibration either by increasing the 
discharge or increasing Mannings ‘n’  without changing these parameters beyond their 
expected errors.  This was an important finding.  This meant that the final runs done were 
only to obtain the best fit to the flooded area.  Some calibration could have been done by 
altering Mannings ‘n’  to make the calculated flooded area fit better.  This was not done as: 
a) There was not enough time, 
b) The errors in the DTM and flood levels were greater than the error of the differences in 
calculated and surveyed flood levels.  This meant that this exercise may not have had any 
benefits as DTM and flood level errors may have clouded any improvements in the 
standard error. 
 
The point b) was also important as this meant that it may not worth reanalysing an area 
with a smaller grid size as these errors would stop any improvements to the errors in the 
results.  It could be that a smaller grid size would have reduced the overall error in the 
DTM as there would be more points in the area that the method actually used to calculate a 
flood level at a given point.  This would show up provided the surveyed flood levels were 
at the accuracy that that has been assessed.  This exercise will be done as part of Chapter 
11 in the discussion of this point. 
 
This meant that the analysis results included an initial analysis with the parameters as 
determined by Chapter 8 and a final analysis with the correct or best estimate of flooded 
area. 
 
The following section discusses details of this process for each of the analysis areas. 
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9.4.1 1986 Flood 
 
9.4.1.1 Data Points 
 
The initial discharge hydrographs were run with the model and the results were compared 
with the surveyed data.  This resulted in some of the surveyed data being reassessed after 
comparison with the model data and other data.  This led to data points being discarded for 
the comparison with the model results. 
 
The reasons for this were: 
a) the data were not at or close to the peak of the event.  The analysis found that these 
points were not able to be sensibly compared to the model: 
 i) As the time of the photograph (these points were all photographs) was not known 
accurately enough to give a sensible interpretation. 
 ii) The exact shape of the flood hydrograph was not known.  The hydrograph had 
been reshaped as outlined in Chapter 5 as the recorder had been destroyed during 
the flood. 
There were 21 points in this category. 
 
b) The position of the point on the photographs taken off the video was found to be 
incorrect after examination, that resulted from the large discrepancy between the model 
results and the surveyed flood level.  There were 2 points in this category. 
 
c) The two levels that showed the extent of flooding at the railway line were considered not 
accurate as they were tied into features north and south of the Faulkners Road crossing. 
 
d) The comparison was not valid as it required water to enter a small flood plain channel, 
upstream of the point, that was not flooded in the model.  In this scenario the flood levels 
upstream were just too low to enter this channel.  The levels in the area could not be 
compared as this channel had a different slope than the main flow.   This was similar 
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situation to two braids on a river that at the same longitudinal distance on the river have 
different water levels.  There were two levels in this category. 
 
e) There were four levels upstream of the railway line on the Southern Flood Plain that did 
not tie in with other flood levels in the area.  Also, these levels were far too high when 
examined with the model results with the other levels being close to the model results. 
 
f) Old flood levels on the flood plain that were surveyed by Catchment Board Staff after 
the 1986 event.  The positions of these were difficult to locate without consultation with 
those that surveyed them.  It was decided that these points should not be used as people 
outside the flood plain surveyed them.  The surveyors would not have the same interest, or 
anchoring in the memory, of the flood levels as those directly affected by the flooding. 
 
These points were also taken out of the MIKE11 analysis. 
 
9.4.1.2 Digital Terrain Model Areas 
 
The results from the initial analysis were also reassessed where there were large areas of 
the DTM that were high or low.  This was discussed in Chapter 3 above.  These areas were 
not adjusted as the DTM met the specification and therefore the surveyor did not think that 
they were warranted..  An analysis of the data points in these high and low areas showed a 
definite trend (significant at 1%) (see Appendix 10).  Therefore it was considered valid to 
do the changes to the surveyed data to compare it with the computer model results.  Table 
9-1 below shows the results of this analysis in the rows labelled ‘after further analysis’ .  
The analysis tables in Appendix 11 show the correction details.  The results also included 
an adjustment of -0.024 m for the remainder of the points outside the high and low DTM 
areas to compensate for the raising of the points in the high and low areas. 
 
This highlighted a problem.  The flood levels given by the program in these high and low 
areas will not be correct in terms of the real survey data (the ‘after further analysis’  results 
will be correct as they were adjusted for this error).  Therefore another approach was tried.  
This was to use the depth results.  Use of the depth eliminated the effect of the high and 
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low DTM areas as the water would have about the same depth with a correct DTM.  The 
actual depths would be a little different as the slopes of the ground into and out of these 
areas would be different and alter the water flow directions in these areas.  A 0.3 m DTM 
error in 500 m is equivalent to increasing or decreasing the slope of 0.003 m/m by about 20 
% so the effects of the flow patterns in these areas could be significant.  
 
Table 9-1 also shows the results of the depth analysis.  For the whole area these had a 
similar standard error as the reduced level results therefore were not as useful as first 
thought.  The reasons for this were that there are areas where the ground levels are not 
good, such as on sloping ground and hence the depths may be have just as large errors 
overall as the water levels. 
 
Table 9-1 shows the results from several runs.  The first was the initial results using the 
results of the overtopping and breakouts as they were calculated in Chapter 8 above.  Table 
9-1 below shows the results and Figure 9-9 in the attached folder of plans shows flooded 
area.  These results are significant as they are uncalibrated results. 
 
After these results were analysed further modifications were done to the flows to make the 
computer model match the flooded areas.  Modifications or calibrating were considered 
valid, as the estimates of the discharges into the flood plain had quite large errors.  Chapter 
8 discussed the extent of these errors. 
 
This showed that overtopping discharges could double in value and that the discharges 
through the breaches could be subject to a 30 % error. 
 
The second set of results was called the Zurich results (see Table 9-1 and Figure 9-9) as 
they are based on the maps that were sent to a conference there in September 1996.  These 
maps gave the best flooded area results.  The errors in this model were a little worse as they 
were based on analysing a contour map of 0.25 m water level contours using ARC/INFO.  
They also had an error in area S2 as a breakout discharge was not put into the model.  The 
initial and 2nd runs were rerun with this correction.   
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The run 2 (see Table 9-1) was a further run based on further analysis by increasing the 
flows from the Zurich analysis that gave a best fit of the flooded area taking into 
consideration two weaknesses of the program.  These were that the program did not dry out 
an area completely after a flood wave had passed reducing the peak of the flood wave and 
that the program would overestimate the flood levels in Willowbridge Creek as this Creek 
zig-zagged across the flood plain.  These and other reasons were discussed in section 
9.4.1.4.1 below. 
 
9.4.1.3 Results 1986 Flood 
 
Table 9-1 below gives a summary of the 1986 results and Figure 9-9 at the end of the 
volume shows a plan of the flooded area.  Appendix 10 gives details of the results.   This 
table gives the results of the main runs undertaken for the analyses.  There were several 
other runs undertaken to look at different factors.  Section 9.4.1.4 below discusses these 
factors. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 9-1 Differences in the modelled and surveyed flood levels using the Two-
Dimensional Model, 2de for the 1986 Flood (m). 
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In each square the results give mean, Standard Deviation and standard deviation of the 
mean. 
Run Total Area Area N1 Area n2 Area s1 Area s2 
Initial - initial 
results 
-0.252 
0.275 
0.023 
-0.260 
0.283 
0.051 
-0.174 
0.294 
0.060 
-0.256 
0.284 
0.040 
-0.305 
0.233  
0.032 
Initial after 
further analysis 
-0.221 
0.235  
0.020 
-0.212 
0.242 
0.041 
-0.117 
0.223 
0.045 
-0.250 
0.258 
0.036 
-0.272 
0.248 
0.039 
Zurich -initial 
results 
-0.259 
0.264 
0.022 
-0.304 
0.254 
0.044 
-0.221 
0.290 
0.060 
-0 237 
0.280 
0.040 
-0.276 
0.227 
0.032 
Zurich - after 
further analysis 
-0.224 
0.247 
0.021 
-0.258 
0.229 
0.039 
-0.174 
0.247 
0.050 
-0.214 
0.270 
0.038 
-0.248 
0.232 
0.034 
Run 2 (Final 
Run)- initial 
results 
-0.205 
0.271 
0.023 
-0.266 
0.279 
0.050 
-0.174 
0.294 
0.060 
-0.210 
0.273 
0.038 
-0.194 
0.244 
0.036 
Run 2 (Final 
Run)- after 
further analysis 
-0.172 
0.243 
0.020 
-0.218 
0.215 
0.038 
-0.117 
=0.223 
0.045 
-0.187 
0.262 
0.036 
-0.128 
0.243 
0.036 
Run 2  
Flood depths 
 
-0.181 
0.215 
0.031 
    
 
(note that the data used to calculate the flood depths did not include all the points)
 
Figure 9-9 Two-dimensional model ‘2de’ = Zurich results 1986 - Best Match of 
Inundation area (see drawings at the end of the Volume) 
 
 
 
9.4.1.4 Individual Area Analyses Discussion 
 
9.4.1.4.1 Area N1 
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This area was upstream of the State Highway.  This area modelled the overflows on the 
northern flood plain as there were no areas to the south that flooded in this model area.  
The paragraphs below also discuss the overflows on this northern flood plain that also 
flowed into area N2. 
 
Initially the estimated discharge of 1250 m3/s was run through the model.  The flood levels 
with this discharge were too low.  The levels ‘after further analysis’  were an average of 
0.212 m too low.  The two errors for the mean calculated flood level and the measured 
flood level were combined together by taking the square root of the sum of the squares of 
each error.  This gave the standard error for the initial result at 0.063 m.   This means that 
as the difference was more than 2 standard deviations away this error was significant at 5 
%.  Therefore the levels could be increased by increasing the flood discharge or increasing 
the resistance of the flood plain. 
 
A further run with a peak flow of 1338 m3/s, a 7% increase on 1250 m3/s, increased the 
flood levels by 0.04 m on average.  The differences averaged -0.154 m that was just 
significant at 5%.  It was unlikely that the peak discharge was greater than this and 
therefore further calibration work would need to consider in more detail the resistances in 
the flood plain in this area.  However this was not done as: 
a) There was not time to do this, 
b) 2de needs development with the conveyance term to give correct depths and this was not 
available at the time of writing therefore it was not possible to do anyway, 
c) The flood extent was best with 1150 m3/s. 
 
As stated, despite the levels being too low the flood extent in area N2 using this discharge 
was too large. Reducing this flow to 1150 m3/s resulted in modelled area of flooding in 
area N2 becoming closer.  Figure 9-9 in the attached folder of plans shows the results of 
this run called the Zurich Results. 
The area that overflowed from area N1 into area N2 that was north of the SH1 bridge and 
flowed into Willowbridge Creek was also put into the N1 results as they were calculated 
from the flood hydrograph put into model N1.  Therefore the following comments were put 
with area N1 even though this area was in area N2. 
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In this run and later runs, breach 12 was omitted as it gave large overflows into this area 
north of the river at State Highway One.  It could have been put in closer to the time 
overtopping stopped at this point so that the effect of flooding from it could have been 
minimised.  However this would be calibrating and it was not considered important enough 
to do to improve the results of the model runs. 
 
The largest area difference in the modelled and surveyed results was the area to the north 
east of the State Highway Bridge.  This area was almost flooded in 1986.  Examination of 
the map of the flood extent in Figure 5-1 shows a small area jutting out from the main 
flow.  A photograph taken during the event shows that water almost overflowed at this 
point therefore only a small error in the DTM or model parameters such as Manning’ s ‘n’  
would cause this difference.  Further work could have been done to reduce the resistances 
in the river at the upstream end of area N2 to give a closer result for the extent of flooding 
in this area.  However there was not enough time to do this. 
 
The results in this area to the north of the river downstream of the SH1 bridge, highlighted 
a drying problem with the program.  The overflow hydrograph into area N2 was not large 
however it resulted in a considerable area of flooding.  The program leaves the minimum 
depth specified for a cell, in this case 0.02 m, in the cell when the flood wave passes.  As 
this area was large and the flood hydrograph (calculated by the program) that flowed over 
this area was not great and of short duration, the flood wave petered out in some of the runs 
undertaken.  This was caused by the volume of water in the flood wave being less than the 
volume contained in the area flooded with the minimum depth of 0.02 m.  Therefore 
further work was commissioned to reduce the minimum depth of the drying process. 
 
The Zurich run gave the best result in terms of the area flooded despite this problem.  If the 
drying problem had been fixed the area to the north of Willowbridge Creek would have 
flooded to a greater extent as it did with the initial run discharge.  Figure 9-10 from the 
1994 flood shows approximately the flooding of that the model calculated for this area.  
This therefore indicated that there must be another cause of the flooding of this area to the 
north of Willowbridge Creek.  The reasons for this are: 
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a) the depth of Willowbridge Creek may not have been correct as the photogrammetry 
would not have picked up the bottom of the Creek bed.  The levels may have been high due 
to the large amount of vegetation in the creek.  A survey of this Creek would need to be 
done to confirm this. 
 
b) the creek zigzags over the grid and therefore its conveyance was underestimated by the 
model.  See discussion in section 9.2.2.4 above  and the section 11.3.6 below. 
 
9.4.1.4.2 Area N2 
 
The section above discussed the flooding to the north in this area.  The flooding from the 
stopbank breaches and overtopping gave a result with a mean difference between the 
measured and computed flood levels of -0.117 m.  The standard error for the differences is 
0.056 m.  Therefore the mean difference in the calculated and surveyed levels was just 
more than two standard deviations from the mean and was therefore significant at 5 %.  
However further calibration was not done for the same reasons as for area N1 above. 
 
The Zurich run reduced the discharges for this area to give the correct area of flooding to 
the north of Willowbridge Creek.  These discharges may be more correct as the levels 
calculated for this area are low for several values in the area to the east of Lundies Ford and 
south of Bradshaws Rd.  The flood levels here were low as they were controlled by a ridge 
of higher ground to the south of Bradshaws Rd where the DTM was low.  The field survey 
of ground levels (in this case these were flood level positions) showed that this was the 
case.  The other factor affecting the flooding to the north of Willowbridge Creek was the 
conveyance of this Creek calculated by 2de.  As discussed in section 9.2.2.4 above, the 
calculation grid reduced the conveyance of this Creek.  Therefore further survey work in 
this area would be  necessary to correct this problem. 
 
The final or 2nd run used the same inflows as the initial discharges as the flooded area 
upstream of Willowbridge Creek.  This gave overflows to the north of Willowbridge Creek 
that may not occur with a better description of this Creek for the model as discussed in the 
paragraph above. 
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9.4.1.4.3 Area S1 
 
The initial run gave levels that were too low.  Analysis of the differences showed that the 
flood levels resulting from the breaches between cross section 19 and 20 were too low.  
Therefore flows from these breaches were increased by 10 % for run 2.  This reduced the 
error of the flood levels to -0.187 m.  The standard error was 0.049 m for the levels in this 
area and therefore the error was significant at 5%.  Further work could have been done with 
the overflows and more importantly the resistance values however there was not time to do 
this. 
 
The changes to the peak flows for the final run were: 
 
 
Breach or overtopping Initial Discharge (m3/s) Final Discharge (m3/s) 
Overtopping Cross-section 
20 -21 
15 40 
Breach  Cross-section 19-
20t 
75 85 
Breach Cross-section 19-
20b 
52 60 
 
 
 
 
 
9.4.1.4.4 Area S2 
 
This model area had one more source of indeterminacy in it as the levels at the coast line 
were dependent on the water level at which the shingle beach barrier breached.  The model 
was run several times and the best results were obtained with the shingle beach barrier 
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intact until 3.00 pm.  After this time the modelling used the ground topography with the 
two breaches that occurred in the beach.  This required further development to the software 
to enable the results for the same model area with slightly different topographies to be 
stored on the same file.  Changing the topography for both breaches also assumes that they 
must have occurred close together.  This must have happened otherwise only one breach 
would have occurred as the water levels would have dropped stopping the second breach 
occurring. 
 
The results of run 2 that increased the overflows at several positions, show that the flood 
levels calculated are still too low by -0.128 m.  The standard error was 0.049 m for the 38 
levels in this area and therefore the error was significant at 5%.  Further work was required 
however there was not enough time to do this.  The errors were a result of the following 
causes: 
 
a) The discharges into area S1 being too low as the flood levels in this area are almost too 
low, 
b) The discharges onto the flood plain were too low and the resistance of the flood plain 
too high to compensate to give better flood levels.  This would have meant that the flood 
wave would have passed down the flood plain faster building up levels at the beach dune 
higher before the beach dune breached, 
c) There was a numerical problem in the way 2de models progress of the front of the flood 
wave down the flood plain causing it to travel too slowly down the flood plain.  However 
the study did not obtain any data to confirm whether this was the problem. 
 
The most likely reason for the differences was  a).  However there was not enough time to 
do this analysis.  Further field data from the local residents on the progress of the flood 
wave down the flood plain may be able to provide the answer to this problem. 
The changes in peak discharges between the initial and final runs were: 
 
Breach or Overtopping 
Area 
Initial Discharge (m3/s) Final Discharge (m3/s) 
Breach and Overtopping 126 130 
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Cross-sections 14-15 
Overtopping Cross-
sections 10-11 
25 50 
Overtopping Cross-
sections 9-10 
15 40 
Overtopping Cross-
sections 7-8 
10 30 
 
 
9.4.2 1994 Flood 
9.4.2.1 Data Points 
 
The comparison used all the flood data obtained for this flood event.  This included flood 
levels before the peak of the event as these occurred in areas where only overtopping had 
happened and the analysis estimated the overflow discharges with some degree of 
confidence. 
9.4.2.2 1994 Results 
 
Table 9-2 below shows the summary of the results of the model runs undertaken.  Figure 9-
10 at the end of the Volume shows the flooded area calculated by the model.  The next 
section gives the discussion of these results. 
 
 
 
 
Table 9-2 Differences in the modelled and surveyed flood levels using the two-
dimensional model, 2de for the 1994 Flood (m). 
The figures in each box on the table are, mean, standard deviation and the standard 
deviation of the mean. 
Run Total Area  Area N1 Area N2 Area S1 Area S2 
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Results of initial runs -0.098 
0.314 
0.032 
0.191 
0.307 
0.073  
-0.244 
0.272 
0.051 
-0.007 
0.326 
0.059 
-0.212 
0.295 
0.068 
Results of initial runs 
after further analysis 
-0.082 
0.301 
0.032 
0.167 
0.307 
0.073 
-0.166 
0.221 
0.045 
-0.031 
0.326 
0.059 
-0.211 
0.236 
0.054 
Results of run for 
area N1 with 40% 
less flow - flow that 
best matches the 
mapped flooded area 
-0.190 
0.303 
0.032 
-0.236 
0.219 
0.052 
-0.244 
0.272 
0.051 
-0.007 
0.326 
0.059 
-0.212 
0.295 
0.068 
Results of run for 
area N1 with 40% 
less flow after further 
analysis - flow that 
best matches the 
mapped flooded area 
-0.180 
0.259 
0.028 
-0.236 
0.219 
0.052 
-0.166 
0.221 
0.045 
-0.031 
0.326 
0.059 
-0.211 
0.236 
0.054 
Results of flood 
depths for runs (note 
that the data used to 
calculate this figure 
did not include all the 
points) 
-0.192 
0.350 
0.064 
    
 
 
Figure 9-10 Two-dimensional Model ‘2de’ - Final Inundation Area for the 1994 Flood 
(The area of best fit to the actual area flooded) (see drawing at the end of the Volume) 
 
9.4.2.3 Individual Area Analyses Discussion 
 
9.4.2.3.1 Area N1 
 
The model was initially run with the hydrograph as it was calculated in Chapter 5 above.  
This gave results that were too high by 0.167 m.  The analysis carried out further runs 
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reducing the hydrograph by 10 %, 20 %, 30 %, 40 % and 50 % of 1994 peak discharge of 
1070 m3/s.   The run reducing the discharges by 20 % gave the best comparison with the 
measured flood levels with the mean of the levels being well within the allowable standard 
errors.  The run reducing discharges by 40 % run gave the best comparison with the 
surveyed flooded area as they were closest to the 2de results that gave the best comparison 
with the surveyed flooded area. 
 
9.4.2.3.2 Area N2 
 
The initial model run gave a result with an average difference of -0.166 m.  Analysis of 
these results show that there are 15 results that have levels that are too low as the DTM is 
too low at the ridge of ground to the south of Bradshaws Rd.  As stated above for the 1986 
flood, this ridge controls the flood levels for nearly 1 kilometre upstream to Lundies Ford.  
Raising the ground levels on this ridge by 0.2 m would reduce the error for this area to 0.0 
m.  This error in the ground levels on the ridge could also partly be as a result of the 
gridding process not picking up the highest points of the ridge. 
 
The initial and final discharges used for this area were the same i.e. no calibration was 
done. 
 
9.4.2.3.3 Area S1 
 
The initial results gave an average error of -0.031 m for this area.  Further analysis of parts 
of this area show that altering the flows in some areas would improve the results.  A case in 
point is the flood levels upstream of the railway line.  The calculated flood levels in this 
area were too low.  Raising these levels to the best fit (modelling could do this, by 
increasing the overflow upstream of the railway line, however this was done by averaging 
them for this instance) the error for this area would change to 0.069 m.  This is still a very 
good fit and not significant at 5 %. 
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The initial and final discharges used for this area were the same i.e. no calibration was 
done.  As discussed above this could have been done and would have given levels that 
would be above the surveyed flood levels for this area. 
 
9.4.2.3.4 Area S2 
 
This modelling ran the topography with the barrier beach intact until 6.00 pm to obtain the 
correct flood levels adjacent to the beach. 
 
The average difference of the initial run shows that the calculation results were an average 
of 0.211 m too low.  There are several reasons for this.  Section 9.4.1.4.4 on Area S2 for 
the 1986 flood discussed reasons for the low levels in this area.  The only difference in the 
initial and final runs was: 
 
Breach Initial discharge (m3/s) Final Discharge (m3/s) 
Cross-sections 10-11 113 133 
 
Photograph 94-27 that was taken at 2.45 pm allowed a check on the speed of the flood 
wave down the flood plain in this area.  The model showed this flood extent occurring at 
about 3.30pm.  Several factors could explain this difference.  These are: 
 
i) The Manning's ‘n’  was too low.  In this case the overflow discharges would need to be 
increased to compensate for the lower resistance.  This would have resulted in faster water 
flow over the ground and the flood wave would have reached this far earlier. 
ii) the flooding in this photograph was only from stopbank overtopping.  As discussed 
above the analysis of the stopbank overtopping discharges was subject to large errors and 
could easily underestimate the flows.  If this was the case this would result in the flood 
wave flowing at a faster rate down the flood plain.  It would also increase the area extent of 
flooding.  However the maximum area flooded for this area of the flood plain arose from 
the breaching.  Therefore the overtopping flows could easily be increased to give the 
correct flood extent for photograph 94-27 here without unduly altering the maximum flood 
levels or flood extent.  This latter explanation is the best reason for the error.  However 
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there was not enough time to investigate this factor to see if the likely range of overtopping 
flows would give the correct extent of flooding at 2.45 pm.  Another check would be to use 
the actual extent of flooding from the two time steps either side of this time of 2.00 pm and 
3.00 pm. 
 
iii) Another possible error was that the time of the initial overtopping that was 1.00 pm 
may have been too late.  However this was difficult to check and was unlikely as several 
sources verified this time. 
 
iv) 2de’ s method of calculating the progress of the flood wave down the flood plain is not 
correct. 
 
The above are only ideas and there were not enough data to allow further evaluation of the 
problem of modelling of the flooded area shown in photograph 94-27.  A proper evaluation 
of this problem requires velocity data.  This was a very important factor in the overall 
analysis and Chapter 11 discusses this in more detail. 
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10. ONE-DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS 
10.1 Introduction 
 
This chapter outlines the one-dimensional modelling of the flood plain.  The analysis used 
the MIKE11 software package from the Danish Hydraulic Institute.  Chapter 6 and 
Appendix 7 give details of this package.  The sections below give a description of the 
discretization for the modelling process. 
 
10.2 Analysis Method 
 
10.2.1 Flood Plain discretization 
 
A one-dimensional model analyses the water flow along a channel.  Broadly speaking, the 
flood plains of the Waihao River were a network of channels.  The analysis identified these 
channels or areas of defined flow on the flood plain and joined them into a network in what 
is described as a quasi two-dimensional analysis. 
 
The position of these channels was chosen by inspecting a contour plan of the area and a 
field inspection of the flood plain.  It was therefore an interpretation by the analyst of the 
flood plain water flow.  This would vary from analyst to analyst.  Therefore this analysis 
was really one of many possible interpretations due to the technique to describe the water 
flow.  However to minimise the likely interpretations and obtain a result that would be 
close to that obtained by other analysts the second approach outlined in chapter 1, a 
detailed network, was used.   
 
This meant that the discretized network would require to be divided into many smaller 
networks in series down the flood plain as MIKE11 can only cope with relatively small 
networks with its automated start.  Larger individual networks could hve been set up but 
would hve required manually inputting two thousand initial values of water level and flow.  
This was therefore not tried. 
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The following parameters were considered for discretization to give a quasi two-
dimensional analysis of the flood plain: 
 
(i) the fall of the land. 
(ii) The expected width and alignment of water that would be approximately level. 
(iii) Generally the channels were chosen so they were over 0.5 m deep i.e. the depth 
between either side and the lowest point in the centre was over 0.5 m. 
(iv) The estimated paths of the streamlines of the water flow across the flood plain.  This 
was done by assessing the contour plan of the flood plain. 
(v) The positions of the overflow or breakout points from the river or stopbanks, 
(vi) The number of channels to make the analysis reasonable to undertake.   
(vii) The areas that were flooded in both the 1986 and 1994 flood. 
 
ARC/INFO generated the contour plan of the flood plain.  This was used to decide the 
channel positions on the flood plain for the analysis.  Once these were decided the cross 
sections were placed in these channels.  The cross sections were chosen to best represent 
the flow  in the channel.  Generally the channels were smooth in width and shape so that 
cross sections uniformly spaced at about 100 m intervals were adequate.  However in some 
areas the ground contours varied considerably within the channel i.e. it varied in width over 
a short distance.  In these cases the analysis placed cross sections closer together to ensure 
that the model achieved a good description of the flood plain. 
 
Despite this there are areas where the cross sections are too long and the water level would 
not be level across them.  Also as the sections were very long some of them had two or 
three low points.  This meant that the water flow was modelled assuming the water flow 
would have been in all these low points whereas it may have only been in one or two 
initially until the water level built up to cover the whole cross section.  This also means 
again that the water level may not be level across the sections.  Shorter sections (or 
narrower individual channels) were not done as this would have increased the size of the 
network and therefore the number of models required for the whole flood plain beyond 
what was considered reasonable for the analysis.  This would have also required cross 
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channels to connect the narrower channels to ensure that water would flow from a channel 
with a hgher water level to an adjacent channel with a lower water level.   
 
The exact nature of these cross channels would have been difficult to decide.  A short 
channel would allow too much water through as it would be too steep whereas a longer 
channel that had the correct slope would have too much volume.  The latter option would 
be best as the volume errors would only be relatively small as generally in these areas the 
flow was nearly uniform if one considers the actual values of the terms in the equations. 
 
Figure 10-1, Figure 10-2 and Figure 10-3 show the discretisation of the flood plain into 
channels and cross sections within these channels. 
 
Figure 10-1 Plan of the MIKE11 Discretization of the Area N1 of Flood Plain into 
Cross Sections and Channels (see drawings at the end of the Volume). 
 
Figure 10-2 Plan of the MIKE11 Discretization of the Area N2 of the Flood Plain into 
Cross Sections and Channels (see drawings at the end of the Volume) 
 
Figure 10-3 Plan of the MIKE11 Discretization of the Southern Side of the Flood 
Plain into Cross Sections and Channels (see drawings at the end of the Volume) 
 
10.2.2 Handling of  Digital Terrain Model Data  
 
The cross sections were placed into the MIKE11 software data base using the following 
procedure.  Sets of lines at all the positions of the required cross sections were drawn and 
put into a series of files known as coverages in ARC/INFO.  Following this, cross section 
profiles were created using an option in ARC/INFO that generates the points of the cross 
sections using the spot heights on these lines from the ‘TIN’  surface of the area.  This 
option in ARC/INFO allowed points to be generated at any given spacing on these lines.   
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The spacing chosen was at 5 m except where this did not describe the ground topography.  
In several areas this technique required a 2 m spacing. 
 
The file generated from this option in ARC/INFO consisted of two columns, one for the 
offset from the true left (standard procedure) of the cross section line and one for the 
reduced level of that point.  This procedure was also applied to the ‘TIN’  surface of the 
Mannings ‘n’  values to generate similar files for the Mannings ‘n’  values on the cross 
sections.  These data were not in a form to input into MIKE11.  As there was so much data, 
52,000 points, a routine was written to convert the values from both these files into a file 
with the correct format to enter the cross sections into MIKE11.  This file contained both 
the topographical and resistance data. 
 
This file was imported into the MIKE11 cross section archive to use in the model.  The 
cross section distances along the channel were scaled manually from the plans.  A routine 
could have easily been developed to calculate these distances from the centre points of the 
cross sections in a straight line between each point.  However the distances are generally on 
the channel alignment that was generally a smooth curve.  This would have required a good 
deal more work and was not warranted for the amount of data in the project. 
 
In all there were 108 channels, 908 sections and about 52,000 points in the one-
dimensional model. Figure 10-1, Figure 10-2 and Figure 10-3 show the positions of these 
sections. 
 
10.2.3 Flood flow input 
 
This analysis used the flood flows calculated in Chapter 8.  As discussed in Chapter 8, the 
breaching analysis used the two-dimensional analysis as it gave better results and 
represented the problem better than the one-dimensional analysis.  The analysis of the 
program in Chapter 6 showed that this would result in the flood levels calculated by 
MIKE11 being too high.  It was thought that calibrating the flows to give the best results 
should overcome this problem. 
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This was possible as the real test of the ability of the models was their ability to reduce the 
standard error of the results.  The adjustments in the two-dimensional analysis showed that 
this was the case as the standard errors did not reduce by only calibrating the water 
discharges.  It was possible that altering Manning’ s ‘n’  could have improved the results 
however this was not done due to time.  Hence using the same calibration procedure, to 
only alter the discharges into the model, should provide a reasonable basis for a 
comparison of the ability of the two models as the average flood level difference should be 
able to be reduced to -0.2m (that of the best analysis with the two-dimensional model) with 
enough calibration. 
 
The channels of the flood plain generally started at an overflow point.  In this case the 
overflow discharge was put into the upstream end of the channel at this overflow point.  
However in many cases the inflow into the flood plain occurred midway down a flood 
plain channel that was running parallel and adjacent to the river.  In these cases the inflow 
was put into the flood plain using a side flow option available in MIKE11.  This procedure 
was undertaken for both the 1986 and 1994 floods. 
 
10.2.4 Initial Work Required to Start the Models 
 
The first problem was too find a maximum spacing for the calculation points or cross 
sections for a stable run.  The program has an option to decrease the maximum spacings of 
the cross sections by interpolating cross sections between the cross sections that were put 
into the data base.  The spacing chosen for this was 50 m to ensure a stable run.  If the 
spacing was larger the parameters that were calculated could change too much resulting in 
the run becoming unstable. 
 
The flood plain models were originally divided into a north and a south model.  However 
as stated above with the number of loops in these models the program would not run.  
These networks were therefore divided up into networks in series.  This required eight 
networks, five on the northern side and three on the southern side of the flood plain..  Even 
with this number of networks the program had difficulty starting some of them.  This 
resulted in further consultation with the program’ s New Zealand agent.  They suggested 
firstly to use the MIKE11 urban drainage module. 
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This module of MIKE11 had an option to allow the flood plain to be completely drowned 
out at the start so that the model would begin to run.  This method continued by gradually 
draining the flood plain from the drowned condition to give the correct initial condition.  
At this point the flood hydrographs would have been run through the model.  However 
when this method was tried the program gave error messages.  These indicated that levels 
chosen by the program to obtain the hydraulic parameters for a given water depth at each 
section were not good enough to prevent errors of over 20 % in the calculation (in some 
cases over 50 %) for these parameters.  There was a warning message for nearly every one 
of the 908 cross sections and interpolated cross sections.  This meant it would have been 
necessary to manually add in extra levels at which to calculate the hydraulic parameters for 
all these sections.  This would require some guess work for each level at each section and 
for 2000 sections was impractical to undertake. 
 
Therefore the agent was approached again and the following method was suggested.  This 
method was an update of the second method described above to input starting values of 
flow and water level.  
 
The routine allowed starting a run using the values from a list of initial values of water 
level and discharge only at the start and end of each channel in the model.  This routine 
then interpolated values for the cross section points in between on each channel.  Therefore 
values could be chosen to give very low discharges and flood levels in the channels on the 
flood plain. 
 
This allowed the modelling of the flood plain in 2 sections, one for each side of the flood 
plain.  This meant that it would now be easier than orginally thought to put a more 
complicated network and could have been used.  However this was not done due to the 
time available. 
 
Before the models would run, further work was required to make the whole model area 
wet.  This was necessary as MIKE11 cannot do wetting i.e. it cannot start from an initially 
dry flood plain.  This required small inflows to be put in at the upstream end (or at the first 
section downstream of a channel junction if this section was higher than the section in the 
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upstream channel) of all the network channels so that they were all ‘wet’  at the start  of the 
MIKE11 calculation. 
 
With this start procedure only estimates of the the initial values of discharge and water 
level chosen for each channel were needed. This meant that the estimated levels were not 
correct for the discharges.  The model needed to have the correct water levels for the initial 
discharges at the start of the calculation.  To correct the levels the model was run for a 2 
hour period that was long enough to allow the correct levels for the given flows to develop. 
 
The MIKE11 models only required one description of the topography for both the 1986 and 
1994 floods as the flooding patterns were similar.  This meant that not all the channels 
were flooded in the 1994 flood.  Therefore when the results were examined the small 
starting flows entered into the channels that did not flood in the 1994 flood were just 
ignored. 
 
Only one description of the topography was necessary for the area where the beach 
breaches occurred.  This was area S2 of the 2de analysis for which two topographical files 
(before and after the breaches) were used.  The model of the topography in this area 
included the channels through the beach dunes to the sea.  However the breaching was 
modelling was handled by varying the boundary conditions in two separate runs. 
The first run, which modelled the situation of the intact beach, had as a boundary condition 
at the downstream end of these beach breach channels a small outflow of 1 m3/s.  This 
modelled (in an approximate sense) the small amount of seepage that would have occurred 
during this period.  It also meant that the water levels could build up behind the beach as 
they did in both the 1986 and 1994 floods.   
 
After the water levels had built up to the correct level the second run was undertaken by 
altering the boundary conditions at the downstream ends to the high tide water level of 2 m.  
This allowed the water to flow out of the flood plain into the sea just as it did during both 
events. 
 
There were also several places on the flood plain where there was overflow over terraces.  
This meant that there would be supercritical flow at these points.  MIKE11 was able to 
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cope with this situation by the installation of weirs at these points.  This did mean that the 
level of the weir was too high as it had to have a level higher than the ground level of the 
cross section upstream.  This was overcome for the areas where there were data points that 
were affected by this factor by lowering the section upstream and giving the weir the 
correct ground height. 
 
10.2.5 Exporting Data for Visual Display 
 
The results of the analysis could have been visually displayed using software developed for 
this purpose called MIKE11/Arcview.  The MIKE11 runs also created the result files for 
this package.  These files are used in conjunction with a grid of the DTM to generate the 
flood maps.  The MIKE11/Arcview file created by the MIKE11 calculations gave the water 
level at each point and the position of each point.  The flood levels in between the result 
points were interpolated using the positions of these points.  The software then created a 
depth map using these water levels and the DTM grid of ground level heights.   
 
Unfortunately this software did not arrive in time for the analyses to be undertaken to 
obtain the differences for the levels that gave the best fit to the surveyed flooded area for 
the floods. 
10.3 MIKE11 Results 
 
10.3.1 1986 Flood 
 
Table 10-1 below gives the results of the analyses.  Unfortunately these only include the 
initial run as the software MIKE11/Arcview did not arrive in time to do the runs to obtain a 
best fit to the flooded area as was done with the 2de analysis. 
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Table 10-1 Differences in the modelled and surveyed flood levels using the One-
dimensional Model, MIKE11 for the 1986 Flood (m).
 
 
The values in each square are mean difference, its standard deviation and the standard 
deviation of the mean difference. 
Run Total Area Area N1 Area n2 Area s1 Area s2 
Initial - 
initial results 
-0.356 
0.411 
0.036 
-0.367 
0.394 
0.070 
-0.312 
0.412 
0.081 
-0.372 
0.444 
0.065 
-0.360 
0.392  
0.068 
Initial after 
further 
analysis 
-0.340 
0.415  
0.037 
-0.363 
0.383 
0.069 
-0.291 
0.401 
0.080 
-0.351 
0.447 
0.065 
-0.313 
0.424 
0.074 
 
10.3.1.1 Discussion 
 
The surprising factor in these results was that the flood levels were below those calculated 
by 2de.  The analysis of a straight channel in Chapter 6 indicated that the levels calculated 
by 2de would be slightly lower than MIKE11.  The reasons for this needed to be evaluated.  
This required further checking of the results of simple 2de grids and this work is presented 
and discussed in Chapter 11. 
 
Table 10-1 shows that the standard errors for the MIKE11 results were about 30 %- 50 % 
larger than for the 2de results.  Chapter 11 gives a discussion on the sources of these errors. 
 
Table 10-1 also shows that the standard deviation the mean differences of the initial results 
calculated by MIKE11 are low, generally over three standard deviations lower, which 
means that they were all significant at 1 %.  This was not surprising considering the values 
are lower than the 2de results. 
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10.3.1.2 Individual Area Comments 
 
10.3.1.2.1 Area N1 
 
As for the two-dimensional analysis, the flood levels calculated for this area were too low.  
For this area the initial levels are 0.11 m below the two-dimensional results.   The two-
dimensional flood levels can only be obtained with a discharge estimated in Chapter 5 by 
increasing the resistances for the whole model. 
 
10.3.1.2.2 Area N2 
 
Again the flood levels were too low.  The same comments applied to this data as for the 
two-dimensional case, i.e. the low DTM levels of the ridge upstream of Bradshaws Rd (see 
Figure 9-2). 
 
10.3.1.2.3 Area S1 
 
Again the flood levels calculated were too low.  As for the two-dimensional case further 
work is necessary too obtain a better fit to the data.  However in this case similar comments 
as given in the two-dimensional case apply. 
 
10.3.1.2.4 Area S2. 
 
Again the same comments applied as for the two-dimensional case.  The time of the beach 
breaching that gave the best flood levels was 3.00 pm, the same time as obtained by the 
model 2de. 
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10.3.2 1994 Flood 
 
Table 10-2 below gives the results of the differences in surveyed and calculated flood 
levels. 
 
Table 10-2 Differences in the modelled and surveyed flood levels using the One-
dimensional Model, MIKE11 for the 1994 Flood (m). 
 
The values in each square are mean difference, its standard deviation and the standard 
deviation of the mean difference. 
Run Total Area  Area N1 Area n2 Area s1 Area s2 
Results of runs and area 
N1 with full flow - 
-0.165 
0.324 
0.032 
0.014 
0.315 
0.070  
-0.205 
0.315 
0.059 
-0.163 
0.237 
0.054 
-0.238 
0.352 
0.064 
Results of runs and area 
N1 with full flow after 
further analysis 
-0.164 
0.308 
0.031 
-0.010 
0.315 
0.072 
-0.159 
0.284 
0.056 
-0.187 
0.237 
0.054 
-0.245 
0.334 
0.062 
 
10.3.2.1 Discussion 
 
The results show the flood levels were lower than those calculated by 2de except for area 
N2 where there is a slight increase from those calculated by 2de.  The other areas were 
lower by about the same amount as the 1986 flood levels.  The reasons for this are 
discussed in Chapter 11. 
 
10.3.2.2 Individual Area Analyses 
 
10.3.2.2.1 Area N1 
 
The flood levels calculated for area N1 using the actual discharge calculated from the 
rating curve extension with a peak of 1070 m3/s were very close to those surveyed.  The 
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average difference is 0.014 m.  This would seem to indicate that MIKE11 was better at 
calculating the mean flood level for a given discharge.  However this was not the case for 
the 1986 flood where levels were 0.33 m below those observed.  Reasons for this are 
discussed in Chapter 11. 
 
10.3.2.2.2 Area N2 
 
Again the same comments applied to this run as for the two-dimensional run.  The low 
DTM area upstream of Bradshaws Rd resulted in low areas for a considerable area 
upstream. 
 
10.3.2.2.3 Area S1 
 
The flood levels were too low for this area.  The two-dimensional results were about right 
for this area.  The differences in the two methods were about the same for both floods.  
This needs further investigation on the models in both areas as the flood levels in some 
areas are dependent on the flow through small (10 m wide )structures or openings. 
 
10.3.2.2.4 Area S2 
 
The same comments, as for the two-dimensional runs, apply to these results. 
 
A check of the progress of the flood wave down the flood plain showed that it reached the 
position of photograph 94-27 about 3.30 pm.  This time was estimated from plots of the 
water levels versus time for the calculation points down the flood plain in this area.  The 
time chosen for the downstream end of the flood wave was when the rise in water level was 
0.05 m above the initial condition.  However, if the time of the first increase in water level 
was used, then this time would be about 2.00 pm.  But this was considered too early as this 
was the start of the dynamic forerunner (Henderson, 1966).  The speed of this was 
considered to be too fast as it was determined by the small depth of the water already in the 
channel from the initial conditions.  This was not the case in the actual situation as the 
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channel was initially dry.  As the initial conditions were wet and not dry this speed will be 
too fast in the MIKE11 model.  However in conclusion the time of 2.45 pm could be 
sensibly obtained from the MIKE11 model by taking the centre of the above two times.  
However this is only being subjective.  Therefore it can be concluded that MIKE11 cannot 
accurately model the exact progress of the flood wave over the flood plain. 
 
The time of beach breaching that gave the best results was 6.00 pm.  This was the same  
time as that used in the 2de model to give the best flood levels. 
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11. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 
 
11.1 Introduction 
 
This section discusses the important issues arising from the results and gives conclusions 
about the differences in the results from the two methods.  It also examines their merits and 
where program developers and modellers can make improvements for the future. 
 
11.2 Comparison of the One-dimensional and Two-dimensional Model Results 
 
11.2.1 Summary of the Results 
 
Table 11-1 shows the overall results. 
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Table 11-1 Summary of the 2de and MIKE11 Analyses showing the Differences 
between the Calculated and Surveyed Flood Levels on the Waihao River Flood Plain 
for the 1986 and 1994 Floods (m) 
 
Each cell contains the mean of the differences, the standard deviation of the differences and 
the standard deviation of the mean of the differences.  The latter item is the standard error 
of the mean and was calculated using the the standard deviation of the differences and 
dividing by the square root of the number of points for the area concerned. 
 
Flood 1986 1986 1994 1994 
Program 2de MIKE11 2de MIKE11 
Initial Results -0.252 
0.275 
0.023 
-0.356 
0.411 
0.036 
-0.098 
0.314 
0.032 
-0.165 
0.324 
0.032 
Initial Results 
‘after further 
analysis 
-.221 
0.235 
.020 
-0.340 
0.415 
0.037 
-0.082 
0.301 
0.032 
-0.164 
0.308 
0.031 
Final Results 
(best fit of 
flooded area) 
-0.205 
0.271 
0.023 
 -0.190 
.303 
0.032 
 
Final Results 
(best fit of 
flooded area) 
after further 
analysis 
-0.172 
0.243 
0.020 
 -0.180 
0.259 
0.028 
 
Final Results 
Flood Depths 
-0.158 
0.229 
0.031 
 -0.192 
0.350 
0.064 
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11.2.2 Flood Levels - 1986 Flood 
 
These need to be viewed in more detail to see the effectiveness of the calculations.  Figure 
11-1 does this by graphing the results of the differences in the surveyed and calculated 
flood levels. 
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Figure 11-1 1986 Flood - Differences in the Initially Calculated Flood Depths and the 
Surveyed Flood Depths - initial unmodified results 
 
Figure 11-1 shows that the scatter for the MIKE11 data was more than for the 2de data.  
The results also showed the MIKE11 data results were lower on average than the 2de data.  
Further analyses could be undertaken increasing the flow in the MIKE11 model to give the 
same average levels as the 2de results.  This was not done as it would give a similar 
standard error.  This happened when flows that gave levels closer to the actual levels were 
run through the 2de model.  Therefore a reasonable method of comparing the results of the 
two models was to raise the MIKE11 results so that the results from both runs had the same 
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mean difference from the surveyed flood levels. Figure 11-2 shows this by graphing both 
the results with the MIKE11 levels raised by 0.107 m. 
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Figure 11-2 1986 Flood - Results of the differences in the Initially Calculated Flood 
Levels with 0.107m added to the MIKE11 results, and the Surveyed Flood Levels 
 
11.2.3 Flood Levels - 1994 Flood 
 
Figure 11-3 shows the comparison of the differences in the 2de and MIKE11 analysis 
results. 
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Figure 11-3 1994 Flood - Differences in the Initially Calculated Flood Depths and the 
Surveyed Flood Depths initial unmodified results 
 
The results from this flood for all the data gave a smaller difference in the overall 
differences between the two methods.  The difference was 0.067 m for the 1994 flood 
against 0.107 m for the 1986 flood.  The main reason that there was less difference in the 
two methods for the 1994 flood was that the 2de levels in area N2 (see Table 9-2) were 
slightly lower than the MIKE11 levels for the 1994 flood (see Table 10-2) while for this 
area in the 1986 runs they were higher.  The 2de levels for all the other areas were higher 
than the MIKE11 levels by a similar amount to those for the 1986 flood.  It is difficult to 
reason why this only occurred for the N2 area.  One possible reason could be that there are 
a large number of points with the same level as the terrace south of Bradshaws Rd. (see 
Figure 9-5) backed up behind this terrace for about 1 kilometre. 
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11.2.4 Flood Area Extent 
 
It was disappointing that this was not done for MIKE11 as the software was not available 
in time therefore only the 2de results could be examined. 
 
11.2.4.1 1986 Flood - 2de 
 
The runs showed that the best fit to the surveyed flooded area was for 1150 m3/s in the 
Waihao River for area N1 (Figure 9-1) at the SH1 bridge area and 1250 m3/s upstream of 
this area.  The analysis could do further runs varying the Mannings ‘n’  values to give a 
uniform discharge over this area for the flood extent, however there was not time to do this. 
Assuming that the Mannings ‘n’  values over this area are about correct on average, a best 
estimate for this flow would be about 1200 m3/s.  In the remaining areas (N2,S1 and S2) 
the calibration resulted in small increases from the initial flows put into the models. 
 
11.2.4.2 1994 Flood - 2de 
 
The runs showed that the best fit to the flood map extent data for Area N1 was about 750 
m3/s at SH1 and 640 m3/s upstream.  Again, as for the 1986 flood, further runs varying 
Mannings ‘n’  values over this area would give a better calibration or closer results.  
Therefore a best estimate for this area would be about 700 m3/s.  The analysis did no 
further calibration work in the other areas as the areas shown to be flooded by the model 
were close to the surveyed areas of flooding. 
 
11.3 Sources of Errors 
 
11.3.1 General 
 
There are many sources of error in the results.  These were divided into common errors for 
both methods and those individual to each method.  There were also errors as a result of the 
survey method.  There was also an error in the flood levels that became apparent as the 
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discharge that best fitted the flood extent did not match the discharge that gave the best 
flood levels.  This is discussed in section 11.3.5 below. 
 
11.3.2  Errors in the calculation of the flood levels 
 
11.3.2.1 Common Errors 
 
i) the error in the Digital Terrain Model, +/- 0.264 m. 
 
This error will show up in the standard error of the flood level results. 
 
ii) the error in estimating the discharges. 
 
These errors result from inaccuracies in measuring the maximum water levels after a flood 
event and in estimating factors such as Mannings ‘n’  for the slope area estimates of 
Chapter 5 and the stopbank overflow models and the stopbank breach models of Chapter 8.  
These errors will show up if the average calculated flood level was either too high or too 
low. 
 
iii) the error in estimating the resistance factor Mannings ‘n’ .  This also includes the ratios 
between the different areas of Mannings ‘n’ . 
 
This factor will show up in the average level as well as the standard error of the results.  
The average level will be too low if the value of Mannings ‘n’  was too low and vice-versa.  
The standard error of the results will be larger if the ratios between different values of the 
Mannings ‘n’  were not correct. 
 
iv) numerical errors of the models.   
 
Numerical errors would have showed up as inconsistences in the results.  For instance if 
there was a large jump in flood levels or velocities in the results.  This did not occur. 
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v) error in the models not representing the physical situation correctly.  This includes 
turbulent flow structures (the models approximated these with Mannings ‘n’  as all the 
water flow was turbulent), especially in the area of the deep channel/shallow channel 
interface.  These are such factors as expansion loss coefficients and inlet and outlet loss 
coefficients for structures. 
 
These errors showed up in the standard error of the results as the model cannot predict 
them.  They could also contribute to the results being high or low.   However as there were 
not specific situations being examined it was difficult to ascertain where the results show 
the effects of these factors. 
 
11.3.2.2 2de Errors 
 
These were: 
 
i) The error in the uniform sampling grid used in 2de. 
 
a) This grid would not show all the details of the ground as the topography of the flood 
plain was not uniformly changing.  Again this error will show up in the standard error of 
the flood level results. 
b) The grid also has an effect on the flood levels calculated for flows that are not parallel to 
the grid directions.  Section 11.3.6 below discusses this point. 
 
ii) There were also several other sources of error in the analysis.  These were; 
 
a) The model had a uniform level for the entry length of each area of overtopping.  This 
meant that the modelling assumed that the overtopping was uniform over its length.  The 
actual field data indicated that the depths were gradually varying over the length of 
overtopping, from 0 m at each end to maximum values in the centre. 
 
b) The long inflow channels to model the overtopping onto the flood plain altered the 
shape of the hydrographs entering the flood plain.   These channels would have caused a 
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detention dam effect, as the water flow onto the flood plain was based on the water level in 
the channel along the length where water flowed onto the flood plain and not from the 
inflow discharge at the model’ s boundary. 
 
This factor was very significant and would have greatly reduced the inflows from the 
overtopping areas to the flood plain.  This effect would therefore have reduced the flood 
levels for the 2de results.  The only way to overcome this problem would be to use water 
levels in the channel slots next to the flood plain i.e. at the top of the ” T’ s ”.  The water 
level could then be set to rise and fall as the river levels did on the section of river that 
overtopped. 
 
11.3.2.3 MIKE11 Errors 
 
These were: 
 
i) The error in the uniform sampling of either 5 m or 2 m spacing of points on the cross-
section lines of the channel network. 
 
ii) The error in the alignment of the channel network of the MIKE11 discretization.  The 
MIKE11 discretization varies from analyst to analyst and is therefore not constant nor 
correct.  In a similar manner the cross-sections may not have been placed in exactly the 
best position.  However in this analysis a relatively detailed network was set up to 
minimise this error. 
 
The alignment chosen would not have exactly followed the streamlines of the water flow 
over the flood plain.  The action of doing discretization means that the modeller has done 
his best estimate of the water flow directions or the directions of the streamlines. This error 
will show up in the standard error of the flood level results.  The water flow streamlines 
would have also changed position with changes in flow.  This program could not calculate 
this therefore it was a further source of error. 
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iii) The MIKE11 discretization had channels approaching at right angles to an upstream or 
downstream channel.  This meant that analysis did not consider the momentum change in 
direction of the water.   
 
This also meant that the conveyance at this junction was too large as it had the conveyance 
of the full size of both channels at the junction.  This is shown as the ‘T’  at the junction in 
Figure 11-4 below.  Here channel B flows into channel A.  At the junction the conveyance 
was the sum of the cross-section 1 of channel A and cross-section 2 of channel B the ‘T’  of 
both channels. 
 
cross-section 1
cross-section 2
 
Figure 11-4 Plan of the Cross Section Positions for some Channel Junctions as Modelled 
with the MIKE11 discretization 
 
The junction should have been modelled so that it only had sections that gave the correct 
conveyance as would have been given by estimating the direction of the water flow 
streamlines.  The junction has two cross-sections on the upper or upstream side one for 
each channel and one cross-section on the downstream or lower side for the flow 
downstream in channel 1.  This is shown in Figure 11-5 below. 
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Figure 11-5
 Plan of the Cross Section Positions that give the most Correct Model for the 
Channel Junction 
 
The error of the actual modelled junction would have only had a small influence on the 
flood levels as the conveyance of the upstream and downstream sections were correct in the 
orginal MIKE11 models. 
 
11.3.3 Errors in the surveying of the flood levels 
 
Section 4.6 above discussed these.  The errors for the two flood events were; 
 
1986 flood +/- 0.133 m 
1994 flood +/- 0.146 m 
 
11.3.4 Analysis of the Calculation Errors 
 
All the errors outlined in section 11.3.2 above combine to give the standard error of the 
calculation results.  No analysis was able to determine the value of each  individual error 
source except for the standard error of the DTM and the error of the surveyed levels.  
However the analysis could show the combined effect of the other factors by removing the 
DTM standard error +/-0.264 m and the error of the surveyed flood levels from the results.   
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The combined error (using the square root of the sums of the squares of each error source) 
for the 1986 flood was 0.296 m and for the 1994 flood 0.300 m.  The ‘after further 
analysis’  results reduced the DTM error from 0.264 m to 0.229 m which resulted in these 
figures reducing to 0.260 m and 267 m.  This gave: 
 
a) 1986 2de Results 
 
Model Run Analysis differences 
Standard Error 
(+/-m). 
Combined Error of 
the DTM and flood 
levels. (+/-m). 
Residual Error left 
after the combined 
Error is removed. 
(+/-m). 
Initial Flood Levels 0.275 0.296 Negative value ( see 
note below table)  
Initial Flood Levels 
‘after further 
analysis 
0.235 0.296 Negative value 
Final Flood Levels 0.271 0.260 Negative value 
Final Flood Levels 
‘after further 
analysis’  
0.243 0.296 Negative value 
Final Flood depths 0.215 0.296 Negative value 
 
The comment negative value means that the differences in the calculated and surveyed 
results were less than the combined error of the DTM and the flood level errors.  This is 
discussed in section 11.3.5.1 below. 
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b) 1994 2de Results 
 
Model Run Analysis differences 
Standard Error 
(+/- m). 
Combined Error of 
the DTM and flood 
levels. (+/- m). 
Residual Error left 
after the combined 
Error is removed. 
(+/- m). 
Initial Flood Levels 0.314 0.300 0.104 
Initial Flood Levels 
‘after further 
analysis 
0.301 0.267 0.139 
Final Flood depths 0.350 0.300 0.180 
 
c) 1986 MIKE11 Results 
 
Model Run Analysis differences 
Standard Error 
(+/- m). 
Combined Error of 
the DTM and flood 
levels. (+/- m). 
Residual Error left 
after the combined 
Error is removed. 
(+/- m). 
Initial Flood Levels 0.411 0.296 0.288 
Initial Flood Levels 
‘after further 
analysis 
0.415 0.260 0.325 
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d) 1994 MIKE11 Results 
 
Model Run Analysis differences 
Standard Error 
(+/- m). 
Combined Error of 
the DTM and flood 
levels. (+/- m). 
Residual Error left 
after the combined 
Error is removed. 
(+/- m). 
Initial Flood Levels 0.324 0.300 0.122 
Initial Flood Levels 
‘after further 
analysis 
0.308 0.267 0.154 
Final Flood depths 0.? 0.300 0.? 
 
11.3.5 Discussion of the results  
 
11.3.5.1 2de Results 
 
The 1986 results were very interesting as the standard deviation of the two-dimensional 
model 2de results was just a little less than the standard deviation of the surveyed flood 
levels for the 1986 flood (this included the standard deviation of the DTM).  It was just a 
little more for the 1994 flood.  This meant that for the 1986 flood the flood levels were 
more accurate than the DTM.  The reason for this was that the model calculated flood 
levels using the ground levels from an area of the DTM.  An area of the DTM would have 
had an average standard deviation that was less than that of an individual point of the DTM 
+/-0.264 m.  Therefore as the other errors causing the standard deviation were much 
smaller than 0.264 m this area effect reduced the error of the results of the flood levels.  
This means that the other sources of calculation error are much less than +/-0.264 m, the 
DTM standard error.  This means that the DTM accuracy could be improved and the 
accuracy of the results would improve.  In this study the accuracy of the surveyed levels 
was +/-0.13 m.  Therefore for this study it would not be worth improving the DTM beyond 
this accuracy as nothing would be gained.  Therefore improving the accuracy of future 
DTM’ s to +/-0.1 m for a future study could reveal the size and location of the other sources 
of error. 
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Another run using a 10 m grid on area S1 was carried out to as a further check on this 
conclusion.  Table 11-2 below shows these results: 
 
Table 11-2 Comparison of 10 m and 20 m grid results for area S1 for the 1986 flood 
using the final inflows. 
The first figure is the mean differences in the calculated and surveyed flood levels and the 
the second figure is the standard deviation. 
 
20 m Grid Results (m) 10 m Grid Results (m) 
-0.219 
0.277 
-0.212 
0.273 
 
This shows that there was a slight but insignifiicant improvement in the standard deviation.  
Therefore improving the grid size below a 20m grid was not justified with this accuracy of 
DTM.  The average level did increased slightly but not  significantly.  This will be 
discussed below in Section 11.3.6. 
 
The average standard deviation of the flood levels for 1994 2de results was slightly larger 
than the flood level error.  Normal errors in differences of the results could have caused 
this larger standard deviation from the 1986 value.  However this still confirms the 
comments above that a more accurate DTM would improve the results and show the size of 
the other sources of error. 
 
However the above discussion did not consider one source of error.  This was the average 
difference in the calculated and surveyed flood levels. 
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11.3.5.1.1 Average Differences in the Results 
 
The modelling in Chapters 9 and 10 showed that it was not possible to obtain the correct 
flood levels without the flooded area becoming much larger than that which was surveyed 
after the events.  The average calculated flood levels for the case that gave the best flooded 
area results were 0.2 m below the actual flood levels. 
 
This meant that there were several physical factors that the analysis did not cover.  A 
reason explaining some of this difference could be that the buildings in the flood plain 
were not represented by a flood-free high area.  They were only represented by increases in 
flood plain resistance.  This was done for areas of farm buildings.  A better representation 
would have been to put the individual buildings into the model but this would have been 
too detailed for the models with the 20 m square grid.  Also many levels were against 
fences or hedges whose resistance was not able to be picked up by the 20 m square grid 
inputted into the model.  These would have caused local increases in flood level.  Figure 4-
3 in Chapter 4 shows this effect with about a 0.2 m difference in  water levels upstream and 
downstream of the fence.   
 
It was noted in Chapter 8 that the Mannings ‘n’  value of 0.05 was thought take into account 
the effect of fences.  The results therefore show this value to be correct for the edges of the 
water flow (with a small amount of calibration) when debris builds up on the fences in the 
water flow.  However this value is not correct in the centre of the water flow where the 
debris builds up considerably on the fences and the velocities are considerable, i.e. 0.2 m 
needs to be added for the latter case. 
 
Other factors that could account for the differences could be that the model does not take 
into account fluctuations of the water surface.  In many of the photographs there were 
waves in the water surface, especially in areas where there was a significant flow of water. 
 
Another factor could be that the debris floats on the water surface and could hang up above 
the water surface in the fences and hedges and other areas where the photographs showed 
debris. 
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11.3.5.2 MIKE11 Results 
 
The initial MIKE11 results had a greater standard error and were 0.10m below the 2de 
results.  It was noted that the 1986 standard errors were much larger than the 2de results but 
the 1994 standard errors were only just larger. 
 
The main reason for the larger standard error for the 1986 flood was the coarser 
discretization of the channel network of the flow paths of the water on the flood plain.  
There were also errors from not placing sections in exactly the right place on the Digital 
Terrain model to give the best results however the effect of the 20m grid for the two-
dimensional analysis not picking up the best areas in the topography would be similar to 
this.  This included placing sections at the start of overflow channels right at the top of the 
ridge for an overflow channel.  Also some errors were caused by the sections not being at 
right angles to the water flow in some areas.  This was impossible to overcome as the 
correct direction of the water flow was not known at the time of doing this discretization.  
Calibration of these results using initial values could improve these results. 
 
The 1994 standard error was very close to the 2de standard error.  A possible reason for 
this was that this flood was smaller and there were fewer areas where large errors in the 
water flow directions could have occurred. 
 
As the average flood level in the MIKE11 results were below the 2de results by about 0.1 
m the same comments given in the 2de discussion above on the reasons for the 2de results 
being low by 0.2 m, also apply to the MIKE11 analysis.   
 
However further comments could be made about the structures on the flood plain.  The 
MIKE11 analysis would require water flow paths around buildings.  It would also require 
the inclusion of hedges and fences (as for the 2de analysis). The MIKE11 analysis could do 
this by placing sections at and immediately upstream and downstream of these structures, 
at 1 m or 2 m spacing.  However there was not time to do this.  This would have required a 
much longer calculation time and may have not been unreasonable to undertake as the runs 
may have still taken less time than the two dimensional runs. 
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However the reason the MIKE11 results were below the 2de results required further 
thought.  Chapter 6 showed that for a uniform channel the 2de calculated flood levels were 
a little below those calculated by MIKE11.  Therefore there had to be another reason why 
the levels from 2de were higher. 
 
11.3.6 Diagonal flow over a rectangular two-dimensional water flow grid 
 
The analysis in Chapter 6 was on a channel that ran parallel to the calculation grid.  
Therefore analyses took place on simple channels that flowed diagonally across the grid.  It 
was thought that a diagonal representation should calculate flood levels that would be too 
high as the connection from the points on one line (say 7 points) would not be over the full 
width (it would only be 6 points) to the points on the next line of the grid.  Section 11.3.6 
below gives the results of the analyses. 
 
First a check of the straight channels showed that the levels calculated by 2de using the 
second-order scheme were very close to those calculated by MIKE11.  The results showed 
that a flow of 140 m3/s down a channel 100 m in width with a Mannings ‘n’  of 0.05 and a 
slope of 0.005 m/m gave a value of 0.975 m for 2de using the second-order scheme (and 
0.914 m using the first-order scheme). MIKE11 gave 0.99 m and using Mannings equation 
1.00 m.  This was less difference than was previously thought and was part of the reason 
that the flood levels for 2de were higher than the MIKE11 flood levels.  The remainder of 
the reasons that the levels of 2de were higher are explained by the diagonal analyses 
outlined below. 
 
Table 11-3  below gives the results for the channels flowing diagonally across the 
calculation grid (for the second-order scheme). 
 
 
 
 
 
Channel Equivalent Discharge Discharge Depth Equivalent Equivalent depth 
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Width 
Number 
(n) of 
20m 
cells  
Diagonal 
Width  
= 20n/√2 
(m) 
inputted 
into 2de 
(m3/s) 
calculated 
by 2de 
(m3/s) 
calculated 
by 2de 
(m) 
width 
effectively 
calculated 
by 2de (m) 
calculated with 
Mannings 
Formula using 
the  2de 
discharge (m) 
10 141.4 265 253.35 1.39 130 1.29 
5 70.7 132.5 133.43 1.57 55 1.34 
2 28.2 50 52.63 2.29 13 1.305 
Table 11-3 Results for Flow for a Uniform Channel Running Diagonally over a 
Rectangular Grid 
 
This error becomes greater for a V-shaped channel running diagonally across the flood 
plain.  Table 11-4 below shows the results. 
 
Channel 
Width 
Number 
(n) of 
20m 
cells  
Equivalent 
Diagonal 
Width  
= 20n/√2 
(m) 
Discharge 
inputted 
into 2de 
(m3/s) 
Discharge 
calculated 
by 2de 
(m3/s) 
Depth 
calculated 
by 2de 
(m) 
Equivalent depth 
calculated with 
Mannings 
Formula using 
the  2de 
discharge (m) 
10 141.4 140 135.6 1.35 1.16 
10 141.4 445 437.6 2.27 1.74 
Table 11-4 Results for Flow for a V-Shaped Channel Running Diagonally over a 
Rectangular Grid 
 
This indicated that a V-shaped channel running diagonally across the grid raised water 
levels even further above that expected by Mannings Formula.  The channels on the flood 
plain were between a V-shaped channel and a rectangular channel.  Hence the expected 
increase in the results for a channel on the diagonal would have been greater than for a 
uniform channel but less than those for a V-shaped channel. 
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Therefore these results showed that if the average channel width was 10 cells wide the 
flood levels would be over-calculated by about 0.15 m.  The average difference between 
the 2de and the MIKE11 results was 0.107 m.  This effect would easily explain the 
differences in the flood levels as: 
a) on the flood plain, the average angle of all the channels would be about midway between 
being parallel to and diagonal to the grid. 
b) examining the flood maps the average channel width was about 10 cells. 
 
Hence the 0.107 m would be a reasonable figure to expect for the average differences in the 
calculated flood levels between MIKE11 and 2de. 
 
It would be probable that the standard error of the 2de results would be reduced even more 
if this diagonal effect could be eliminated using a non-uniform grid or a smaller grid. 
 
Analysing the second channel in Table 11-3 above with a smaller grid size 10m cells 10 
cells wide gave: 
Channe
l Width 
Numbe
r (n) of 
10m 
cells  
Equivalen
t 
Diagonal 
Width  
= 20n/√2 
(m) 
Discharge 
inputted 
into 2de 
(m3/s) 
Discharge 
calculated 
by 2de 
(m3/s) 
Depth 
calculated 
by 2de 
(m) 
Equivalent 
width 
effectively 
calculated 
by 2de (m) 
Equivalent 
depth calculated 
with Mannings 
Formula using 
the  2de 
discharge (m) 
10 70.7 132.5 129.88 1.43  1.34 
Table 11-5 Analysis of a uniform diagonal channel with a 10m grid and 10 cells wide. 
This showed that the expected error would reduce.  However the results for area S1 with a 
smaller 10 m grid shown in Table 11-2 above showed that the flood levels did not change 
significantly.  This is difficult to explain and will require further work after this 
dissertation. 
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11.3.6.1 Discharge Errors - Area N1 
 
The estimates of the total discharges into the study area are based on the high flow rating at 
the water level recorder at McCullough’ s Bridge.  This high flow rating is an extrapolation 
of the gaugings of smaller flood flows taken from the bridge at this site.  These lower flood 
flow gaugings are about 30 % of the flood discharges. The extrapolation was done by 
plotting the data on a stage discharge curve and also using the same or slightly lower, about 
10 %, Mannings ‘n’  for the flood flows.  This was a reasonable assumption of the changes 
in Mannings ‘n’  for the increases in flow.  This can be seen in  the changes in this factor 
from the rating curves in the book ‘Roughness characteristics of New Zealand Rivers 
(Hicks and Mason, 1991). 
 
Hence we can assume that the discharges are reasonably correct, at about +/- 15 % from the 
true discharge figure.  However of more importance is the ratio between the flood 
discharges for the two floods.   The discharges are based on the water levels at the site for 
each flood.  The site has changed between the floods as: 
a) The bridge downstream from the water level recorder was replaced after the 1986 flood.   
The waterway width of the bridge however was the same width for the 1994 flood level 
that was below the soffit of the bridge.  The 1986 flood was at handrail height and washed 
out the bridge at 11.00 am some two hours before the peak at 1.00 pm. 
b) Some trees have been cleared in the reach.  
The 1994 extrapolation does have some degree of confidence about it and the 1986 flood 
was based on a slope area gauging of a reach 500 m upstream of the bridge. 
 
The 1994 flood was estimated at 1070 m3/s.  The rating curve for 1986 shows this level 
would have a discharge of 770 m3 /s.   
 
The 2de results show that based on the areal extent of flooding the best ratio of the flood 
discharges between the two floods was 1200 m3/s to 700 m3/s.  This was a similar order to 
the ratio shown by the rating curve.  This tends to suggest that the rating curve change is 
not as great as calculated in Chapter 5 above and that the ratio between the two floods is 
much greater. 
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The analysis could not do a comparison using the flood levels as the increase in flow to 
obtain the correct levels for the 1986 flood increased the flood extent area well beyond that 
surveyed.  As discussed above these levels were the result of heading up against fences and 
buildings that the analysis did not consider.  Therefore it was thought that if these had been 
included the calculated flood levels would have been much closer to the surveyed flood 
levels with the same extent of flooding. 
 
Therefore it was considered that the ratios of the floods estimated by 2de using the flood 
extent was the best method of calculating the ratios of the flood discharges. 
 
This gave a discharge of 740 m3/s for the 1994 flood.  This was less than the discharge of 
770 m3/s calculated from the 1986 rating curve.  Therefore the figure of 770 m3/s was 
considered a more likely discharge and possibly a little higher at say 800-850 m3/s as the 
1986 flood washed out many trees in this reach. 
 
11.4 Digital Terrain Model Error Correction Areas 
 
This section examines the adjustments that the analysis did to the flood levels to improve 
the results.  These adjustments were done as there were several areas of many points in the 
DTM that were high or low.  Statistical analysis of the points in these areas (see Appendix 
10) showed that there was a significant (at 1 %) trend in the data in these areas and that it 
was worth doing the adjustment. The areas were altered where the data were significant at 
1 %.  This section discusses the merit of doing this exercise. 
 
These changes reduced the errors of the results.  Therefore it was worth undertaking this 
analysis. 
 
This means that the surveyor needs to be approached for some comment on this approach.   
He will be aware of the weaknesses in the photogrammetry and may be aware of software 
that could undertake a better adjustment.  Any software will give a smoother adjustment 
based on the certain number of differences in a given area and therefore a better result.  The 
above analysis for this project only did a uniform adjustment for each area and the changes 
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should be gradually changing.  Work needs to be undertaken to do this and develop a better 
methodology to improve the Digital Terrain models undertaken.   
 
It was also thought possible that these errors could have been the result of mistakes in the 
work.  However at the time of the analysis of the DTM it met the specification and 
therefore the surveyor did no more work on it. 
 
Since however, it was realised that there were several control points that are not within the 
+/-0.2 m difference required for a point.  These points coincide with the areas where there 
were the large differences in the DTM and the field surveyed values.  These are control 
points 8, and 9.  Also points 10, 4 and 17 do not meet the requirement either.  However 
these control points were not put in the DTM by the surveyor and could not be checked.  
Therefore a direct comparison could not be done.  This was not noticed at the time the 
project was assessing the accuracy of the DTM, and if it had, it could have been followed 
up to improve the DTM accuracy.  Therefore future specifications need to specify that the 
control points be in the DTM as a point even if they do not add to the accuracy of the DTM 
model.  This will eliminate these types of errors. 
 
Therefore it is recommended that the surveyor be approached about the errors of the 
control points.  This needs to be done before the final flood plain maps (not for this 
dissertation but for the actual flood plain investigation) are completed for the area. 
 
These high and low areas also raise a point that they would have tended to either attract 
water to them (a low area) or forced water around them (a high area).  These effects are 
quite significant as the errors occurred over a few hundred meters.  The worst case was 
about 0.4 m difference over 500 m.  This resulted in a slope error of 0.08 % or about 25 % 
of the flood plain slope in that area.  This effect however would have not been large as 
Mannings’  Formula calculates the flow depth using the square root of the depth.  This 
reduces this effect to about 12% for these areas.  This was another source of error for the 
differences and could be included in with the remainder of the error sources in the results.  
If it was then its effect was secondary as were all the errors that were not either from the 
DTM error, estimation error and in the MIKE11 case, errors in estimating the water flow 
paths. 
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11.4.1 Analysis of the Flood Depth Differences and the Flood Level Differences 
 
Another way to show that this improved the results was to compare the flood level 
differences and the flood depth differences for the results before and after they were 
altered.  The 1986 flood results in Table 9-1 showed that the average difference of the 
adjusted surveyed flood levels was -0.172 m in run 2 (-.212 m unadjusted) and the average 
difference was -0.181 m for the flood depths.  This shows that adjusting the results 
improves the results.  However the standard errors show that this result was not significant. 
 
The 1994 results figures were -0.082 m (-0.098 m unadjusted) for the flood level 
differences and -0.192 m the flood depth differences.  These results do not prove or 
disprove this factor as the flood depth differences were not close to either the initial or 
altered flood level differences. 
 
Another method to do this analysis was to only use the results from the altered areas.  
Section 11.4.2 below gives and discusses these results. 
 
11.4.2 Analysis of the flood depth differences and flood level differences in the high and 
low areas. 
 
Table 11-6 gives the results of this analysis. 
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1994 1994 1994 1986 1986 1986 Total Total Total 
Flood 
level 
difference 
Adjusted 
Flood 
Level 
Flood 
depth 
Flood 
level 
difference 
Adjusted 
Flood 
Level 
Flood 
depth 
Flood 
level 
difference 
Adjusted 
Flood 
Level 
Flood 
depth 
Average Average Average Average Average Average Average Average Average 
-.43 -.31 -.22 -.53 -.26 -.14 -.47 -.29 -.19 
STD Dev STD 
Dev 
STD 
Dev 
STD Dev STD 
Dev 
STD 
Dev 
STD Dev STD 
Dev 
STD 
Dev 
.23 .17 .33 .11 .10 .11 .19 .14 .26 
Table 11-6  2de Analysis of the flood level differences and flood depth differences in 
the areas of the DTM that were corrected for ground level. 
 
These results showed that the adjustments made to the flood levels corrected the 
differences towards the flood depths for these areas.  They therefore support the adjustment 
to the flood levels and the adjustment to the flood levels.  If anything these results show 
that the adjustments done were not large enough.  This was further evidence to indicate that 
the DTM needed to be adjusted in these areas. 
 
11.5 Effect of the Results being Dependent on many Inflows in Different Locations 
that affect the Flood Levels in Different Areas. 
 
The results given in Chapters 9 and 10 above were dependent on the values of the flood 
discharges inputted into the models at different locations.  This meant that the values of the 
average differences in levels as well as the standard errors would vary over the model area.  
However the results were an indication of how the models predicted the case studies of the 
two floods.  Therefore averaging the results for all the inflows for the analysis was a valid 
procedure to undertake.   
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11.6 Velocities 
 
There are two parameters that describe the water flow.  These are water level and velocity.  
The field data collected only described the height or water level parameter.  The reason for 
this was that it was not possible to obtain velocity data.   
 
Analysis would have given some measurements from the video tapes however these would 
have been surface velocities.  These would have given a guide to the average water velocity 
however there were not many areas where this could have been done.  Again there was not 
enough time to do it therefore it was not done. 
 
For the two-dimensional case the velocities are in both the x and y directions.  Without the 
velocity data we cannot analyse both unknowns of the flow.  The analysis therefore only 
attempted to fit the flows to the water level data using estimated resistance values of the 
flood plain.  It did not have the correct velocities as we do not know them.  Therefore the 
results are subject to an indeterminate error.  This meant that any analysis could not check 
the actual values of the discharges used in the models.  The discharge values could either 
be too high or too low.  The reverse comment applies to the Mannings’ s ‘n’  values.  If they 
were too low then the discharges for the model are too high and vice versa.  Hence it was 
impossible to calibrate the best estimate of the resistance value without field measurements 
of velocity.   
 
The only other possible method to check the velocities would be to show the locals the 
progress of the flood waters over the flood plain calculated by the models.  This would 
need to have the estimated time on each map.  They could then comment on the accuracy 
of these maps.  This does have some setbacks as the times of overtopping and breaching 
inputted into the models were subject to errors that could be up to 1 hour. 
 
Another check for limited areas would be to use the velocity measurements from the videos 
of the flood.  Further work would need to be done to investigate this. 
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11.7 Validation of Data Collected from the Flood Plain Residents 
 
11.7.1 Method 
 
The validation of data points using photographs was discussed in detail in Chapter 4.  This 
section discusses the results and how they can be used as a check on the validity of the data 
collected.   
 
The approach was to firstly check the means and standard deviations of the results and 
compare this with the expected means and standard deviations to check for any trends that 
could show that the data was good or bad.  Secondly this approach examined the 
distribution of the flood level differences compared with the distribution of the differences 
in the surveyed ground levels and the Digital Terrain Model surface levels. 
 
It would be expected that means, standard deviations and the shape of the result plots of the 
differences of the above would be very similar if the data were valid.  This approach 
assumes that the other errors of the analyses were consistent with the errors involved with 
these two differences.   
 
This latter point only becomes a problem if the standard errors of the calculated differences 
were much larger that the expected differences between the DTM and the surveyed flood 
levels.  If this had been the case then this comparison would not have been able to be 
carried out. 
 
11.7.2 Results 
 
The results presented in Chapters 9 and 10 show that for the 2de analyses in the 1986 flood 
the calculated standard deviations were less than those from the DTM standard error and 
the error in estimating the flood level points.  However for the MIKE11 analysis they were 
slightly larger.  For the 1994 flood, they were about the same for both the 2de and MIKE11 
analyses. 
 
Combining all the data gave the following results. 
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Model Run Analysis 
differences 
Standard Error 
(+/- m). 
Combined Error of 
the DTM and flood 
levels. (+/- m). 
Initial Flood Levels 
2de 
0.314 0.298 
Final Flood Levels 
2de 
0.289 0.298 
Initial Flood Levels 
MIKE11 
0.390 0.298 
Final Flood Levels 
MIKE11 
 0.298 
Table 11-7 Comparison of the Differences in Calculated and Surveyed Flood Levels 
with the Expected Differences of the Data from the Digital Terrain Model Error and 
the Estimated Error in the Flood Levels. 
 
The results of Table 11-7 show that the differences in the calculated and surveyed flood 
levels are less than expected for the flood data.  This confirms the validity of the data.  If 
the data had been more suspect it would have had a much larger standard error.   
 
Some comments also need to be made about the discarded data as this did improve these 
results.  There were 31 points discarded.  Twenty-one of these points were discarded as the 
times of the photographs that they were taken from were not known.  Two were surveyed 
in the wrong place.  Two further points were dropped as it was an unfair comparison as the 
higher level arose from the flow separating (bifurcating) upstream. Dropping of these data 
was reasonably justified. 
 
The other points were dropped as two levels were tied into features and not the levels on 
the features and four did not tie in with other levels in the same vicinity.  Therefore 
dropping of these data was also justifiable. 
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12. Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
12.1 Conclusions 
 
The general conclusions in terms of the 4 objectives in of section 1.4 in Chapter 1 are: 
 
Objective 1)  
 
To assess the ability of both one-dimensional and two-dimensional flood flow analysis 
programs by comparing the differences in the calculated flood levels for both methods with 
the observed flood levels for the 1986 and 1994 floods on the Waihao River Flood Plain. 
 
Conclusion 1) 
 
The results using the two-dimensional model, 2de, and the one-dimensional model, 
MIKE11, showed that the two-dimensional model 2de had the best ability to model the 
observed flood levels as the differences from the calculated levels had a lower standard 
deviation.  Calibrating the 2de model to obtain the best fit to the flooded area showed that 
2de under predicted the observed flood levels by an average of 0.2 m. 
 
Objective 2) 
 
To highlight the strengths and weaknesses of both one and two-dimensional models. 
 
Conclusion 2) 
 
The main strength of the two-dimensional program 2de was that it gave results for more 
points.  Its main weakness was that it overestimated levels and hence the flood plain 
conveyance for water flowing diagonally across the uniform calculation grid.   
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MIKE11’ s main strength was that it used the correct conveyances for all the points on the 
flood plain.  The weakness of the MIKE11 model was that it defined the flood plain with 
less more sparsely placed points and did not predict the direction of water flow as this was 
estimated in the discretization. 
 
Objective 3) 
 
To assess the validity of obtaining flood level information from flood plain communities 
that have been flooded. 
 
Conclusion 3) 
 
Obtaining verbal flood levels given by flood plain residents from past floods is a valid 
method as: 
 
a) They could be confirmed with photographs. 
 
b) The results of the 2de analyses show that the differences in the calculated and the 
observed flood levels was less than that expected from the standard errors of the Digital 
Terrain Model and in the estimation of the observed flood levels. 
 
Objective 4) 
 
To improve computer modelling of water flow over flood plains so that we can more 
confidently: 
 
a) Say ‘This is where the water will flow if the river stopbanks overflow or breach’ . 
 
b) Model flooding on flood plains where recent flooding has not occurred. 
 
 
 
Conclusion 4) 
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The dissertation highlighted areas where improvements can be made to computer models.  
The main items are to use a non-uniform grid for two-dimensional models and to improve 
the ability of entering channel networks into one-dimensional models so that more 
complicated networks can be put into these models.  The dissertation also showed that, for 
the level of detail of the analysis that did not include details around buildings and model 
fences, 0.2 m should be added to calculated flood levels. 
 
The dissertation also showed that the initial runs of the two-dimensional models gave a 
good representation of the flooding that occurred on the Waihao River Flood Plain.  
Therefore they will be able to give a reliable answer for the flow paths of the estimated 
outflows on flood plains where flooding has not occurred.  One-dimensional models can 
also give almost as good an answer provided a good discretization is done using a Digital 
Terrain Model that covers all the areas that could possibly flood. 
 
The detailed conclusions of the dissertation are: 
 
12.1.1 Ability of the Models 
 
12.1.1.1 2de 
 
1) For the Waihao River Flood Plain the two-dimensional analysis program 2de in its 
present state of development gave results for both the 1986 and 1994 flood that: 
 
a) Had average calculated flood levels about 0.2 m below the flood size that gave the 
correct flood extent, except where the velocities were low.  For the case where the flood 
levels were close to being correct, the flood extent was generally far too large and it was 
also not possible to obtain the correct levels using discharges that were within the range of 
error for the calculated overflows from the Waihao River. 
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b) Had an overall standard deviation of the differences in the calculated and surveyed flood 
levels less than that of the Digital Terrain Model and the expected error of the surveyed 
flood levels for the 1986 flood and close for the 1994 flood.   
 
2) Could be improved with further calibration work varying Mannings ‘n’  values on the 
flood plain to obtain a better fit to the flooded area.  This work would only be of benefit for 
further work to obtain flood hazard maps for this flood plain. 
 
12.1.1.2 MIKE11 
 
1) For the Waihao River Flood Plain the one-dimensional analysis program MIKE11 gave 
results for both the 1986 and 1994 flood that: 
 
a) Calculated flood levels generally 0.3 m below the flood levels.  A reason for this was 
that the inflows were calculated by 2de which would have underestimated inflows for 
flows through breaches that were diagonal across the grid. 
 
b) For the 1986 flood, had an overall standard deviation of the differences in the calculated 
and surveyed flood levels was 1.5 times that of the Digital Terrain Model and the expected 
error of the surveyed flood levels.  For the 1994 flood with this standard deviation was 
about the same as the expected error. 
 
These results are using the MIKE11 discretization done by the author in this study.  This 
discretization considered all the major factors to describe the water flow as well as could be 
considered reasonable to put into a one-dimensional model therefore another persons 
discretization would not be appreciably different. The main problem with the MIKE11 
discretization is that the water level across the cross sections in the discretization in reality 
is not entirely flat, as is assumed by this method. This error can only be rectified by more, 
shorter cross sections. Unless automated routines are introduced this is unrealistic.  Even 
with fine networks one-dimensional models only consider the water flow in the direction of 
the discretization. This may not be exactly correct (factors for cross flow channels between 
main channels are difficult to describe) hence the necessity for two-dimensional models. 
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12.1.2 Strengths and Weaknesses of the Models 
 
12.1.2.1 2de Strengths 
 
1) The program allowed a grid of points to be used with the model thus used very a detailed 
description of the flood plain of over 150,000 points. 
 
2) The program started with an initially dry flood plain. 
 
3) The program allowed for changes in direction of water flow.  This calculated afflux 
effects and also allowed for the flow direction at a point changing with time. 
 
12.1.2.2 2de Weaknesses 
 
1) The program used a uniform grid that required an extra amount of work to ensure that 
the topography was correctly represented.  A coarse grid could miss important features. 
 
2) The program’ s scheme gave inflows that were a few percent under those put into the 
model. 
 
3) The program handled the conveyance using a wetted perimeter.  This means the depths 
for flows normal to the grid were underestimated slightly.  This needs to be changed to a x 
and y direction treatment. 
 
4) The uniform grid meant that the program calculated levels that were too high for flows 
that were diagonal to the grid.  This resulted in the average level for 2de being 0.1m higher 
than MIKE11.  Runs with a finer grid on one of the model areas showed little difference 
however more work is needed to check this using the other areas.  A non-uniform grid that 
aligned itself to the direction of the flow would overcome this problem. 
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5) The program does not allow complete drying of a flood wave.  This meant that when a 
smaller flood wave flows over a large area the water ends up being stored in all the cells to 
give volume conservation and the wave peters out. 
 
6) The program takes about 10 times longer to run than MIKE11 for the same area. 
 
12.1.2.3 MIKE11 Strengths 
 
1) The program runs faster for a given area than 2de. 
 
2) The program handled the channel conveyance correctly at each cross section point 
except in areas where the flow direction was not clear. 
 
3) The program handled wetting and drying of an area.  The automatic insertion of a slot in 
the channel section meant that initial depths and flows put into a channel section could 
effectively model an initially dry area and also allowed the section to dry out completely 
when the flood wave passed. 
 
4) Cross sections can be strategically placed to give the best results for an area e.g. at the 
top of ridge where water overflows, and ensure that all the important features are described. 
 
12.1.2.4 MIKE11 Weaknesses 
 
1) Points on the cross-sections lines were uniformly sampled by ARC/INFO.  A better 
sampling procedure would be to sample at every grade change on a cross-section line. 
 
2) The flood plain channels in the discretization of the flood plain was very coarse using 
908 points or cross-sections.  However the properties of these points was based on ground 
levels at over 51,000 points. Also associated with the coarse grid were long cross-sections 
over the flood plain that may have varying flood level over their length.  A finer network of 
channel would reduce both these problems and improve the modelling however this 
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requires better automatic starting procedures and programs to input channel data into 
MIKE11. 
 
3) The channel may not be in the correct direction of flow.  This was the main source of 
weakness in the MIKE11 results and was the only explanation for the overall results being 
slightly worse for MIKE11. 
 
4) The program did not handle changes in flow direction in the network i.e. no afflux or 
where the flow changed direction quickly balancing of the x and y direction momentums. 
 
4) Running the program with the urban drainage module shows that it does not calculate 
cross-section hydraulic parameters very accurately.  This could be improved with an 
automatic routine to set heights at which these are calculated to that necessary to meet the 
required value of DELH.  A present this needs to be done manually. 
 
12.1.2.5 Weaknesses of Both Models  
 
1) Both Programs required Mannings ‘n’  to be inputted into the models.  This parameter 
has only been estimated based on experience.  This means that the velocities and therefore 
the true flows are not known.  These flows could be too high or too low.  This will require 
further work to examine velocities using the video tape and showing the results to the flood 
plain residents. 
 
2) The program 2de calculated flood levels that were too low by about 0.2 m when the 
flood extent was correct.  This could be the result from several sources.  The first is the 
flood plain description at the data points that were at fences and buildings.  On fences the 
local effect of debris in areas of faster water flows was not adequately described by a the 
Mannings ‘n’  value of 0.05.  Around buildings the flow description did not allow for the 
structure completely obstructing the flow causing local heading up.  The second is the 
wave effect from the turbulence in the water flow.  This effect would have also occurred 
with the MIKE11 models had the analysis done further work to obtain a best area fit to the 
flooded area. 
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12.1.3 Validity of Obtaining Flood Information from Flood Plain Residents. 
 
Flood levels can be obtained from the flood plain community after a flood event as: 
 
1) Analysis of the differences in the levels calculated by 2de and the Surveyed flood levels 
obtained from the community showed that its standard deviation was less than or very close 
to that of the differences from the DTM and surveyed ground levels. 
 
2) Item 1) showed that the data to be very reliable and confirmed that the levels obtained at 
well known points such as buildings and structures are anchored into their memories. 
 
3) There are many photographs taken by the flood plain community during a flood event 
and these can be used to verify these flood levels. 
 
4) The photographs can also be used as flood levels provided the time of the photograph is 
reasonbly accurately known. 
 
5) Many techniques can be used to accurately locate photographs and use the information 
on them. 
 
6) If any levels are not correct they can be discarded as they do not collate with other levels 
in their vicinity.  The analyses using either program confirm that they need to be discarded.  
It was difficult to use levels from photographs unless they were near the peak of the event 
unless  their levels could be related to the peak level using a point nearby. 
 
6) It was difficult to use photographs on the rising limb of the hydgrograph as the time of 
the photographs was difficult to establish and the hydrograph shape was not known 
accurately enough.  However if the levels were a result of reasonably well defined outflow 
from the river e.g. only overtopping then they could be compared. 
 
7) Photographs taken on the falling limb are valuable as they have two levels, one of the 
flood water at the time and one of the peak level shown by the debris levels on fences and 
other structures in the photograph. 
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12.1.4 The Digital Terrain Model 
 
1) The Digital Terrain Model Standard Error of +/-0.3m was the governing factor in the 
standard error of the results for both the 1986 and 1994 two-dimensional models and for 
the 1994 MIKE11 model.  Therefore more accurate Digital Terrain Models would improve 
the accuracy of the results and show where the other sources of error are.  Therefore it was 
recommended that the accuracy of Digital Terrain Models for future studies be improved to 
a standard error of +/-0.10 to +/- 0.15 m. 
 
2) There were several areas of the Digital Terrain Model that were either high or low and 
the number of points that were either high or low was such that they were significant at 1 
%.  Improvements to the DTM could be made in these areas. 
 
3) As a result of Item 2) the flood depths were analysed and this showed that their standard 
deviation was less than that of the flood levels (in terms of a datum). Therefore flood 
depths would provide better levels compared to the ground surface than flood levels when 
predicting flood heights from the Waihao River Flood Plain computer model.   
 
12.1.5 Improvements for Modelling Areas that have not been Flooded. 
 
1) The dissertation showed that, provided a good Digital Terrain Model is obtained, both 
models have the ability to adequately model areas that have not been flooded in recent 
times.  The two-dimensional program 2de gave slightly better results than the one-
dimensional program MIKE11.   
2) Each program has its weaknesses and these are summarised in the weakness section for 
each program above.  These are the basis for improvements to both models given in the 
recommendations below and will lead to better modelling of water flow in flood plains. 
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12.2 Recommendations 
 
12.2.1 2de Improvements. 
 
1) The program 2de be improved to; 
 a) give the same inflows as are inputted into the model as the program alters 
 these by a few percent to get a good numerical solution. 
 b) allow for complete drying or nearly complete drying of an area. 
 c) improve the conveyance handling of each cell from a wetted perimeter treatment 
to  an x and y direction treatment. 
 d) allow for weirs, gates and other structures in the flood plain. 
 
2) The Waihao River Flood Plain models N1, N2 and S2 need to be run with 10m grids to 
check the differences that a finer grid has on the results. 
 
3) The program 2de needs further testing in areas where there are known complicated flow 
structures such as the flood plain channel interface.  This may give empirical values for 
energy losses, etc. that the equations do not cover. 
 
4)  That the two-dimensional model 2de be modified to use non-uniform grids as the water 
levels for diagonal flow on uniform grid were too high.  This grid needs to consider likely 
water flow directions. 
 
5) That the non-uniform grid be refined so that, besides changes in ground level, it also 
includes changes in flood plain resistance, such as fences and hedges, as these have an 
affect on the water levels. 
 
12.2.2 MIKE11 Improvements 
 
1) That the MIKE11 starting routines be automated so that the program can start with water 
levels at the lowest point at each cross section.  This will allow more complicated channel 
networks. 
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2) That a program be written that can automatically input the discretization and channel 
data into MIKE11 from a Digtial Terrain Model. .  This will allow even more complicated 
channel networks. 
 
3) That a routine in ARC/INFO be written that gives points on cross-section lines at every 
change of grade on the Digital Terrain Model. 
 
4) That a routine be written to allow the heights at which the hydraulic parameters are 
calculated automatically so that any given value of DELH can be met. 
 
12.2.3 Future Flood Plain Modelling Studies - Waihao River 
 
1) That further work be undertaken on the Waihao Flood Plain to attempt to ascertain water 
velocities.  This could be done by further consultation with the flood plain residents using 
the results of this study and using the videos taken of the flooding. 
 
2) That, if further work is to be undertaken on the Waihao River Flood Plain to 100 year, 
200 year etc. flood maps, further work be undertaken to calibrate both the 1986 and 1994 
floods by altering Mannings ‘n’  values used on the flood plain.  If only the 1986 flood is 
calibrated this work could then be applied to the 1994 flood levels as another way to 
compare the abilities of the one and two-dimensional models. 
 
3) That 0.2 m be added to the flood levels for any flood maps that are produced from that 
study. 
 
12.2.4 Digital Terrain Model - Waihao River Flood Plain 
 
1) The surveyor be approached about the accuracy of the control points that are not within 
the +/-0.2m specification for an individual point in the DTM. 
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12.2.5 Future Flood Plain Modelling Studies - General 
 
1) That for any future studies on flood plains where there have been past floods the 
residents of the flood plain be contacted for any information on those floods and this be 
used to calibrate any flood models. 
 
2) That the Digtial Terrain Model be to an accuracy of +/-0.15 m in rural area and +/-0.10 
m in urban areas. 
 
3) That the Digital Terrain Model be field checked for accuracy. 
 
4) That for flood plains of a slope of about 0.003m/m that 0.2 m is added to any calculated 
flood level for a building to allow for the local effects around structures on the flood plain 
except in areas where the maximum velocities are under 0.2 m/s. 
 
5) That flood depths rather than flood levels are primarily used for the any advice on flood 
levels calculated from a computer model, however the flood levels should also be given as 
a check as they may be higher. 
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APPENDIX 1 
 
Development of the Shallow Water Equations for on-dimensional and two-
dimensional Water flow. 
 
1.0 Physical Laws 
 
It is necessary to consider which physical laws to use.  There are three laws which can be 
formulated.  These are the conservation of mass, momentum and energy.  The first two will 
cover almost all cases of continuous and discontinuous (eg bore, hydraulic jump) flow but 
the energy equation will not, as there are energy losses in discontinuous flow situations.  
Therefore it is not used in the present state of the art.  However Barnett (1994) states that in 
the limit that the St. Venant equations do not reduce into separate energy, momentum and 
mass forms in the steady limit hence he has derived a full hydraulic set. This will be 
investigated later.  The present literature only uses the mass and momentum equations and 
as there is not time to review Barnetts set this paper only outlines the present state of the 
art.  
 
1.1 Definition of Water Flow 
 
To model a fluid flow we need to define it with properties in both space and time.  For one-
dimensional flow this can be done by discharge Q and depth h for a given point and time 
and for two-dimensional flow by the velocities in each direction u,v and the depth h for a 
given point and time.  The conversation of mass gives one equation and the conservation of 
momentum gives one and two equations each for one-dimensional and two-dimensional 
flows respectively.  Hence only two laws give enough equations to enable the calculation 
of the parameters to describe the fluid flow in both space and time. 
 
1.2 The basic equations of motion 
 
The basic equations of motion are derived for a fluid and from these the equations for fluid 
flow over a surface in one and two dimensions are derived. 
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Consider a cube as shown; 
 
      w+
∂
∂z wdz  
       
   u   v +
∂
∂y vdy
  u +
∂
∂x udx  
           dz 
       v 
       dy 
           dx 
      w 
      
 
Figure i) a volume element of fluid   
 
1.2.1 Conservation of mass. 
 
The mass flowing into the cube in the x direction is ρu dydz 
The mass flowing out of the cube in the x direction is ρ ∂∂ ρu dydz xdydz u dx− ( )  
Hence the net rate of  inflow into the cube is −dydz u dx∂∂ ρx ( )  
Similarly for the y and z directions. 
 
This has to equal the rate of change of storage which is zero for an incompressable fluid. 
 
Therefore,   0 = − + +


∂
∂ ρ
∂
∂ ρ
∂
∂ ρx y z( ) ( ) ( )u v w  
 
or with constant density,  ∂∂
∂
∂
∂
∂
u w
x
v
y z
+ +  = 0 = div q  (A1-1) 
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This means that the cube of water keeps a constant volume if the density remains constant.  
It  also means that if the x and/or y velocities are increasing the other velocities will be 
decreasing to maintain the cubes volume.  The cube dxdydz was completely arbitary except 
that the faces have equal area and it is very small. 
 
 
1.2.2 Conservation of momentum 
 
Momentum is a vector quantity, the product of mass and velocity.  From Newton’ s second 
law the rate of change of momentum is equal to the applied forces.  
 
Consider the cube in figure (i) above.  The forces on the cube are the increase in velocity of 
the fluid with time.  This is equal to the increase in average velocity of the cube and the 
change in velocity in the direction of flow.  The latter has three components for each 
direction.  These are the change of velocity in the direction of the component (stress) and 
the changes in velocity of the component in the other two directions (shear stresses).     
 
For the x direction the there is a net gain in momentum in time dt which is   
dxdydz ∂∂ ρt u dt( )  
The influx of momentum from the dydz element sides is -dydz ∂∂ ρx u
2 dx.dt. 
The ρu2  term is the x direction component of momentum change between the dydz faces 
of the total velocity vector momentum change which is dV ∂∂s ρS
2dsdt  where s is in the 
direction of the velocity vector and dv is volume of the element being considered . The x 
direction components of momentum change in the y and z directions (≈ shear stresses) of 
this vector are  dxdz ∂∂ ρy dy dt( ) .uv  between the dxdz faces and dxdy
∂
∂ ρz dz dt( ) .uw  
between the dxdy faces respectively.    These terms are the convective acceleration terms 
and are equivalent to u u
x
v
u
y
w
u
z
∂
∂
∂
∂
∂
∂+ +  the convective term of the Euler equation. ( This 
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can be done mathematically by putting the velocities in the differential and subtracting 
0.5u(div q)  which equals zero for an incompressable fluid.  The ρgz term gives  the change 
in pressure of  the fluid over dx of the cube.  
.  
 
This gives for the x momentum, 
 
  
∂
∂ ρt u( ) +
∂
∂ ρ ρx u gz( )
2 + +
∂
∂ ρy uv( ) +
∂
∂ ρz uw( )      (A1-2)     
 
and for the y momentum, 
 
                 
∂
∂ ρt v( ) +
∂
∂ ρ ρy v gz( )
2 + +
∂
∂ ρy uv( ) +
∂
∂ ρz vw( )        (A1-3) 
 
These forvces are balanced by the gravity force in each component direction and the shear 
stresses from viscosity and turbulence which are developed under the turbulence heading 
1.3 below. 
 
The z momentum does not need to be given as the vertical accelerations of the fluid are 
negligible compared to gravity.  Gravity is 9.81m\s2 while a typical value of fluid 
acceleration in a river vertically (just take the water surface) is which rises 0.5m in 1 hour 
is equivalent to 0.2 x 10-7 m\s2 .  Therefore ∂∂ ρ
p
z
g= −  
 
1.3 Turbulence and viscosity 
 
In almost all cases river flow is turbulent therefore turbulence needs to be considered.  The 
velocities in a turbulent fluid flow fluctuate about mean values.  u = u u+ ’  which is 
mean and the deviations form the mean.  If these are put into the convective acceleration 
terms it gives  ∂∂ ρz u u w w( ( ’)( ’))+ + .  The term uv’is zero by definition and the 
additional term u v’ ’ is called the Reynolds stress and is a shear stress when multiplied by 
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ρ .   It is this stress which causes the bulk of the viscosity in the turbulent river fluid as its 
value is well over the kinematic vicosity and hence the flow profile is flattened by 
turbulence.    This arises as with the turbulence of the flow particles of water fluctuate from 
one region of the flow to the next causing this viscosity.  If a particle enters a region of 
flow with a different velocity it will either speed or slow the flow there up hence it 
effectively causes viscosity. The ratios are 0.03m\s2  for the Reynolds viscosity in the 
vertical direction for a typical river 1m deep and flowing at 1m\s  while the kinematic 
viscosity is  10-6 m\s2.  This effect only nees to be considered if there are large changes in 
the velocity in an area of flow.  In a flow te vertical changes are the largest ones and are 
modelled by shear stress in the bed.  However horizontal lateral ones are significant in 
areas where this velocity changes are significant eg near boundaries such as flood plain and 
river channel interface.  To investigate this the turbulence in these areas needs to be 
determined or predicted with some confidence to enable a value to placed into the 
equations.  At present the depth averaging procedure used in both 1D and 2D models 
overcomes the need for this as the turbulence is represented by the shear stress at the bed of 
the channel. (The horizontal longitudinal ones can be considered to be an extra pressure 
stress caused by a change in velocity in this direction and stops the velocity increasing due 
to the local convective acceleration in the flow or x direction).  Allowing for the lateral 
stress the equations become, 
 
          
∂
∂
∂
∂
∂
∂
u
x
v
y
w
z
+ +  = 0     (A1-4) 
∂
∂ ρt u( ) +
∂
∂ ρ ρ
∂
∂x u g
z
x
w( )2 + + ∂∂ ρy uv( ) +
∂
∂ ρz uw( ) -
∂τ
∂
xz
z
 - 
∂τ
∂
xy
y
= 0 (A1-5) 
 
∂
∂ ρt v( ) +
∂
∂ ρ ρ
∂
∂x uv g
z
x
w( ) + + ∂∂ ρy v( )
2 +
∂
∂ ρz vw( ) -
∂τ
∂
yz
z
 - 
∂τ
∂
yx
y
= 0 (A1-6) 
where τ ρ ρν ∂∂xz u w
u
z
= − +’ ’  ie the Reynolds and kinematic viscosities respectively. The 
other terms are similiar in nature. 
 
1.4  The Saint Vernant Equations 
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The fundamental rules for these equations are: 
i) the pressure is hydrostatic ie the streamlines have small curvatures. 
ii) the bed slope is so small that the cosine of the angle it makes with the horizontal is 
unity. 
iii) the effects of boundary friction and turbulence can be accounted for in resistance laws 
used in steady flow.  This is the case for one-dimensional flow but for two dimensional 
flow further work on turbulence in areas of lateral velocity change is required as discussed 
above  
 
1.4.1 one –dimensional flow 
 
For one-dimensional flow the above equations in section 1 above need to be integrated 
over both the depth and width of a typical river section. The conservation of the mass 
becomes, integrating over the depth, 
 
 
  
∂
∂
∂
∂
∂
∂
z
t x
hu
y
hvw + + =( ) ( ) 0     (A1-7) 
 
where the symbols are given above. 
 
Integrating over the width gives, 
 
B
z
t
Q
x
w∂
∂
∂
∂+ = 0       (A1-8) 
 
Where B is the river width and Zw is the mean water level. Hence it had been assumed that 
the velocity is uniform over the section and the surface is level ie the cross-section 
becomes a point for analysis in the model. 
 
The momentum equations become, integrating over the depth, 
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∂
∂ ρt hu( ) +
∂
∂ α ρ ρ
∂
∂x u h gh
z
x
xx
w( )2 + + ∂∂ α ρy uvhxy( ) +τ xb  + h y
xy∂τ
∂ = 0 (A1-9) 
 
∂
∂ ρt vh( ) +
∂
∂ α ρ ρ
∂
∂x uvh gh
z
x
yx
w( ) + + ∂∂ α ρy v hyy( )
2 +τ yb  + h
x
yx∂τ
∂ = 0 (A1-10) 
 
and integrating over the width for the x-direction (the factors with the y-components 
vanish) gives, 
 
∂
∂
∂
∂
∂
∂
τ
ρ
Q
t x
Q
A
gA
z
x
Pw b+ 

 + + =
2
0             (A1-11) 
 
The mean bottom stress is tb and P is the wetted perimeter. The term is equal to gASf 
where Sf is the friction slope. Note that 
x
zw
∂
∂
 is the slope of the surface equal to the change 
in depth per unit length (the change in pressure) less the bed slope (the gravity force) or 
0S
x
h
−∂
∂
. This equation does not truly conserve momentum as it is not in its integral form 
that allows for the changes in area and depth of the average centre of pressure. Even in its 
integral form is not correct if waves form and vertical accelerations become important or 
any of the assumptions above are significant. This equation can be arranged as in 
Henderson (1966) to give, 
 
t
V
g
h
g
V
x
SS f ∂
∂
−



+
∂
∂
−=
1
2
2
0   (A1-12) 
   |      |  | 
Steady uniform flow   |      |  | 
          |   | 
 Steady non-uniform flow |  | 
       | 
   Unsteady non-uniform flow 
 
Note that the energy grade lin is part of the non-uniform flow equations. 
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Typical values of the terms in the order of the equation for a Canterbury flood plain are 
where the flow rises from 1.0 to 1.5 m in depth (velocity increases from 2 to 3 m/s (in 1 
hour or over 10 km)), 
 
t
V
g
h
g
V
x
SS f ∂
∂
−



+
∂
∂
−=
1
2
2
0     (A1-13) 
 
         0.005 = 0.005 – (0.00003+0.00005) – 0.00003 
 
ie the unsteady and non-uniform terms are very small and the flow is uniform especially 
near the peak where the non-uniform and unsteady terms are even less. 
 
1.4.2 Two-dimensional Flow 
 
For two dimensional flow the equations after the vertical integration (hence the flow is 
depth averaged) in section 1.3 are the applicable equations.   These are for mass continuity, 
 
  
∂
∂
∂
∂
∂
∂
z
t x
hu
y
hvw + + =( ) ( ) 0    (A1-14) 
 
and for momentum continuity, equations (4.2) and 4.3), 
 
∂
∂ ρt hu( ) +
∂
∂ α ρ ρ
∂
∂x u h gh
z
x
xx
w( )2 + + ∂∂ α ρy uvhxy( ) +τ xb  + h y
xy∂τ
∂ = 0 (A1-15) 
 
∂
∂ ρt vh( ) +
∂
∂ α ρ ρ
∂
∂x uvh gh
z
x
yx
w( ) + + ∂∂ α ρy v hyy( )
2 +τ yb  + h
x
yx∂τ
∂ = 0 (A1-16) 
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These can be adapted dividing by ρ, using a friction formula (in the case below Manning’ s 
Formula is used noting that τxb=τbcos θ where θ is the angle between the velocity vector 
and the x axis), using ∂∂
∂
∂
z
x
h
x
Sw o= − . , and adding the coriolis force J h v ,  
 
for the x direction, 
 
 
∂
∂t hu( )     +
∂
∂
∂
∂x u h gh
h
x
( )2 +   -  ghSox 
 
 1.72m2/s,  3.6m2/s,  1.0m2/s,     500m2/s 
 + 
∂
∂y uvh( )   +
n u u v
h
2 2 2
1
2
4
3
( )+
   + 
h
y
xy
ρ
∂τ
∂     -  γh v      +   Dtx  = 0      (A1-17) 
 
 3.7 m2/s,       500 m2/s,      up to ≈500m2/s,  0.3 m2/s   - m2/s 
 
and the y direction, 
 
∂
∂t vh( )    +
∂
∂
∂
∂x uvh gh
h
x
( ) +    -  ghSoy 
 
 
0.2 m2/s,   1.4 m2/s,   3.3 m2/s,    200 m2/s
 
 
+
∂
∂y v h( )
2 +
n v u v
h
2 2 2
1
2
4
3
( )+
+    
h
x
yx
ρ
∂τ
∂     +   γh u     +   Dty  =  0  (A1-18) 
 
 1.5 m2/s        200 m2/s          up to 500m2/s,   0.7 m2/s,  - m2/s 
 
The figures under the terms being typical values (x104) on a Canterbury flood plain with 
Sox =0.005 and Soy =0.002, the depth rising from 1.0m to 1.5m in one hour (and also the 
terms are mulitplied by g to give values 9.81 x the slope value). 
 
The n term is Manning’ s n (0.05 was used ),  Sox and Soy are the slopes in the x and y 
directions. 
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Generally the coriolis term is neglected except in wide rivers. As discussed under 
turbulence I will need to investigate the lateral shear terms ( h
x
yx
ρ
∂τ
∂ ) to see where it is 
necessary to include these in the equations. 
 
There are now three equations to be solved and three unknowns for each point compared to 
the two equations for one dimensional flow.   
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Appendix  2 Digital Terrain Model check 
Comparison of the computed  TIN  surface height with the GPS surveyed heights         
This file contains correctly adjusted "Surveyed Flood Levels"      
       Mean of  St. Dev of Maximu Mimiumu
Point Surveyed Depth of  TRUE DTM or Difference difference difference difference difference  
Code Flood level flooding  Ground’TIN’ surfacebetween True GL in levels in levels    
   above Level Level and DTM Levels (m) (m) (m) (m) 
  (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) 0.044 0.264 0.965 -0.912 
            
 Photo:1  10.121 0.00 10.121 10.132 -0.011     
 Photo:2  4.650 0.00 4.650 4.497 0.153     
 Photo:3  4.062 0.00 4.062 4.005 0.057     
 Photo:4  2.926 0.00 2.926 2.700 0.226     
 Photo:5  4.176 0.00 4.176 4.149 0.027     
 Photo:7  15.308 0.00 15.308 15.245 0.063     
 Photo:8  10.648 0.00 10.648 10.190 0.458Something wrong with the adjustment at this point 
 Photo:9  8.396 0.00 8.396 8.160 0.236The difference should be less than    
 Photo:10  6.679 0.00 6.679 6.213 0.466this as it is a control point   
 Photo:11  20.543 0.00 20.543 20.473 0.070     
 Photo:12  16.984 0.00 16.984 16.787 0.197     
 Photo:13  18.687 0.00 18.687 18.622 0.065     
 Photo:14  20.738 0.00 20.738 20.733 0.005     
 Photo:15  38.657 0.00 38.657 38.538 0.119     
 Photo:16  48.030 0.00 48.030 48.023 0.007     
 Photo:17  40.828 0.00 40.828 40.559 0.269     
 BM:25S6347E427  4.860 0.00 4.860 4.480 0.380     
 Trig.U(also.U5)  43.617 0.00 43.617 44.000 -0.383     
 BM:UU.74  20.584 0.00 20.584 21.004 -0.420     
 Temp210 Peg50x50 44.727 0.00 44.727 44.788 -0.061     
 209
 152 86-48  4.035 0.00 4.035 4.091 -0.056     
 150 V86-77  4.592 0.52 4.072 3.930 0.142     
 150A 86-46  3.977 0.00 3.977 3.628 0.349     
 156 94-35  4.432 0.00 4.432 4.156 0.276     
 155 94-35  3.641 0.00 3.641 3.527 0.114     
 153 86-49  3.781 0.00 3.781 3.419 0.362Difference in level on the fence line is 0.627 m 
154 86-49 3.945 0.00 3.945 3.910 0.035     
 157 V86-76  4.577 0.36 4.217 4.162 0.055     
 157A V86-76 GL  4.092 0.00 4.092 4.120 -0.028     
 158  1986  4.625 0.24 4.385 4.372 0.013     
 162 94-35  4.272 0.00 4.272 4.618 -0.346     
 160 86-46  4.471 0.00 4.471 4.606 -0.135     
 161 86-46  4.331 0.00 4.331 4.802 -0.471     
 148 V94-42  5.562 0.00 5.562 5.766 -0.204     
 147 V94-42  5.146 0.00 5.146 5.324 -0.178     
 149 V94-42  4.724 0.00 4.724 5.045 -0.321     
 163 1986  5.112 0.00 5.112 4.914 0.198     
 164 94-37  5.145 0.00 5.145 5.180 -0.035     
 166 1986  5.595 1.50 4.095 4.227 -0.132     
 168 1994  5.758 0.00 5.758 5.612 0.146     
 167 1986  6.245 0.10 6.145 5.626 0.519Error in photogrammetry    
 169 1986  5.259 1.50 3.759 3.710 0.049     
 Line 1035  6.044 0.00 6.044 6.130 -0.086     
 174 1994 o/s32m  6.372 0.00 6.372 6.261 0.111     
 174 1994  6.374 0.00 6.374 6.166 0.208     
 175 86-47  6.087 0.00 6.087 5.892 0.195     
 165 94-32  6.570 1.05 5.520 5.453 0.067     
 176 86-47  6.286 0.00 6.286 6.180 0.106     
 180 1994  5.125 0.40 4.725 4.923 -0.198     
 182 94-39  5.072 0.00 5.072 4.978 0.094     
 210
 186 V94-53  5.178 0.39 4.788 4.716 0.072     
 188A 86-43  4.942 0.00 4.942 5.089 -0.147     
 188 86-43  5.411 0.00 5.411 5.214 0.197     
 188B 86-43  4.737 0.00 4.737 4.821 -0.084     
 187 86-41  5.499 0.00 5.499 5.248 0.251     
 177 86-47  5.992 0.00 5.992 6.211 -0.219     
 189 86-43  5.473 0.00 5.473 5.800 -0.327     
 196 1986  7.710 0.00 7.710 7.562 0.148     
 198 94-28  6.811 0.00 6.811 6.863 -0.052     
 195 1986  8.285 1.00 7.285 7.274 0.011     
 199 1986  7.524 0.00 7.524 7.294 0.230     
 200 1986 8.172 0.79 7.382 7.422 -0.040     
 202 86-37  8.073 0.29 7.783 7.555 0.228     
 203 86-38  7.771 0.00 7.771 7.610 0.161     
 204 1994  8.014 0.10 7.914 7.670 0.244     
 209 1994  8.311 0.30 8.011 7.612 0.399     
 210 1994  8.138 0.00 8.138 7.516 0.622Error in photogrammetry    
 210A 1994  8.458 0.50 7.958 7.856 0.102     
 211 1986  8.738 0.00 8.738 8.421 0.317     
 211A 1986  8.203 0.00 8.203 7.707 0.496Error in photogrammetry    
 222 86-32  7.429 0.00 7.429 7.605 -0.176     
 212 1994  8.510 0.00 8.510 8.418 0.092     
 213 1986  9.010 0.00 9.010 8.583 0.427Error in photogrammetry    
 220 1994  10.049 0.00 10.049 9.578 0.471Error in photogrammetry    
 221 1994 10.059 0.80 9.259 8.890 0.369Error in photogrammetry    
 219 1994 Line  10.271 0.00 10.271 10.115 0.156     
 218 1994 Line  10.300 0.00 10.300 10.163 0.137     
 216 1986  9.458 0.00 9.458 8.772 0.686     
 217 1994  9.160 0.00 9.160 8.662 0.498     
 223 1986  12.815 0.10 12.715 12.474 0.241     
 211
 224 1986  12.543 0.00 12.543 12.372 0.171     
 228 V86-113 13.866 0.79 13.076 13.263 -0.187     
 229 V86-80  13.693 0.77 12.923 13.016 -0.093     
 247 1986  13.103 0.45 12.653 12.872 -0.219     
 BMR15     (200)  11.962 0.00 11.962 12.052 -0.090     
 234 1986  13.219 1.05 12.169 12.142 0.027     
 244 1994  13.235 0.48 12.755 12.663 0.092     
 239 Line o/s16m  12.700 0.00 12.700 12.753 -0.053     
 238 Line o/s26m  12.464 0.00 12.464 12.483 -0.019     
 241 1994 12.581 0.00 12.581 12.610 -0.029     
 242 1986 13.387 0.00 13.387 13.210 0.177     
 240 1994 13.030 0.00 13.030 12.698 0.332     
 235 86-31 12.090 0.00 12.090 12.169 -0.079     
 227 86-115  12.231 0.00 12.231 12.341 -0.110     
 237 V94-65  13.243 0.00 13.243 13.182 0.061     
 283 1986  17.040 0.00 17.040 16.841 0.199     
 282 1986  16.942 1.50 15.442 15.504 -0.062     
 281 1996  15.905 0.00 15.905 15.892 0.013     
 284 1986  16.000 0.00 16.000 16.015 -0.015     
 288 1986  16.580 1.10 15.480 15.555 -0.075     
 287 1986  17.062 1.11 15.952 15.897 0.055     
 290 86-19  16.538 0.59 15.948 15.897 0.051     
 289 86-25  16.913 0.94 15.973 16.155 -0.182     
 279 1986  17.017 0.00 17.017 16.923 0.094     
 280 1986  16.939 0.94 15.999 16.136 -0.137     
 304 86-27  17.617 0.64 16.977 16.718 0.259     
 305 1986  18.053 0.00 18.053 17.542 0.511Error in photogrammetry    
 307 1986  17.834 0.00 17.834 17.308 0.526Error in photogrammetry    
 293 1994  16.768 0.00 16.768 16.809 -0.041     
 273 86-20  15.920 0.05 15.870 16.012 -0.142     
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 256 1986  16.213 0.20 16.013 16.022 -0.009     
 257 1986  15.895 0.00 15.895 15.914 -0.019     
 272 94-4 15.283 1.05 14.233 14.521 -0.288     
 259 1986  15.851 0.90 14.951 15.179 -0.228     
 260 1986 15.312 0.00 15.312 15.682 -0.370     
 248 1994 12.925 0.00 12.925 13.217 -0.292     
 249 1986  13.679 0.34 13.339 13.577 -0.238     
 250 86-99  14.894 0.00 14.894 15.070 -0.176     
 254 86-30  15.243 0.00 15.243 15.109 0.134     
 253 1986  15.009 0.10 14.909 14.717 0.192     
 252 1986  15.010 0.20 14.810 14.642 0.168     
 251 1986 14.792 0.00 14.792 14.883 -0.091     
 MWD BM 505  15.659 0.00 15.659 15.864 -0.205     
 255 86-103  15.735 0.00 15.735 16.029 -0.294     
 255A 86-104  15.465 0.00 15.465 15.725 -0.260     
 261 86-13  15.279 0.00 15.279 15.372 -0.093     
 262 1986  15.160 0.00 15.160 15.259 -0.099     
 267 1994  14.637 0.00 14.637 14.730 -0.093     
 264 86-12  15.376 0.99 14.386 14.616 -0.230     
 263 1986 15.396 0.00 15.396 15.621 -0.225     
 265 1986  15.307 0.00 15.307 15.232 0.075     
 266 1986  15.388 0.00 15.388 15.091 0.297     
 268 86-15  15.276 0.00 15.276 14.973 0.303     
 269 1994  15.459 0.00 15.459 15.212 0.247     
 270and271 Line  15.178 0.00 15.178 14.876 0.302     
 274 94-5 15.614 0.00 15.614 15.376 0.238     
 275 94-6 15.263 0.00 15.263 15.079 0.184     
 278 94-24 14.933 0.00 14.933 14.957 -0.024     
 278a 94-24 15.293 0.00 15.293 15.102 0.191     
 276 94-7  15.938 0.00 15.938 15.697 0.241     
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 277 94-8  16.270 0.00 16.270 16.151 0.119     
 291 86-10 17.257 0.62 16.637 16.561 0.076     
 291a 86-10 17.571 0.94 16.631 16.556 0.075     
 302 1986  16.647 0.00 16.647 16.256 0.391     
 300 86-11 17.447 0.72 16.727 16.806 -0.079     
 294 1994  16.437 0.00 16.437 16.400 0.037     
 296 1994  16.899 0.00 16.899 16.730 0.169     
 297 1994  16.954 0.29 16.664 16.811 -0.147     
 298 1994  17.265 0.00 17.265 17.316 -0.051     
 309 1986  18.072 0.00 18.072 17.562 0.510Error in photogrammetry    
 308 1986  18.232 0.00 18.232 17.267 0.965Terrace missed    
 4 1994  35.490 0.87 34.620 35.099 -0.479     
 3 1994 o/s20m  35.648 0.29 35.358 35.864 -0.506Error in photogrammetry    
 5 1986o/s70mSilo  35.750 0.86 34.890 35.363 -0.473     
 Line silo  34.723 0.00 34.723 35.323 -0.600Error in photogrammetry    
 Line shed  34.837 0.00 34.837 35.394 -0.557     
 8 1994  35.412 0.00 35.412 35.866 -0.454     
 16 1994  33.831 0.35 33.481 33.726 -0.245     
 13 86-80  33.831 0.44 33.391 33.673 -0.282     
 14 86-81  33.179 0.00 33.179 33.561 -0.382     
 12 86-78  32.577 0.00 32.577 32.760 -0.183     
 15 86-79 32.936 0.71 32.226 32.529 -0.303     
 11 86-77  32.104 0.00 32.104 32.068 0.036     
 10 86-76  31.736 0.00 31.736 31.754 -0.018     
 9 86-76  31.148 0.00 31.148 31.139 0.009     
 18 1994  30.769 0.15 30.619 30.267 0.352     
 21 86-70  30.925 0.47 30.455 30.425 0.030     
 20 86-70  30.963 0.82 30.143 30.257 -0.114     
 24 1986  31.130 0.10 31.030 31.105 -0.075     
 25 86-23  31.186 0.00 31.186 31.206 -0.020     
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 26 86-74  31.190 0.00 31.190 31.093 0.097     
 26A86-74  31.627 0.35 31.277 31.160 0.117     
 23 86-84  30.800 0.50 30.300 30.402 -0.102     
 22a 86-21  30.735 0.30 30.435 30.174 0.261     
 22 86-71  30.771 0.00 30.771 30.649 0.122     
 27 86-75  30.441 0.00 30.441 30.477 -0.036     
 28 1994 Line  28.150 0.00 28.150 28.308 -0.158     
 30 86-87  28.945 0.00 28.945 29.002 -0.057     
 31 1994o/s19m  28.231 0.82 27.411 27.870 -0.459     
 31 1994 Line  27.504 0.00 27.504 27.772 -0.268     
 29 86-85  28.653 1.10 27.553 27.609 -0.056     
 32 1994  28.123 0.40 27.723 27.496 0.227     
 34 94-22  25.377 0.00 25.377 25.678 -0.301     
 37 94-22  25.234 0.00 25.234 25.112 0.122     
 38 94-22  25.834 0.00 25.834 25.724 0.110     
 33 94-22  27.010 0.00 27.010 26.852 0.158     
 33a94-22  26.601 0.00 26.601 26.597 0.004     
 35 1994  26.253 0.00 26.253 26.333 -0.080     
 40 1986  26.456 0.00 26.456 26.739 -0.283     
 41 1994 24.554 0.14 24.414 24.374 0.040     
 42 1994  24.222 0.45 23.772 23.905 -0.133     
 43 1994  22.400 0.00 22.400 22.462 -0.062     
 39 94-22  24.327 0.00 24.327 24.293 0.034     
 45 94-23  22.272 0.90 21.372 21.498 -0.126     
 44 1986  22.661 1.05 21.611 21.528 0.083     
 54 86-89 22.616 0.00 22.616 22.709 -0.093     
 46 86-1  21.212 0.45 20.762 20.988 -0.226     
 47 86-2  21.704 0.95 20.754 20.988 -0.234     
 50 1994  21.989 0.15 21.839 21.964 -0.125     
 49 86-6  22.535 0.00 22.535 22.285 0.250     
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 48 86-3  22.046 0.00 22.046 21.629 0.417     
 56 86-90  21.410 0.29 21.120 21.068 0.052     
 55 86-89  21.364 0.00 21.364 21.075 0.289     
 57 1986  19.664 0.12 19.544 18.965 0.579Error in photogrammetry    
 59 86-95  19.603 0.00 19.603 19.504 0.099     
 BML21     (210)  19.937 0.00 19.937 19.909 0.028     
 58 1986  19.208 0.00 19.208 18.648 0.560Error in photogrammetry    
 65 1986  15.775 0.00 15.775 15.533 0.242     
 66 1986  14.387 0.00 14.387 14.196 0.191     
 64a1986  14.691 0.11 14.581 14.438 0.143     
 64 86-96  14.734 0.31 14.424 14.447 -0.023     
 71 V86-81  11.622 0.00 11.622 11.757 -0.135     
 69 94-9  10.736 0.00 10.736 11.011 -0.275     
 76 V86-83  12.248 0.81 11.438 11.207 0.231     
 77 94-27  11.832 0.00 11.832 11.679 0.153     
 78 V86-3  11.362 0.00 11.362 11.130 0.232     
 82 86-64  11.362 0.00 11.362 10.886 0.476     
 80 86-65 12.002 0.50 11.502 11.166 0.336     
 91 v86-2  12.598 0.00 12.598 12.364 0.234     
 90 v86-82  12.941 0.24 12.701 12.587 0.114     
 89 v86-22  12.699 0.00 12.699 12.568 0.131     
 95 1994  13.035 0.40 12.635 12.704 -0.069     
 84 86-57  11.220 0.00 11.220 11.434 -0.214     
 87 86-63 10.792 0.56 10.232 10.084 0.148     
 86 86-60  9.992 0.00 9.992 9.968 0.024     
 73 1994  9.894 0.45 9.444 8.999 0.445     
 74 v86-84  9.356 0.67 8.686 8.420 0.266     
 75 94-30  9.602 1.00 8.602 8.657 -0.055     
 72 1994  10.571 1.00 9.571 9.950 -0.379     
 100 1986  11.420 0.00 11.420 11.622 -0.202     
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 102 v86-72  11.022 0.20 10.822 10.738 0.084     
 96 86-68  11.142 0.00 11.142 10.628 0.514Error in photogrammetry    
 99 86-69  10.559 0.00 10.559 10.328 0.231     
 97 v86-69 10.883 0.50 10.383 10.413 -0.030     
 96 v86-71  10.748 0.34 10.408 10.362 0.046     
 96 v86-71  10.807 0.24 10.567 10.405 0.162     
 104 v86-41  8.100 0.00 8.100 7.955 0.145     
 67 1986  15.309 0.63 14.679 15.143 -0.464     
 103 V86-66  7.865 0.00 7.865 7.819 0.046     
 117 1994  9.023 0.10 8.923 8.583 0.340     
 113 1994o/s21m  8.902 0.47 8.432 8.063 0.369     
 113 1994 Line  8.401 0.00 8.401 8.042 0.359     
 114 1994  8.798 0.00 8.798 8.335 0.463     
 115 1994  8.357 0.00 8.357 8.341 0.016     
 116 1994  9.101 0.00 9.101 8.729 0.372     
 106 1994  8.499 0.00 8.499 8.051 0.448     
 107 1994  8.807 0.00 8.807 8.649 0.158     
 108 1994  8.875 0.59 8.285 7.984 0.301     
 109 1994  8.723 0.00 8.723 8.546 0.177     
 110 1994  8.848 0.00 8.848 8.588 0.260     
 120 86-118  8.188 0.00 8.188 8.203 -0.015     
 119 1986  9.099 0.00 9.099 8.768 0.331     
 118 1994  9.039 0.00 9.039 8.802 0.237     
 121 1994o/s17m  8.958 0.26 8.698 8.595 0.103     
 122 94-14  7.220 0.00 7.220 6.990 0.230     
 131a v94-51  7.247 0.47 6.777 6.930 -0.153     
 131 v94-17  7.133 0.37 6.763 6.904 -0.141     
 127 v94-50 7.386 0.57 6.816 7.035 -0.219     
 129 v86-44  7.180 0.05 7.130 6.987 0.143     
 125 1986  6.225 0.00 6.225 6.053 0.172     
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 123 1994  6.002 0.00 6.002 5.989 0.013     
 124 1986  6.185 0.00 6.185 6.055 0.130     
 132 94-16  7.636 0.68 6.956 7.499 -0.543Error in photogrammetry    
 133 v86-56  7.911 0.00 7.911 8.053 -0.142     
 138 v94-27  8.196 0.05 8.146 8.160 -0.014     
 136 1986  7.899 0.00 7.899 7.996 -0.097     
142 1994 7.979 0.46 7.519 7.778 -0.259     
 BML10     (230)  7.383 0.00 7.383 7.827 -0.444     
 143 94-31  7.713 0.00 7.713 7.849 -0.136     
 141 94-31  8.135 0.00 8.135 8.123 0.012     
 139 94-18  6.412 0.00 6.412 6.588 -0.176     
 144 V94-5  3.848 0.91 2.938 3.364 -0.426     
 146 V94-10  3.091 0.00 3.091 3.020 0.071     
 145 V94-5  4.514 0.00 4.514 4.725 -0.211     
 BML8       (230)  4.290 0.00 4.290 4.485 -0.195     
 BML8A      (230)  6.319 0.00 6.319 6.662 -0.343     
 174 1994  6.372 0.00 6.372 6.005 0.367     
 219/94  10.723 0.00 10.723 10.403 0.320     
 218/94  10.774 0.00 10.774 10.397 0.377     
 238 1994  13.085 1.20 11.885 12.046 -0.161     
 239 1986  13.397 0.70 12.697 12.480 0.217     
 5 1986  35.750 0.32 35.430 36.196 -0.766Error in photogrammetry    
 6 1986  36.056 0.45 35.606 36.387 -0.781     
 28 1994  29.118 0.75 28.368 28.521 -0.153     
 31 1994  28.232 0.50 27.632 27.604 0.128     
 94 v86-23  12.717 0.10 12.617 12.704 -0.087     
 113 1994  8.902 0.35 8.552 7.850 0.702Error in photogrammetry    
 121 1994  8.958 0.00 8.958 8.571 0.387     
2 1986 36.098 1.30 34.798 35.710 -0.912Error in photogrammetry    
19 1986 31.224 0.63 30.594 30.267 0.327     
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171 V86-78 6.543 1.20 5.343 5.210 0.133     
172 1986 6.083 0.10 5.983 5.817 0.166     
184 1986 6.247 1.80 4.447 4.346 0.101     
191 1994 6.533 0.55 5.983 5.828 0.155     
193 1986 6.292 1.20 5.092 4.826 0.266     
194 1986 6.436 0.40 6.036 6.053 -0.018     
207 1986 8.434 0.58 7.854 7.501 0.353     
208 1986 8.228 0.53 7.698 7.510 0.188     
232 1994 12.303 0.65 11.653 11.399 0.254     
246 1976 13.862 1.30 12.562 12.560 0.002     
301 1986 17.137 0.20 16.937 16.495 0.442        
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Appendix 3 
 
Waihao River Flood Plain – Resident Flood Level Survey Questionaire 
 
Name 
 
 
Occupation 
 
 
How long have you lived in the Waihao River area? 
 
Were you there during the 1986 and 1994 floods? 
 
 
Were you evacuated during these floods and if so what time were you evacuated? 
 
 
 
 
 
Any other comments that you wish to make please do so below. 
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Appendix 4 - Part 1 - Flood Levels 1986 Flood          
 Waihao River Flood Plain survey of flood levels - 1986 flood levels          
 Survey order            
 Start at upstream end and work to sea on north side and back up the south flood plain          
              
Final 
list Mark Year Photograph  Description 
Reduced 
Level Estimate of Time Time   Accuracy of Source of level 
NZ map grid 
reference Comments 
 
in 
survey          Number   Level  peak   Sheet EastingNorthing 
number number      or Video (V)    accuracy 
of   compared to time   position     
1 2 198  Pump house to the west south west of Dickson house 36.262+/-0.025m Peak   M. Dickson J40 563014  
2 5 198  M.Dickson silo - 50mm under floor 35.91+/-0.05m Peak   M. Dickson J40 564014  
3 6 198  M.Dickson - shed south of house - flood mark inside 36.217+/-0.10m Peak   M. Dickson J40 564014  
4 7 198  Wool Press in woolshed 30m south of Dickson house - flood mark  36.095+/-0.025m Peak   M. Dickson J40 564014  
5 9 1986 86-76 flood area to centre right of photo on fence line 31.295+/-0.15m 8.30am 
4.5hrs 
before within 1hr 
L.Paul - 
photograph J40 572012 Estimated time by L Paul 
6 10 1986 86-76 flood area before hedge near left fence 31.884+/-0.20m 8.30am 
4.5hrs 
before within 1hr 
L.Paul - 
photograph J40 573011 Estimated time by L Paul 
7 11 1986 86-77 level on fence in centre of photo 32.254+/-0.15m 8.30am 
4.5hrs 
before within 1hr 
L.Paul - 
photograph J40 572013 Estimated time by L Paul 
8 12 1986 86-78 level on dry piece on road 32.727+/-0.05m 8.30am 
4.5hrs 
before within 1hr 
L.Paul - 
photograph J40 570013 Estimated time by L Paul 
9 13 1986 86-80 level on right fence 33.984+/-0.05m 10.00am 3hrs before 
could be 
11.30am 
L.Paul - 
photograph J40 570013 
Estimated time by L Paul - but used negative 
sequence and the water levels at the clump 
10 14 1986 86-81 level on ground at flood extent 33.332+/-0.10m 10.00am 3hrs before 
could be 
11.30am 
L.Paul - 
photograph J40 571013 See comment on point 13 
11 15 1986 86-79 level on second fence in centre of photo 33.087+/-0.10m 8.30am 
4.5hrs 
before within 1hr 
L.Paul - 
photograph J40 569014 Estimated time by L Paul 
12 19 198
6 
 Flood mark in shed south west of L. Pauls House - photo 86-70 31.373+/-0.025m Peak 
 
 L.Paul J40 574010  
13 20 1986 86-70 level on fence at right of photo 31.11+/-0.075m 9.30am 
3.5hrs 
before 
could be 
11.00am 
L.Paul - 
photograph J40 574010 
This level is 0.3m below the peak using 
levels 20 and 21 and peak level 19 which is 
14 21 1986 86-70 level on second gate (far gate) 31.073+/-0.075m 9.30am 
3.5hrs 
before 
could be 
11.00am 
L.Paul - 
photograph J40 573010 
This level is 0.3m below the peak using 
levels 20 and 21 and peak level 19 which is 
15 22 1986 86-71 
dry land where sheep are - there is a ridge on the ground here where you 
can see grass on the photograph. 30.919+/-0.075m 9.30am 
3.5hrs 
before 
could be 
11.00am 
L.Paul - 
photograph J40 573009 
This photograph was taken at the same time 
as photgraphs 20 and 21 and level is 0.3m 
below peak. 
16 22a 1986 86-71 Water level on fence at water tank 30.882+/-0.10m 9.30am 
3.5hrs 
before 
could be 
11.00am 
L.Paul - 
photograph J40 573009 
This photograph was taken at the same time 
as photgraphs 20 and 21 and level is 0.3m 
below peak. 
17 23 1986 86-84 Water level at loading bay  30.946+/-0.075m 9.30am 
3.5hrs 
before 
could be 
11.00am 
L.Paul - 
photograph J40 574010 
This photograph was taken at the same time 
as photgraphs 20 and 21 and level is 0.3m 
below peak. 
18 24 1986  
L.G.Paul House - sill of middle door of Washhouse to west of house - Photo 
86-72 31.277+/-0.025m peak Peak within 1 hr L. Paul J40 574010 Estimated time by L Paul 
19 25 1986 86-73 east of house 31.332+/-0.10m 10:30am 
2-3 hours 
before 
could be 
11.45am 
L.Paul - 
photograph J40 574011 See comment on point 13 
20 26 1986 86-74 level at sheep 31.336+/-0.10m 10.30am 
2-3 hours 
before 
could be 
11.45am 
L.Paul - 
photograph J40 575011 See comment on point 13 
21 26a 1986 86-74 level on fence line. 31.774+/-0.10m 10.30am 
2-3 hours 
before 
could be 
11.45am 
L.Paul - 
photograph J40 575011 See comment on point 13 
22 27 1986 86-75 dry areas - base of tree on extreme right 30.586+/-0.10m 10.30am 
2-3 hours 
before 
could be 
11.45am 
L.Paul - 
photograph J40 576011 See comment on point 13 
23 29 1986 86-85 Top of fence at the south end of hedge - Pauls Rd 28.793+/-0.15m 10:30am 
2-3 hours 
before 
could be 1-
4pm 
L.Paul - 
photograph J40 579006 
From debris on fence it looks like it is after 
the peak and negative sequence shows is 
24 30 1986 86-87 dry area at centre of photo - at fence line 29.088+/-0.20m 10:30am 
2-3 hours 
before 
could be 1-
4pm 
L.Paul - 
photograph J40 577007 
From debris on fence it looks like it is after 
the peak and negative sequence shows is 
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25 40 198  10m from SW corner of 1st paddock W of Ruddenclau’s sheds 26.586+/-0.15m Peak 
 
 C.Ruddenclau J40 585011  
26 44 198  Aero club Building - between top of stove and window sill - photo 86-? 22.782+/-0.10m Peak   H.Bailey J40 592002  
27 46 1986 86-1 C.Sew Hoy - airport entrance gate 21.329+/-0.025m 09:30am 
3.5 hours 
before peak very good C Sew Hoy J40 594002  
28 47 1986 86-2 C.Sew Hoy -airport entrance gate 21.821+/-0.05m 10:00:am 
3 hours 
before peak very good C Sew Hoy J40 594002  
29 48 1986 86-3 & 4 C.Sew Hoy - Photos 14 & 15 of film 2 -SH1 22.162+/-0.05m 
about 
10:00am 
3 hours 
before peak very good C Sew Hoy J40 594000  
30 49 1986 86-6 
State highway to north of bridge - 2nd delineator post right side of road - the 
post has been shifted. 22.652+/-0.15m 10:30am 
2.5 hours 
before peak good H. Bailey J40 594000  
31 51 198  600-750mm in grain silo at SH1 bridge - photo 86-6 22.864+/-0.10m Peak   C.Ruddenclau J40 594002 Level suveyed is 600mm above the floor 
32 54 1986 86-89 
flooding upstream of SH1 -north of river at airport - pan no 1 - angle of 
overflow from airport against background 22.734+/-0.25m 1.00pm   
J.Small - 
photograph J40 595005  
33 55 1986 86-89 edge of flooding on SH1 21.477+/-0.15m 1.00pm 
Close to 
Peak within 1 hour 
J.Small - 
photograph J40 595007  
34 56 1986 86-90 Flooding at D.Small’s gate 21.524+/-0.10m 1.00pm 
Close to 
Peak within 1 hour 
J.Small - 
photograph J40 595006  
35 57 198  50mm from top of west veranda of D. Small house - see photograph 86-91 19.771+/-0.10m Peak   S.Small J40 600006  
36 58 1986  
To W edge of concrete of entrance to northern most shed on E side of 
J.Small’s northern driveway 19.315+/-0.10m Peak   J.Small J40 602006  
37 59 1986 86-95 Flooding at S end of Small’s  19.712+/-0.10m 12.30pm 
Close to 
Peak within 1 hour D.Small J40 599001  
38 60 198  Mark No 1 of B.Mecchias survey 1986  +/-0.15m Peak   B.Mecchia    
39 61 198  Mark No 3 of B.Mecchias survey 1986  +/-0.15m Peak   B.Mecchia    
40 62 1986  In field on the S side of D Small’s - mark no 2 of B.Mecchia survey  +/-0.15m Peak   B.Mecchia J40 596001  
41 63 1986  
100m upstream on the N side of the railway bridge- mark no 4 of B.Mecchia 
survey  +/-0.15m Peak   B.Mecchia J40 605999  
42 64 1986 86-96 
Debris mark on fence sidling just by W side of railway at Faulkner Rd 
intersection 14.828+/-0.15m Peak   J.Small J40 608010  
43 64a 1986  water 4-5’’ over the railway line 14.786+/-0.10m Peak   S.Small J40 608010  
44 65 1986  At shed on railway line south of Faulkners Rd crossing 15.871+/-0.25m Peak   S.Small J40 607009  
45 66 1986  At sign on railway line north of Faulkners Rd crossing 14.481+/-0.25m Peak   S.Small J40 607011  
46 67 1986  
Between 4 and 5th stringer on gate to lower paddock on J.Small’s east 
property 15.401+/-0.10m Peak   S.Small J40 612002 
Surveyed from 4-5 stringer from bottom of 
gate - 200mm higher if level is from the top 
47 71 1986 
V86-68 & 
V86-81 flood mark of peak on Willowbridge Rd opposite Bruce house - V86-81 11.703+/-0.15m Peak   M.Bruce -video J40 618004 
Assessed from position that truck was 
parked as it could be any lower than a 
48 74 1986 V86-84 
Debris on fence at  Rabbit Island’ - photo is at first post W of end of dip in 
fence 9.423+/-0.10m Peak   M.Bruce -video J40 627003 
This level was found by looking at the video 
and the fence shape.  It was at the 2nd post 
49 76 1986 V86-83 Debris on gate at Lundies Ford 12.328+/-0.15m  peak  M.Bruce -video J40 621997  
50 78 1986 V86-3 Dry area of Willowbridge Rd on flat midway to river stopbank 11.442+/-0.15m 11.30 
2-3hrs 
before peak 
Stated on 
video M.Bruce -video J40 620999  
51 80 1986 86-65 height of debris on fenceline 12.082+/-0.15m Peak  average 
M.Bruce -
photograph J40 620998 
Estimate of time based on debris levels on 
the fence are higher than the water therefore 
52 80a 1986 86-65 height of water on fenceline 11.741+/-0.10m 5pm 
About 1-2 
hours after average 
M.Bruce -
photograph J40 620998 
Estimate of time based on debris levels on 
the fence are higher than the water therefore 
53 82 1986 86-64 dry areas at left centre of photo 11.442+/-0.15m 5pm 
About 1-2 
hours after average 
M.Bruce -
photograph J40 621998 
Time estimate based on the fact that this 
photo was taken at the same time as 
54 84 1986 86-57 Water just over terrace by clump of trees at right centre of photo 11.298+/-0.20m 2pm near peak average 
M.Bruce -
photograph J40 624000  
55 86 1986 86-60 dry areas at upper centre of photo 10.067+/-0.15m 5pm 
About 1-2 
hours after average 
M.Bruce -
photograph J40 625001 
Time estimate based on the fact that this 
photo was taken at the same time as 
56 87 1986 86-61 & 63 Water level on fenceline of track on Bruce’s  10.87+/-0.15m 5pm 
About 1-2 
hours after average 
M.Bruce -
photograph J40 622000 
Time estimate based on the fact that this 
photo was taken at the same time as 
57 87a 1986 86-61 & 63 debris height on fenceline of track on Bruce’s  11.326+/-0.20m Peak 
About 1-2 
hours after average 
M.Bruce -
photograph J40 622000 
Time estimate based on the fact that this 
photo was taken at the same time as 
58 89 1986 V86-22 level on Willowbridge Rd on higher land by Bruce cottage  12.779+/-0.15m 12.30 
About 2-3 
hours average M.Bruce -video J40 619001  
59 90 198 V86-82 Debris on fence on Willowbridge Rd on  ’Watties Hill’ 200m north of river 13.02+/-0.10m Peak   M.Bruce -video J40 619001  
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60 91 1986 V86-2 extent of water on high area of Willowbridge Rd. 12.678+/-0.10m 11.30 
About 2-3 
hours 
Stated on 
video tape M.Bruce -video J40 618999  
61 94 1986 V86-23 level on silos - on Willowbridge Rd at Bruce cottage. 12.798+/-0.10m 12.30 
About 2-3 
hours average M.Bruce -video J40 618000  
62 96 1986 86-68 level in Willowbridge road 11.223+/-0.10m  Near peak  
M.Bruce -
photograph J40 616010  
63 97 1986 V86-69 
debris mark on west fence on Willowbridge Rd just south of intersection with 
Bradshaws Rd - 4 posts S of power pole in field. 10.965+/-0.15m Peak   M.Bruce -video J40 616010  
64 98 1986 V86-71 
debris mark on east fence on Willowbridge Rd just south of intersection with 
Bradshaws Rd - opposite power pole in paddock over Rd. 10.889+/-0.10m Peak   M.Bruce -video J40 616010  
65 99 1986 86-69 
extent in paddock on right side of road - 10m N of power pole in paddock 
near water 10.641+/-0.15m  Near peak  
M.Bruce -
photograph J40 616012  
66 100 1986  
5m south of SW corner of house W of  Willowbridge Rd just north of its 
intersection with Bradshaws Rd. 11.505+/-0.15m Peak   R.State J40 614013  
67 102 1986 V86-72 
water around house (now demolished) on NW corner of Bradshaws and 
Willowbridge Rds. 11.104+/-0.15m Peak   M.Bruce -video J40 616013  
68 103 1986 V86-66 flood level on Bradshaws Rd 400m from Willowbridge Rd intersection 7.928+/-0.10m 6pm? After peak  Fair M.Bruce -video J40 620013 
This is after the peak as levels have dropped 
at the corner of Bradshaws and Willowbridge 
69 104 1986 V86-41 flooding of land south of the west end of Bradshaws Rd. - pan 6 8.174+/-0.10m 6pm? After peak  Fair M.Bruce -video J40 621011 
This is after the peak as levels have dropped 
at the corner of Bradshaws and Willowbridge 
70 112 1986  Barn 300m south west of Davis house - on north side second post 8.97+/-0.10m Peak   E.Fletcher J40 626008  
71 119 1986  2m S of caravan shed 9.162+/-0.15m Peak   N.Palmer J40 628014 
Photograph looks as if it is before the peak - 
check with Palmer 
72 120 1986 86-118 Level at N end of driveway 8.251+/-0.15m    N.Palmer J40 628015 
see note just above for 119 -photo must 
have been taken at the same time 
73 124 1986  In the rose garden to the NW of Flecher’s house 6.243+/-0.15m Peak   E.Fletcher J40 630019 
note - changed from orginal mark - see 
discarded list 
74 125 1986  level of Fletchers driveway at entrance to yard at barn S of Fletcher house 6.281+/-0.15m Peak   E.Fletcher J40 632018  
75 129 1986 V86-44 flooding centre of Bradshaws Rd. about opposite Fletchers gate. 7.236+/-0.15m Peak   M.Bruce - video J40 632013  
76 133 1986 V86-56 level in track south of Bradshaws Rd opposite Fletchers 7.964+/-0.10m 6pm After peak  M.Bruce - video J40 634013 
This is after the peak as levels have dropped 
at the corner of Bradshaws and Willowbridge 
77 136 1986  
Flood level in paddock north of cross section 10 - note allowed for tow here 
but flecher could only give one ( a good one) on the day. 7.951+/-0.20m Peak   E.Fletcher J40 636013  
78 150 1986 V86-77 Debris on fence at east end of Brynes Rd 100m from Waihao box. 4.616+/-0.15m Peak   M.Bruce - video J40 651022  
79 150a 1986 86-46 Water flow over coastal stopbank 30m from river. 4.126+/-0.15m 14.45 
Close to 
peak good 
Air force - 
photograph J40 652022 
The time of the flight may be different to the 
time that Hughes gave me. 
80 151 1986 86-48 end of flooding in flood channel by beach dune opposite Richardson’s 3.654+/-0.20m 14.45 
Close to 
peak good 
Air force - 
photograph J40 653016  
81 152 1986 86-48 overtopping of stopbank for coastal storms at bottom left of photo 4.06+/-0.20m 14.45 
Close to 
peak good 
Air force - 
photograph J40 653017  
82 153 1986 86-49 
at third fence line on southern bank of river - at near point where flooding 
extents to  3.809+/-0.20m 14.45 
Close to 
peak good 
Air force - 
photograph J40 648024  
83 154 1986 86-49 
100m S of third fence line on southern bankof river - at far end where 
flooding just extents to the river stopbank - at corner of stopbank here.  3.978+/-0.20m 14.45 
Close to 
peak good 
Air force - 
photograph J40 645024  
84 157 1986 V86-76 Debris on fence in front of silos at north end of Brynes Rd. 4.611+/-0.10m Peak Peak  M.Bruce - video J40 644020  
85 158 1986  1.5" below going into silos at north end of Brynes Rd. 4.66+/-0.10m Peak   
M.Bruce - Vid 
29.33 - dialog J40 645020  
86 160 1986 86-46 right end of flood free area at right just above centre of the photo 4.508+/-0.20m 14.45 
Close to 
peak good 
Air force - 
photograph J40 643019  
87 161 1986 86-46 
just overtopping terrace at left of Russell house just above the centre of the 
photo 4.367+/-0.15m 14.45 
Close to 
peak good 
Air force - 
photograph J40 644017  
88 163 1986  
 Silo’s in A.C. Richardson’s had water in them (According to O.Richardson 
the water was very close to entering them)  5.145+/-0.10m Peak   
M.Bruce - Vid 
27.50 - dialog J40 646015  
89 166 198  Mark 1.5m on wooden power pole 500m south of Richardson’s house 5.631+/-0.10m Peak   G. Richardson J40 646011  
90 167 1986  75mm in South barn 500m south of Richardson’s house 6.285+/-0.05m Peak   G. Richardson J40 644010 
? this level does not seem to tie up with the 
fact that 1994 flooding was worse in this 
91 169 1986  
1.5m deep on tractor - 30m east & 20 south in second paddock east 500m 
south of Richardson’s house 5.289+/-0.15m Peak   G. Richardson J40 650012  
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92 171 1986 V86-78 Debris on hedge on Brynes Rd S of Wellwood house 6.581+/-0.20m Peak   M.Bruce J40 646007  
93 172 1986  Just at floor level at SW corner of Middlemiss’s house - photo 86-45 & 86-47 6.124+/-0.05m Peak   G.Middlemiss J40 644006  
94 175 1986 86-47 100m NE of trees 150m W of Middlemisses house in small channel here 6.129+/-0.15m 14.45 
Close to 
peak good 
Air force - 
photograph J40 643006  
95 176 1986 86-47 bottom of flood free cresent shape at left of photo near bush 6.306+/-0.15m 14.45 
Close to 
peak good 
Air force - 
photograph J40 646003  
96 177 1986 86-47 
top of cresent shape where there is another area that goes into the cresents 
centre 6.037+/-0.15m 14.45 
Close to 
peak good 
Air force - 
photograph J40 643003  
97 181 1986  Byrnes Rd. Wellwood House -  0.28m 5.442+/-0.025m Peak   J. Hughes J40 648003  
98 184 1986  On tank at corner of Byrnes Rd and Maori Rd. - photo 86-44 6.286+/-0.30m 2.30pm Near peak  G.Middlemiss J40 647998  
99 185 1986  
On sign at E end of Maori Rd. - mark no 9 of B.Mecchia survey ( see 
B.Mecchia)  +/-0.15m Peak   B.Mecchia J40 648998  
100 187 1986 86-41 level at base of trees close to edge of flooding 5.535+/-0.15m 14.45 
Close to 
peak good 
Air force - 
photograph J40 652982  
101 188 1986 86-43 level on water overflow edge on irrigation race at right of photo 5.45+/-0.10m 14.45 
Close to 
peak good 
Air force - 
photograph J40 649989  
102 188a 1986 86-43 
level on water flow edge in front of  irrigation race at right of photo - at gap 
in hedge here 4.98+/-0.10m 14.45 
Close to 
peak good 
Air force - 
photograph J40 649989  
103 188b 1986 86-43 
level on water flow edge in front of  irrigation race in centre of photo - at 
corner of race 4.773+/-0.10m 14.45 
Close to 
peak good 
Air force - 
photograph J40 649989  
104 189 1986 86-43 level at ground in front of trees at centre of photo 5.518+/-0.15m 14.45 
Close to 
peak good 
Air force - 
photograph J40 644992  
105 192 1986  
Over 2nd hay bale in shed 200m north of vacant house on o Richardson’s 
Maori Rd Prop. 6.58+/-0.20m Peak   O.Richardson J40 642003  
106 193 1986  
At underside of tank on water tank on O Richardson’s drive on his Maori Rd 
Prop. 6.338+/-0.15m Peak   O.Richardson J40 643997  
107 194 1986  Just into house - 1 -3" in vacant house on O Richardson’s Maori Rd Prop. 6.483+/-0.05m Peak   O.Richardson J40 642002  
108 195 1986  
On Maori Rd at J Hughes gate to top of tractor tyres of O Richardson’s 
tractor = 1.0m  8.339? +/-0.15m Peak   O.Richardson J40 638992 This level is questionable 
109 196 1986  Driveway -J. Hughes 30m south of power pole 7.768+/-0.15m Peak   J. Hughes J40 633000 
This level does not tie in well with the point 
Williams gives for this point on his property  ( 
110 199 198  Over topped Sinclairs Creek 20m downstream from Hughes Driveway 7.578+/-0.25m Peak   J.Williams J40 638992  
111 200 1986  
On Williams driveway B18- at 2nd power pole - between the second and 
third to top wires - photo 86-36 8.229+/-0.15m Peak   J.Williams J40 636993  
112 202 1986 86-37 Depth on car tyres 7cm deep. 8.132+/-0.05m 11:00am 
4 hours 
before peak very good 
J.Williams  - 
photograph J40 634996  
113 203 1986 86-38 Level is shown on path  7.831+/-0.05m 11:00am 
4 hours 
before peak very good 
J.Williams  - 
photograph J40 634995  
114 205 198
6 
 At Top Step of Williams house at French Doors - photo 86-38 8.353+/-0.05m Peak   J.Williams J40 634995  
115 207 198  At third step of west side of top barn above Williams House - photo 86-40 8.495+/-0.10m Peak   J.Williams J40 634995  
116 208 1986 86-40 just under tin on shed 8.289+/-0.10m 11:00am 
4 hours 
before peak very good 
J.Williams  - 
photograph J40 634996  
117 211 198  Peg in top paddock 8.8+/-0.20m Peak   J.Williams J40 632000  
118 211a 198  At hedge line on Hughes boundary in top paddock 8.262+/-0.20m Peak   J.Williams J40 632000 see point 196 at Hughes driveway 
119 213 198  Gate on Kennedy’s driveway 9.075+/-0.15m Peak   M. Kennedy J40 629996 suspect 
120 216 198  At gate of paddock on E of Kennedy’s 9.522+/-0.15m Peak   M. Kennedy J40 630998  
121 218 198  Gate to west of Kennedy’s sheds 10.367+/-0.15m Peak   M.Kennedy J40 628998  
122 222 1986 86-32 Maori Rd - Dry area to centre left of photo - W of Williams driveway 7.486+/-0.15m 6.00pm 
3 hours 
after good 
M.Bruce - 
photograph J40 628985  
123 223 198  On east side of front step of Waimate Marae  - photo 86-32 & 86-67 12.899+/-0.10m Peak   K.Davis J40 621982  
124 224 198  Ankle deep in front of K Davis house- photo 86-32 & 86-67 12.626+/-0.10m Peak   K.Davis J40 622982  
125 227 1986 86-115 On fence 100m NW of Crowes Rd - line up power pole and tree 12.309+/-0.10m    
T.Cross - 
photograph J40  Ask Cross for the time 
126 228 198 V86-113 Debris on fence on Crowes Rd near intersection with Maori Rd. 13.954+/-0.10m Peak   M.Bruce -video J40 618982  
127 229 198 V86-80 Debris on fence on Crowes Rd near intersection with Maori Rd. 13.781+/-0.10m Peak   M.Bruce -video J40 618982  
128 230 1986 V86-114 Debris on hedge at Lundies ford on south side at Lundies old house 13.078+/-0.20m Peak   M.Bruce -video J40 622993  
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129 234 1986  
At stay on gate 20m SW of Crowes Rd where it goes over the S Stopbank at 
Lundies Ford 13.297+/-0.10m Peak   D.J.Penno J40 622994  
130 235 1986 86-31 Crowes Rd. - level on fence line 12.167+/-0.10m    
M.Bruce - 
photograph J40 622999  
131 239 1986  Silt mark on fencing wire in shed 100m WNW of Smith house 13.48+/-0.10m Peak   R.Smith J40 620987  
132 242 198  On fence 350m NW of Smith house 13.471+/-0.20m Peak   D.J.Penno J40 619990  
133 243 198  100mm below floor of Smith House 13.605+/-0.05m Peak   R.Smith J40 620987  
134 245 198  To the tyres of old Holden car 25m south of Smith house 13.222+/-0.15m Peak   R.Smith J40 620987  
135 246 1986  
Above fence and below switch board on shed on Crowes Rd 300m N of 
Maori Rd intersection  13.948? +/-0.10m Peak   D.J.Penno J40 619985  
136 247 198  400-500mm deep at NW corner of paddock 300m SW of Smith house 13.19+/-0.20m Peak   D.J.Penno J40 617985  
137 249 198  Just above floor level of silos 100m N of W.J.Penno house 13.771+/-0.10m Peak   D.J.Penno J40 615987  
138 250 1986 86-99 On Horsnell’s Rd E of W.J.Penno gate 14.99+/-0.15m  
Close to 
peak  
T.Cross - 
photograph J40 613984 
This photograph taken before the evacuation 
of people by a trailer towed by three tractors 
139 251 198  Fence 50m S of Kelly (opposite SE corner of barn S of house) 14.889+/-0.20m Peak   O.Horsnell J40 611985  
140 252 198  Trough 50m SSW of Kelly house - photo 86-30 15.108+/-0.15m Peak   O.Horsnell J40 611986  
141 253 198  Barn 50m SW of Kelly house -photo 86-30 15.107+/-0.15m Peak   O.Horsnell J40 611986  
142 254 1986 86-30 level in O Horsnell’s yard 15.341+/-0.10m  
Close to 
peak  
O.Horsnell - 
photograph J40 611985 
This photograph taken before the evacuation 
of people by a trailer towed by three tractors 
143 255 1986 86-105 Level on road water table at power pole W of house 15.833+/-0.10m  
Close to 
peak  
T.Cross - 
photograph J40 610986 
This photograph taken before the evacuation 
of people by a trailer towed by three tractors 
144 255a 1986 86-103 Level on road at corner at power pole 200m W of house 15.565+/-0.10m  
Close to 
peak  
T.Cross - 
photograph J40 610986 
This photograph taken before the evacuation 
of people by a trailer towed by three tractors 
145 256 1986  
At backdoor step top 200mm above concrete path at house at cnr Horsnell 
and Keens Rds. - photo 86-13 & 86-20 16.315+/-0.05m Peak   R.Keen J40 607988  
146 257 1986  
Just over terrace north of house at cnr of Keens and Horsnells Rds - photo 
86-13 & 86-20. 15.997+/-0.15m Peak   R.Keen J40 607988  
147 259 198  Second strainer of main gate of Keen’s on Keen’s road  - photo 86-13 15.951+/-0.10m Peak   E.H.Keen J40 608991  
148 260 1986  Against fence 100m south west of Keen dwelling - photo 86-13 15.411+/-0.30m Peak   E.H.Keen J40 609990  
149 261 1986 86-13 
Flooding on fence to SW of Keen house - water depth 100mm just this side 
on telephone pole. 15.377+/-0.10m 10.30am 
4 hours 
before peak within 1 hour 
W.Keen- 
photograph J40 609999  
150 262 1986  30m into paddock to west of Keen dwelling 15.258+/-0.15m Peak   E.H.Keen J40 609991  
151 263 1986  Western fence of Keen dwelling area - on fence photo 86-12  15.493+/-0.15m Peak   E.H.Keen J40 610991  
152 264 1986 86-12 Photograph - gate of fence west of Keen dwelling. 15.473+/-0.05m 10.30am 
4 hours 
before peak within 1 hour 
W.Keen- 
photograph J40 610991  
153 265 1986  15m NE of Keens house by gate  15.404+/-0.20m Peak   E.Keen J40 610991  
154 266 1986   At gate to section of E.Keen house 15.485+/-0.20m Peak   E.Keen J40 610991  
155 268 1986 86-15 Flood level on gate at yards at N end of Keen’s Rd 15.374+/-0.10m 10.30am 
4 hours 
before peak within 1 hour 
W.Keen- 
photograph J40 609993  
156 270 1986  In piggery  - three blue marks in the building all within 2mm - Keens Rd   15.71+/-0.05m Peak   M.Crean J40 608992  
157 273 1986 86-20 
A few inches deep at intersection of Keen’s and Horsnell’s Rds.  - photo 86-
20 16.023+/-0.10m Peak   
T.Cross - 
photograph J40 607998 
Also 86-106 is just after the peak in tractor 
evacuation 
158 279 1986  Over the railway line at the Horsnels Rd crossing  - photo 86-24 17.122+/-0.15m 1.00pm 
1-2hours 
before average R.Keen J40 605988  
159 280 1986  
Top of railway iron strainer W side of first gate E of railway line on SS of 
Horsnells Rd - photo 86-24.  17.044+/-0.10m 11.00am 
3 hours 
before good P.Burke J40 605988  
160 281 198  Top of railway line S of Sinclairs Ck. 16.011+/-0.20m Peak   P.Burke J40 605983  
161 282 1986  
1.5m deep on sign on west side of road S of Sinclairs Ck on Stokes Road 
photo 86-23. 17.049+/-0.15m Peak   P.Burke J40 605983  
162 283 1986  
On road opposite first gate ( on westside) north of the Ck S of Sinclairs Ck 
on Stokes Road- photo 86-23.     17.149+/-0.20m 11.00am 
3 hours 
before good P.Burke J40 605981  
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163 284 1986  
Top of stopbank true left on Sinclairs Ck. upstream of bridge on Stokes Rd- 
photo 86-23. 16.107+/-0.20m Peak 
 
 P.Burke J40 605984  
164 285 1986  
Upstream side of culvert 400m S of railway bridge - mark no 21 of 
B.Mecchia survey  +/-0.15m Peak 
 
 B.Mecchia J40 605990  
165 286 1986  
Downstream side of culvert 400m S of railway bridge - mark no 22 of 
B.Mecchia survey  +/-0.15m Peak 
 
 B.Mecchia J40 605990  
166 287 1986  
Just above AA on the first sign on the right going south on Stokes Rd- photo 
86-23. 17.168+/-0.15m 11.00am 
3 hours 
before good P.Burke J40 605987  
167 288 1986  
1.1m deep on tractor at sign north of Sinclairs Creek on Stokes road - 
photos 86-22& 86-23 16.687+/-0.15m Peak   G. Richardson J40 605985  
168 289 1986 86-25 Stokes Rd to Morven township - level on fence 17.018+/-0.10m 3.00pm 
2 hours 
after peak 
within 1.5 
hours 
O.Horsnell - 
photograph J40 605985 
Photograph taken after the peak as there is 
debris on the fence. Probably about the time 
169 290 1986 86-19 On AA sign post on W side of the road  16.644+/-0.10m  before peak average N.Richardson J40 605985 
No debris on the hedge therefore before 
peak. 
170 291 1986 86-10 Water level on fence on Horsnell’s Rd - west of Crean house  17.363+/-0.10m 3.00pm 
2 hours 
after peak 
within 1.5 
hours 
T. Cross - 
photograph J40 603991  
171 291a 1986 86-10 Peak debris or flood level on fence on Horsnell’s Rd - west of Crean house  17.677+/-0.15m Peak   
T. Cross - 
photograph J40 603991  
172 292 198
6 
 Top of second course of brick’s on Guthrie’s house. - photo 86-11 17.756+/-0.05m Peak 
 
 J. Guthrie J40 602993  
173 300 1986 86-11 Water level on fence on Horsnell’s Rd - east of  Guthries house 17.555+/-0.10m 3.00pm 
2 hours 
after peak 
within 1.5 
hours 
T. Cross - 
photograph J40 601992  
174 300a 1986 86-11 
Peak flood or debris level on fence on Horsnell’s Rd - east of  Guthries 
house 17.755+/-0.15m Peak   
T. Cross - 
photograph J40 601992  
175 301 1986  
Stubble on terrace of W.S.Penno house - close to floor level - level taken on 
veranda floor level 17.249+/-0.10m Peak   W.S.Penno J40 602987 
Water did not enter house but did go over 
the veranda.   
176 302 1986  Over mini minor car bonnet at gate 50m SW of W.S.Penno house 16.759+/-0.20m Peak   W.S.Penno J40 605986 Shot on ground - add 0.9m for water level 
177 303 1986 86-27 Horsnels Rd by Penno’s - level on fence at front of photo 17.448+/-0.10m 3.00pm 
2 hours 
after peak 
within 1.5 
hours O.Horsnell J40 603999  
178 304 1986 86-27 
Horsnels Rd by Penno’s - level on fence at front of photo - debris level two 
wires higher than water 17.728+/-0.15m Peak   O.Horsnell J40 603999  
179 305 1986  
Irrigation race and Horsnells Rd intersection - photo 86-8 - see Young at 
survey 18.166+/-0.15m Peak   D. Young J40 599993  
180 307 1986  Irrigation race - east side 30m north of Horsnells Rd. 17.947+/-0.15m Peak    D Young J40 599993  
181 308 1986  Old Stopbank  - where water began to overtop this stopbank- Youngs  18.343+/-0.15m Peak   D Young J40 602994  
182 309 1986  Centre of paddock - some patches just visible- Youngs 18.181+/-0.15m Peak   D Young J40 603993  
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Appendix 4 - Part 2 - Flood Levels 1994 Flood          
 Waihao River Flood Plain survey of flood levels - 1994 flood levels          
 Survey order            
 Start at upstream end and work to sea on north side and back up the south flood plain          
              
Final list Mark Year Photograph  Description Reduced Level Estimate of Time Time   
Accuracy 
of Source of level 
NZ map grid 
reference Comments 
 in survey      Number   Level  peak   Sheet EastingNorthing 
number number      or Video (V)    accuracy of   compared to time   positio
n 
    
1 1 1994  Mark in pump house to west of Dickson house 36.064+/-0.025m Peak 
 
 M.Dickson J40 563014  
2 3 1994  100mm in woolshed to south of Dickson house 35.808+/-0.10m Peak 
 
 M.Dickson J40 564014  
3 4 1994  Second to top strainer on fence to sth of Dickson house 35.651+/-0.10m Peak 
 
 M.Dickson J40 564014  
4 8 1994  Lapping terrace on Dickson driveway 35.571+/-0.10m Peak 
 
 M.Dickson J40 565014  
5 16 1994  150mm on fence sth side at end of Wains Crossing Rd. 33.986+/-0.15m Peak 
 
 L.D. Paul J40 567012  
6 18 1994  150mm in shed to sth west of L.G. Pauls house 30.917+/-0.15m Peak 
 
 L.D. Paul J40 573010  
7 28 1994  Pauls Rd - debris mark opposite gate past 2nd fence S of L.G.Pauls driveway 29.259+/-0.15m Peak   L.D. Paul J40 577010  
8 31 1994  Debris at south end hedge on Pauls Rd. 28.371+/-0.15m Peak 
 
 C.Ruddenclau J40 579006  
9 32 1994  Debris in gorse near shingle pit south end of Pauls Rd between 4 and 5th 
wire on fence. 28.262+/-0.15m Peak 
 
 C.Ruddenclau J40 579005  
10 33 1994 94-22 dry area in flow at extreme right 27.147+/-0.15m 14.40.0 2 hours before peak very good 
D.Chamberlain - 
Photograph J40 580008  
11 34 1994 94-22 dry area in flow just above the tree line just right of the centre of the photo 25.51+/-0.15m 14.40.0 2 hours before peak very good 
D.Chamberlain - 
Photograph J40 582005  
12 35 1994  400m WSW of Ruddenclau house on west side of fence- north side 26.386+/-0.20m Peak 
 
 C.Ruddenclau J40 584008  
13 37 1994 94-22 At base of tree that is at near the D/s end of dry area in centre of the flow 25.367+/-0.15m 14.40.0 2 hours before peak very good 
D.Chamberlain - 
Photograph J40 583007  
14 38 1994 94-22   At base of tree on fence line just right of centre of photograph 25.97+/-0.20m 14.40.0 2 hours before peak very good 
D.Chamberlain - 
Photograph J40 582006  
15 39 1994 94-22 level at tree line in centre of photo where flood over runner orginates from 24.456+/-0.15m 14.40.0 2 hours before peak very good 
D.Chamberlain - 
Photograph J40 586004  
16 41 1994  fence line 250m south of Ruddenclau house - 10m west of gate 24.68+/-0.20m Peak 
 
 C.Ruddenclau J40 586009  
17 42 1994  On trough 300m south of Ruddenclau house - top of trough 24.349+/-0.20m Peak 
 
 C.Ruddenclau J40 586008  
18 43 1994  Bottom paddock 800m S of Ruddenclau house 22.523+/-0.30m Peak 
 
 C.Ruddenclau J40 590004  
19 45 1994 94-23 Level on airport buildings - use gun club building and its left window 22.393+/-0.15m 14.38 2 hours before peak very good 
D.Chamberlain - 
Photograph J40 592002  
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20 50 1994  150mm below floor of silo just upstream and north of SH1 bridge - photo 94-2 22.106+/-0.10m Peak 
 
 C.Ruddenclau J40 594003  
21 69 1994 94-9 Flood level on Willowbridge Rd near Bruce house 10.817+/-0.15m  Near peak average M.Bruce -photograph J40 618004  
22 72 1994  Top of side rear view window in yellow Datsun car 200m E of Bruce house 10.647+/-0.10m  Near peak average G.Bruce J40 621005  
23 73 1994  460mm by alpacka shed on M. Bruce property - photo 94-28 9.965+/-0.10m Peak 
 
 G.Bruce J40 626002 450mm up for survey level 
24 75 1994 94-30 On fence at bottom left of photo 9.673+/-0.15m 14.45 2hrs before very good D.Chamberlain - Photograph J40 627004 
Used 4 post from corner of terrace.  It 
is close to being fully under water.  
25 77 1994 94-27 level on Willowbridge Rd  where it goes onto the stopbank 11.911+/-0.15m 14.45 2hrs before very good D.Chamberlain - Photograph J40 620997  
26 95 1994  Just into silo’s north of Lundies ford. 13.116+/-0.10m Peak   G.Bruce J40 619999  
27 106 1994  Backwash south of Davies house 8.566+/-0.15m Peak   L.Davis J40 626013  
28 107 1994  North south fence 100m south of Davis house 8.874+/-0.15m Peak   L.Davis J40 626012  
29 108 1994  Back wash - Davis - just over electric fence wire at lowest point  8.943+/-0.15m Peak   L.Davis J40 626013  
30 109 1994  100m east of Davis house 8.788+/-0.15m Peak   L.Davis J40 627013  
31 110 1994  110m east of Davis house at SE corner of paddock 8.913+/-0.15m Peak   L.Davis J40 627013  
32 113 1994  Barn 300m south west of Davis house - on north side second post 8.97+/-0.10m Peak   E.Fletcher J40 626009  
33 114 1994  In padock 100m E of barn  - see Fletcher at survey 8.864+/-0.25m Peak   E.Fletcher J40 627009  
34 115 1994  In paddock 200m E of barn - see Fletcher at survey 8.422+/-0.25m Peak   E.Fletcher J40 628009  
35 116 1994  In paddock 100m south of barn - see Fletcher at survey 9.168+/-0.25m Peak   E.Fletcher J40 627007  
36 117 1994  On drive 100m north of barn near sheds 9.091+/-0.25m Peak   E.Fletcher J40 625010  
37 118 1994  Overtopping to 75mm to east of Palmer house  -  V86-73 9.102+/-0.10m Peak   E.Fletcher and M.Bruce (on video J40 628014  
38 121 1994  Overtopping to 75mm to east of house site opp. Fletchers - photo 94-14 9.019+/-0.10m Peak   E.Fletcher J40 629013  
39 122 1994 94-14 Level on Bradshaws Rd on left of photgraph 7.278+/-0.15m Near peak 
just before - 
see comment  
M.Bruce -
photograph J40 635014 
This photograph was taken at the 
same time as 94-17 which is before 
40 123 1994  2m north of rose garden to NW of Fletchers house 6.06+/-0.10m Peak   E.Fletcher J40 635018 This is not a 1994 flood level as it is too high.  probably a 
41 126 1994 V94-47 level of debris on fence on Fletcher driveway just N of entrance 4.87+/-0.15m Peak   E.Fletcher - video J40 632015  
42 127 1994 V94-50 level of debris on fence on Bradshaws Rd south side opposite Fletchers driveway 7.443+/-0.15m Peak   E.Fletcher - video J40 632016  
43 128 1994 V94-51 Flooding to south of Bradshaws Rd opposite  Fletchers  +/-0.10m Peak   E.Fletcher - video J40 634014  
44 131 1994 94-17 Fletchers Driveway - below S355 sign  - mark gone that I was given but  7.19+/-0.10m Near peak Just before  
E.Fletcher-
photograph J40 632014 
This photograph was taken at the 
same time as 94-17 which is before 
45 132 1994 94-16 Level on fence south of Bradshaws Rd. - line up buildings in background 7.691+/-0.10m Near peak Just before  
M.Bruce -
photograph J40 637014 
This photograph was taken at the 
same time as 94-17 which is before 
46 138 1994 V94-27 Level at corner in Bradshaws Rd near peak of flood. 8.249+/-0.10m 
 
Close to peak  E.Fletcher - video J40 632015  
47 139 1994 94-18 Level on  Bradshaws Rd where it is dry 6.461+/-0.10m 
 
Close to peak  M.Bruce -photograph J40 639015 
This photograph was taken at the 
same time as 94-17 which is before 
48 143 1994 94-31 level at upstream end of flow over stopbank to river in the centre of photo  7.764+/-0.20m 14.31 2 hours before Very good D.Chamberlain - Photograph J40 637011  
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49 141 1994 94-31 Level at the S (near) end of the dry area in the second paddock left of the 
start of the stopbank overtopping 8.19+/-0.15m 14.31 2 hours before Very good 
D.Chamberlain - 
Photograph    
50 142 1986  Third to fourth wire to north of beehives at left CS 10 8.028+/-0.10m Peak   E.Fletcher J40 637012  
51 144 1994 V94-5  Fletchers flat flooding - pan no 3 - level on gate north of road. 3.895+/-0.15m 2pm well before  E.Fletcher - video J40 638015  
52 145 1994 V94-5  Fletchers flat flooding - pan no 3 -level of far flooding on road 4.559+/-0.15m 2pm well before  E.Fletcher - video J40 640015  
53 146 1994 V94-10  Fletchers flat flooding and overflow onto river flat - pan no 8 - level on fence  3.138+/-0.15m 2pm well before  E.Fletcher - video J40 638017  
54 147 1994 V94-42 View east over Bradshaws Bridge - pan no 1 - on road midway Bridge to Brynes Rd 5.184+/-0.20m 2.40pm 2 hours before Very good E.Fletcher - video J40 644015  
55 148 1994 V94-42 View east over Bradshaws Bridge - pan no 1 - on near bridge 5.601+/-0.20m 2.40pm 2 hours before Very good E.Fletcher - video J40 643015  
56 149 1994 V94-42 View east over Bradshaws Bridge - pan no 1 - in paddock 200m over river 100m N of road 4.762+/-0.20m 2.40pm 2 hours before Very good E.Fletcher - video J40 644016  
57 155 1994 94-35 Dry area in centre foreground of photo - by fenceline 3.673+/-0.15m 14.48 2 hours before very good D.Chamberlain - Photograph J40 645022  
58 156 1994 94-35 Dry area 100m north of trees at centre of photo 4.466+/-0.15m 14.48 2 hours before very good D.Chamberlain - Photograph  645021  
59 159 1994  At floor level of south silo at north end of  Byrnes Rd  4.697+/-0.10m Peak   M.Bruce J40 645020  
60 162 1994 94-35 Dry area east of Russell house left centre of photo - at power pole 4.307+/-0.15m 14.48 2 hours before very good D.Chamberlain - Photograph J40 645017  
61 164 1994 94-37 At dip in road on Brynes rd just s of Richarson’s house 5.18+/-0.20m 14.32 2 hours before very good D.Chamberlain - Photograph J40 645014  
62 164a 1994 94-37 Edge of flooding on BrynesRd 100m S of Richardson’s house 4.86+/-0.10m 14.32 2 hours before very good D.Chamberlain - Photograph J40 645014  
63 165 1994 94-32 On fence on near side of river at centre right of photo 6.616+/-0.10m 14.32 2 hours before very good D.Chamberlain - Photograph J40 642009 
note breach here is about 20 - 25m. It 
developed to 100m in the end. 
64 168 1994  5m N of Barn 500m SW of Richardsons house 5.797+/-0.15m Peak   G. Richardson J40 645011 ? this level does not seem to tie up 
with the fact that 1994 flooding was 
65 170 1994 V94-55 Debris level on hedge on Brynes road near Middemisses house - opposite gate 5.664+/-0.20m Peak   E.Fletcher - video J40 647005  
66 173 1994  Mark by wood burner in Middlemiss’s house - photo 94-41 - used 11" deep 
mark at SW corner of house in survey. 6.426+/-0.05m Peak   G.Middlemiss J40 644006  
67 174 1994  150m west of Middlemiss’s house under tall trees on terrace - photo 94-28 6.414+/-0.15m Peak   G.Middlemiss J40 642006  
68 179 1994  Shed doorstep - Byrnes Rd on E side S of Middlemiss house 5.238+/-0.025m Peak   J. Hughes J40 647005  
69 180 1994  Old Wellwood house - floor level - Byrnes Rd. 5.162+/-0.025m Peak   J. Hughes J40 648002  
70 182 1994 94-39 dry area to south of Wellwood house 5.108+/-0.15m 14.35 2 hours before peak Very good Timaru Herald J40 646004  
71 183 1994 V94-54 Debris on hedge on west side on Brynes Rd near south end of road - top 
wire no debris. 5.214+/-0.15m Peak   E.Fletcher - video J40 656997  
72 186 1994 V94-53 Debris on fence by Sinclairs Creek on Maori Rd near east end - note gate left of truck 5.218+/-0.10m Peak   E.Fletcher J40 646997  
73 191 1994  Over 2nd hay bale in shed 200m north of vacant house on O. Richardson’s Maori Rd Prop. 6.58+/-0.20m Peak   O.Richardson J40 642003  
74 198 1994 94-28 100m east of Hughes house on lower terrace 6.869+/-0.15m 14.31  very good D.Chamberlain - Photograph J40 635004  
75 201 1994  third to fourth to top wires at second power pole on Williams driveway 7.907+/-0.10m Peak 
 
 J.Williams J40 636993  
76 204 1994  Top of first step to French doors of Williams house 8.073+/-0.05m Peak   J.Williams J40 634995  
77 206 1994  Second step on west side of barn north of Williams house 8.275+/-0.10m Peak   J.Williams J40 634995  
78 209 1994  300mm deep on haybales 100m north of Williams house 8.371+/-0.10m Peak   J.Williams J40 634997  
79 210 1994  In paddock 300m north of Williams house 8.199+/-0.20m Peak   J.Williams J40 633998  
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80 210a 1994  knee deep in channel on north side of paddock 400m north of Williams house 8.519+/-0.20m Peak   J.Williams J40 633998  
81 212 1994  Gateway on S side of Sinclairs Creek on E of Kennedy driveway 8.573+/-0.15m Peak   M.Kennedy J40 632993 suspect 
82 217 1994  On fence on E side of Kennedy 50m S of gate 9.224+/-0.15m Peak   M.Kennedy J40 631997  
83 219 1994  Fence by haybales at opposite south end of Kennedy’s sheds 10.338+/-0.15m Peak   M.Kennedy J40 628998  
84 220 1994  100m from north end of fence one paddock west of Kennedy’s driveway 10.118+/-0.15m Peak   M.Kennedy J40 627995  
85 221 1994  Between 2nd & 3rd to top wire 300m from north end of fence one paddock 
west of Kennedys driveway 10.127+/-0.15m Peak   M.Kennedy J40 628993  
86 231 1994  0.075m in old House at Lundies Ford South Side 12.234+/-0.025m Peak   J. Hughes J40 623994  
87 232 1994  Shed at Lundies Ford - south side - lapping under floor 12.38+/-0.10m Peak   J. Hughes J40 623994  
88 233 1994  1" over stopbank on westside on right bank of lundies ford. - back flow to 
river 13.028+/-0.05m Peak   D.J.Penno J40 623994  
89 237 1994  about 2nd lamppost on west side of Crowes Rd south of Lundies old house V94-65 13.322+/-0.25m Peak   D.J.Penno J40 622990  
90 238 1994  450mm in shed 25m NW of Smith house -  13.168+/-0.15m Peak   R.Smith J40 620987  
91 240 1994  On fence 300m NW of Smith house 13.112+/-0.20m Peak   D.J.Penno J40 619989  
92 241 1994  On fence 400m NW of Smith house  12.665+/-0.20m Peak   D.J.Penno J40 618991  
93 244 1994  At foundation level of house on NW corner of Smith house 13.318+/-0.10m Peak   D.J.Penno J40 620988  
94 248 1994  On fence 100m E of silos on W.J.Pennos 13.013+/-0.20m Peak   D.J.Penno J40 616987  
95 267 1994  On driveway to west of E.Keen house 14.735+/-0.20m Peak   E.Keen J40 608992  
96 269 1994  Just in west door - piggery in Keen’s Rd - phot 94-6 - at gutter level  15.558+/-0.15m Peak   M.Crean J40 608992  
97 272 1994 94-4 Flood level  fence line to the E of Keen’s Rd - at low point in the fence it is just covered. 15.383+/-0.15m 2.30pm 3 hours before Average 
M.Crean- 
photograph J40 608989  
98 274 1994 94-5 Flood level on fence - left centre -   15.716+/-0.15m 2.30pm 3 hours before Average M.Crean - photograph J40 606995  
99 275 1994 94-6 Flood level on fence - centre of photograph - line up posts with the fence 
running towards camera here. 15.364+/-0.15m 2.30pm 3 hours before Average 
M.Crean - 
photograph J40 606993  
100 276 1994 94-7 Flood level on trough  16.042+/-0.05m 2.30pm 3 hours before Average M.Crean - photograph J40 606990  
101 277 1994 94-8 Level on upstream side of railway culvert headwall  16.374+/-0.10m 2.30pm 3 hours before Average M.Crean - photograph J40 605990  
102 278 1994 94-24 At base of third to fourth tree from right in row of tree on extreme left top of photo 15.034+/-0.20m 14.43 3 hours before Very good 
D.Chamberlain - 
Photograph J40 608992  
103 278a 1994 94-24 Where water crosses the fence of the south boundary of the paddock to the SW of the row of trees at the top left of the photograph 15.395+/-0.20m 14.43 3 hours before Very good 
D.Chamberlain - 
Photograph J40 608992  
104 293 1994  On lawn to N of Guthrie house - photo 94-3 16.876+/-0.10m Peak 
 
 J.Guthrie J40 602993  
105 294 1994  On east side of driveway 25m NE from Guthrie house - see Guthrie 16.545+/-0.15m Peak 
 
 J.Guthrie J40 602993  
106 296 1994  On west side of gateway 150m north of Guthrie house - see Guthrie 17.006+/-0.15m Peak 
 
 J.Guthrie J40 602994  
107 297 1994  On west side of gateway 250m north of Guthrie House - see Guthrie 17.06+/-0.15m Peak 
 
 J.Guthrie J40 602995  
108 298 1994  At W end of trees at N end of Guthrie property 17.372+/-0.20m Peak 
 
 R.Hayman J40 601996 
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Appendix 5 
 
Canterbury Regional Council - Flood logs - 1986 and 1994 Floods 
 
1986 flood 
 
1994 flood 
 
11.41 am  Minor overtopping of Bradshaws Bridge northere approach. Not over at 
Bradshaws but going down the road from the bridge. 1’  over at M. Creans – B- Couchey 
 
12.40 pm overflowing at Lundies Ford Ford continuously. 2”  higer than 1986. R. McCaw 
 
12.50 pm Water around Middlemiss’ s house. – P. Smith 
 
12.56 pm T. Meehan says that water has dropped – R.McCaw  
 
1.30 pm Flowing at road on Fletchers Drive – B. Penno 
 
1.35 pm Banks holding at Rabbit Island – M. Bruce 
 
2.15 pm Waihao still at 11.30 am level at SH! – B. Penno 
 
2.37 pm Blowout at Middlemisses property – R. McCaw 
 
2.38 pm 6 blowouts in the river. R. McCaw 
 
2.46 pm confirmation of blowout at Middlemiss’ s (from helicopter) – R.McCaw 
 
2.46 pm downstream of railway line almost breached – B Couchey 
 
3.00 pm Waihao River over the road at SH1 – R.McCaw 
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3.15 pm New breach on the south bank below the railway bridge – R. McCaw 
 
3.23 pm Major breaks in both the south and north stopbanks east of railway bridge 
 
4.17 pm 50 m breach downstream of the railway line – B. Couchey 
 
4.46 pm Still over the stopbank at the railway bridge – B. Penno 
 
5.50 pm 2 – 3’  of water at Hughes – R.McCaw 
 
8.45 pm 62.3 m at bridge = 4.5 m at the recorder 
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Appendix 6 
 
 
1.0 Transcription of M. Bruce Video Tape 
13 March 1986 Flood on the Waihao River 
Scene 1 –0.00 min to 2.25 min -North side of Lundies ford 
The scene shows stopbank overtopping and the flooding. Overtopping goes from about 100m 
downstream of Lundies Ford to the north end of where the stopbank turns at right angles about 
100m above the ford. There is more overtopping about 100m upstream of this area where water 
flows onto the higher ground north of Lundies ford where Lundies old cottage and the Bruce 
cottage are. The water is only a few inches deep on Willowbrige Rd. here. 
Flooding has only reached about 300m downstream of Willowbridge Rd. at this time. 
Voice (unknown -M. Bruce Son?) 
'Right this is at Lundies ford and its 11.30am. Its (the river) has peaked a Waihouranga, its 
dropped about a foot and it will be a while before it peaks here.' 
Scene 2-2.25min to 8.30min -From western side of Brads haws Bridge 
The scene shows the bridge being overtopped as its deck is about 1m below the stopbank level. 
Water is close to the top of the stopbank. A large log comes down and rips off part of the handrail. 
 
/ 
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its only the rail the bridge is still there. There goes the rest of it Yea a huge log come down and she 
got hung up in the rails bust both rails there’ s a section out there about 8 feet or so I 
 think 
Where's that Murray. 
There’ s a section of the railing out of Bradshaw’ s about eighty feet wide with a big log that just 
come down. ?? No I don't think so it hard to tell I think its just taken all the railing about sixty to 
eighty feet it'll be eighty feet. 
Aw yea. 
How you going down there? 
The men are arriving now I'm trying to get a radio round the other side. 
Hopefield’ s to 112 are things all right? 
As well as can be expected. 
Can we do anything here? 
No I don't think so at the moment I'll probably Later on we might get some tucker. 
Well I’ll do that but 
We'll see what happens 
Scene 3 -8.30min to 9.02min -From northern side of Lundies Ford. 
Flooding is very similar to that of scene one. Video shows the flooding in the high area 
and the water around the silos. 
~ 
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Discussion disjointed and hard to follow as video breaks up. Talk that it has broken over at 
Sams (Smalls) yes it has. 
Scene 4 -9. 02min to 9 .14min -????? 
No voice 
Scene 5 -9. 14min to 9.51min -Bradshaws Bridge -western side. 
Same as scene 2 except the bridge handrails are now all off. 
We’re down here at the bridge just now. No they quite good provided it doesn’t break a 
bank somewhere further down here 
Ah thats good Murray over and out. 
Time to put on the Billy?? 
Yea see you later 
Scene 6 -9.51min to 10.33min -river outflow over State Highway 1. 
J. Hughes down there at our boundary and the river has risen about four inches in the last 
hour ?? .. 
Scene 7 -10.33min to 10.50 min -plane taking off. 
Scene 8 -10.50min to 11.10min -flooding at ???? 
Scene 9 -11.10 min to 11.30min -on Bradshaw’ s Rd. west or upstream Fletchers 
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Scene 10 -11.30min to 12.30min -on Bradshaws Rd. at Fletchers - 
Still pouring out from ’Crookies Duck Pond’. No its still coming through there. Flooding in this area 
is coming from river adjacent to this area. 
Scene 11 -12.30min to 13.30min -Bradshaws Bridge area 
This shows the flooding of the area to the west of Bradshaws Bridge and the breach upstream on the 
true left bank. 
Scene 12 -13.30min to 14.02min -view from point close to west end of Brads haws Rd to Bruce house 
near Lundies Ford. 
Scene 13 -14.02min to 14. 14min -on Willowbridge Rd. by Bruce house. 
Scene 14 -14. 14min to 15.20min -News. 
Flooding in other areas. 
14 March 1986 
Scene 15 -15.20 to 15 .25min -Breach at Lundies ford. ??? 
Shows the large hole scoured out at the stopbank breach. ’. ~ 
Scene 16- 15.20 tol5.25min -Breach downstream ofLundies ford. 
;tones in paddock in this area. 
Scene 17 -15.35min to 17. 15min -Breaches in Beach dune. 
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These are at the Sinclairs creek Donga and north of this point opposite Middlemisses. 
The extent of the breach and the extent of the stopbank on Sinclairs Creek Donga can be seen. 
Scene 18 -17. 15min to 17.45min -Waihao River mouth 
Scene 19- 17.45min to 18.35min -true right bank upstream of Waihao River Mouth 
Murray Bruce Commentary on flooding and its extent. 
Scene 20 -18.35min to 20.52min -driving north initially out of his driveway and then north 
along Willowbridge Rd. 
’The third day after the mighty flood which occurred on Thursday and it would the largest flood 
here since European settlement. It was very damaging and very high to the extent that it travelled 
over land that has never ever in living memory probably ever in the last 100 years as the water got 
on some of these areas. But down here at the end of the shingle down towards what we call Lang’s 
comer at the intersection of Bradshaws and Willowbridge Rd’s, that was totally impassable by river 
water. It came from up at the main highway from the north side of the airport at Charlie 
Ruddenclau’ s and came across into Dan Small’s, down Dan Small’s in a northeasterly direction 
where it crosses the railway line it scoured the road there at the railway line and railway line and 
into the headwaters of Willowbridge Creek and down into where it ponded up and came across this 
paddock (adjacent to Willowbridge Rd just south of is driving) around States and virtually into the 
house that Russell States is living in, Richardson’s old place, and John Fletcher took his digger there 
and prevented it going into the house. I see there is a few panels of iron off that shed (the shed is 
west of Willowbridge Rd. just north of the Bradshaws Rd. intersection) so obviously it has almost 
blown that shed out. It come right through all this land here and across into our place (Bruces) down 
those two roadside paddocks, but this is an area of land that is never ever had river water on it. This 
is dipway (at the intersection of Willowbridge and Bradshaws Rd , the culvert of Willowbridge 
Creek where it passes under 
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r Willowbridge Rd) little culvert ~ridge thing, you can. see where the waters swished all 
" through there, that was totally Impassable even to heavy vehicles at about 4.00pm on Thursday. 
Scene 21 -20.50min to 21.07min -by Warner house on ?????? 
! 
i 
r Here you can see where the actual flood has been, it was right round that house in there of Warners, it is 
John Willimers at the moment, but it wasn’t of long duration through here but : you can see it has actually 
been all through here 
Scene 22 -21.07min to 23.30min- driving east on Bradshaws road 
i 
cause that’s natural a higher water table not very well drained paddock but we’ve never had river 
water in it before and it came down here into David Penno’ s and across the road through into what 
is Richardson’s ??? .The Willowbridge Creek was just insufficent to carry the influx ofWaihao 
River water. The outbreak at Small’s to get into Willowbridge I Creek the water actually overflowed 
this high land here where old Monty Roasham lives at Fletchers. It came across the through these 
spuds here of Jack Bleeckers and over into Willowbridge Creek there (west of Fletchers). That is 
something that is unheard of (it was running out the gateway there ( Roasham , s gateway -first 
house west of Fletchers on the south side or Bradshaws Rd.) it is something that is unheard of in 
previous floods it is some the higher better drained the higher elevation land in Willowbridge 
regarding floods and in fact it ran out the gateway here at Hopefields (Fletchers House). So you can 
see the water here there is a little natural ho~low here all that was river water that come up from 
behind Crookies pond and over the mound there ( to the south) and through the spuds of Bleeckers 
and across the road and down through Herbs spuds here and scoured something and made a hell of 
bloody mess. But the actual river water to have come across this land here shows what a 
tremendous, you can see this stuff on the fence here, volume of water there was no way you can 
blame anything else but there was too much water, the river scheme worked it worked very very 
well but it was the sheer volume of water that overtopped the banks in a lot of areas and breached 
the stopbanks on the odd occasion that’s what the destruction was. 
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-- 
Scene 23 -23.30min to 24.23min -View east from 400m east of Brads haws bridge 
You can see where it breached the stopbank where it ties into the terrace at Fletchers. For some 
reason, it was over topping everywhere, it backscoured and totally breached that portion. You can 
see its backscoured a lot on the bank there ( to Bradshaws Bridge) but it was OK further down, but 
that was a major influx of water through that hole there, going f right across the flat, across the road 
here and almost to the top of the terrace here, you can ~ see the flood mark, and all the way down 
from the bridge to Willowbridge Creek it was flowing over the top of the stopbank. 
Scene 24 -24.23min to 27.00min -driving up to Bradshaws bridge from the east 
(Looking the breach to the north of Fletchers flat -north of Bradshaws bridge) It breached 
the bank on the south side too (north side actually he made a mistake) when the water started to 
drop in the river there was nowhere for the water to get out so it cut the hole there. Bloody fences 
are some the worst things of the lot. That and the loss of some crops particularly our spuds and 
some of Bleeckers spuds and the loss of the Boards ( South Canterbury Catchment Boards) works 
and the county roads. Now here is Bradshaws bridge with no hand rails on it what ever. You can 
see it over topped the stopbank over there ( just downstream of the bridge on the true right bank) 
which means that it over topped the bridge by about 6 feet. This means that Bradshaws bridge lives 
up to it reputation of being one the strongest bridges in the county. It definitely changed things. You 
get a big ponding effect here. There is lower land here (land to the east of Bradshaws bridge) than 
there is further out in the basin. 
So there are a lot of problems as to how to get the water out of there. 
Scene 25 -27.00min to 30.00min -east of Bradshaws Bridge 
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Now what happened here was that it breached the stopbank in about two or three places on the 
south side on both sides of Lundies Ford and a tremendous volume of water went down Maori Rd, a 
wall of water went down there and came up at the beach at the donga’ s, and apart from the shingle 
beach there is the stopbank to stop saltwater coming back inland, well that had the effect of ponding 
all that water right across these farms and it all flowed in a northerly direction parallel to the beach 
as there was no way it could get out initially and it flooded everything, right up to and around 
Charlie Richardsons’ s house, the silos in the yard had water in them, and right across here ( view 
NW of Richarsons house) and the only way it could go was over our paddocks and exit over the 
banks and into the river at the mouth, and that must have gone on for 3 or 4 hours until she bust a 
big hole in the shingle beach and stopbank down at the dongas. A power of water when you know it 
has been all over this land here, (driving down Byrnes Rd north of Bradshaws Rd.) this is high land, 
it would be 1 km from the sea and 5 m above sea level, it shows you what a tremendous volume of 
water came as it all came across there and around the sheds and everywhere, round that house. Of 
course the basin paddock of ours was just like a lagoon. The worst part was this pea ground here it 
can bloody flood waters all over it and its still like a lake down here. We were very luck here as the 
water came to within 1.Sinches of the floor of the silos and water came under that shed and piling 
all that rubbish against that fence and debris against the gate. We were bloody lucky. There is 20 
tonnes of wheat in there. You can see those people those nosy bastards over there and there is all 
the water (still ponded against the stopbank ). 
~ 
Scene 26 -30.00min to 33.20min -Dead sheep burial -over 200 sheep. --site????? 
Site -Debris on fence at 31.40min and 32.30min 
Scene 27 -33.20min to 34.S0min -driving south on Byrnes Rd: 
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That’s (hole in beach dune where it broke through the beach, debris up to the top of the gorse fences 
(just north of Middlemisses house) 
34.00min debris on fence 
(At Sinclairs Creek donga) It bust straight through the beach to the sea but before it did that it (it 
ponded) right up to the ???? 
Scene 28 -34.50min to 36.07 min -Driving up Maori Rd. 
The poor old Maori Rd by Jesus it took a pounding didn’t it, its had a hammering over the years and 
this is the worst of the lot. 
35.20min and 35.30min debris on fences. 
Paddy’s gateway, bloody shambles. 
 
Scene 29 -36.07min to 37.10min -Crowes Rd, Horsnells Rd and Maori Rd intersection. Crowes Rd, 
Horsnells Rd and Maori Rd there was always a lot of problems with the water flowing but 
Sinclairs Creek was working perfectly at 11.00am on Thursday. It was coping very, very 
well, it had a foot of freeboard all the was down, and the excess of it was taken down the 
irrigation race to the river. and it was working perfectly for everything it was designed to do, 
however it got completely buggered up by the river overflowing from here at Penno’s and 
further over there at Lundies and that’s where it upset everything further down on Sinclairs 
Creek. 
 
37.00min Debris on fence on Crowes Rd. 
Scene 30 -37.10min to 40.05min -driving north on Crowes Rd. 
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This was very deep water through here from major outbreak’s on the south bank of the river which 
occurred above and below Lundies ford. Major crop damage here, fortunately because of the time of 
the year there was very little scouring, nothing like that of 1961 (flood) which occurred when the 
paddocks were bare and all scoured. Unthrashed of course and just got piled up against fences or 
smashed them down. There is an awful lot of back scouring of the banks. 
37. 15min Note -possible depth in hut south of Smith’s house. 
Gust before reaching the ford) there was a power of water through here going straight to the beach 
and couldn’t get out of course and flowed parallel in a northerly direction to the box. 
(over the stopbank and into the river bed) Strangely it scoured that stopbank on the river side, how’s 
done that I don’t know,...or by water swishing the stopbank. There’s the ford (view of the river), it 
doesn’t look too much different now except to my mind anyway there has been too much of an 
overgrowth of broom and bloody willow trees in parts of the fairway, but of course it was only 
designed to carry 25,000 cusecs, nowhere near what this flood was. So that’s the Ministry of Works 
Culvert which was a cock up, that should have left under the guidance of the Catchment board and 
it would have done some use probably in the centre of the fairway. 
(driving back from ford) debris mark on hedge on Lundies place. 
Scene 31 -40.04min to 41.40min -on Willowbridge Rd. at Bruce house. 
Well Bert, this is Saturday at about 5.30pm and this is just at home just at the back of the house and 
the old creek which flowed over the road. You can see on the fenceline that the water from Marana 
Creek flowed over the fence. This water all came from up the back of Sam Small’s somewhere, you 
can see how high it is, there’s the flood mark halfway up the hill on the roadway. It got into here in 
1961 too but not quite so high. In fact it would be about half that depth. Strangely enough it didn’t 
over top that terrace that runs right 
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 around our paddock and towards our duck pond. You will recall in 1961 it overtop that (the terrace) 
and over flow into the creek, but this time it didn’t which is probably the influence of the stopbank all 
round the farm and apart from where it breached at the ford and overtopped for about 400 to 500 
metres further south down towards Rabbit Island strangely enough it didn’t over top the bank. There 
is problem at the ford but we will look at that shortly. 
Scene 32 -41.40min to 4 -on Willowbridge road 300 m north of Lundies ford opposite Lundies 
Cottage 
This is a bit further down the road in Lundies old cottage there and over to our old cottage (On the 
east side of the road) and the spuds, that god we had dug most of them there, we got the rest of the 
paddock with the havester sittin in it, they are relatively safe, at the creek end there was water there 
but it was there for less than 24 hours so it is not too bad. But what was staggering about this time 
was the height of the water, now this flat piece up here by out cottage on what we term as Watties 
Hill, that was about 18 inches deep with water and it all overflowed upstream at the back of Sam 
Small’s, Fulton’s duck pond, and at the back of Lundies and there was a little bank put along there 
on fairly high ground, but it just over topped the whole bloody thing and you can see there where it 
has scoured through Lundies old driveway. Now in 1961 and 1945 it just didn’t get up into that high 
ground there. There was 4-5inches deep not in the house in 1945 but this time its just been a bloody 
torrent and over flowed on what we termed to be high safe land. 
Scene 33 -43.00min to 48 min -top of Watties Hill looking south to Lundies Ford 200m away 
Right Bert this is Watties Hill, you can see where all the loose stones have gone from the top of the 
roadway here, in 1961 when we had that very damaging effect on our flats here, it was within 3 feet 
of the top of the hill. You can see the breach right on top of the bank and all the stones that have 
gone there into Lundies there is quite a breach there I’d say about 100m the stones go right to the 
road virtually. You can see where it has over topped 
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that stopbank. The water thats come out has come from further up, you can see the flood marks on 
the fences over there, it has come from the really high terraced land of Lundies and back up into 
Faulkners. Its strange but I have a theory about the thing. But really the volume of water and the 
depth of it was much smaller as there was only that one little breach in the bank and perhaps there 
was a small one just downstream of the crossing. But you can see that the fences are gone, but there 
is no scouring whatever on this land, which probably a reflection of the time of year, thats a paddock 
of carrots out there and I think that they are quite salvagable. The rest of it is all barley and wheat 
stubble and you know there is a lot of green stuff in the bottom and I think this time of the year is 
not a bad time to have the flood, there’s a lot of silt there now. I think if we were going to have a 
flood I’d rather have it now rather than in the July, August, September period when the ground is 
worked up and subject to scouring and erosion, there is a fair mess there downstream of the crossing 
but that’s easily built. But Bert the theory I have about the thing is, you will know more about this 
from an engineering point of view, that up here we’ve got a really wide river bed area, in fact the 
width between the crests of the stopbanks would be as wide here as any where and this is just below 
the railway line down to about those poplars at Small’s duck pond. From there right across to Jim 
Penno’s and up to the Piggery that’s a very wide area of fairway or area between the stopbanks and it 
narrows in very radically here to at the ford it is very narrow particularly the fairway if you take into 
account the willow trees and broom on either side. Now once you get down below the ford in the 
centre, remember old McCabe’s, there’s their trees over there, it was washed away at one time, we 
had that sort of island of high land out in the centre which is still there, now with that island 
obstruction the very narrow approach to the ford and the wide area here, I feel there is a natural 
constriction at the ford that puts pressure on the banks upstream of it. That’s where it broke on the 
other side upstream. When you go downstream it broke a little bit on our side but it broke very badly 
on Lundies side. But I might be entirely wrong, that’s another job you fellows need to have another 
look at. But another interesting thing where the stopbank ties down into Fletchers or Crookies river 
bed is what it used to be, you probably recall when it was being built I was very concerned at the 
height they were putting the stopbank particularly up here at the ford and I rang you and you said 
yes somethings wrong as you said it is only two feet high at the ford and it was where old Baldie had 
made a bit of a cock up with his figures if you remember and you went back and spent two days 
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checking all the figures starting right down at the beach I think and checking levels and things and 
put it back to the proper height. So thats a good thing though I think no matter what height we built 
the banks to we would not have contained a flood of this magnitude. It done a damn good job, it 
hasn’t even flowed over the bank at Rabbit Island, that cut at the back of Fenwicks, Hughes and 
upstream to Forsyths made a marvellous job. I was down there on Thursday and the majority of the 
mainstream was going through that cut. 
Scene 34 -48.00min to 49.34min -at Lundies Ford 
At the crossing the gate into the carrots, and surprisingly they are pretty good. Theres a patch of 
bloody shingle scoured the way the hell out there that I will clean up with a bulldozer tomorrow. 
This is the old sleeper fence I put up in 61’ after she wiped the orginal old gorse fence there and you 
know most of the old sleepers have stayed there. But the old driven ones at Lundies there’s nothing 
left they’re all come out and tangled up with ours, but we’ll sort them out, but as you can see there is 
no scouring what ever, even down those carrot rows there’s bugger all scouring its terrific, the first 
time a few weeds have done some bloody good, but you know this will push back up all right, dress 
her up with a bit of silt put her up another foot or so and she’ll be 100% and stir that bloody county 
council up about taking the top off her ( where Willowbridge road goes over the stopbank the grader 
has cut down the stopbank) when they go over her with that road grader. And look you can see there, 
we come down here about 9.30am on Thursday morning and tried to put hay bales on there to hold 
her in place as we thought it won’t overtop so much but it was rising so much that we got the hell out 
of it. That was the first place it came up, look they have taken down over a foot Bert, there 
unsatisfactory with there road grader anyway. 
Scene 35 -49.34min to 52.03min -On Rabbit island about 1Km downstream ofLundies Ford 
Here we are back down at Rabbit island, of course the water that came in at the cottage had to come 
though round here to exit, and its been a mighty force of it, it taken all that beautiful bloody fence 
we had round here, concrete strainers intact. they’re out in the 
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paddock somewhere the remains of them out there somewhere, but what’s been so amazing is that 
its taken that whole fence intact way to hell out in the paddock and it hasn’t scoured a thing. I been 
bugging around in here with something of a Twitch problem in this paddock, we had it in wheat, it 
wasn’t that good a crop of wheat but by hell, is it good to have some twitch in the ground at a time 
like this, you know nothing in Rabbit island has scoured, from the time I was a kid I can remember 
the bloody place barrelling through here and taking a bit of topsoil every time. The bank has not 
been over topped right from where it ties into Fletchers bank right round here Bert, we planted all 
these willows you remember that that was a hell of a vulnerable area because it used to shoot off 
Forsyths and hit tight on this side. The bank has not been over topped and is intact, its bloody 
tremendous, and that is main as a result of that cut of yours that starts up there by Forsyth’s house 
and its kept away form this vulnerable area here, these bloody poplars have grown beautiful, and the 
stuff that the Board has put in outside it, I get a bit concerned with their planting as it restricts the 
fairway a wee bit, narrowing it down too much, but here its worked 100%. All the water that was in 
here ponded up by that old ancient bank behind those poplars of Fletchers overtopped that and 
straight across though into Hopefields and round the house and out the driveway and all over Jack 
Bleeckers place, it was just a ragging torrent, and it got that way pretty quickly actually but its all 
the water that came over at a ... 
Scene 36 -52.03min to min -In the Waihao river at the cut in from Rabbit Island 
The trackway at Paddy’s, and there’s the big bend down from Forsyth’s around Rabbit Island and 
downstream here at the back of Hughes and Crookies river bed and on down towards Paddy’s, 
there’s still quite a lot of water here but of course you can see where the hell its been up to, the 
interesting thing here, I think anyway Bert is the way that cut’s worked, its come down hit fairly 
tight in against those trees and the larger ones behind them but that lot there was planted by the 
board about 3 or 4 years ago in the drought and they have come up pretty well and there is a stream 
that was the old main stream against those large willows that were put in there when the scheme 
went through and we planted those other poplars and stuff behind them. But shes gone back in there 
a bit, we will have to keep a watch on that, its always been a bad bend, a very bad bend, shes 
working back to that side again of course and the build up is allowed to continue on that (the 
opposite bank) side. 
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But with the machines today its no sweat control that fairway and keep her in the centre there, only 
the bloody cost of it, this is one area Bert where I reckon they were coming out from the trees from 
the other side particularly along there as there is no pressure on that side anyway, its all along here 
on the riverbed side. They’ve done a good job over there keeping those poplars, it used to hit very 
badly over there at Hughes but its kept very well out of there but basically its a pretty good job, it 
just maintenance and everything else. 
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2.0 Transcription of E.Fletcher Video Tape 
,~ 
19 March 1994 flood 
Scene 1 -0.23rnin to 0.29rnin -View south from Bradshaws Rd around Fletchers driveway 
Scene 2 -0.29rnin to 0.57 rnin -View to Bradshaws Bridge from terrace 300m east of bridge on 
Bradshaws Rd. 
E. Fletcher -The water is now corning over there ( about 400m upstream of Bradshaws Bridge on the 
true left bank) Up behind us you can see... 
Scene 3 -0.57rnin to 2.05 rnin -View to Bradshaws Bridge from terrace 300m east of bridge on 
Bradshaws Rd, panning to Fletcher property near house viewing NE. 
...to the Bradshaws Bridge, over topping all the way along there as you can see. That bank there 
looks OK Right now we are corning around to the Willowbridge Creek you can see the river its just 
outover the top there ( in the area that is stop banked off where Willowbridge Creek comes into the 
Waihao River) and that banks still holding, this is water that is actually flowing in from what we 
call the green stone paddock corning around and that water has originated from up behind Rabbit 
Island corning from Lundies and Rabbit Island. 
Scene 4 -2.05rnin to 3.05rnin -View to Bradshaws Bridge from terrace 300m east of bridge on 
Bradshaws Rd. 
There is actually corning over the original terrace.. its clear there... not too much here.. quite a lot 
corning from up there and that just upstream of the bridge.. I’m panning right around and I’ll try and 
stop there... thats the bridge. 
Scene 5 -3.05rnin to 5.48rnin -in tractor travelling to Bradshaws Bridge and returning 
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-" 
This is at Bradshaws Bridge and I’m going through this ford here. It was a bit like this at 7.30 this 
morning. You can see its quite deep here. Don’t know if the bridge is still there. We’re close to the 
bridge. We can still say that Bradshaws bridge is still there. It just tricklin over. (Travelling back 
from the bridge) The water there is coming from out of greenstone paddock into onion paddock and 
down into the big flat. That water has originated in probably the back of Crookies. 
Scene 6 -5.48min to 6.20 min -View SW to terrace south of Bradshaws Rd and up onto terrace on 
Bradshaws Rd. 
The ground has slumped away there where that water coming through. This ground slumped away 
here. 
Scene 7 -6.20min to 7.39min -View S from Bradshaws Rd opposite Fletchers (panning around this 
area) 
Looking over to the asparagus. If anything there is a breach here in behind Lundies. Coming up 
Bradshaws Rd Mr Oman's truck. And it’ s still raining. Pine tree and terrace (panning to Fletcher 
driveway) its flowing right down there... up as high as the tractor wheels. So far not ...? 
Scene 8 -7.39min to 7.50min -On Bradshaw’ s Rd view south opposite Fletchers driveway Driving 
down coming up to the driveway. 
Scene 9 -7. 50min to 8 .19min -on Helicopter -View S from upstream of railway bridge to . 
the bridge 
There's the railway bridge. 
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Scene 10 – 8.19 min to 8.34 min – on helicopter – View S from downstream of railway 
bridge (about 200 m to 400 m downstream) 
Scene 11 – 8.34 min to 8.50 min – on Helicopter – view S to south of river downstream of 
railway bridge 
Scene 12 – 8.50 min to 8.58 min – on Helicopter 0 view to breach just above Lundies Ford 
on the true left (north) bank 
Scene 13 – 8.58 min to 9.05 min – on helicopter 0 view W from right bank (probably near 
Middlemiss house) 
Scene 14 – 9.05 min to 9.20 min – on Helicopter – view east to coast from west of 
Bradshaws Bridge 
Scene 15 9.25 min to 11.16 min –travelling south on fletchers driver in a tractor 
The waters flowing down Bradshaws Rd. We are going down the track here and its about 
5.15 pm as you can see it quite high ground around the tractor tyres. We have only started down 
here, it gets deeper later on about hear that ??? OK ,, we should have enough, look at the water 
coming up now about knee deep this is real good, look how high it is upthere (wate is up to just 
over the tractor axle) we just made it through here ough about 2 hours ago at 3.30 on the truck and 
you can see that we are not that far away from the wiggerall? Down the track. We’ re in the D140 
we are in the big creek and its quite high and we are going against the current 
Scene 16 – 11.16 min to 12.34 min – travelling south on Fletchers driver in a tractor 
You can see the water coming right up over now we are Brewing through, cause we are 
going against the current, it you a little bit of an idea as the water is pounding up about a foot 
against the front of the tractor, we just take in 5th gear quite quietly. You can the muck of a 
paddock out there its not been harvested yet, barley, potatoes straight in 
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     front of us. its been very sad and sorry. They’re a right off. hopefully they will be OK. No they are a 
right off. The’re a right off, blast it. And the fatal words were oh shit we have potatoes in here in 86’. 
(turning into Bradshaws Rd.) Thats the end of the track, Bradshaws road its quite interesting actually 
this has actually increased here in flood I went by here about half and hour ago, no it would be more 
than that perhaps a bit deeper (then ?)We are heading down Bradshaws Rd towards  
 
The next day -20 March 1994 
 
Scene 17 -12.40min to 17.40 min --travelling south on Fletchers Driveway onto Bradshaws Rd and 
to terrace east of Brads haws Rd and back to Fletchers . 
except for this tiddly bit here, spud paddock and this is the road (Bradshaws) Flat where the bank 
burst last time but didn’t burst this time as you can see. The washout on the terrace. The terrace... 
As you can see thi road is It was rushing down here and there was a huge big lake over there. (south 
of Bradshaws Rd.) 
Scene 18 -17.40min to 18.36min -on the south east comer of Fletchers property about lkm south of 
Bruce house on Willowbridge road. 
The pigeons say the water got up to there ( indicated on video on shed) this was all under water all up 
high, it went out the gate there -it went all through there 
Scene 19 -18.36min to 19.42min -Crookies ????? 
Her down at Crookies it went up to that tree there, god its a mess, 
there is a culvert and a ditch, 
Scene 20 -19.42min to 21.00min -???? 
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- 
Round behind grandmas, ..with those trees, the lake of this pond over there, its where dad and I 
came on Saturday morning to shift sheep, in here, where are those bales, there’s a bale there and 
took one round over there to Rabbit Island, which I’d say that must of blown out, you reckon I don’t 
know. 
Scene 21 -21.00min to 23.35min -On Maori Rd travelling east onto Brynes Rd (north) 
We’re down on the Maori Rd here Sinclairs Creek (note debris on fence) looking out over to 
Middlemisses, look out for that hole there (in the road) you can see the sea see how much she’s 
scoured a hose through there. That’s looking through the donga, they haven’t got a mark on the pole 
and you can see where it bust through at Richarson’s, a lot of water came through there there’s 
Middlemisses there 
Scene 22 -23.35min to 28.53min -On Bradshaws Road and onto Bradshaws Bridge. 
Coming up to Bradshaws Bridge and that’s an odd place for it to have gone, rather low spot and 
away she goes, we are on top the bridge here these are the hay bales that we put here on the 19th, on 
the far side looking up to the terrace (west of Bradshaws Bridge) you can see where the road damn 
well should be, there’s the old road there- this gives you an idea, that;s G. Richarson walking 
through the bust in the bank (on the north side of Bradshaws Bridge) not a very nice sight. Couple 
of old.. they have seen all this before. 
Scene 23 -28.53min to 29. 12min -on Brynes Rd looking towards the beach from 500m from the 
mouth of the Waihao River. 
The box, 
Scene 24 -29. 12min to 29.32 min -At Sinclairs Creek box. 
there has broken out and a lot of the water has gone up there and of course its gone past 
here through Sinclairs Creek. this being part of the Sinclairs Creek section. 
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22 March 1994 
Scene 25 -29.32min to 41.16min -12.20pm opening the bank at Willowbridge Creek to drain the area 
to the west of Brads haws Bridge. 
Scene 26 -41.16min to 41.52min -view south from Willowbrade Creek terrace near Waihao River 
entrance 
This is looking over from the top of the terrace towards Bradshaws Bridge and around past 
Hopefields and to the top of the terrace where the truck is. where the old.. yards used to be. 
Scene 27 -41.52min to 42.33min -back at cut in stopbank at 17.52hours 
How much the water has dropped, you had see that mark on the other side of the bank in about 4 
hours, 5 hours. 
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APPENDIX 7 - Notes on MIKE11 
 
See DHI web page 
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APPENDIX 8 - Notes on 2de and pop 
 
See www.fluvial.ch web page 
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Appendix 9 
 
1.0 Hall analysis of the weir flow 
 
Formula modifies (multiplies the weir formula by a factor 
 
C = 1 – 0.069(L/H – 1 + 2.84 Re0.25)0.8 Re-0.2 
 
P212 Henderson (1966) 
 
The factor 2.84 is reduced to 2.5 to allow for the stopbank batters not being vertical 
 
Where Re = v1H/u 
Where v1 is the velocity  = (2gH/3)0.5 and H is the incoming depth of flow and u is the kinematic viscosity and g is the 
gravitational constant. 
 
This gives, 
 
Q 
(m
3/s
/m
) 
V1 Re L(m) C H(m) 
0.1 1.067 185615 4 0.809 0.174 
0.1 1.058 180835 2 0.833 0.171 
0.2 1.334 362779 4 0.831 0.272 
0.2 1.326 356794 2 0.844 0.269 
0.3 1.522 538634 4 0.839 0.354 
0.3 1.515 531801 2 0.848 0.351 
0.4 1.671 713560 4 0.843 0.427 
0.4 1.667 708303 2 0.851 0.425 
0.5 1.798 889280 4 0.846 0.495 
0.5 1.794 882544 2 0.852 0.192 
0.5 1.793 880930 1.5 0.853 0.491 
 
Note that this formula is not correct for the last value. The broad crested weir formula is for a weir length of three times 
the incoming depth H. Therefore for this case the value of C should be 1 and not 0.853. 
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2.0 Brink Depth at edge of weir method 
 
formula 6-50 of Henderson (1966) 
in metric form is 
 
q = 1.65 yb1.59.810.5 
 
Where yb  is the brink depth on the edge of the wier which is equal to 0.715 yc . The term yc is the critical depth and is 
equal to 2/3 of the total head of depth H if the velocity of the incoming head is assumed to be 0. 
 
Substituting H for yb gives, 
 
q = 1.65(0.715*2/3*H)1.59.810.5 
 
and therefore 
 
q(m3/s/m
) 
H(m) 
0.1 0.151 
0.2 0.240 
0.3 0.315 
0.4 0.381 
0.5 0.442 
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Appendix 10                 
                 
 Check of the Worst Areas of the Digital Terrain Model            
                 
This investigates the significance of this area from the expected differences           
This assumes a uniform error for the area concerned.               
This is not quite correct as the error should gradually vary from the areas            
that are nearer the actual levels.      Differences        
See figure 3-5 for the positions of these areas.     1994 1994 1994 1986 1986 1986 Total Total Total 
      
  
Flood level 
difference 
Adjusted 
Flood 
Level 
Flood 
depth 
Flood 
level 
Adjusted 
Flood 
Level 
Flood 
depth 
Flood 
level 
Adjusted 
Flood 
Level 
Flood 
depth 
AREA 1      
  
         
This was a low area to the north of Lundies Ford  
  
         
Point  Difference    
  
         
73 1994 0.445     
  
-0.415 -0.275 0.02    -0.415 -0.275 0.02 
75 94-30 -0.055     
  
-0.783 -0.643 -0.78    -0.783 -0.643 -0.78 
77 94-27 0.153     
  
         
95 1994 -0.069     
  
-0.326 -0.186 -0.34    -0.326 -0.186 -0.34 
106 1994 0.448     
  
         
107 1994 0.158     
  
         
108 1994 0.301     
  
-0.318 -0.178 -0.35    -0.318 -0.178 -0.35 
109 1994 0.177     
  
         
110 1994 0.26     
  
         
113 1994 0.702     
  
-0.35 -0.21 0.15    -0.35 -0.21 0.15 
114 1994 0.463     
  
         
115 1194 0.016     
  
         
116 1994  0.372     
  
         
117 1994 0.34     
  
-0.471 -0.351 0.07    -0.471 -0.351 0.07 
118 1994  0.331     
  
         
 258
121 1994 0.387     
  
         
74 1986 0.266     
  
   -0.42 -0.22 -0.06 -0.42 -0.22 -0.06 
122 1994 0.23     
  
         
119 1986 0.331     
  
         
120 86-118 -0.015     
  
         
Photo 9 0.236     
  
         
      
  
         
Mean STDev STDev of mean   
  
         
0.261 0.191 0.042    
  
         
      
  
         
This shows that this area was low as the mean deviation is significant at 0.1 % 
 
         
      
  
         
AREA 2      
           
Area was to the south of the river east of Lundies Ford  
  
   
      
Point Difference    
     
      
Photo:8 0.458     
  
         
202 0.228     
  
         
203 0.161     
  
         
204 0.244     
  
-0.243 -0.243 0.02    -0.243 -0.243 0.02 
207 0.353     
  
   -0.46 -0.26 0 -0.46 -0.26 0 
208 0.183     
  
         
209 0.399     
  
         
210 0.623     
  
         
210A 0.102     
  
         
211 0.317     
  
         
211A 0.496     
  
         
212 0.092     
  
         
213 0.427     
  
         
 259
216 0.686     
  
         
217 0.498     
  
         
218 0.377     
  
         
219 0.32     
  
         
220 0.471     
  
         
221 0.369     
  
-0.827 -0.527 -0.66    -0.827 -0.527 -0.66 
218 os 0.156     
  
         
219 os 0.137     
  
         
      
  
         
Mean STDev STDev of mean   
  
         
0.338 0.168 0.038    
  
         
      
  
         
AREA 3      
  
         
 
         
Point Difference    
  
         
139 94-18 -0.176     
  
         
141 94-31 0.012     
  
         
BM10L -0.444     
  
         
142 1994 -0.259     
  
-0.158 -0.158 -0.143    -0.158 -0.158 -0.143 
144 V94-5 -0.426     
  
 .        
145 V94-5 -0.211     
  
         
146 V94-10 0.071     
  
         
BM8 -0.195     
  
         
BM8A -0.343     
  
         
147 V94-42 -0.178     
  
         
148 V94-42 -0.204     
  
         
149 V94-42 -0.321     
  
         
161 86-46 -0.471     
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162 94-35 -0.346     
  
         
      
  
         
Mean STDev STDev of mean   
  
         
-0.249 0.159 0.043    
  
         
      
  
         
This shows that this area was high as the mean deviation is significant at 0.1 % 
 
         
      
  
         
AREA 4      
  
         
This area was to the south of the river opposite river cross section 20 
 
         
301 1986 0.442     
  
   -0.65 -0.25 -0.08 -0.65 -0.25 -0.08 
302 1986 0.391     
  
         
305 1986 0.511     
  
         
307 1986 0.526     
  
         
309 1986 0.51     
  
         
303 86-27 0.259     
  
         
      
  
         
Mean STDev STDev of mean   
  
         
0.440 0.102 0.042    
  
         
      
  
         
This shows that this area was low as the mean deviation is significant at 0.1 % 
 
         
      
  
         
AREA 5      
  
         
This area was north of the river and east of State highway One. 
  
         
Point Difference    
  
         
56 86-90 0.052     
  
   -0.37 -0.37 -0.23 -0.37 -0.37 -0.23 
55 86-89 0.289     
  
         
59 86-95 0.099     
  
         
58 1986 0.560     
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57 1986 0.579     
  
   -0.62 -0.06 -0.08 -0.62 -0.06 -0.08 
      
  
         
Mean STDev STDev of mean   
  
         
0.316 0.248 0.111    
  
         
      
  
         
This shows that this area was low as the mean deviation is significant at 1 % 
 
         
      
  
         
AREA 6      
  
         
This was A91a low area to the north of Lundies Ford  
  
         
Point  Difference    
  
         
76 v86-83 0.231     
  
   -0.58 -0.33 -0.28 -0.58 -0.33 -0.28 
78 v86-3 0.232     
  
         
80 86-65 0.336     
  
   -0.58 -0.33 -0.23 -0.58 -0.33 -0.23 
87 86-63 0.148     
  
         
      
  
         
Mean STDev STDev of mean   
  
         
0.237 0.077 0.034    
  
         
      
  
         
This shows that this area was low as the mean deviation is significant at 0.1 % 
 
         
      
  
1994 1994 1994 1986 1986 1986 Total Total Total 
      
  
Flood 
level 
difference 
Adjusted 
Flood 
Level 
Flood 
depth 
Flood 
level 
Adjusted 
Flood 
Level 
Flood 
depth 
Flood 
level 
Adjusted 
Flood 
Level 
Flood 
depth 
      
  
         
      
  
Average Average Average Average Average Average Average Average Average 
      
  
-0.41 -0.31 -0.26 -0.56 -0.26 -0.04 -0.47 -0.29 -0.17 
      
  
STD Dev STD 
Dev 
STD 
Dev 
STD 
Dev 
STD 
Dev 
STD 
Dev 
STD 
Dev 
STD 
Dev 
STD 
Dev 
      
  
0.36 0.19 0.36 0.13 0.01 0.06 0.28 0.14 0.28 
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Appendix 11 - Part 1 - Comparison of 1986 calculated and observed Flood Levels -
2de  
       
  
2de Waihao River Flood Plain survey of flood levels - 1986 flood levels            
 Survey order            
  
 Start at upstream end and work to sea on north side and back up the south flood plain          
  
              
  
Final list Mark Year Photograph  Description Reduced Level Estimate of Time Time   Second 
run 
Second 
run 
Second run    Second 
run 
Comments 
 in survey           Number   Level  peak Analysis Results Analysis   Final  Analysis  
number number      or Video (V)    accuracy of   compared 
to 
Results Comment Differences   DTM 
error 
Differences 
1 2 1986  Pump house to the west south west of Dickson house 36.262 +/-0.025m Peak 
 
36.06  -0.20 -
0.912 
-0.200 
2 5 1986  M.Dickson silo - 50mm under floor 35.91 +/-0.05m Peak 
 
35.90  -0.01 -
0.766 
-0.010 
3 6 1986  M.Dickson - shed south of house - flood mark inside 36.217 +/-0.10m Peak 
 
35.95  -0.27 -
0.781 
-0.267 
4 7 1986  Wool Press in woolshed 30m south of Dickson house 
- flood mark  
36.095 +/-0.025m Peak 
 
35.85  -0.24 -
0.600 
-0.245 
5 9 1986 86-76 flood area to centre right of photo on fence line 31.295 +/-0.15m 8.30am 4.5hrs 
before 
31.55p  
 
 0.009 
  
6 10 1986 86-76 flood area before hedge near left fence 31.884 +/-0.20m 8.30am 4.5hrs 
before 
32.1p  
 
 
-
0.018 
  
7 11 1986 86-77 level on fence in centre of photo 32.254 +/-0.15m 8.30am 4.5hrs 
before 
32.65p  
 
  
  
8 12 1986 86-78 level on dry piece on road 32.727 +/-0.05m 8.30am 4.5hrs 
before 
32.8p  
 
  
  
9 13 1986 86-80 level on right fence 33.984 +/-0.05m 10.00am 3hrs 
before 
33.80 peak less 
0.10m 
-0.18 -
0.282 
-0.184Estimated time by L Paul - but used negative 
sequence and the water levels at the clump of 10 14 1986 86-81 level on ground at flood extent 33.332 +/-0.10m 10.00am 3hrs 
before 
33.70 peak less 
0.10m 
0.37 -
0.382 
0.368See comment on point 13 
11 15 1986 86-79 level on second fence in centre of photo 33.087 +/-0.10m 8.30am 4.5hrs 
before 
32.9p  
 
  
  
12 19 1986  Flood mark in shed south west of L. Pauls House - 
photo 86-70 
31.373 +/-0.025m Peak 
 
31.20  -0.17  -0.173 
13 20 1986 86-70 level on fence at right of photo 31.11 +/-0.075m 9.30am 3.5hrs 
before 
30.90 peak less 
0.30m 
-0.21 -
0.114 
-0.210This level is 0.3m below the peak using levels 20 
and 21 and peak level 19 which is in the centre of 14 21 1986 86-70 level on second gate (far gate) 31.073 +/-0.075m 9.30am 3.5hrs 
before 
30.90 peak less 
0.30m 
-0.17 0.030 -0.170See comment on point 20 
15 22 1986 86-71 dry land where sheep are - there is a ridge on the 
ground here where you can see grass on the 
30.919 +/-0.075m 9.30am 3.5hrs 
before 
30.85 peak less 
0.30m 
-0.07 0.122 -0.070See comment on point 20 
16 22a 1986 86-71 Water level on fence at water tank 30.882 +/-0.10m 9.30am 3.5hrs 
before 
30.60 peak less 
0.30m 
-0.28 0.261 -0.280See comment on point 20 
17 23 1986 86-84 Water level at loading bay  30.946 +/-0.075m 9.30am 3.5hrs 
before 
30.55 peak less 
0.30m 
-0.40 -
0.102 
-0.400See comment on point 20 
18 24 1986  L.G.Paul House - sill of middle door of Washhouse to 
west of house - Photo 86-72 
31.277 +/-0.025m peak Peak 31.10  -0.18 -
0.075 
-0.177 
19 25 1986 86-73 east of house 31.332 +/-0.10m 10:30am 2-3 hours 
before 
31.15 peak less 
0.10m 
-0.18 -
0.020 
-0.182See comment on point 13 
20 26 1986 86-74 level at sheep 31.336 +/-0.10m 10.30am 2-3 hours 
before 
31.10 peak less 
0.10m 
-0.24 -
0.097 
-0.236See comment on point 13 
21 26a 1986 86-74 level on fence line. 31.774 +/-0.10m 10.30am 2-3 hours 
before 
31.20 peak less 
0.10m 
-0.57 -
0.117 
-0.574See comment on point 13 
22 27 1986 86-75 dry areas - base of tree on extreme right 30.586 +/-0.10m 10.30am 2-3 hours 
before 
30.45 peak less 
0.10m 
-0.14 -
0.036 
-0.136See comment on point 13 
23 29 1986 86-85 Top of fence at the south end of hedge - Pauls Rd 28.793 +/-0.15m 10:30am 2-3 hours 
before 
28.10 peak less 
0.10m 
-0.69 -
0.056 
-0.693Time probably incorrect.  A better estimate is 2pm 
that is fairly close to the peak 24 30 1986 86-87 dry area at centre of photo - at fence line 29.088 +/-0.20m 10:30am 2-3 hours 
before 
29.25 peak less 
0.10m 
0.16 -
0.057 
0.162Time probably incorrect.  A better estimate is 2pm 
that is fairly close to the peak 25 40 1986  10m from SW corner of 1st paddock W of 
Ruddenclau’s sheds 
26.586 +/-0.15m Peak 
 
26.50 no 
flooding 
-0.09 -
0.283 
-0.086 
26 44 1986  Aero club Building - between top of stove and window 
sill - photo 86-? 
22.782 +/-0.10m Peak 
 
22.70  -0.08 0.083 -0.082 
27 46 1986 86-1 C.Sew Hoy - airport entrance gate 21.329 +/-0.025m 09:30am 3.5 hours 22.3p  
 
 -
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28 47 1986 86-2 C.Sew Hoy -airport entrance gate 21.821 +/-0.05m 10:00:am 3 hours 
before 
22.3p  
 
 
-
0.234 
  
29 48 1986 86-3 & 4 C.Sew Hoy - Photos 14 & 15 of film 2 -SH1 22.162 +/-0.05m about 
10:00am 
3 hours 
before 
22.1p  
 
 0.417 
  
30 49 1986 86-6 State highway to north of bridge - 2nd delineator post 
right side of road - the post has been shifted. 
22.652 +/-0.15m 10:30am 2.5 hours 
before 
22.00  -0.65   deleted as close to level 51 and will distort results 
31 51 1986  600-750mm in grain silo at SH1 bridge - photo 86-6 22.864 +/-0.10m Peak 
 
22.30  -0.56 -
0.125 
-0.564 
32 54 1986 86-89 flooding upstream of SH1 -north of river at airport - 
pan no 1 - angle of overflow from airport against 
22.734 +/-0.25m 1.00pm  22.75 0.02  -
0.093 
0.016 
33 55 1986 86-89 edge of flooding on SH1 21.477 +/-0.15m 1.00pm Close to 
Peak 
21.15  -0.33 0.289 -0.327 
34 56 1986 86-90 Flooding at D.Small’s gate 21.524 +/-0.10m 1.00pm Close to 
Peak 
21.15  -0.37 0.052 -0.374 
35 57 1986  50mm from top of west veranda of D. Small house - 
see photograph 86-91 
19.771 +/-0.10m Peak 
 
19.10  -0.67 0.579 -0.2700.4m DTM error correction 
36 58 1986  To W edge of concrete of entrance to northern most 
shed on E side of J.Small’s northern driveway 
19.315 +/-0.10m Peak 
 
18.70  -0.62 0.560 -0.2200.4m DTM error correction 
37 59 1986 86-95 Flooding at S end of Small’s  19.712 +/-0.10m 12.30pm Close to 
Peak 
20.10  0.39 0.099 0.388 
38 60 1986  Mark No 1 of B.Mecchias survey 1986  +/-0.15m Peak 
 
  
 
  
  
39 61 1986  Mark No 3 of B.Mecchias survey 1986  +/-0.15m Peak 
 
  
 
  
  
40 62 1986  In field on the S side of D Small’s - mark no 2 of 
B.Mecchia survey 
 +/-0.15m Peak 
 
  
 
  
  
41 63 1986  100m upstream on the N side of the railway bridge- 
mark no 4 of B.Mecchia survey 
 +/-0.15m Peak 
 
  
 
  
  
42 64 1986 86-96 Debris mark on fence sidling just by W side of railway 
at Faulkner Rd intersection 
14.828 +/-0.15m Peak 
 
14.40  -0.43mean 
n1 
-
0.023 
-0.428 
43 64a 1986  water 4-5’’ over the railway line 14.786 +/-0.10m Peak 
 
14.40  -0.39 -0.2660.143  deleted as close to level 64 and will distort results 
44 65 1986  At shed on railway line south of Faulkners Rd crossing 15.871 +/-0.25m Peak 
 
15.25  -0.62STDEV 
n1 
0.242 
 
Deleted as level may not be correct as it is 
estimated from flooding on railway line and levels 45 66 1986  At sign on railway line north of Faulkners Rd crossing 14.481 +/-0.25m Peak 
 
13.80  -0.68 0.2790.191  Deleted as level may not be correct as it is 
estimated from flooding on railway line and levels 46 67 1986  Between 4 and 5th stringer on gate to lower paddock 
on J.Small’s east property 
15.401 +/-0.10m Peak 
 
  
 
  
  
47 71 1986 V86-68 & 
V86-81 
flood mark of peak on Willowbridge Rd opposite 
Bruce house - V86-81 
11.703 +/-0.15m Peak 
 10.78  -0.92  -
0.135 
 Level not correct 
48 74 1986 V86-84 Debris on fence at  Rabbit Island’ - photo is at first 
post W of end of dip in fence 
9.423 +/-0.10m Peak 
 9.00  -0.42  0.266 -0.220.2m DTM error as this point is just out of large 
0.3m area that is too low. 49 76 1986 V86-83 Debris on gate at Lundies Ford 12.328 +/-0.15m  peak 11.75  -0.58  0.231 -0.330.25m DTM error 
50 78 1986 V86-3 Dry area of Willowbridge Rd on flat midway to river 
stopbank 
11.442 +/-0.15m 11.30 2-3hrs 
before 
11.40 -0.25m -0.04  0.232 0.210.25m DTM error 
51 80 1986 86-65 height of debris on fenceline 12.082 +/-0.15m Peak  11.50  -0.58 0.336 -0.330.25m DTM error 
52 80a 1986 86-65 height of water on fenceline 11.741 +/-0.10m 5pm About 1-2 
hours 
11.5p       
53 82 1986 86-64 dry areas at left centre of photo 11.442 +/-0.15m 5pm About 1-2 
hours 
11.48  0.04 0.476 0.038 
54 84 1986 86-57 Water just over terrace by clump of trees at right 
centre of photo 
11.298 +/-0.20m 2pm near peak 11.30  0.00 -
0.214 
0.002 
55 86 1986 86-60 dry areas at upper centre of photo 10.067 +/-0.15m 5pm About 1-2 
hours 
10.50  0.43 0.024 0.433 
56 87 1986 86-61 & 63 Water level on fenceline of track on Bruce’s  10.87 +/-0.15m 5pm About 1-2 
hours 
10.75p       
57 87a 1986 86-61 & 63 debris height on fenceline of track on Bruce’s  11.326 +/-0.20m Peak About 1-2 
hours 
10.75  -0.58  -0.380.2m DTM error 
58 89 1986 V86-22 level on Willowbridge Rd on higher land by Bruce 
cottage  
12.779 +/-0.15m 12.30 About 2-3 
hours 
12.70  -0.08   -0.079 
59 90 1986 V86-82 Debris on fence on Willowbridge Rd on  ’Watties Hill’ 
200m north of river 
13.02 +/-0.10m Peak  12.75  -0.27  0.114 -0.270 
60 91 1986 V86-2 extent of water on high area of Willowbridge Rd. 12.678 +/-0.10m 11.30 About 2-3 
hours 
12.6p       
61 94 1986 V86-23 level on silos - on Willowbridge Rd at Bruce cottage. 12.798 +/-0.10m 12.30 About 2-3 
hours 
12.80  0.00  -
0.087 
0.002 
62 96 1986 86-68 level in Willowbridge road 11.223 +/-0.10m 
 
Near 10.60  -0.62 0.470 -0.620 
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63 97 1986 V86-69 debris mark on west fence on Willowbridge Rd just 
south of intersection with Bradshaws Rd - 4 posts S of 
10.965 +/-0.15m Peak  10.80  -0.16  -
0.030 
-0.165 
64 98 1986 V86-71 debris mark on east fence on Willowbridge Rd just 
south of intersection with Bradshaws Rd - opposite 
10.889 +/-0.10m Peak  10.70  -0.19   -0.189 
65 99 1986 86-69 extent in paddock on right side of road - 10m N of 
power pole in paddock near water 
10.641 +/-0.15m 
 
Near 
peak 
10.50  -0.14 0.231 -0.141 
66 100 1986  5m south of SW corner of house W of  Willowbridge 
Rd just north of its intersection with Bradshaws Rd. 
11.505 +/-0.15m Peak  11.70  0.19 -
0.202 
0.195 
67 102 1986 V86-72 water around house (now demolished) on NW corner 
of Bradshaws and Willowbridge Rds. 
11.104 +/-0.15m Peak  11.05  -0.05  0.084 -0.054 
68 103 1986 V86-66 flood level on Bradshaws Rd 400m from Willowbridge 
Rd intersection 
7.928 +/-0.10m 6pm? After 
peak  
7.85  -0.08  0.046 -0.078 
69 104 1986 V86-41 flooding of land south of the west end of Bradshaws 
Rd. - pan 6 
8.174 +/-0.10m 6pm? After 
peak  
8.25  0.08  0.145 0.076 
70 112 1986  Barn 300m south west of Davis house - on north side 
second post 
8.97 +/-0.10m Peak  8.70  -0.27  0.030DTM error 0.3m  
71 119 1986  2m S of caravan shed 9.162 +/-0.15m Peak  8.75  -0.41 0.331 -0.412 
72 120 1986 86-118 Level at N end of driveway 8.251 +/-0.15m   8.25  0.00 -
0.015 
-0.001 
73 124 1986  In the rose garden to the NW of Flecher’s house 6.243 +/-0.15m Peak  6.05  -0.19 0.130 -0.193 
74 125 1986  level of Fletchers driveway at entrance to yard at barn 
S of Fletcher house 
6.281 +/-0.15m Peak  6.05  -0.23mean 
area n2
0.172 -0.231 
75 129 1986 V86-44 flooding centre of Bradshaws Rd. about opposite 
Fletchers gate. 
7.236 +/-0.15m Peak  7.25  0.01 -0.1740.143 0.014 
76 133 1986 V86-56 level in track south of Bradshaws Rd opposite 
Fletchers 
7.964 +/-0.10m 6pm After 
peak 
8.05  0.09STDEV 
area n2
-
0.142 
0.086 
77 136 1986  Flood level in paddock north of cross section 10 - note 
allowed for tow here but flecher could only give one ( 
7.951 +/-0.20m Peak  8.05  0.10 0.294 -
0.097 
0.099 
78 150 1986 V86-77 Debris on fence at east end of Brynes Rd 100m from 
Waihao box. 
4.616 +/-0.15m Peak  3.64    0.142  Level was surveyed in the wrong place as the 
photograh position was difficult to interpret 79 150a 1986 86-46 Water flow over coastal stopbank 30m from river. 4.126 +/-0.15m 14.45 Close to 
peak 
3.36  -0.77  -
0.028 
-0.770 
80 151 1986 86-48 end of flooding in flood channel by beach dune 
opposite Richardson’s 
3.654 +/-0.20m 14.45 Close to 
peak 
no 
flooding 
 
 
  
  
81 152 1986 86-48 overtopping of stopbank for coastal storms at bottom 
left of photo 
4.06 +/-0.20m 14.45 Close to 
peak 
4.04  -0.02 -
0.056 
-0.020 
82 153 1986 86-49 at third fence line on southern bank of river - at near 
point where flooding extents to  
3.809 +/-0.20m 14.45 Close to 
peak 
3.58  -0.23 0.362 -0.230 
83 154 1986 86-49 100m S of third fence line on southern bankof river - 
at far end where flooding just extents to the river 
3.978 +/-0.20m 14.45 Close to 
peak 
3.85  -0.13 0.035 -0.130 
84 157 1986 V86-76 Debris on fence in front of silos at north end of Brynes 
Rd. 
4.611 +/-0.10m Peak Peak 4.24  -0.37  0.055 -0.370 
85 158 1986  1.5" below going into silos at north end of Brynes Rd. 4.66 +/-0.10m Peak  4.44  -0.22 0.013 -0.220 
86 160 1986 86-46 right end of flood free area at right just above centre of 
the photo 
4.508 +/-0.20m 14.45 Close to 
peak 
4.45  -0.06 -
0.135 
-0.060 
87 161 1986 86-46 just overtopping terrace at left of Russell house just 
above the centre of the photo 
4.367 +/-0.15m 14.45 Close to 
peak 
4.78  0.41 -
0.471 
0.1600.25m adjustment after examining the contour 
map of the DTM errors 88 163 1986   Silo’s in A.C. Richardson’s had water in them 
(According to O.Richardson the water was very close 
5.145 +/-0.10m Peak  5.04  -0.11 0.198 -0.110 
89 166 1986  Mark 1.5m on wooden power pole 500m south of 
Richardson’s house 
5.631 +/-0.10m Peak  5.30  -0.33 -
0.132 
-0.330 
90 167 1986  75mm in South barn 500m south of Richardson’s 
house 
6.285 +/-0.05m Peak  5.81  -0.48 -
0.519 
-0.480 
91 169 1986  1.5m deep on tractor - 30m east & 20 south in second 
paddock east 500m south of Richardson’s house 
5.289 +/-0.15m Peak  5.30  0.01 0.049 0.010 
92 171 1986 V86-78 Debris on hedge on Brynes Rd S of Wellwood house 6.581 +/-0.20m Peak  
 
 
 
 0.133 
 
discarded as it was surveyed in the wrong place 
after examining the video again. 93 172 1986  Just at floor level at SW corner of Middlemiss’s house 
- photo 86-45 & 86-47 
6.124 +/-0.05m Peak  6.04  -0.08 0.166 -0.080 
94 175 1986 86-47 100m NE of trees 150m W of Middlemisses house in 
small channel here 
6.129 +/-0.15m 14.45 Close to 
peak 
5.96  -0.17 0.195 -0.170 
95 176 1986 86-47 bottom of flood free cresent shape at left of photo near 
bush 
6.306 +/-0.15m 14.45 Close to 
peak 
6.08  -0.23 0.067 -0.230 
96 177 1986 86-47 top of cresent shape where there is another area that 
goes into the cresents centre 
6.037 +/-0.15m 14.45 Close to 
peak 
6.07  0.03 -
0.219 
0.030 
97 181 1986  Byrnes Rd. Wellwood House -  0.28m 5.442 +/-0.025m Peak  5.26  -0.18  -0.180 
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98 184 1986  On tank at corner of Byrnes Rd and Maori Rd. - photo 
86-44 
6.286 +/-0.30m 2.30pm Near 
peak 
 
 
 
 0.101 
  
99 185 1986  On sign at E end of Maori Rd. - mark no 9 of 
B.Mecchia survey ( see B.Mecchia) 
 +/-0.15m Peak  
 
 
 
  
  
100 187 1986 86-41 level at base of trees close to edge of flooding 5.535 +/-0.15m 14.45 Close to 
peak 
5.29  -0.25 0.251 -0.250 
101 188 1986 86-43 level on water overflow edge on irrigation race at right 
of photo 
5.45 +/-0.10m 14.45 Close to 
peak 
 
 
 
 0.197 -0.050 
102 188a 1986 86-43 level on water flow edge in front of  irrigation race at 
right of photo - at gap in hedge here 
4.98 +/-0.10m 14.45 Close to 
peak 
 
 
 
 
-
0.147 
  
103 188b 1986 86-43 level on water flow edge in front of  irrigation race in 
centre of photo - at corner of race 
4.773 +/-0.10m 14.45 Close to 
peak 
 
 
 
  
  
104 189 1986 86-43 level at ground in front of trees at centre of photo 5.518 +/-0.15m 14.45 Close to 
peak 
5.58  0.06 -
0.327 
0.060 
105 192 1986  Over 2nd hay bale in shed 200m north of vacant 
house on o Richardson’s Maori Rd Prop. 
6.58 +/-0.20m Peak  6.09  -0.49  -0.490 
106 193 1986  At underside of tank on water tank on O Richardson’s 
drive on his Maori Rd Prop. 
6.338 +/-0.15m Peak  5.93  -0.41 0.266 -0.410 
107 194 1986  Just into house - 1 -3" in vacant house on O 
Richardson’s Maori Rd Prop. 
6.483 +/-0.05m Peak  6.47  -0.01 -
0.018 
-0.010 
108 195 1986  On Maori Rd at J Hughes gate to top of tractor tyres of 
O Richardson’s tractor = 1.0m  
8.339? +/-0.15m Peak  
 
 
 
 0.011 
  
109 196 1986  Driveway -J. Hughes 30m south of power pole 7.768 +/-0.15m Peak  7.78  0.01 0.148 0.010 
110 199 1986  Over topped Sinclairs Creek 20m downstream from 
Hughes Driveway 
7.578 +/-0.25m Peak 
 7.58  0.00 0.230 0.000 
111 200 1986  On Williams driveway B18- at 2nd power pole - 
between the second and third to top wires - photo 86-
8.229 +/-0.15m Peak 
 8.04  -0.19 -
0.040 
-0.190 
112 202 1986 86-37 Depth on car tyres 7cm deep. 8.132 +/-0.05m 11:00am 4 hours 
before 
7.87 peak less 
0.2m 
-0.26 0.228 -0.0600.2m DTM error 
113 203 1986 86-38 Level is shown on path  7.831 +/-0.05m 11:00am 4 hours 
before 
7.87 peak less 
0.2m 
0.04 0.161 0.2400.2m DTM error 
114 205 1986  At Top Step of Williams house at French Doors - 
photo 86-38 
8.353 +/-0.05m Peak  8.14  -0.21  -0.0100.2m DTM error 
115 207 1986  At third step of west side of top barn above Williams 
House - photo 86-40 
8.495 +/-0.10m Peak  8.04  -0.46 0.353 -0.2600.2m DTM error 
116 208 1986 86-40 just under tin on shed 8.289 +/-0.10m 11:00am 4 hours 
before 
 
 
 
 0.188 
  
Discarded as it was at the same position as level 
207. 117 211 1986  Peg in top paddock 8.8 +/-0.20m Peak  8.23 no 
flooding 
-0.57 0.317 -0.2700.3m DTM error 
118 211a 1986  At hedge line on Hughes boundary in top paddock 8.262 +/-0.20m Peak  7.85  -0.41 0.496 -0.1100.3m DTM error 
119 213 1986  Gate on Kennedy’s driveway 9.075 +/-0.15m Peak  9.19  0.12mean 
area s2 
0.427 0.4200.3m DTM error 
120 216 1986  At gate of paddock on E of Kennedy’s 9.522 +/-0.15m Peak  8.87  -0.65 -0.1940.686 -0.3500.3m DTM error 
121 218 1986  Gate to west of Kennedy’s sheds 10.367 +/-0.15m Peak  10.36  -0.01STDEV 
area s2 
0.377 0.2900.3m DTM error 
121 222 1986 86-32 Maori Rd - Dry area to centre left of photo - W of 
Williams driveway 
7.486 +/-0.15m 6.00pm 3 hours 
after 
 
 
 
0.244 
  
122 223 1986  On east side of front step of Waimate Marae  - photo 
86-32 & 86-67 
12.899 +/-0.10m Peak  12.66  -0.24 0.241 -0.240 
123 224 1986  Ankle deep in front of K Davis house- photo 86-32 & 
86-67 
12.626 +/-0.10m Peak  12.33  -0.30 0.171 -0.300 
124 227 1986 86-115 On fence 100m NW of Crowes Rd - line up power 
pole and tree 
12.309 +/-0.10m   12.72  0.41 -
0.110 
0.410 
125 228 1986 V86-113 Debris on fence on Crowes Rd near intersection with 
Maori Rd. 
13.954 +/-0.10m Peak  13.74  -0.21  -
0.187 
-0.210 
126 229 1986 V86-80 Debris on fence on Crowes Rd near intersection with 
Maori Rd. 
13.781 +/-0.10m Peak  13.66  -0.12  -
0.093 
-0.120 
127 230 1986 V86-114 Debris on hedge at Lundies ford on south side at 
Lundies old house 
13.078 +/-0.20m Peak  12.80  -0.28   -0.280 
128 234 1986  At stay on gate 20m SW of Crowes Rd where it goes 
over the S Stopbank at Lundies Ford 
13.297 +/-0.10m Peak  13.00  -0.30 0.027 -0.297 
129 235 1986 86-31 Crowes Rd. - level on fence line 12.167 +/-0.10m   12.57p[    -
0.079 
  
130 239 1986  Silt mark on fencing wire in shed 100m WNW of 
Smith house 
13.48 +/-0.10m Peak  13.14  -0.34 0.217 -0.340 
131 242 1986  On fence 350m NW of Smith house 13.471 +/-0.20m Peak  13.23  -0.24 0.177 -0.240 
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132 243 1986  100mm below floor of Smith House 13.605 +/-0.05m Peak  13.14  -0.47  -0.470 
133 245 1986  To the tyres of old Holden car 25m south of Smith 
house 
13.222 +/-0.15m Peak  13.31  0.09  0.090 
134 246 1986  Above fence and below switch board on shed on 
Crowes Rd 300m N of Maori Rd intersection  
13.948? +/-0.10m Peak  13.50    0.002   
135 247 1986  400-500mm deep at NW corner of paddock 300m SW 
of Smith house 
13.19 +/-0.20m Peak  13.53  0.34 -
0.219 
0.340 
136 249 1986  Just above floor level of silos 100m N of W.J.Penno 
house 
13.771 +/-0.10m Peak  13.16  -0.61 -
0.238 
-0.610 
137 250 1986 86-99 On Horsnell’s Rd E of W.J.Penno gate 14.99 +/-0.15m  Close to 
peak 
14.76  -0.23 -
0.176 
-0.030 
138 251 1986  Fence 50m S of Kelly (opposite SE corner of barn S of 
house) 
14.889 +/-0.20m Peak  14.91  0.02 -
0.091 
0.020 
139 252 1986  Trough 50m SSW of Kelly house - photo 86-30 15.108 +/-0.15m Peak  14.91  -0.20 0.168 -0.200 
140 253 1986  Barn 50m SW of Kelly house -photo 86-30 15.107 +/-0.15m Peak  14.92  -0.19 0.192 -0.190 
141 254 1986 86-30 level in O Horsnell’s yard 15.341 +/-0.10m  Close to 
peak 
14.92  -0.42 0.134 -0.420 
142 255 1986 86-105 Level on road water table at power pole W of house 15.833 +/-0.10m  Close to 
peak 
15.13 no 
flooding 
 
 
-
0.294 
 
Water flowed down water table of the road that 
has less slope than the main flow therefore not a 143 255a 1986 86-103 Level on road at corner at power pole 200m W of 
house 
15.565 +/-0.10m  Close to 
peak 
15.05 no 
flooding 
-0.51 -
0.260 
-0.510 
144 256 1986  At backdoor step top 200mm above concrete path at 
house at cnr Horsnell and Keens Rds. - photo 86-13 & 
16.315 +/-0.05m Peak  15.85  -0.47 -
0.009 
-0.470 
145 257 1986  Just over terrace north of house at cnr of Keens and 
Horsnells Rds - photo 86-13 & 86-20. 
15.997 +/-0.15m Peak  15.85  -0.15 -
0.019 
-0.150 
146 259 1986  Second strainer of main gate of Keen’s on Keen’s 
road  - photo 86-13 
15.951 +/-0.10m Peak  15.75  -0.20 -
0.228 
-0.201 
147 260 1986  Against fence 100m south west of Keen dwelling - 
photo 86-13 
15.411 +/-0.30m Peak  15.72  0.31 -
0.370 
0.310 
148 261 1986 86-13 Flooding on fence to SW of Keen house - water depth 
100mm just this side on telephone pole. 
15.377 +/-0.10m 10.30am 4 hours 
before 
15.67  0.29 -
0.093 
0.290 
149 262 1986  30m into paddock to west of Keen dwelling 15.258 +/-0.15m Peak  15.52  0.26 -
0.099 
0.260 
150 263 1986  Western fence of Keen dwelling area - on fence photo 
86-12  
15.493 +/-0.15m Peak  15.46  -0.03 -
0.225 
-0.030 
151 264 1986 86-12 Photograph - gate of fence west of Keen dwelling. 15.473 +/-0.05m 10.30am 4 hours 
before 
 
 
 
 
-
0.230 
  
152 265 1986  15m NE of Keens house by gate  15.404 +/-0.20m Peak  15.48  0.08 0.075 0.080 
153 266 1986   At gate to section of E.Keen house 15.485 +/-0.20m Peak  15.47  -0.01 0.297 -0.010 
154 268 1986 86-15 Flood level on gate at yards at N end of Keen’s Rd 15.374 +/-0.10m 10.30am 4 hours 
before 
15.35  -0.02 0.303 -0.020 
155 270 1986  In piggery  - three blue marks in the building all within 
2mm - Keens Rd   
15.71 +/-0.05m Peak  15.40  -0.31  -0.310 
156 273 1986 86-20 A few inches deep at intersection of Keen’s and 
Horsnell’s Rds.  - photo 86-20 
16.023 +/-0.10m Peak  15.93  -0.09 -
0.142 
-0.090 
157 279 1986  Over the railway line at the Horsnels Rd crossing  - 
photo 86-24 
17.122 +/-0.15m 1.00pm 1-2hours 
before 
16.80  -0.32 0.094 -0.320 
158 280 1986  Top of railway iron strainer W side of first gate E of 
railway line on SS of Horsnells Rd - photo 86-24.  
17.044 +/-0.10m 11.00am 3 hours 
before 
15.83p    -
0.137 
 Flood level is not possible. 
159 281 1986  Top of railway line S of Sinclairs Ck. 16.011 +/-0.20m Peak 
 16.01  0.00 0.013 0.000 
160 282 1986  1.5m deep on sign on west side of road S of Sinclairs 
Ck on Stokes Road photo 86-23. 
17.049 +/-0.15m Peak 
 15.96    -
0.062 
 Flood level is not possible. 
161 283 1986  On road opposite first gate ( on westside) north of the 
Ck S of Sinclairs Ck on Stokes Road- photo 86-23.     
17.149 +/-0.20m 11.00am 3 hours 
before 
15.89 ? level 
suspect? 
 
 0.199 
 Flood level is not possible. 
162 284 1986  Top of stopbank true left on Sinclairs Ck. upstream of 
bridge on Stokes Rd- photo 86-23. 
16.107 +/-0.20m Peak 
 16.25  0.14 -
0.015 
0.140 
163 285 1986  Upstream side of culvert 400m S of railway bridge - 
mark no 21 of B.Mecchia survey 
 +/-0.15m Peak 
 na       
164 286 1986  Downstream side of culvert 400m S of railway bridge - 
mark no 22 of B.Mecchia survey 
 +/-0.15m Peak 
 na       
165 287 1986  Just above AA on the first sign on the right going 
south on Stokes Rd- photo 86-23. 
17.168 +/-0.15m 11.00am 3 hours 
before 
16.35    0.055  Flood level is not possible. 
166 288 1986  1.1m deep on tractor at sign north of Sinclairs Creek 16.687 +/-0.15m Peak 
 16.18  -0.51 - -0.510 
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167 289 1986 86-25 Stokes Rd to Morven township - level on fence 17.018 +/-0.10m 3.00pm 2 hours 
after peak 
16.39  -0.63 -
0.182 
-0.630-0.2 off level as after peak 
168 290 1986 86-19 On AA sign post on W side of the road  16.644 +/-0.10m  before 
peak 
16.35  -0.29 0.051 -0.290 
169 291 1986 86-10 Water level on fence on Horsnell’s Rd - west of Crean 
house  
17.363 +/-0.10m 3.00pm 2 hours 
after peak 
 
 
 
 0.076 
  
170 291a 1986 86-10 Peak debris or flood level on fence on Horsnell’s Rd - 
west of Crean house  
17.677 +/-0.15m Peak 
 17.03  -0.65 0.075 -0.650 
171 292 1986  Top of second course of brick’s on Guthrie’s house. - 
photo 86-11 
17.756 +/-0.05m Peak 
 17.46  -0.30  -0.300 
172 300 1986 86-11 Water level on fence on Horsnell’s Rd - east of  
Guthries house 
17.555 +/-0.10m 3.00pm 2 hours 
after peak 
 
 
 
  
  
173 300a 1986 86-11 Peak flood or debris level on fence on Horsnell’s Rd - 
east of  Guthries house 
17.755 +/-0.15m Peak 
 17.10  -0.65 -
0.079 
-0.650 
174 301 1986  Stubble on terrace of W.S.Penno house - close to 
floor level - level taken on veranda floor level 
17.249 +/-0.10m Peak 
 16.60  -0.65 0.442 -0.250DTM is 0.3m too low 
175 302 1986  Over mini minor car bonnet at gate 50m SW of 
W.S.Penno house 
16.759 +/-0.20m Peak 
 16.50  -0.26 0.391 -0.040DTM is 0.3m too low 
176 303 1986 86-27 Horsnels Rd by Penno’s - level on fence at front of 
photo 
17.448 +/-0.10m 3.00pm 2 hours 
after peak 
 
 
 
  
  
177 304 1986 86-27 Horsnels Rd by Penno’s - level on fence at front of 
photo - debris level two wires higher than water 
17.728 +/-0.15m Peak 
 17.34  -0.39 0.259 -0.390 
178 305 1986  Irrigation race and Horsnells Rd intersection - photo 
86-8 - see Young at survey 
18.166 +/-0.15m Peak 
 17.66  -0.51mean 
area s1 
0.511 -0.110DTM is 0.4m too low 
179 307 1986  Irrigation race - east side 30m north of Horsnells Rd. 17.947 +/-0.15m Peak  
 17.64  -0.31 -0.2190.526 0.090DTM is 0.4m too low 
180 308 1986  Old Stopbank  - where water began to overtop this 
stopbank- Youngs  
18.343 +/-0.15m Peak 
 17.86  -0.48STDEV 
area s1 
0.965 -0.080DTM is 0.4m too low 
181 309 1986  Centre of paddock - some patches just visible- 
Youngs 
18.181 +/-0.15m Peak 
 17.84  -0.34 0.2770.510 0.060DTM is 0.4m too low 
         
 
    
  
         
 
Mean all -0.215 -
0.001 
-0.173Note that this figure has been lowered by 0.024m 
to allow for the changes to the DTM above 
         
 
ST DEV 
all 
0.272 0.272 0.245 
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Appendix 11 - part 2 - Comparison of 1986 calculated and observed Flood Depths - 2de        
2de Waihao River Flood Plain survey of flood levels - 1986 flood depths         
 Survey order           
 
 Start at upstream end and work to sea on north side and back up the south flood plain         
 
             
 
Final list Mark Year Photograph  Description Depth Estimate of Time Time   2de - 2nd 
run 
2de - 2nd 
run 
2de - 2nd 
run 
Error   
 in survey           Number   Level  peak Results Results Analysis Analysis   
number number      or Video (V)    accuracy of   compared to Results Comment Differences   comments 
1 2 1986  Pump house to the west south west of Dickson 
house 
1.3+/-0.025m Peak 
 
.87  -0.43  
2 5 1986  M.Dickson silo - 50mm under floor 0.32+/-0.05m Peak 
 
0  -0.32  
3 6 1986  M.Dickson - shed south of house - flood mark inside 0.45+/-0.10m Peak 
 
0  -0.45  
4 7 1986  Wool Press in woolshed 30m south of Dickson 
house - flood mark  
 +/-0.025m Peak 
 
  
 
 
 
5 9 1986 86-76 flood area to centre right of photo on fence line  +/-0.15m 8.30am 4.5hrs before   
 
 
 
6 10 1986 86-76 flood area before hedge near left fence  +/-0.20m 8.30am 4.5hrs before   
 
 
 
7 11 1986 86-77 level on fence in centre of photo  +/-0.15m 8.30am 4.5hrs before   
 
 
 
8 12 1986 86-78 level on dry piece on road  +/-0.05m 8.30am 4.5hrs before   
 
 
 
9 13 1986 86-80 level on right fence 0.44+/-0.05m 10.00am 3hrs before .18 peak less 
0.1m 
-0.26 Estimated time by L Paul - but used negative 
sequence and the water levels at the clump of grass 10 14 1986 86-81 level on ground at flood extent  +/-0.10m 10.00am 3hrs before  peak less 
0.1m 
 
 See comment on point 13 
11 15 1986 86-79 level on second fence in centre of photo 0.71+/-0.10m 8.30am 4.5hrs before .33  -0.38  
12 19 1986  Flood mark in shed south west of L. Pauls House - 
photo 86-70 
0.63+/-0.025m Peak 
 
.93  0.30  
13 20 1986 86-70 level on fence at right of photo 0.82+/-0.075m 9.30am 3.5hrs before .32 peak less 
0.3m 
-0.50 This level is 0.3m below the peak using levels 20 and 
21 and peak level 19 which is in the centre of these 14 21 1986 86-70 level on second gate (far gate) 0.47+/-0.075m 9.30am 3.5hrs before .4 peak less 
0.3m 
-0.07 See comment on point 20 
15 22 1986 86-71 dry land where sheep are - there is a ridge on the 
ground here where you can see grass on the 
 +/-0.075m 9.30am 3.5hrs before  peak less 
0.3m 
 
 See comment on point 20 
16 22a 1986 86-71 Water level on fence at water tank 0.3+/-0.10m 9.30am 3.5hrs before .21 peak less 
0.3m 
-0.09 See comment on point 20 
17 23 1986 86-84 Water level at loading bay  0.5+/-0.075m 9.30am 3.5hrs before .18 peak less 
0.3m 
-0.32 See comment on point 20 
18 24 1986  L.G.Paul House - sill of middle door of Washhouse 
to west of house - Photo 86-72 
0.1+/-0.025m peak Peak .02  -0.08  
19 25 1986 86-73 east of house  +/-0.10m 10:30am 2-3 hours 
before 
 
peak less 
0.1m 
 
 See comment on point 13 
20 26 1986 86-74 level at sheep  +/-0.10m 10.30am 2-3 hours 
before 
 
peak less 
0.1m 
 
 See comment on point 13 
21 26a 1986 86-74 level on fence line. 0.35+/-0.10m 10.30am 2-3 hours 
before 
.09 peak less 
0.1m 
-0.26 See comment on point 13 
22 27 1986 86-75 dry areas - base of tree on extreme right  +/-0.10m 10.30am 2-3 hours 
before 
 
peak less 
0.1m 
 
 See comment on point 13 
23 29 1986 86-85 Top of fence at the south end of hedge - Pauls Rd 1.1+/-0.15m 10:30am 2-3 hours 
before 
.47 peak less 
0.1m 
-0.63 Time probably incorrect.  A better estimate is 2pm that 
is fairly close to the peak 24 30 1986 86-87 dry area at centre of photo - at fence line  +/-0.20m 10:30am 2-3 hours 
before 
 
peak less 
0.1m 
 
 
Time probably incorrect.  A better estimate is 2pm that 
is fairly close to the peak 25 40 1986  10m from SW corner of 1st paddock W of 
Ruddenclau’s sheds 
 +/-0.15m Peak 
 
 
no 
flooding 
 
 
 
26 44 1986  Aero club Building - between top of stove and 
window sill - photo 86-? 
1.05+/-0.10m Peak 
 
1.08  0.03  
27 46 1986 86-1 C.Sew Hoy - airport entrance gate  +/-0.025m 09:30am 3.5 hours   
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28 47 1986 86-2 C.Sew Hoy -airport entrance gate  +/-0.05m 10:00:am 3 hours before 
peak 
  
 
 
 
29 48 1986 86-3 & 4 C.Sew Hoy - Photos 14 & 15 of film 2 -SH1  +/-0.05m about 
10:00am 
3 hours before 
peak 
  
 
 
 
30 49 1986 86-6 State highway to north of bridge - 2nd delineator 
post right side of road - the post has been shifted. 
 +/-0.15m 10:30am 2.5 hours 
before peak 
  
 
 deleted as close to level 51 and will distort results 
31 51 1986  600-750mm in grain silo at SH1 bridge - photo 86-6  +/-0.10m Peak 
 
  
 
 
 
32 54 1986 86-89 flooding upstream of SH1 -north of river at airport - 
pan no 1 - angle of overflow from airport against 
 +/-0.25m 1.00pm    
 
 
 
33 55 1986 86-89 edge of flooding on SH1  +/-0.15m 1.00pm Close to Peak   
 
 
 
34 56 1986 86-90 Flooding at D.Small’s gate 0.29+/-0.10m 1.00pm Close to Peak .06  -0.23  
35 57 1986  50mm from top of west veranda of D. Small house - 
see photograph 86-91 
0.12+/-0.10m Peak 
 
.04  -0.08 0.4m DTM error correction 
36 58 1986  To W edge of concrete of entrance to northern most 
shed on E side of J.Small’s northern driveway 
 +/-0.10m Peak 
 
  
 
 0.4m DTM error correction 
37 59 1986 86-95 Flooding at S end of Small’s   +/-0.10m 12.30pm Close to Peak   
 
 
 
38 60 1986  Mark No 1 of B.Mecchias survey 1986  +/-0.15m Peak 
 
  
 
 
 
39 61 1986  Mark No 3 of B.Mecchias survey 1986  +/-0.15m Peak 
 
  
 
 
 
40 62 1986  In field on the S side of D Small’s - mark no 2 of 
B.Mecchia survey 
 +/-0.15m Peak 
 
  
 
 
 
41 63 1986  100m upstream on the N side of the railway bridge- 
mark no 4 of B.Mecchia survey 
 +/-0.15m Peak 
 
  
 
 
 
42 64 1986 86-96 Debris mark on fence sidling just by W side of 
railway at Faulkner Rd intersection 
 +/-0.15m Peak 
 
  
 
mean n1  
43 64a 1986  water 4-5’’ over the railway line 0.11+/-0.10m Peak 
 
.05  -0.06 -0.225deleted as close to level 64 and will distort results 
44 65 1986  At shed on railway line south of Faulkners Rd 
crossing 
 +/-0.25m Peak 
 
  
 
STDEV 
n1 
Deleted as level may not be correct as it is estimated 
from flooding on railway line and levels may be 45 66 1986  At sign on railway line north of Faulkners Rd 
crossing 
 +/-0.25m Peak 
 
  
 
0.228Deleted as level may not be correct as it is estimated 
from flooding on railway line and levels may be 46 67 1986  Between 4 and 5th stringer on gate to lower 
paddock on J.Small’s east property 
 +/-0.10m Peak 
 
  
 
 
 
47 71 1986 V86-68 & 
V86-81 
flood mark of peak on Willowbridge Rd opposite 
Bruce house - V86-81 
 +/-0.15m Peak 
 
  
 
 Level not correct 
48 74 1986 V86-84 Debris on fence at  Rabbit Island’ - photo is at first 
post W of end of dip in fence 
0.67+/-0.10m Peak 
 
.61  -0.06  .2m DTM error as this point is just out of large 0.3m 
area that is too low. 49 76 1986 V86-83 Debris on gate at Lundies Ford 0.81+/-0.15m  peak .53  -0.28  .25m DTM error 
50 78 1986 V86-3 Dry area of Willowbridge Rd on flat midway to river 
stopbank 
 +/-0.15m 11.30 2-3hrs before 
peak 
  
 
 .25m DTM error 
51 80 1986 86-65 height of debris on fenceline 0.5+/-0.15m Peak  .27  -0.23 .25m DTM error 
52 80a 1986 86-65 height of water on fenceline  +/-0.10m 5pm About 1-2 
hours after 
  
 
 
 
53 82 1986 86-64 dry areas at left centre of photo  +/-0.15m 5pm About 1-2 
hours after 
  
 
 
 
54 84 1986 86-57 Water just over terrace by clump of trees at right 
centre of photo 
 +/-0.20m 2pm near peak   
 
 
 
55 86 1986 86-60 dry areas at upper centre of photo  +/-0.15m 5pm About 1-2 
hours after 
  
 
 
 
56 87 1986 86-61 & 63 Water level on fenceline of track on Bruce’s   +/-0.15m 5pm About 1-2 
hours after 
  
 
 
 
57 87a 1986 86-61 & 63 debris height on fenceline of track on Bruce’s  0.9+/-0.20m Peak About 1-2 
hours after 
.74  -0.16 .2m DTM error 
58 89 1986 V86-22 level on Willowbridge Rd on higher land by Bruce 
cottage  
 +/-0.15m 12.30 About 2-3 
hours before 
  
 
 
 
59 90 1986 V86-82 Debris on fence on Willowbridge Rd on  ’Watties 
Hill’ 200m north of river 
0.24+/-0.10m Peak  0  -0.24   
60 91 1986 V86-2 extent of water on high area of Willowbridge Rd.  +/-0.10m 11.30 About 2-3 
hours before 
  
 
 
 
61 94 1986 V86-23 level on silos - on Willowbridge Rd at Bruce 
cottage. 
0.1+/-0.10m 12.30 About 2-3 
hours before 
.07  -0.03   
62 96 1986 86-68 level in Willowbridge road 0.34+/-0.10m 
 
Near peak 0  -0.34 DTM error from flood level plan is .47m 
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63 97 1986 V86-69 debris mark on west fence on Willowbridge Rd just 
south of intersection with Bradshaws Rd - 4 posts S 
0.5+/-0.15m Peak  .38  
-0.12   
64 98 1986 V86-71 debris mark on east fence on Willowbridge Rd just 
south of intersection with Bradshaws Rd - opposite 
 +/-0.10m Peak    
 
 
 
65 99 1986 86-69 extent in paddock on right side of road - 10m N of 
power pole in paddock near water 
 +/-0.15m 
 
Near peak   
 
 
 
66 100 1986  5m south of SW corner of house W of  
Willowbridge Rd just north of its intersection with 
 +/-0.15m Peak    
 
 
 
67 102 1986 V86-72 water around house (now demolished) on NW 
corner of Bradshaws and Willowbridge Rds. 
0.2+/-0.15m Peak  .25  0.05   
68 103 1986 V86-66 flood level on Bradshaws Rd 400m from 
Willowbridge Rd intersection 
 +/-0.10m 6pm? After peak    
 
 
 
69 104 1986 V86-41 flooding of land south of the west end of Bradshaws 
Rd. - pan 6 
 +/-0.10m 6pm? After peak    
 
 
 
70 112 1986  Barn 300m south west of Davis house - on north 
side second post 
 +/-0.10m Peak    
 
 DTM error 0.3m  
71 119 1986  2m S of caravan shed  +/-0.15m Peak    
 
 
 
72 120 1986 86-118 Level at N end of driveway  +/-0.15m     
 
 
 
73 124 1986  In the rose garden to the NW of Flecher’s house  +/-0.15m Peak    
 
 
 
74 125 1986  level of Fletchers driveway at entrance to yard at 
barn S of Fletcher house 
 +/-0.15m Peak    
 
mean 
area n2 
 
75 129 1986 V86-44 flooding centre of Bradshaws Rd. about opposite 
Fletchers gate. 
0.05+/-0.15m Peak  .18  0.13 -0.128 
76 133 1986 V86-56 level in track south of Bradshaws Rd opposite 
Fletchers 
 +/-0.10m 6pm After peak   
 
STDEV 
area n2 
 
77 136 1986  Flood level in paddock north of cross section 10 - 
note allowed for tow here but flecher could only give 
 +/-0.20m Peak    
 
0.151
 
78 150 1986 V86-77 Debris on fence at east end of Brynes Rd 100m 
from Waihao box. 
0.52+/-0.15m Peak    
 
 
Level was surveyed in the wrong place as the 
photograh position was difficult to interpret 79 150a 1986 86-46 Water flow over coastal stopbank 30m from river.  +/-0.15m 14.45 Close to peak   
 
 
 
80 151 1986 86-48 end of flooding in flood channel by beach dune 
opposite Richardson’s 
 +/-0.20m 14.45 Close to peak   
 
 
 
81 152 1986 86-48 overtopping of stopbank for coastal storms at 
bottom left of photo 
 +/-0.20m 14.45 Close to peak   
 
 
 
82 153 1986 86-49 at third fence line on southern bank of river - at near 
point where flooding extents to  
 +/-0.20m 14.45 Close to peak   
 
 
 
83 154 1986 86-49 100m S of third fence line on southern bankof river - 
at far end where flooding just extents to the river 
 +/-0.20m 14.45 Close to peak   
 
 
 
84 157 1986 V86-76 Debris on fence in front of silos at north end of 
Brynes Rd. 
0.36+/-0.10m Peak Peak .04  -0.32   
85 158 1986  1.5" below going into silos at north end of Brynes 
Rd. 
0.24+/-0.10m Peak  .03  -0.21  
86 160 1986 86-46 right end of flood free area at right just above centre 
of the photo 
 +/-0.20m 14.45 Close to peak   
 
 
 
87 161 1986 86-46 just overtopping terrace at left of Russell house just 
above the centre of the photo 
 +/-0.15m 14.45 Close to peak   
 
 
0.2m adjustment after examining the contour map of 
the DTM errors 88 163 1986   Silo’s in A.C. Richardson’s had water in them 
(According to O.Richardson the water was very 
 +/-0.10m Peak    
 
 
 
89 166 1986  Mark 1.5m on wooden power pole 500m south of 
Richardson’s house 
1.5+/-0.10m Peak  1.05  -0.45  
90 167 1986  75mm in South barn 500m south of Richardson’s 
house 
0.1+/-0.05m Peak  .22  0.12  
91 169 1986  1.5m deep on tractor - 30m east & 20 south in 
second paddock east 500m south of Richardson’s 
1.5+/-0.15m Peak  1.5  0.00  
92 171 1986 V86-78 Debris on hedge on Brynes Rd S of Wellwood 
house 
1.2+/-0.20m Peak    
 
 
discarded as it was surveyed in the wrong place after 
examining the video again. 93 172 1986  Just at floor level at SW corner of Middlemiss’s 
house - photo 86-45 & 86-47 
0.1+/-0.05m Peak  .32  0.22  
94 175 1986 86-47 100m NE of trees 150m W of Middlemisses house 
in small channel here 
 +/-0.15m 14.45 Close to peak   
 
 
 
95 176 1986 86-47 bottom of flood free cresent shape at left of photo 
near bush 
 +/-0.15m 14.45 Close to peak   
 
 
 
96 177 1986 86-47 top of cresent shape where there is another area 
that goes into the cresents centre 
 +/-0.15m 14.45 Close to peak   
 
 
 
97 181 1986  Byrnes Rd. Wellwood House -  0.28m  +/-0.025m Peak    
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98 184 1986  On tank at corner of Byrnes Rd and Maori Rd. - 
photo 86-44 
 +/-0.30m 2.30pm Near peak   
 
 
 
99 185 1986  On sign at E end of Maori Rd. - mark no 9 of 
B.Mecchia survey ( see B.Mecchia) 
 +/-0.15m Peak    
 
 
 
100 187 1986 86-41 level at base of trees close to edge of flooding  +/-0.15m 14.45 Close to peak   
 
 
 
101 188 1986 86-43 level on water overflow edge on irrigation race at 
right of photo 
 +/-0.10m 14.45 Close to peak   
 
 
 
102 188a 1986 86-43 level on water flow edge in front of  irrigation race at 
right of photo - at gap in hedge here 
 +/-0.10m 14.45 Close to peak   
 
 
 
103 188b 1986 86-43 level on water flow edge in front of  irrigation race in 
centre of photo - at corner of race 
 +/-0.10m 14.45 Close to peak   
 
 
 
104 189 1986 86-43 level at ground in front of trees at centre of photo  +/-0.15m 14.45 Close to peak   
 
 
 
105 192 1986  Over 2nd hay bale in shed 200m north of vacant 
house on o Richardson’s Maori Rd Prop. 
 +/-0.20m Peak    
 
 
 
106 193 1986  At underside of tank on water tank on O 
Richardson’s drive on his Maori Rd Prop. 
1.2+/-0.15m Peak  1.06  -0.14  
107 194 1986  Just into house - 1 -3" in vacant house on O 
Richardson’s Maori Rd Prop. 
0.4+/-0.05m Peak  .34  -0.06  
108 195 1986  On Maori Rd at J Hughes gate to top of tractor tyres 
of O Richardson’s tractor = 1.0m  
 +/-0.15m Peak    
 
 
 
109 196 1986  Driveway -J. Hughes 30m south of power pole  +/-0.15m Peak    
 
 
 
110 199 1986  Over topped Sinclairs Creek 20m downstream from 
Hughes Driveway 
 +/-0.25m Peak 
 
  
 
 
 
111 200 1986  On Williams driveway B18- at 2nd power pole - 
between the second and third to top wires - photo 
0.79+/-0.15m Peak 
 
.57  -0.22  
112 202 1986 86-37 Depth on car tyres 7cm deep.  +/-0.05m 11:00am 4 hours before 
peak 
 
peak less 
0.2m 
 
 0.2m DTM error 
113 203 1986 86-38 Level is shown on path   +/-0.05m 11:00am 4 hours before 
peak 
 
peak less 
0.2m 
 
 0.2m DTM error 
114 205 1986  At Top Step of Williams house at French Doors - 
photo 86-38 
 +/-0.05m Peak    
 
 0.2m DTM error 
115 207 1986  At third step of west side of top barn above Williams 
House - photo 86-40 
0.58+/-0.10m Peak  .58  0.00 0.2m DTM error 
116 208 1986 86-40 just under tin on shed  +/-0.10m 11:00am 4 hours before 
peak 
 
peak less 
0.2m 
 
 Discarded as it was at the same position as level 207. 
117 211 1986  Peg in top paddock  +/-0.20m Peak   no 
flooding 
 
 0.3m DTM error 
118 211a 1986  At hedge line on Hughes boundary in top paddock  +/-0.20m Peak    
 
 0.3m DTM error 
119 213 1986  Gate on Kennedy’s driveway  +/-0.15m Peak    
 
mean 
area s2 
0.3m DTM error 
120 216 1986  At gate of paddock on E of Kennedy’s  +/-0.15m Peak    
 
-0.1060.3m DTM error 
121 218 1986  Gate to west of Kennedy’s sheds  +/-0.15m Peak    
 
STDEV 
area s2 
0.3m DTM error 
121 222 1986 86-32 Maori Rd - Dry area to centre left of photo - W of 
Williams driveway 
 +/-0.15m 6.00pm 3 hours after   
 
0.203
 
122 223 1986  On east side of front step of Waimate Marae  - 
photo 86-32 & 86-67 
0.1+/-0.10m Peak  .17  0.07  
123 224 1986  Ankle deep in front of K Davis house- photo 86-32 
& 86-67 
 +/-0.10m Peak    
 
 
 
124 227 1986 86-115 On fence 100m NW of Crowes Rd - line up power 
pole and tree 
 +/-0.10m     
 
 
 
125 228 1986 V86-113 Debris on fence on Crowes Rd near intersection 
with Maori Rd. 
0.79+/-0.10m Peak  .43  -0.36   
126 229 1986 V86-80 Debris on fence on Crowes Rd near intersection 
with Maori Rd. 
0.77+/-0.10m Peak  .66  -0.11   
127 230 1986 V86-114 Debris on hedge at Lundies ford on south side at 
Lundies old house 
 +/-0.20m Peak    
 
 
 
128 234 1986  At stay on gate 20m SW of Crowes Rd where it 
goes over the S Stopbank at Lundies Ford 
1.05+/-0.10m Peak  .96  -0.09  
129 235 1986 86-31 Crowes Rd. - level on fence line  +/-0.10m     
 
 
 
130 239 1986  Silt mark on fencing wire in shed 100m WNW of 
Smith house 
0.7+/-0.10m Peak  .5  -0.20  
131 242 1986  On fence 350m NW of Smith house  +/-0.20m Peak    
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132 243 1986  100mm below floor of Smith House  +/-0.05m Peak    
 
 
 
133 245 1986  To the tyres of old Holden car 25m south of Smith 
house 
 +/-0.15m Peak    
 
 
 
134 246 1986  Above fence and below switch board on shed on 
Crowes Rd 300m N of Maori Rd intersection  
1.3+/-0.10m Peak  .84  -0.46  
135 247 1986  400-500mm deep at NW corner of paddock 300m 
SW of Smith house 
0.45+/-0.20m Peak  .63  0.18  
136 249 1986  Just above floor level of silos 100m N of W.J.Penno 
house 
0.34+/-0.10m Peak  0  -0.34  
137 250 1986 86-99 On Horsnell’s Rd E of W.J.Penno gate  +/-0.15m  Close to peak   
 
 
 
138 251 1986  Fence 50m S of Kelly (opposite SE corner of barn S 
of house) 
 +/-0.20m Peak    
 
 
 
139 252 1986  Trough 50m SSW of Kelly house - photo 86-30 0.2+/-0.15m Peak  .31  0.11  
140 253 1986  Barn 50m SW of Kelly house -photo 86-30 0.1+/-0.15m Peak  .17  0.07  
141 254 1986 86-30 level in O Horsnell’s yard  +/-0.10m  Close to peak   
 
 
 
142 255 1986 86-105 Level on road water table at power pole W of house  +/-0.10m  Close to peak  no 
flooding 
 
 
Water flowed down water table of the road that has 
less slope than the main flow therefore not a valid 143 255a 1986 86-103 Level on road at corner at power pole 200m W of 
house 
 +/-0.10m  Close to peak  no 
flooding 
 
 
 
144 256 1986  At backdoor step top 200mm above concrete path 
at house at cnr Horsnell and Keens Rds. - photo 
0.2+/-0.05m Peak  -.1  -0.30  
145 257 1986  Just over terrace north of house at cnr of Keens and 
Horsnells Rds - photo 86-13 & 86-20. 
 +/-0.15m Peak    
 
 
 
146 259 1986  Second strainer of main gate of Keen’s on Keen’s 
road  - photo 86-13 
0.9+/-0.10m Peak  .66  -0.24  
147 260 1986  Against fence 100m south west of Keen dwelling - 
photo 86-13 
 +/-0.30m Peak    
 
 
 
148 261 1986 86-13 Flooding on fence to SW of Keen house - water 
depth 100mm just this side on telephone pole. 
 +/-0.10m 10.30am 4 hours before 
peak 
  
 
 
 
149 262 1986  30m into paddock to west of Keen dwelling  +/-0.15m Peak    
 
 
 
150 263 1986  Western fence of Keen dwelling area - on fence 
photo 86-12  
 +/-0.15m Peak    
 
 
 
151 264 1986 86-12 Photograph - gate of fence west of Keen dwelling. 0.99+/-0.05m 10.30am 4 hours before 
peak 
.6  -0.39  
152 265 1986  15m NE of Keens house by gate   +/-0.20m Peak    
 
 
 
153 266 1986   At gate to section of E.Keen house  +/-0.20m Peak    
 
 
 
154 268 1986 86-15 Flood level on gate at yards at N end of Keen’s Rd  +/-0.10m 10.30am 4 hours before 
peak 
  
 
 Fits well with field data for peak of the flood 
155 270 1986  In piggery  - three blue marks in the building all 
within 2mm - Keens Rd   
 +/-0.05m Peak    
 
 
 
156 273 1986 86-20 A few inches deep at intersection of Keen’s and 
Horsnell’s Rds.  - photo 86-20 
0.05+/-0.10m Peak  -.1  -0.15  
157 279 1986  Over the railway line at the Horsnels Rd crossing  - 
photo 86-24 
 +/-0.15m 1.00pm 1-2hours 
before 
  
 
 
 
158 280 1986  Top of railway iron strainer W side of first gate E of 
railway line on SS of Horsnells Rd - photo 86-24.  
 +/-0.10m 11.00am 3 hours before  
 
 Flood level is not possible. 
159 281 1986  Top of railway line S of Sinclairs Ck.  +/-0.20m Peak 
 
  
 
 
 
160 282 1986  1.5m deep on sign on west side of road S of 
Sinclairs Ck on Stokes Road photo 86-23. 
 +/-0.15m Peak 
 
  
 
 Flood level is not possible. 
161 283 1986  On road opposite first gate ( on westside) north of 
the Ck S of Sinclairs Ck on Stokes Road- photo 86-
 +/-0.20m 11.00am 3 hours before ? level 
suspect? 
 
 Flood level is not possible. 
162 284 1986  Top of stopbank true left on Sinclairs Ck. upstream 
of bridge on Stokes Rd- photo 86-23. 
 +/-0.20m Peak 
 
  
 
 
 
163 285 1986  Upstream side of culvert 400m S of railway bridge - 
mark no 21 of B.Mecchia survey 
 +/-0.15m Peak 
 
  
 
 
 
164 286 1986  Downstream side of culvert 400m S of railway 
bridge - mark no 22 of B.Mecchia survey 
 +/-0.15m Peak 
 
  
 
 
 
165 287 1986  Just above AA on the first sign on the right going 
south on Stokes Rd- photo 86-23. 
 +/-0.15m 11.00am 3 hours before  
 
 Flood level is not possible. 
166 288 1986  1.1m deep on tractor at sign north of Sinclairs 1.1+/-0.15m Peak 
 
.5  -0.60  
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167 289 1986 86-25 Stokes Rd to Morven township - level on fence  +/-0.10m 3.00pm 2 hours after 
peak 
  
 
 
 
168 290 1986 86-19 On AA sign post on W side of the road   +/-0.10m  before peak   
 
 
 
169 291 1986 86-10 Water level on fence on Horsnell’s Rd - west of 
Crean house  
 +/-0.10m 3.00pm 2 hours after 
peak 
  
 
 
 
170 291a 1986 86-10 Peak debris or flood level on fence on Horsnell’s Rd 
- west of Crean house  
0.94+/-0.15m Peak 
 
.48  -0.46  
171 292 1986  Top of second course of brick’s on Guthrie’s house. 
- photo 86-11 
 +/-0.05m Peak 
 
  
 
 
 
172 300 1986 86-11 Water level on fence on Horsnell’s Rd - east of  
Guthries house 
 +/-0.10m 3.00pm 2 hours after 
peak 
  
 
 
 
173 300a 1986 86-11 Peak flood or debris level on fence on Horsnell’s Rd 
- east of  Guthries house 
1.03+/-0.15m Peak 
 
0.43  -0.60  
174 301 1986  Stubble on terrace of W.S.Penno house - close to 
floor level - level taken on veranda floor level 
0.2+/-0.10m Peak 
 
.12  -0.08 DTM is 0.3m too low 
175 302 1986  Over mini minor car bonnet at gate 50m SW of 
W.S.Penno house 
 +/-0.20m Peak 
 
  
 
 DTM is 0.3m too low 
176 303 1986 86-27 Horsnels Rd by Penno’s - level on fence at front of 
photo 
 +/-0.10m 3.00pm 2 hours after 
peak 
  
 
 
 
177 304 1986 86-27 Horsnels Rd by Penno’s - level on fence at front of 
photo - debris level two wires higher than water 
0.64+/-0.15m Peak 
 
.65  0.01  
178 305 1986  Irrigation race and Horsnells Rd intersection - photo 
86-8 - see Young at survey 
 +/-0.15m Peak 
 
  
 
mean 
area s1 
DTM is 0.4m too low 
179 307 1986  Irrigation race - east side 30m north of Horsnells 
Rd. 
 +/-0.15m Peak  
 
  
 
-0.207DTM is 0.4m too low 
180 308 1986  Old Stopbank  - where water began to overtop this 
stopbank- Youngs  
 +/-0.15m Peak 
 
  
 
STDEV 
area s1 
DTM is 0.4m too low 
181 309 1986  Centre of paddock - some patches just visible- 
Youngs 
 +/-0.15m Peak 
 
  
 
0.237DTM is 0.4m too low 
         
 
Mean all -0.181 
 
         
 
ST DEV 
all 
0.215  
         
 
    
    Mean depth 0.581206897   
 
 -10.110  
    STD of depths 0.402165531        
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Appendix 11 - part 3 - Comparison of 1994 Flood Levels - 2de            
2de Waihao River Flood Plain survey of flood levels - 1994 flood levels            
 Survey order             
 
 Start at upstream end and work to sea on north side and back up the south flood plain           
 
               
 
Final list Mark Year Photograph  Description Reduced Level Estimate of Time Time   2de - 2nd run 
less 0% 
2de - 2nd 
run less 
2de - 2nd 
run less 
    
2de - 2nd 
run less 
Comments 
 in survey       Number   Level  peak Analysis Results Analysis   Final  
Analysis  
 
number number      or Video (V)    accuracy of   compared 
to 
Results Comment Differences   DTM 
error 
Differences   
1 1 1994  Mark in pump house to west of Dickson house 36.064+/-0.025m Peak 
 
35.93  -0.134  -0.5 -0.134 
 
2 3 1994  100mm in woolshed to south of Dickson house 35.808+/-0.10m Peak 
 
35.65  -0.158  -0.5 -0.158 
 
3 4 1994  Second to top strainer on fence to sth of Dickson 
house 
35.651+/-0.10m Peak 
 
35.84  0.189  -0.479 0.189 
 
4 8 1994  Lapping terrace on Dickson driveway 35.571+/-0.10m Peak 
 
35.6  0.029  -0.454 0.029 
 
5 16 1994  150mm on fence sth side at end of Wains Crossing 
Rd. 
33.986+/-0.15m Peak 
 
34.21  0.224  -0.245 0.224 
 
6 18 1994  150mm in shed to sth west of L.G. Pauls house 30.917+/-0.15m Peak 
 
31.07  0.153  0.352 0.153 
 
7 28 1994  Pauls Rd - debris mark opposite gate past 2nd 
fence S of L.G.Pauls driveway 
29.259+/-0.15m Peak 
 
28.95  -0.309  -0.153 -0.309 
 
8 31 1994  Debris at south end hedge on Pauls Rd. 28.371+/-0.15m Peak 
 
28.14  -0.231  0.028 -0.231 
 
9 32 1994  Debris in gorse near shingle pit south end of Pauls 
Rd between 4 and 5th wire on fence. 
28.262+/-0.15m Peak 
 
28.03  -0.232  0.227 -0.232 
 
10 33 1994 94-22 dry area in flow at extreme right 27.147+/-0.15m 14.40.0 2 hours 
before 
27.34  0.193  0.158 0.193 
 
11 34 1994 94-22 dry area in flow just above the tree line just right of 
the centre of the photo 
25.51+/-0.15m 14.40.0 2 hours 
before 
25.71  0.2   0.200 
 
12 35 1994  400m WSW of Ruddenclau house on west side of 
fence- north side 
26.386+/-0.20m Peak 
 
26.67  0.284  -0.08 0.284 
 
13 37 1994 94-22 At base of tree that is at near the D/s end of dry 
area in centre of the flow 
25.367+/-0.15m 14.40.0 2 hours 
before 
25.77  0.403  0.122 0.403 
 
14 38 1994 94-22   At base of tree on fence line just right of centre of 
photograph 
25.97+/-0.20m 14.40.0 2 hours 
before 
26.44  0.47  0.11 0.470 
 
15 39 1994 94-22 level at tree line in centre of photo where flood over 
runner orginates from 
24.456+/-0.15m 14.40.0 2 hours 
before 
24.87  0.414   0.414 
 
16 41 1994  fence line 250m south of Ruddenclau house - 10m 
west of gate 
24.68+/-0.20m Peak 
 
25.02  0.34  0.04 0.340 
 
17 42 1994  On trough 300m south of Ruddenclau house - top 
of trough 
24.349+/-0.20m Peak 
 
24.9  0.551 Mean 
Area n1 
-0.133 0.551 
 
18 43 1994  Bottom paddock 800m S of Ruddenclau house 22.523+/-0.30m Peak 
 
23.48  0.957 0.191 -0.062 0.957 
 
19 45 1994 94-23 Level on airport buildings - use gun club building 
and its left window 
22.393+/-0.15m 14.38 2 hours 
before 
22.65  0.257 Std Dev -0.126 0.257 
 
20 50 1994  150mm below floor of silo just upstream and north 
of SH1 bridge - photo 94-2 
22.106+/-0.10m Peak 
 
22.32  0.214 0.307 -0.125 0.214 
 
21 69 1994 94-9 Flood level on Willowbridge Rd near Bruce house 10.817+/-0.15m  Near 
peak 
10.19  -0.627  -0.275 
 
22 72 1994  Top of side rear view window in yellow Datsun car 
200m E of Bruce house 
10.647+/-0.10m  Near 
peak 
9.88  -0.767  -0.379 
 
23 73 1994  460 m by alpacka shed on M. Bruce property - 
photo 94-28 
9.965+/-0.10m Peak 
 
9.55  -0.415 0.250 0.445 -0.275 .14 DTM error 
24 75 1994 94-30 On fence at bottom left of photo 9.673+/-0.15m 14.45 2hrs 
before 
8.89  -0.783  -0.055 -0.643 .14 DTM error.  Used 4 post from corner of 
terrace.  It is close to being fully under 25 77 1994 94-27 level on Willowbridge Rd  where it goes onto the 11.911+/-0.15m 14.45 2hrs 11.6  -0.311  0.153 -0.171 .14 DTM error 
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26 95 1994  Just into silo’s north of Lundies ford. 13.116+/-0.10m Peak  12.79  -0.326  0.162 -0.186 .14 DTM error 
27 106 1994  Backwash south of Davies house 8.566+/-0.15m Peak  8.62  0.054  0.448 0.194 .14 DTM error 
28 107 1994  North south fence 100m south of Davis house 8.874+/-0.15m Peak  8.65  -0.224  0.158 -0.084 .14 DTM error 
29 108 1994  Back wash - Davis - just over electric fence wire at 
lowest point  
8.943+/-0.15m Peak  8.625  -0.318  0.301 -0.178 .14 DTM error 
30 109 1994  100m east of Davis house 8.788+/-0.15m Peak  8.62  -0.168  0.177 -0.028 .14 DTM error 
31 110 1994  110m east of Davis house at SE corner of paddock 8.913+/-0.15m Peak  8.62  -0.293  0.26 -0.153 .14 DTM error 
32 113 1994  Barn 300m south west of Davis house - on north 
side second post 
8.97+/-0.10m Peak  8.62  -0.35  0.702 -0.210 .14 DTM error 
33 114 1994  In padock 100m E of barn  - see Fletcher at survey 8.864+/-0.25m Peak  8.62  -0.244  0.463 -0.104 .14 DTM error 
34 115 1994  In paddock 200m E of barn - see Fletcher at survey 8.422+/-0.25m Peak  8.62  0.198  0.016 0.338 .14 DTM error 
35 116 1994  In paddock 100m south of barn - see Fletcher at 
survey 
9.168+/-0.25m Peak  8.62  -0.548  0.372 -0.408 .14 DTM error 
36 117 1994  On drive 100m north of barn near sheds 9.091+/-0.25m Peak  8.62  -0.471  0.34 -0.331 .14 DTM error 
37 118 1994  Overtopping to 75mm to east of Palmer house  -  
V86-73 
9.102+/-0.10m Peak  8.6  -0.502  0.301 -0.362 .14 DTM error 
38 121 1994  Overtopping to 75mm to east of house site opp. 
Fletchers - photo 94-14 
9.019+/-0.10m Peak  8.61  -0.409  0.387 -0.269 .14 DTM error 
39 122 1994 94-14 Level on Bradshaws Rd on left of photgraph 7.278+/-0.15m Near 
peak 
just 
before - 
7.06  -0.218  0.23 -0.218 This photograph was taken at the same 
time as 94-17 which is before the peak .  40 123 1994  2m north of rose garden to NW of Fletchers house 6.06+/-0.10m Peak  5.87  -0.19  0.013 -0.190 This is not a 1994 flood level as it is too 
high.  probably a misunderstanding - see 41 126 1994 V94-47 level of debris on fence on Fletcher driveway just N 
of entrance 
4.87+/-0.15m Peak  6.74      
 
42 127 1994 V94-50 level of debris on fence on Bradshaws Rd south 
side opposite Fletchers driveway 
7.443+/-0.15m Peak  7.33  -0.113  -0.22 -0.113 
 
43 128 1994 V94-51 Flooding to south of Bradshaws Rd opposite  
Fletchers 
 +/-0.10m Peak        
 
44 131 1994 94-17 Fletchers Driveway - below S355 sign  - mark gone 
that I was given but  
7.19+/-0.10m Near 
peak 
Just 
before 
7.17  -0.02  -0.141 -0.020 This photograph was taken at the same 
time as 94-17 which is before the peak .  45 132 1994 94-16 Level on fence south of Bradshaws Rd. - line up 
buildings in background 
7.691+/-0.10m Near 
peak 
Just 
before 
7.65  -0.041  -0.543 -0.041 This photograph was taken at the same 
time as 94-17 which is before the peak .  46 138 1994 V94-27 Level at corner in Bradshaws Rd near peak of flood. 8.249+/-0.10m 
 
Close to 
peak 
8.14  -0.109  -0.01 -0.109 
 
47 139 1994 94-18 Level on  Bradshaws Rd where it is dry 6.461+/-0.10m 
 
Close to 
peak 
6.42  -0.041  -0.176 -0.291 -.25 DTM error correction.  This 
photograph was taken at the same time as 48 143 1994 94-31 level at upstream end of flow over stopbank to river 
in the centre of photo  
7.764+/-0.20m 14.31 2 hours 
before 
8.22  0.456  - 0.456 
 
49 141 1994 94-31 Level at the S (near) end of the dry area in the 
second paddock left of the start of the stopbank 
8.19+/-0.15m 14.31 2 hours 
before 
8.31  0.12 Mean 
Area n2 
-0.136 -0.130 -.25 DTM error correction 
50 142 1986  Third to fourth wire to north of beehives at left CS 
10 
8.028+/-0.10m Peak  7.87  -0.158 -0.244 -0.259 -0.158 This error reduces to +0.03m if the flood 
level of 8.62 is increased to 9.00 about the 51 144 1994 V94-5  Fletchers flat flooding - pan no 3 - level on gate 
north of road. 
3.895+/-0.15m 2pm well 
before 
5.11   Std Dev 
 
 Std Dev Mean 
52 145 1994 V94-5  Fletchers flat flooding - pan no 3 -level of far 
flooding on road 
4.559+/-0.15m 2pm well 
before 
5.11   0.279 
 
 0.043 
53 146 1994 V94-10  Fletchers flat flooding and overflow onto river flat - 
pan no 8 - level on fence  
3.138+/-0.15m 2pm well 
before 
5.11      close to significant 
54 147 1994 V94-42 View east over Bradshaws Bridge - pan no 1 - on 
road midway Bridge to Brynes Rd 
5.184+/-0.20m 2.40pm 2 hours 
before 
5.27  0.086  -0.18 -0.164 -.25 DTM error correction 
55 148 1994 V94-42 View east over Bradshaws Bridge - pan no 1 - on 
near bridge 
5.601+/-0.20m 2.40pm 2 hours 
before 
5.65  0.049  -0.20 -0.201 -.25 DTM error correction 
56 149 1994 V94-42 View east over Bradshaws Bridge - pan no 1 - in 
paddock 200m over river 100m N of road 
4.762+/-0.20m 2.40pm 2 hours 
before 
5.35  0.588  -0.32 0.338 -.25 DTM error correction 
57 155 1994 94-35 Dry area in centre foreground of photo - by 
fenceline 
3.673+/-0.15m 14.48 2 hours 
before 
3.66  -0.013  0.114 -0.013 
 
58 156 1994 94-35 Dry area 100m north of trees at centre of photo 4.466+/-0.15m 14.48 2 hours 
before 
4.39  -0.076  0.276 -0.076 
 
59 159 1994  At floor level of south silo at north end of  Byrnes Rd 4.697+/-0.10m Peak  4.58  -0.117   -0.117 
 
60 162 1994 94-35 Dry area east of Russell house left centre of photo - 4.307+/-0.15m 14.48 2 hours 4.53  0.223   0.223 
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61 164 1994 94-37 At dip in road on Brynes rd just s of Richarson’s 
house 
5.18+/-0.20m 14.32 2 hours 
before 
    -0.035 
 
62 164a 1994 94-37 Edge of flooding on BrynesRd 100m S of 
Richardson’s house 
4.86+/-0.10m 14.32 2 hours 
before 
4.74  -0.12   -0.120 
 
63 165 1994 94-32 On fence on near side of river at centre right of 
photo 
6.616+/-0.10m 14.32 2 hours 
before 
6.18  -0.436  0.067 -0.436 note breach here is about 20 - 25m. It 
developed to 100m in the end. 64 168 1994  5m N of Barn 500m SW of Richardsons house 5.797+/-0.15m Peak  5.69  -0.107  0.146 -0.107 ? this level does not seem to tie up with the 
fact that 1994 flooding was worse in this 65 170 1994 V94-55 Debris level on hedge on Brynes road near 
Middemisses house - opposite gate 
5.664+/-0.20m Peak  4.96  -0.704   -0.704 
 
66 173 1994  ark by wood burner in Middlemiss’s house - photo 
94-41 - used 11" deep mark at SW corner of house 
6.426+/-0.05m Peak  6.12  -0.306   -0.306 
 
67 174 1994  150m west of Middlemiss’s house under tall trees 
on terrace - photo 94-28 
6.414+/-0.15m Peak  6.21  -0.204  0.367 -0.204 
 
68 179 1994  Shed doorstep - Byrnes Rd on E side S of 
Middlemiss house 
5.238+/-0.025m Peak  4.8  -0.438   -0.438 
 
69 180 1994  Old Wellwood house - floor level - Byrnes Rd. 5.162+/-0.025m Peak  4.96  -0.202  -198 -0.202 
 
70 182 1994 94-39 dry area to south of Wellwood house 5.108+/-0.15m 14.35 2 hours 
before 
5.21  0.102  0.094 0.102 
 
71 183 1994 V94-54 Debris on hedge on west side on Brynes Rd near 
south end of road - top wire no debris. 
5.214+/-0.15m Peak  4.97  -0.244   -0.244 
 
72 186 1994 V94-53 Debris on fence by Sinclairs Creek on Maori Rd 
near east end - note gate left of truck 
5.218+/-0.10m Peak  4.68  -0.538  0.07 -0.538 
 
73 191 1994  Over 2nd hay bale in shed 200m north of vacant 
house on O. Richardson’s Maori Rd Prop. 
6.58+/-0.20m Peak  6.22  -0.36  0.155 -0.360 
 
74 198 1994 94-28 100m east of Hughes house on lower terrace 6.869+/-0.15m 14.31  6.49  -0.379  -0.052 -0.379 
 
75 201 1994  third to fourth to top wires at second power pole on 
Williams driveway 
7.907+/-0.10m Peak 
 
7.63  -0.277   -0.277 
 
76 204 1994  Top of first step to French doors of Williams house 8.073+/-0.05m Peak  7.83  -0.243  0.244 -0.243 
 
77 206 1994  Second step on west side of barn north of Williams 
house 
8.275+/-0.10m Peak  7.78  -0.495   -0.195 0.3m DTM error 
78 209 1994  300mm deep on haybales 100m north of Williams 
house 
8.371+/-0.10m Peak  na  na  0.399na point too for from calculated wet area to 
compare  79 210 1994  In paddock 300m north of Williams house 8.199+/-0.20m Peak  na    0.622
 
point too for from calculated wet area to 
compare  80 210a 1994  knee deep in channel on north side of paddock 
400m north of Williams house 
8.519+/-0.20m Peak  ns    0.102 point too for from calculated wet area to 
compare  81 212 1994  Gateway on S side of Sinclairs Creek on E of 
Kennedy driveway 
8.573+/-0.15m Peak  8.67  0.097  0.092 0.097 suspect 
82 217 1994  On fence on E side of Kennedy 50m S of gate 9.224+/-0.15m Peak  na    0.498 0.3 DTM error 
83 219 1994  Fence by haybales at opposite south end of 
Kennedy’s sheds 
10.338+/-0.15m Peak  na    0.32 0.3 DTM error 
84 220 1994  100m from north end of fence one paddock west of 
Kennedy’s driveway 
10.118+/-0.15m Peak  9.72  -0.398  0.471 0.098 0.3 DTM error 
85 221 1994  Between 2nd & 3rd to top wire 300m from north end 
of fence one paddock west of Kennedys driveway 
10.127+/-0.15m Peak  9.3  -0.827  0.369 -0.527 0.3 DTM error 
86 231 1994  0.075m in old House at Lundies Ford South Side 12.234+/-0.025m Peak  12.27  0.036 Mean 
Area s2 
 0.036 
 
87 232 1994  Shed at Lundies Ford - south side - lapping under 
floor 
12.38+/-0.10m Peak  11.77  -0.61 -0.212 0.254 Discard as level  231 is better as it is a 
level related to the floor that can be seen 88 233 1994  1" over stopbank on westside on right bank of 
lundies ford. - back flow to river 
13.028+/-0.05m Peak  12.93  -0.098 Std Dev  -0.098 Std dev mean 
89 237 1994  about 2nd lamppost on west side of Crowes Rd 
south of Lundies old house V94-65 
13.322+/-0.25m Peak  12.96  -0.362 0.295 0.061 -0.362 0.043 
90 238 1994  450mm in shed 25m NW of Smith house -  13.168+/-0.15m Peak  12.95  -0.218  -0.161 -0.218 Close to significant 
91 240 1994  On fence 300m NW of Smith house 13.112+/-0.20m Peak  13  -0.112  0.332 -0.112 
 
92 241 1994  On fence 400m NW of Smith house  12.665+/-0.20m Peak  13  0.335  -0.029 0.335 
 
93 244 1994  At foundation level of house on NW corner of Smith 
house 
13.318+/-0.10m Peak  12.99  -0.328  0.092 -0.328 
 
94 248 1994  On fence 100m E of silos on W.J.Pennos 13.013+/-0.20m Peak  13  -0.013  -0.292 -0.013 
 
95 267 1994  On driveway to west of E.Keen house 14.735+/-0.20m Peak  15.39  0.655  -0.093 0.655  
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96 269 1994  Just in west door - piggery in Keen’s Rd - phot 94-6 
- at gutter level  
15.558+/-0.15m Peak  15.44  -0.118  0.247 -0.118 
 
97 272 1994 94-4 Flood level  fence line to the E of Keen’s Rd - at low 
point in the fence it is just covered. 
15.383+/-0.15m 2.30pm 3 hours 
before 
15.77  0.387  -0.288 0.387 
 
98 274 1994 94-5 Flood level on fence - left centre -   15.716+/-0.15m 2.30pm 3 hours 
before 
16  0.284  0.238 0.284 
 
99 275 1994 94-6 Flood level on fence - centre of photograph - line up 
posts with the fence running towards camera here. 
15.364+/-0.15m 2.30pm 3 hours 
before 
15.72  0.356  0.184 0.356 
 
100 276 1994 94-7 Flood level on trough  16.042+/-0.05m 2.30pm 3 hours 
before 
15.8  -0.242  0.241 -0.242 
 
101 277 1994 94-8 Level on upstream side of railway culvert headwall  16.374+/-0.10m 2.30pm 3 hours 
before 
16.16  -0.214  0.119 -0.214 
 
102 278 1994 94-24 At base of third to fourth tree from right in row of 
tree on extreme left top of photo 
15.034+/-0.20m 14.43 3 hours 
before 
15.46  0.426  -0.024 0.426 
 
103 278a 1994 94-24 Where water crosses the fence of the south 
boundary of the paddock to the SW of the row of 
15.395+/-0.20m 14.43 3 hours 
before 
15.5  0.105  0.191 0.105 
 
104 293 1994  On lawn to N of Guthrie house - photo 94-3 16.876+/-0.10m Peak 
 
16.29  -0.586   -0.586 
 
105 294 1994  On east side of driveway 25m NE from Guthrie 
house - see Guthrie 
16.545+/-0.15m Peak 
 
16.29  -0.255 Mean 
Area s1 
0.037 -0.255  
106 296 1994  On west side of gateway 150m north of Guthrie 
house - see Guthrie 
17.006+/-0.15m Peak 
 
16.84  -0.166 -0.007 0.169 -0.166  
107 297 1994  On west side of gateway 250m north of Guthrie 
House - see Guthrie 
17.06+/-0.15m Peak 
 
16.9  -0.16 Std Dev -0.147 -0.160 Std Dev of mean 
108 298 1994  At W end of trees at N end of Guthrie property 17.372+/-0.20m Peak 
 
17.1  -0.272 0.326 -0.051 -0.272 0.075 
             
 
 
 
           
Mean total 
area 
 
 
Mean total 
area 
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Appendix 11- part 4 - Comparison of 1994 Flood Depths - 2de          
  
 
2de Waihao River Flood Plain survey of flood levels - 1994 flood depths          
  
 
 Survey order            
  
 
 Start at upstream end and work to sea on north side and back up the south flood plain          
  
 
              
  
 
Final list Mark Year Photograph  Description Depth Estimate of Time Time   
2de -20% 
from initial 
flow 
2de -20% 
from 
initial flow 
2de -20% 
from initial 
flow 
    
  Comments 
 in survey       Number   Level  peak Results Results Analysis   
   
number number      or Video (V)    accuracy of   compared to Results Comment Differences   
DTM 
error     
1 1 1994  Mark in pump house to west of Dickson house 1.1+/-0.025m Peak 
 
0.2  -0.9  -0.5 
  
 
2 3 1994  100mm in woolshed to south of Dickson house  +/-0.10m Peak      -0.5    
3 4 1994  Second to top strainer on fence to sth of Dickson house 0.87+/-0.10m Peak  0.39  -0.48  -0.479    
4 8 1994  Lapping terrace on Dickson driveway  +/-0.10m Peak 
 
    -0.454 
  
 
5 16 1994  150mm on fence sth side at end of Wains Crossing Rd. 0.35+/-0.15m Peak  0.42  0.07  -0.245    
6 18 1994  150mm in shed to sth west of L.G. Pauls house 0.15+/-0.15m Peak 
 
0.79  0.64  0.352 
  
 
7 28 1994  Pauls Rd - debris mark opposite gate past 2nd fence S of L.G.Pauls driveway 0.75+/-0.15m Peak  0.34  -0.41  -0.153    
8 31 1994  Debris at south end hedge on Pauls Rd. 0.6+/-0.15m Peak 
 
0.4  -0.2  0.028 
  
 
9 32 1994  Debris in gorse near shingle pit south end of Pauls Rd between 4 and 5th wire on fence. 0.4+/-0.15m Peak  0.47  0.07  0.227    
10 33 1994 94-22 dry area in flow at extreme right  +/-0.15m 14.40.0 
2 hours 
before 
peak 
    0.158 
  
 
11 34 1994 94-22 dry area in flow just above the tree line just right of the centre of the photo  +/-0.15m 14.40.0 
2 hours 
before 
peak 
     
  
 
12 35 1994  400m WSW of Ruddenclau house on west side of fence- north side  +/-0.20m Peak      -0.08    
13 37 1994 94-22 At base of tree that is at near the D/s end of dry area in centre of the flow  +/-0.15m 14.40.0 
2 hours 
before 
peak 
    0.122 
  
 
14 38 1994 94-22   At base of tree on fence line just right of centre of photograph  +/-0.20m 14.40.0 
2 hours 
before 
peak 
    0.11 
  
 
15 39 1994 94-22 level at tree line in centre of photo where flood over 
runner orginates from  +/-0.15m 14.40.0 
2 hours 
before 
peak 
     
  
 
16 41 1994  fence line 250m south of Ruddenclau house - 10m 
west of gate 0.14+/-0.20m Peak  0.51  0.37  0.04    
17 42 1994  On trough 300m south of Ruddenclau house - top of trough 0.45+/-0.20m Peak  0.6  0.15 
Mean of 
Area n1 -0.133    
18 43 1994  Bottom paddock 800m S of Ruddenclau house  +/-0.30m Peak     -0.015 -0.062    
19 45 1994 94-23 Level on airport buildings - use gun club building 
and its left window 0.9+/-0.15m 14.38 
2 hours 
before 
peak 
1.06  0.16 Std Dev -0.126 
  Std Dev Mean 
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20 50 1994  150mm below floor of silo just upstream and north 
of SH1 bridge - photo 94-2 0.15+/-0.10m Peak  0.52  0.37 0.446 -0.125   0.000 
21 69 1994 94-9 Flood level on Willowbridge Rd near Bruce house  +/-0.15m  Near peak     -0.275    
22 72 1994  Top of side rear view window in yellow Datsun car 200m E of Bruce house  +/-0.10m  
Near 
peak     -0.379    
23 73 1994  460mm by alpacka shed on M. Bruce property - photo 94-28 0.45+/-0.10m Peak  0.47  0.02 0.250 0.445   .14 DTM error 
24 75 1994 94-30 On fence at bottom left of photo 1+/-0.15m 14.45 2hrs before 0.22  -0.78  -0.055   .14 DTM error 
25 77 1994 94-27 level on Willowbridge Rd  where it goes onto the 
stopbank  +/-0.15m 14.45 
2hrs 
before     0.153   .14 DTM error 
26 95 1994  Just into silo’s north of Lundies ford. 0.4+/-0.10m Peak  0.06  -0.34  0.162 
  
.14 DTM error 
27 106 1994  Backwash south of Davies house  +/-0.15m Peak      0.448 
  
.14 DTM error 
28 107 1994  North south fence 100m south of Davis house  +/-0.15m Peak      0.158 
  
.14 DTM error 
29 108 1994  Back wash - Davis - just over electric fence wire at lowest point  0.59+/-0.15m Peak  0.24  -0.35  0.301   .14 DTM error 
30 109 1994  100m east of Davis house  +/-0.15m Peak      0.177 
  
.14 DTM error 
31 110 1994  110m east of Davis house at SE corner of paddock  +/-0.15m Peak      0.26 
  
.14 DTM error 
32 113 1994  Barn 300m south west of Davis house - on north 
side second post 0.35+/-0.10m Peak  0.5  0.15  0.702   .14 DTM error 
33 114 1994  In padock 100m E of barn  - see Fletcher at survey  +/-0.25m Peak      0.463 
  
.14 DTM error 
34 115 1994  In paddock 200m E of barn - see Fletcher at survey  +/-0.25m Peak      0.016 
  
.14 DTM error 
35 116 1994  In paddock 100m south of barn - see Fletcher at 
survey  +/-0.25m Peak      0.372   .14 DTM error 
36 117 1994  On drive 100m north of barn near sheds 0.1+/-0.25m Peak  0.17  0.07  0.34 
  
.14 DTM error 
37 118 1994  Overtopping to 75mm to east of Palmer house  -  V86-73  +/-0.10m Peak      0.301   .14 DTM error 
38 121 1994  Overtopping to 75mm to east of house site opp. Fletchers - photo 94-14  +/-0.10m Peak      0.387   .14 DTM error 
39 122 1994 94-14 Level on Bradshaws Rd on left of photgraph  +/-0.15m Near peak 
just 
before - 
see 
comment 
    0.23 
  
 
40 123 1994  2m north of rose garden to NW of Fletchers house  +/-0.10m Peak      0.013 
  
 
41 126 1994 V94-47 level of debris on fence on Fletcher driveway just N 
of entrance  +/-0.15m Peak          
42 127 1994 V94-50 level of debris on fence on Bradshaws Rd south 
side opposite Fletchers driveway 0.57+/-0.15m Peak  0.25  -0.32  -0.22    
43 128 1994 V94-51 Flooding to south of Bradshaws Rd opposite  Fletchers  +/-0.10m Peak          
44 131 1994 94-17 Fletchers Driveway - below S355 sign  - mark gone that I was given but  0.37+/-0.10m 
Near 
peak 
Just 
before 0.19  -0.18  -0.141    
45 132 1994 94-16 Level on fence south of Bradshaws Rd. - line up buildings in background 0.68+/-0.10m 
Near 
peak 
Just 
before 0.19  -0.49  -0.543    
46 138 1994 V94-27 Level at corner in Bradshaws Rd near peak of flood. 0.05+/-0.10m 
 
Close to 
peak 0.11  0.06  -0.01    
47 139 1994 94-18 Level on  Bradshaws Rd where it is dry  +/-0.10m 
 
Close to 
peak     -0.176   -.25 DTM error correction 
48 143 1994 94-31 level at upstream end of flow over stopbank to river in the centre of photo   +/-0.20m 14.31 
2 hours 
before     -    
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49 141 1994 94-31 
Level at the S (near) end of the dry area in the 
second paddock left of the start of the stopbank 
overtopping 
 +/-0.15m 14.31 2 hours before    
Mean 
Area n2 
-0.136   
-.25 DTM error correction 
50 142 1986  Third to fourth wire to north of beehives at left CS 10 0.46+/-0.10m Peak  0.03  -0.43 -0.235 
-0.259   
This error reduces to 
+0.03m if the flood level of 
8.62 is increased to 9.00 
about the correct level over 
this area as the DTM is too 
low at the control point for 
this area that is the ridge 
near Bradshaws Rd. 
51 144 1994 V94-5  Fletchers flat flooding - pan no 3 - level on gate 
north of road.  +/-0.15m 2pm 
well 
before    Std Dev    Std Dev Mean 
52 145 1994 V94-5  Fletchers flat flooding - pan no 3 -level of far flooding on road  +/-0.15m 2pm 
well 
before    0.288    0.000 
53 146 1994 V94-10  Fletchers flat flooding and overflow onto river flat - pan no 8 - level on fence   +/-0.15m 2pm 
well 
before        close to significant 
54 147 1994 V94-42 View east over Bradshaws Bridge - pan no 1 - on 
road midway Bridge to Brynes Rd  +/-0.20m 2.40pm 
2 hours 
before     -0.18   -.25 DTM error correction 
55 148 1994 V94-42 View east over Bradshaws Bridge - pan no 1 - on 
near bridge  +/-0.20m 2.40pm 
2 hours 
before     -0.20   -.25 DTM error correction 
56 149 1994 V94-42 View east over Bradshaws Bridge - pan no 1 - in paddock 200m over river 100m N of road  +/-0.20m 2.40pm 
2 hours 
before     -0.32   -.25 DTM error correction 
57 155 1994 94-35 Dry area in centre foreground of photo - by fenceline  +/-0.15m 14.48 2 hours before     0.114    
58 156 1994 94-35 Dry area 100m north of trees at centre of photo  +/-0.15m 14.48 2 hours before     0.276    
59 159 1994    +/-0.10m Peak       
  
 
60 162 1994 94-35 Dry area east of Russell house left centre of photo - 
at power pole  +/-0.15m 14.48 
2 hours 
before         
61 164 1994 94-37 At dip in road on Brynes rd just s of Richarson’s house  +/-0.20m 14.32 
2 hours 
before     -0.035    
62 164a 1994 94-37 Edge of flooding on BrynesRd 100m S of Richardson’s house  +/-0.10m 14.32 
2 hours 
before         
63 165 1994 94-32 On fence on near side of river at centre right of photo 1.05+/-0.10m 14.32 
2 hours 
before 0.63  -0.42  0.067    
64 168 1994  5m N of Barn 500m SW of Richardsons house  +/-0.15m Peak      0.146 
  
 
65 170 1994 V94-55 Debris level on hedge on Brynes road near Middemisses house - opposite gate  +/-0.20m Peak          
66 173 1994  
Mark by wood burner in Middlemiss’s house - photo 
94-41 - used 11" deep mark at SW corner of house 
in survey. 
 +/-0.05m Peak       
  
 
67 174 1994  150m west of Middlemiss’s house under tall trees on terrace - photo 94-28  +/-0.15m Peak      0.367    
68 179 1994  Shed doorstep - Byrnes Rd on E side S of Middlemiss house  +/-0.025m Peak          
69 180 1994  Old Wellwood house - floor level - Byrnes Rd. 0.4+/-0.025m Peak  0.11  -0.29  -198 
  
 
70 182 1994 94-39 dry area to south of Wellwood house  +/-0.15m 14.35 
2 hours 
before 
peak 
    0.094 
  
 
71 183 1994 V94-54 Debris on hedge on west side on Brynes Rd near 
south end of road - top wire no debris. 0.39+/-0.15m Peak  0.00  -0.39      
72 186 1994 V94-53 Debris on fence by Sinclairs Creek on Maori Rd 
near east end - note gate left of truck  +/-0.10m Peak      0.07    
73 191 1994  Over 2nd hay bale in shed 200m north of vacant house on O. Richardson’s Maori Rd Prop. 0.55+/-0.20m Peak  0.4  -0.15  0.155    
74 198 1994 94-28 100m east of Hughes house on lower terrace  +/-0.15m 14.31      -0.052 
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75 201 1994  third to fourth to top wires at second power pole on Williams driveway  +/-0.10m Peak          
76 204 1994  Top of first step to French doors of Williams house 0.1+/-0.05m Peak  0.12  0.02  0.244 
  
 
77 206 1994  Second step on west side of barn north of Williams house  +/-0.10m Peak         0.3m DTM error 
78 209 1994  300mm deep on haybales 100m north of Williams house 0.3+/-0.10m Peak  0  -0.3  0.399   
point too for from calculated 
wet area to compare  
79 210 1994  In paddock 300m north of Williams house  +/-0.20m Peak      0.622 
  
point too for from calculated 
wet area to compare  
80 210a 1994  knee deep in channel on north side of paddock 400m north of Williams house  +/-0.20m Peak      0.102   
point too for from calculated 
wet area to compare  
81 212 1994  Gateway on S side of Sinclairs Creek on E of Kennedy driveway  +/-0.15m Peak      0.092    
82 217 1994  On fence on E side of Kennedy 50m S of gate  +/-0.15m Peak      0.498 
  
0.3 DTM error 
83 219 1994  Fence by haybales at opposite south end of Kennedy’s sheds  +/-0.15m Peak      0.32   0.3 DTM error 
84 220 1994  100m from north end of fence one paddock west of Kennedy’s driveway  +/-0.15m Peak      0.471   0.3 DTM error 
85 221 1994  Between 2nd & 3rd to top wire 300m from north end 
of fence one paddock west of Kennedys driveway 0.8+/-0.15m Peak  0.14  -0.66  0.369   0.3 DTM error 
86 231 1994  0.075m in old House at Lundies Ford South Side  +/-0.025m Peak     Mean Area s2     
87 232 1994  Shed at Lundies Ford - south side - lapping under floor 0.65+/-0.10m Peak  0.24  -0.41 -0.325 0.254    
88 233 1994  1" over stopbank on westside on right bank of lundies ford. - back flow to river  +/-0.05m Peak     Std Dev    Std dev mean 
89 237 1994  about 2nd lamppost on west side of Crowes Rd 
south of Lundies old house V94-65  +/-0.25m Peak     0.201 0.061   0.000 
90 238 1994  450mm in shed 25m NW of Smith house -  1.2+/-0.15m Peak  0.67  -0.53  -0.161 
  
Close to significant 
91 240 1994  On fence 300m NW of Smith house  +/-0.20m Peak      0.332 
  
 
92 241 1994  On fence 400m NW of Smith house   +/-0.20m Peak      -0.029 
  
 
93 244 1994  At foundation level of house on NW corner of Smith house 0.48+/-0.10m Peak    -0.48  0.092    
94 248 1994  On fence 100m E of silos on W.J.Pennos  +/-0.20m Peak      -0.292    
95 267 1994  On driveway to west of E.Keen house  +/-0.20m Peak      -0.093    
96 269 1994  Just in west door - piggery in Keen’s Rd - phot 94-6 
- at gutter level   +/-0.15m Peak      0.247    
97 272 1994 94-4 Flood level  fence line to the E of Keen’s Rd - at low point in the fence it is just covered. 1.05+/-0.15m 2.30pm 
3 hours 
before 0.98  -0.07  -0.288    
98 274 1994 94-5 Flood level on fence - left centre -    +/-0.15m 2.30pm 3 hours before     0.238    
99 275 1994 94-6 Flood level on fence - centre of photograph - line up posts with the fence running towards camera here.  +/-0.15m 2.30pm 
3 hours 
before     0.184    
100 276 1994 94-7 Flood level on trough   +/-0.05m 2.30pm 3 hours before     0.241    
101 277 1994 94-8 Level on upstream side of railway culvert headwall   +/-0.10m 2.30pm 3 hours before     0.119    
102 278 1994 94-24 At base of third to fourth tree from right in row of tree 
on extreme left top of photo  +/-0.20m 14.43 
3 hours 
before     -0.024    
103 278a 1994 94-24 
Where water crosses the fence of the south 
boundary of the paddock to the SW of the row of 
trees at the top left of the photograph 
 +/-0.20m 14.43 3 hours before     0.191 
  
 
104 293 1994  On lawn to N of Guthrie house - photo 94-3  +/-0.10m Peak 
 
     
  
 
105 294 1994  On east side of driveway 25m NE from Guthrie house - see Guthrie  +/-0.15m Peak     
Mean 
Area s1 0.037    
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106 296 1994  On west side of gateway 150m north of Guthrie house - see Guthrie  +/-0.15m Peak     -0.313 0.169    
107 297 1994  On west side of gateway 250m north of Guthrie House - see Guthrie 0.29+/-0.15m Peak  0.12  -0.17 Std Dev -0.147   Std Dev of mean 
108 298 1994  At W end of trees at N end of Guthrie property  +/-0.20m Peak 
 
   0.227 
-0.051   0.000
          
Mean 
total area -0.194      
    mean 0.533529412    Std Dev 0.340  
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Appendix 12 - Part 1 - Comparison of 1986 Flood Levels - MIKE11 
            
MIKE11 
- 
Waihao River Flood Plain survey of flood levels - 1986 flood levels 
            
 Survey order               
 
Start at upstream end and work to sea on north side and back up the south flood plain 
            
                 
Final list Mark Year Photograph  Description 
Reduced 
Level 
Estimate 
of Time Time   
MIke11 
initial 
MIke11 
initial 
MIke11 
initial Error   
MIke11 
initial   Error 
 in survey          Number   Level  peak Analysis Results Analysis Analysis  Analysis  Analysis 
number number      or Video (V)      accuracy of   
compared 
to Results Comment Differences   
DTM 
error 
with 
DTM Comments   
1 2 1986  Pump house to the west south west of Dickson house 36.262 
+/-
0.025m Peak  36.24  -0.02  
-
0.912 -0.02   
2 5 1986  M.Dickson silo - 50mm under floor 35.91 +/-0.05m Peak  35.98  0.07  
-
0.766 0.07   
3 6 1986  M.Dickson - shed south of house - flood mark inside 36.217 +/-0.10m Peak  35.91  -0.31  
-
0.781 -0.31   
4 7 1986  Wool Press in woolshed 30m south of Dickson house - flood mark  36.095 
+/-
0.025m Peak  35.45  -0.64  
-
0.600 -0.64   
5 9 1986 86-76 flood area to centre right of photo on fence line 31.295 +/-0.15m 8.30am 
4.5hrs 
before 31.50    0.009  
Level dropped as the time is too 
far from the peak and could not 
be compared.  But good result if  
6 10 1986 86-76 flood area before hedge near left fence 31.884 +/-0.20m 8.30am 
4.5hrs 
before 32.00    
-
0.018  See comment on point 9  
7 11 1986 86-77 level on fence in centre of photo 32.254 +/-0.15m 8.30am 
4.5hrs 
before 32.40      See comment on point 9  
8 12 1986 86-78 level on dry piece on road 32.727 +/-0.05m 8.30am 
4.5hrs 
before 32.85      See comment on point 9  
9 13 1986 86-80 level on right fence 33.984 +/-0.05m 10.00am 3hrs before 33.46 
peak less 
0.1m -0.52  
-
0.282 -0.47 
Estimated time by L Paul - but 
used negative sequence and the  
10 14 1986 86-81 level on ground at flood extent 33.332 +/-0.10m 10.00am 3hrs before 33.37 
peak less 
0.1m 0.04  
-
0.382 0.09 See comment on point 13  
11 15 1986 86-79 level on second fence in centre of photo 33.087 +/-0.10m 8.30am 
4.5hrs 
before 33.10  0.01   0.01   
12 19 1986  Flood mark in shed south west of L. Pauls House - photo 86-70 31.373 
+/-
0.025m Peak  30.97  -0.40   -0.40   
13 20 1986 86-70 level on fence at right of photo 31.11 
+/-
0.075m 9.30am 
3.5hrs 
before 30.56 
peak less 
0.30m -0.55  
-
0.114 -0.55 
This level is 0.3m below the peak 
using levels 20 and 21 and peak  
14 21 1986 86-70 level on second gate (far gate) 31.073 +/-0.075m 9.30am 
3.5hrs 
before 30.85 
peak less 
0.30m -0.22  0.030 -0.22 See comment on point 20  
15 22 1986 86-71 
dry land where sheep are - there is a ridge on the ground here where 
you can see grass on the photograph. 30.919 
+/-
0.075m 9.30am 
3.5hrs 
before 30.80 
peak less 
0.30m -0.12  0.122 -0.12 See comment on point 20  
16 22a 1986 86-71 Water level on fence at water tank 30.882 +/-0.10m 9.30am 
3.5hrs 
before 30.51 
peak less 
0.30m -0.37  0.261 -0.37 See comment on point 20  
17 23 1986 86-84 Water level at loading bay  30.946 
+/-
0.075m 9.30am 
3.5hrs 
before 30.43 
peak less 
0.30m -0.52  
-
0.102 -0.52 See comment on point 20  
18 24 1986  
L.G.Paul House - sill of middle door of Washhouse to west of house -
Photo 86-72 31.277 
+/-
0.025m peak Peak 30.85  -0.43  
-
0.075 -0.43   
19 25 1986 86-73 east of house 31.332 +/-0.10m 10:30am 
2-3 hours 
before 31.25 
peak less 
0.1m -0.08  
-
0.020 -0.08 See comment on point 13  
20 26 1986 86-74 level at sheep 31.336 +/-0.10m 10.30am 
2-3 hours 
before 31.25 
peak less 
0.1m -0.09  
-
0.097 -0.09 See comment on point 13  
21 26a 1986 86-74 level on fence line. 31.774 +/-0.10m 10.30am 
2-3 hours 
before 31.35 
peak less 
0.1m -0.42  
-
0.117 -0.42 See comment on point 13  
22 27 1986 86-75 dry areas - base of tree on extreme right 30.586 +/-0.10m 10.30am 
2-3 hours 
before 30.54 
peak less 
0.1m -0.05  
-
0.036 -0.05 See comment on point 13  
23 29 1986 86-85 Top of fence at the south end of hedge - Pauls Rd 28.793 +/-0.15m 10:30am 
2-3 hours 
before 28.51 
peak less 
0.1m -0.28  
-
0.056 -0.28 
Time probably incorrect.  A better 
estimate is 2pm that is fairly close  
24 30 1986 86-87 dry area at centre of photo - at fence line 29.088 +/-0.20m 10:30am 
2-3 hours 
before 29.36 
peak less 
0.1m 0.27  
-
0.057 0.27 
Time probably incorrect.  A better 
estimate is 2pm that is fairly close  
25 40 1986  10m from SW corner of 1st paddock W of Ruddenclau’s sheds 26.586 +/-0.15m Peak  26.20 
no 
flooding -0.39  
-
0.283 -0.39   
26 44 1986  Aero club Building - between top of stove and window sill - photo 86-? 22.782 +/-0.10m Peak  22.12  -0.66  0.083 -0.66   
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27 46 1986 86-1 C.Sew Hoy - airport entrance gate 21.329 
+/-
0.025m 09:30am 
3.5 hours 
before     
-
0.226    
28 47 1986 86-2 C.Sew Hoy -airport entrance gate 21.821 +/-0.05m 10:00:am 
3 hours 
before     
-
0.234    
29 48 1986 86-3 & 4 C.Sew Hoy - Photos 14 & 15 of film 2 -SH1 22.162 +/-0.05m 
about 
10:00am 
3 hours 
before 21.75  -0.41  0.417 -0.41   
30 49 1986 86-6 
State highway to north of bridge - 2nd delineator post right side of road 
- the post has been shifted. 22.652 +/-0.15m 10:30am 
2.5 hours 
before 22.02  -0.63   -0.63   
31 51 1986  600-750mm in grain silo at SH1 bridge - photo 86-6 22.864 +/-0.10m Peak  22.12  -0.74  
-
0.125 -0.74   
32 54 1986 86-89 
flooding upstream of SH1 -north of river at airport - pan no 1 - angle of 
overflow from airport against background 22.734 +/-0.25m 1.00pm  23.12  0.39  
-
0.093 0.39   
33 55 1986 86-89 edge of flooding on SH1 21.477 +/-0.15m 1.00pm 
Close to 
Peak 19.70  -1.78  0.289 -1.78   
34 56 1986 86-90 Flooding at D.Small’s gate 21.524 +/-0.10m 1.00pm 
Close to 
Peak 21.15  -0.37  0.052 -0.37   
35 57 1986  
50mm from top of west veranda of D. Small house - see photograph 
86-91 19.771 +/-0.10m Peak  18.93  -0.84  0.579 -0.44 0.4m DTM error correction  
36 58 1986  
To W edge of concrete of entrance to northern most shed on E side of 
J.Small’s northern driveway 19.315 +/-0.10m Peak  18.69  -0.63  0.560 -0.23 0.4m DTM error correction  
37 59 1986 86-95 Flooding at S end of Small’s  19.712 +/-0.10m 12.30pm 
Close to 
Peak 19.38  -0.33  0.099 -0.33   
38 60 1986  Mark No 1 of B.Mecchias survey 1986  +/-0.15m Peak          
39 61 1986  Mark No 3 of B.Mecchias survey 1986  +/-0.15m Peak          
40 62 1986  In field on the S side of D Small’s - mark no 2 of B.Mecchia survey  +/-0.15m Peak          
41 63 1986  
100m upstream on the N side of the railway bridge- mark no 4 of 
B.Mecchia survey  +/-0.15m Peak          
42 64 1986 86-96 
Debris mark on fence sidling just by W side of railway at Faulkner Rd 
intersection 14.828 +/-0.15m Peak  14.12  -0.71 mean n1 
-
0.023 -0.71  mean n1 
43 64a 1986  water 4-5’’ over the railway line 14.786 +/-0.10m Peak  14.12   -0.367 0.143  
deleted as close to level 64 and 
will distort results -0.363 
44 65 1986  At shed on railway line south of Faulkners Rd crossing 15.871 +/-0.25m Peak  15.03   
STDEV 
n1 0.242  
Deleted as level may not be 
correct as it is estimated from 
STDEV 
n1 
45 66 1986  At sign on railway line north of Faulkners Rd crossing 14.481 +/-0.25m Peak  13.00   0.394 0.191  
Deleted as level may not be 
correct as it is estimated from 0.383 
46 67 1986  
Between 4 and 5th stringer on gate to lower paddock on J.Small’s 
east property 15.401 +/-0.10m Peak          
47 71 1986 
V86-68 & 
V86-81 
flood mark of peak on Willowbridge Rd opposite Bruce house - V86-
81 11.703 +/-0.15m Peak  10.71  -0.99  
-
0.135 -0.99 Level not correct  
48 74 1986 V86-84 
Debris on fence at  Rabbit Island’ - photo is at first post W of end of 
dip in fence 9.423 +/-0.10m Peak  8.84  -0.58  0.266 -0.38 
.2m DTM error as this point is just 
out of large 0.3m area that is too  
49 76 1986 V86-83 Debris on gate at Lundies Ford 12.328 +/-0.15m  peak 11.65  -0.68  0.231 -0.43 .25m DTM error  
50 78 1986 V86-3 Dry area of Willowbridge Rd on flat midway to river stopbank 11.442 +/-0.15m 11.30 
2-3hrs 
before     0.232  .25m DTM error  
51 80 1986 86-65 height of debris on fenceline 12.082 +/-0.15m Peak  11.55  -0.53  0.336 -0.28 .25m DTM error  
52 80a 1986 86-65 height of water on fenceline 11.741 +/-0.10m 5pm 
About 1-2 
hours after 11.20  -0.54   -0.54   
53 82 1986 86-64 dry areas at left centre of photo 11.442 +/-0.15m 5pm 
About 1-2 
hours after 11.27  -0.17  0.476 -0.17   
54 84 1986 86-57 Water just over terrace by clump of trees at right centre of photo 11.298 +/-0.20m 2pm near peak 10.37  -0.93  -0.214 -0.93   
55 86 1986 86-60 dry areas at upper centre of photo 10.067 +/-0.15m 5pm 
About 1-2 
hours after 10.14  0.07  0.024 0.07   
56 87 1986 86-61 & 63 Water level on fenceline of track on Bruce’s  10.87 +/-0.15m 5pm 
About 1-2 
hours after 10.53        
57 87a 1986 86-61 & 63 debris height on fenceline of track on Bruce’s  11.326 +/-0.20m Peak 
About 1-2 
hours after 10.99  -0.34   -0.12 .2m DTM error  
58 89 1986 V86-22 level on Willowbridge Rd on higher land by Bruce cottage  12.779 +/-0.15m 12.30 
About 2-3
hours 12.88  0.10   0.10   
59 90 1986 V86-82 
Debris on fence on Willowbridge Rd on  ’Watties Hill’ 200m north of 
river 13.02 +/-0.10m Peak  12.04  -0.98  0.114 -0.98   
60 91 1986 V86-2 extent of water on high area of Willowbridge Rd. 12.678 +/-0.10m 11.30 
About 2-3 
hours 12.04  -0.64   -0.64   
61 94 1986 V86-23 level on silos - on Willowbridge Rd at Bruce cottage. 12.798 +/-0.10m 12.30 
About 2-3 
hours 13.02  0.22  
-
0.087 0.22   
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62 96 1986 86-68 level in Willowbridge road 11.223 +/-0.10m  Near peak 10.36  -0.86   -0.86   
63 97 1986 V86-69 
debris mark on west fence on Willowbridge Rd just south of 
intersection with Bradshaws Rd - 4 posts S of power pole in field. 10.965 +/-0.15m Peak  10.70  -0.27  
-
0.030 -0.27   
64 98 1986 V86-71 
debris mark on east fence on Willowbridge Rd just south of 
intersection with Bradshaws Rd - opposite power pole in paddock over 10.889 +/-0.10m Peak  10.63  -0.26   -0.26   
65 99 1986 86-69 
extent in paddock on right side of road - 10m N of power pole in 
paddock near water 10.641 +/-0.15m  Near peak 10.46  -0.18  0.231 -0.18   
66 100 1986  
5m south of SW corner of house W of  Willowbridge Rd just north of 
its intersection with Bradshaws Rd. 11.505 +/-0.15m Peak  11.27  -0.24  
-
0.202 -0.24   
67 102 1986 V86-72 
water around house (now demolished) on NW corner of Bradshaws 
and Willowbridge Rds. 11.104 +/-0.15m Peak  10.74  -0.36  0.084 -0.36   
68 103 1986 V86-66 flood level on Bradshaws Rd 400m from Willowbridge Rd intersection 7.928 +/-0.10m 6pm? After peak  7.85  -0.08  0.046 -0.08   
69 104 1986 V86-41 flooding of land south of the west end of Bradshaws Rd. - pan 6 8.174 +/-0.10m 6pm? After peak  8.13  -0.04  0.145 -0.04   
70 112 1986  Barn 300m south west of Davis house - on north side second post 8.97 +/-0.10m Peak  8.54  -0.43   -0.13 DTM error 0.3m   
71 119 1986  2m S of caravan shed 9.162 +/-0.15m Peak  8.53  -0.63  0.331 -0.63   
72 120 1986 86-118 Level at N end of driveway 8.251 +/-0.15m       
-
0.015    
73 124 1986  In the rose garden to the NW of Flecher’s house 6.243 +/-0.15m Peak  6.96  0.72  0.130 0.72   
74 125 1986  
level of Fletchers driveway at entrance to yard at barn S of Fletcher 
house 6.281 +/-0.15m Peak     
mean 
area n2 0.172   
mean 
area n2 
75 129 1986 V86-44 flooding centre of Bradshaws Rd. about opposite Fletchers gate. 7.236 +/-0.15m Peak  7.24  0.00 -0.312 0.143 0.00  -0.291 
76 133 1986 V86-56 level in track south of Bradshaws Rd opposite Fletchers 7.964 +/-0.10m 6pm After peak 7.95  -0.01 
STDEV 
area n2 
-
0.142 -0.01  
STDEV 
area n2 
77 136 1986  
Flood level in paddock north of cross section 10 - note allowed for tow 
here but flecher could only give one ( a good one) on the day. 7.951 +/-0.20m Peak  8.15  0.20 0.412 
-
0.097 0.20  0.401 
78 150 1986 V86-77 Debris on fence at east end of Brynes Rd 100m from Waihao box. 4.616 +/-0.15m Peak  3.67    0.142  
Level was surveyed in the wrong 
place as the photograh position  
79 150a 1986 86-46 Water flow over coastal stopbank 30m from river. 4.126 +/-0.15m 14.45 
Close to 
peak 3.62  -0.51  
-
0.028 -0.51   
80 151 1986 86-48 end of flooding in flood channel by beach dune opposite Richardson’s 3.654 +/-0.20m 14.45 
Close to 
peak 4.42  0.77   0.77   
81 152 1986 86-48 overtopping of stopbank for coastal storms at bottom left of photo 4.06 +/-0.20m 14.45 
Close to 
peak 4.05  -0.01  
-
0.056 -0.01   
82 153 1986 86-49 
at third fence line on southern bank of river - at near point where 
flooding extents to  3.809 +/-0.20m 14.45 
Close to 
peak 3.65  -0.16  0.362 -0.16   
83 154 1986 86-49 
100m S of third fence line on southern bankof river - at far end where 
flooding just extents to the river stopbank - at corner of stopbank here. 3.978 +/-0.20m 14.45 
Close to 
peak 3.65  -0.33  0.035 -0.33   
84 157 1986 V86-76 Debris on fence in front of silos at north end of Brynes Rd. 4.611 +/-0.10m Peak Peak 3.65  -0.96  0.055 -0.96   
85 158 1986  1.5" below going into silos at north end of Brynes Rd. 4.66 +/-0.10m Peak  3.65  -1.01  0.013 -1.01   
86 160 1986 86-46 right end of flood free area at right just above centre of the photo 4.508 +/-0.20m 14.45 Close to peak 3.65  -0.86  
-
0.135 -0.86   
87 161 1986 86-46 
just overtopping terrace at left of Russell house just above the centre 
of the photo 4.367 +/-0.15m 14.45 
Close to 
peak 4.00  -0.37  
-
0.471 -0.17 
0.2m adjustment after examining 
the contour map of the DTM  
88 163 1986  
 Silo’s in A.C. Richardson’s had water in them (According to 
O.Richardson the water was very close to entering them)  5.145 +/-0.10m Peak  4.22  -0.93  0.198 -0.93   
89 166 1986  Mark 1.5m on wooden power pole 500m south of Richardson’s house 5.631 +/-0.10m Peak  5.21  -0.42  
-
0.132 -0.42   
90 167 1986  75mm in South barn 500m south of Richardson’s house 6.285 +/-0.05m Peak  5.55  -0.74  
-
0.519 -0.74   
91 169 1986  
1.5m deep on tractor - 30m east & 20 south in second paddock east 
500m south of Richardson’s house 5.289 +/-0.15m Peak  5.20  -0.09  0.049 -0.09   
92 171 1986 V86-78 Debris on hedge on Brynes Rd S of Wellwood house 6.581 +/-0.20m Peak  5.25    0.133  
discarded as it was surveyed in 
the wrong place after examining  
93 172 1986  
Just at floor level at SW corner of Middlemiss’s house - photo 86-45 & 
86-47 6.124 +/-0.05m Peak  5.52  -0.60  0.166 -0.60   
94 175 1986 86-47 
100m NE of trees 150m W of Middlemisses house in small channel 
here 6.129 +/-0.15m 14.45 
Close to 
peak 5.50  -0.63  0.195 -0.63   
95 176 1986 86-47 bottom of flood free cresent shape at left of photo near bush 6.306 +/-0.15m 14.45 
Close to 
peak 5.56  -0.75  0.067 -0.75   
96 177 1986 86-47 
top of cresent shape where there is another area that goes into the 
cresents centre 6.037 +/-0.15m 14.45 
Close to 
peak 5.51  -0.53  
-
0.219 -0.53   
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97 181 1986  Byrnes Rd. Wellwood House -  0.28m 5.442 
+/-
0.025m Peak  5.31  -0.13   -0.13   
98 184 1986  On tank at corner of Byrnes Rd and Maori Rd. - photo 86-44 6.286 +/-0.30m 2.30pm Near peak 5.44    0.101    
99 185 1986  
On sign at E end of Maori Rd. - mark no 9 of B.Mecchia survey ( see 
B.Mecchia)  +/-0.15m Peak          
100 187 1986 86-41 level at base of trees close to edge of flooding 5.535 +/-0.15m 14.45 
Close to 
peak 5.27  -0.27  0.251 -0.27   
101 188 1986 86-43 level on water overflow edge on irrigation race at right of photo 5.45 +/-0.10m 14.45 
Close to 
peak 5.27  -0.18  0.197 -0.18   
102 188a 1986 86-43 
level on water flow edge in front of  irrigation race at right of photo - at 
gap in hedge here 4.98 +/-0.10m 14.45 
Close to 
peak 5.27  0.29  
-
0.147 0.29   
103 188b 1986 86-43 
level on water flow edge in front of  irrigation race in centre of photo -
at corner of race 4.773 +/-0.10m 14.45 
Close to 
peak         
104 189 1986 86-43 level at ground in front of trees at centre of photo 5.518 +/-0.15m 14.45 
Close to 
peak     
-
0.327    
105 192 1986  
Over 2nd hay bale in shed 200m north of vacant house on o 
Richardson’s Maori Rd Prop. 6.58 +/-0.20m Peak  5.51  -1.07   -1.07   
106 193 1986  
At underside of tank on water tank on O Richardson’s drive on his 
Maori Rd Prop. 6.338 +/-0.15m Peak  5.99  -0.35  0.266 -0.35   
107 194 1986  
Just into house - 1 -3" in vacant house on O Richardson’s Maori Rd 
Prop. 6.483 +/-0.05m Peak  6.15  -0.33  
-
0.018 -0.33   
108 195 1986  
On Maori Rd at J Hughes gate to top of tractor tyres of O Richardson’s 
tractor = 1.0m  8.339? +/-0.15m Peak      0.011    
109 196 1986  Driveway -J. Hughes 30m south of power pole 7.768 +/-0.15m Peak  7.80  0.03  0.148 0.03   
110 199 1986  Over topped Sinclairs Creek 20m downstream from Hughes Driveway 7.578 +/-0.25m Peak  7.21  -0.37  0.230 -0.37   
111 200 1986  
On Williams driveway B18- at 2nd power pole - between the second 
and third to top wires - photo 86-36 8.229 +/-0.15m Peak  7.75  -0.48  
-
0.040 -0.48   
112 202 1986 86-37 Depth on car tyres 7cm deep. 8.132 +/-0.05m 11:00am 
4 hours 
before 7.81 
peak less 
0.2m -0.32  0.228 -0.12 0.2m DTM error  
113 203 1986 86-38 Level is shown on path  7.831 +/-0.05m 11:00am 
4 hours 
before 7.84 
peak less 
0.2m 0.01  0.161 0.21 0.2m DTM error  
114 205 1986  At Top Step of Williams house at French Doors - photo 86-38 8.353 +/-0.05m Peak  8.05  -0.30   -0.10 0.2m DTM error  
115 207 1986  
At third step of west side of top barn above Williams House - photo 
86-40 8.495 +/-0.10m Peak  8.08  -0.41  0.353 -0.21 0.2m DTM error  
116 208 1986 86-40 just under tin on shed 8.289 +/-0.10m 11:00am 4 hours before 7.88 
peak less 
0.2m -0.41  0.188  
Discarded as it was at the same 
position as level 207.  
117 211 1986  Peg in top paddock 8.8 +/-0.20m Peak   
no 
flooding   0.317  0.3m DTM error  
118 211a 1986  At hedge line on Hughes boundary in top paddock 8.262 +/-0.20m Peak      0.496  0.3m DTM error  
119 213 1986  Gate on Kennedy’s driveway 9.075 +/-0.15m Peak  9.18  0.11 
mean 
area s2 0.427 0.41 0.3m DTM error 
mean 
area s2 
120 216 1986  At gate of paddock on E of Kennedy’s 9.522 +/-0.15m Peak     -0.360 0.686  0.3m DTM error -0.343 
121 218 1986  Gate to west of Kennedy’s sheds 10.367 +/-0.15m Peak     
STDEV 
area s2 0.377  0.3m DTM error 
STDEV 
area s2 
121 222 1986 86-32 Maori Rd - Dry area to centre left of photo - W of Williams driveway 7.486 +/-0.15m 6.00pm 
3 hours 
after 7.55  0.06 0.392  0.06  0.424 
122 223 1986  On east side of front step of Waimate Marae  - photo 86-32 & 86-67 12.899 +/-0.10m Peak  12.91  0.01  0.241 0.01   
123 224 1986  Ankle deep in front of K Davis house- photo 86-32 & 86-67 12.626 +/-0.10m Peak  12.35  -0.28  0.171 -0.28   
124 227 1986 86-115 On fence 100m NW of Crowes Rd - line up power pole and tree 12.309 +/-0.10m   12.63  0.32  
-
0.110 0.32   
125 228 1986 V86-113 Debris on fence on Crowes Rd near intersection with Maori Rd. 13.954 +/-0.10m Peak  13.10  -0.85  
-
0.187 -0.85   
126 229 1986 V86-80 Debris on fence on Crowes Rd near intersection with Maori Rd. 13.781 +/-0.10m Peak  13.10  -0.68  
-
0.093 -0.68   
127 230 1986 V86-114 Debris on hedge at Lundies ford on south side at Lundies old house 13.078 +/-0.20m Peak  12.52  -0.56   -0.56   
128 234 1986  
At stay on gate 20m SW of Crowes Rd where it goes over the S 
Stopbank at Lundies Ford 13.297 +/-0.10m Peak  12.96  -0.34  0.027 -0.34   
129 235 1986 86-31 Crowes Rd. - level on fence line 12.167 +/-0.10m   12.36  0.19  
-
0.079 0.19   
130 239 1986  Silt mark on fencing wire in shed 100m WNW of Smith house 13.48 +/-0.10m Peak  13.16  -0.32  0.217 -0.32   
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131 242 1986  On fence 350m NW of Smith house 13.471 +/-0.20m Peak  12.23  -1.24  0.177 -1.24   
132 243 1986  100mm below floor of Smith House 13.605 +/-0.05m Peak  13.16  -0.45   -0.45   
133 245 1986  To the tyres of old Holden car 25m south of Smith house 13.222 +/-0.15m Peak  13.16  -0.06   -0.06   
134 246 1986  
Above fence and below switch board on shed on Crowes Rd 300m N 
of Maori Rd intersection  13.948? +/-0.10m Peak  12.77    0.002    
135 247 1986  400-500mm deep at NW corner of paddock 300m SW of Smith house 13.19 +/-0.20m Peak  13.10  -0.09  
-
0.219 -0.09   
136 249 1986  Just above floor level of silos 100m N of W.J.Penno house 13.771 +/-0.10m Peak  13.27  -0.50  
-
0.238 -0.50   
137 250 1986 86-99 On Horsnell’s Rd E of W.J.Penno gate 14.99 +/-0.15m  
Close to 
peak 14.75  -0.24  
-
0.176 -0.24   
138 251 1986  Fence 50m S of Kelly (opposite SE corner of barn S of house) 14.889 +/-0.20m Peak  14.82  -0.07  -0.091 -0.07   
139 252 1986  Trough 50m SSW of Kelly house - photo 86-30 15.108 +/-0.15m Peak  14.83  -0.28  0.168 -0.28   
140 253 1986  Barn 50m SW of Kelly house -photo 86-30 15.107 +/-0.15m Peak  14.84  -0.27  0.192 -0.27   
141 254 1986 86-30 level in O Horsnell’s yard 15.341 +/-0.10m  
Close to 
peak 14.83  -0.51  0.134 -0.51   
142 255 1986 86-105 Level on road water table at power pole W of house 15.833 +/-0.10m  
Close to 
peak 14.84 
no 
flooding   
-
0.294  
Water flowed down water table of 
the road that has less slope than  
143 255a 1986 86-103 Level on road at corner at power pole 200m W of house 15.565 +/-0.10m  
Close to 
peak 14.90 
no 
flooding -0.66  
-
0.260 -0.66   
144 256 1986  
At backdoor step top 200mm above concrete path at house at cnr 
Horsnell and Keens Rds. - photo 86-13 & 86-20 16.315 +/-0.05m Peak  16.02  -0.30  
-
0.009 -0.30   
145 257 1986  
Just over terrace north of house at cnr of Keens and Horsnells Rds -
photo 86-13 & 86-20. 15.997 +/-0.15m Peak  16.22  0.22  
-
0.019 0.22   
146 259 1986  Second strainer of main gate of Keen’s on Keen’s road  - photo 86-13 15.951 +/-0.10m Peak  16.01  0.06  
-
0.228 0.06   
147 260 1986  Against fence 100m south west of Keen dwelling - photo 86-13 15.411 +/-0.30m Peak  15.93  0.52  
-
0.370 0.52   
148 261 1986 86-13 
Flooding on fence to SW of Keen house - water depth 100mm just this 
side on telephone pole. 15.377 +/-0.10m 10.30am 
4 hours 
before 15.86  0.48  
-
0.093 0.48   
149 262 1986  30m into paddock to west of Keen dwelling 15.258 +/-0.15m Peak  15.60  0.34  
-
0.099 0.34   
150 263 1986  Western fence of Keen dwelling area - on fence photo 86-12  15.493 +/-0.15m Peak  15.57  0.08  
-
0.225 0.08   
151 264 1986 86-12 Photograph - gate of fence west of Keen dwelling. 15.473 +/-0.05m 10.30am 
4 hours 
before 15.45  -0.02  
-
0.230 -0.02   
152 265 1986  15m NE of Keens house by gate  15.404 +/-0.20m Peak  15.47  0.07  0.075 0.07   
153 266 1986   At gate to section of E.Keen house 15.485 +/-0.20m Peak  15.54  0.05  0.297 0.05   
154 268 1986 86-15 Flood level on gate at yards at N end of Keen’s Rd 15.374 +/-0.10m 10.30am 
4 hours 
before 15.31  -0.06  0.303 -0.06 
Fits well with field data for peak of 
the flood  
155 270 1986  
In piggery  - three blue marks in the building all within 2mm - Keens 
Rd   15.71 +/-0.05m Peak  15.36  -0.35   -0.35   
156 273 1986 86-20 
A few inches deep at intersection of Keen’s and Horsnell’s Rds.  -
photo 86-20 16.023 +/-0.10m Peak  15.13  -0.89  
-
0.142 -0.89   
157 279 1986  Over the railway line at the Horsnels Rd crossing  - photo 86-24 17.122 +/-0.15m 1.00pm 
1-2hours 
before 15.63  -1.49  0.094 -1.49   
158 280 1986  
Top of railway iron strainer W side of first gate E of railway line on SS 
of Horsnells Rd - photo 86-24.  17.044 +/-0.10m 11.00am 
3 hours 
before 15.47    
-
0.137  Flood level is not possible.  
159 281 1986  Top of railway line S of Sinclairs Ck. 16.011 +/-0.20m Peak  15.51  -0.50  0.013 -0.50   
160 282 1986  
1.5m deep on sign on west side of road S of Sinclairs Ck on Stokes 
Road photo 86-23. 17.049 +/-0.15m Peak      
-
0.062  Flood level is not possible.  
161 283 1986  
On road opposite first gate ( on westside) north of the Ck S of 
Sinclairs Ck on Stokes Road- photo 86-23.     17.149 +/-0.20m 11.00am 
3 hours 
before  
? level 
suspect?   0.199  Flood level is not possible.  
162 284 1986  
Top of stopbank true left on Sinclairs Ck. upstream of bridge on 
Stokes Rd- photo 86-23. 16.107 +/-0.20m Peak  15.68  -0.43  
-
0.015 -0.43   
163 285 1986  
Upstream side of culvert 400m S of railway bridge - mark no 21 of 
B.Mecchia survey  +/-0.15m Peak          
164 286 1986  
Downstream side of culvert 400m S of railway bridge - mark no 22 of 
B.Mecchia survey  +/-0.15m Peak          
165 287 1986  
Just above AA on the first sign on the right going south on Stokes Rd-
photo 86-23. 17.168 +/-0.15m 11.00am 
3 hours 
before 15.76    0.055  Flood level is not possible.  
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166 288 1986  
1.1m deep on tractor at sign north of Sinclairs Creek on Stokes road -
photos 86-22& 86-23 16.687 +/-0.15m Peak  15.68  -1.01  
-
0.075 -1.01   
167 289 1986 86-25 Stokes Rd to Morven township - level on fence 17.018 +/-0.10m 3.00pm 
2 hours 
after peak 16.25  -0.77  
-
0.182 -0.77   
168 290 1986 86-19 On AA sign post on W side of the road  16.644 +/-0.10m  
before 
peak 15.76  -0.88  0.051 -0.88   
169 291 1986 86-10 Water level on fence on Horsnell’s Rd - west of Crean house  17.363 +/-0.10m 3.00pm 
2 hours 
after peak 16.54    0.076    
170 291a 1986 86-10 
Peak debris or flood level on fence on Horsnell’s Rd - west of Crean 
house  17.677 +/-0.15m Peak  16.64  -1.04  0.075 -1.04   
171 292 1986  Top of second course of brick’s on Guthrie’s house. - photo 86-11 17.756 +/-0.05m Peak  17.04  -0.72   -0.72   
172 300 1986 86-11 Water level on fence on Horsnell’s Rd - east of  Guthries house 17.555 +/-0.10m 3.00pm 
2 hours 
after peak 16.65        
173 300a 1986 86-11 
Peak flood or debris level on fence on Horsnell’s Rd - east of  
Guthries house 17.755 +/-0.15m Peak  16.80  -0.95  
-
0.079 -0.95   
174 301 1986  
Stubble on terrace of W.S.Penno house - close to floor level - level 
taken on veranda floor level 17.249 +/-0.10m Peak  16.44  -0.81  0.442 -0.51 DTM is 0.3m too low  
175 302 1986  Over mini minor car bonnet at gate 50m SW of W.S.Penno house 16.759 +/-0.20m Peak  16.30  -0.46  0.391 -0.16 DTM is 0.3m too low  
176 303 1986 86-27 Horsnels Rd by Penno’s - level on fence at front of photo 17.448 +/-0.10m 3.00pm 
2 hours 
after peak 16.90        
177 304 1986 86-27 
Horsnels Rd by Penno’s - level on fence at front of photo - debris level 
two wires higher than water 17.728 +/-0.15m Peak  17.10  -0.63  0.259 -0.63   
178 305 1986  
Irrigation race and Horsnells Rd intersection - photo 86-8 - see Young 
at survey 18.166 +/-0.15m Peak  17.62  -0.55 
mean 
area s1 0.511 -0.15 DTM is 0.4m too low 
mean 
area s1 
179 307 1986  Irrigation race - east side 30m north of Horsnells Rd. 17.947 +/-0.15m Peak   17.61  -0.34 -0.372 0.526 0.06 DTM is 0.4m too low -0.351 
180 308 1986  Old Stopbank  - where water began to overtop this stopbank- Youngs  18.343 +/-0.15m Peak  17.87  -0.47 
STDEV 
area s1 0.965 -0.07 DTM is 0.4m too low 
STDEV 
area s1 
181 309 1986  Centre of paddock - some patches just visible- Youngs 18.181 +/-0.15m Peak  17.68  -0.50 0.444 0.510 -0.10 DTM is 0.4m too low 0.447 
                 
          Mean -0.356  
-
0.004 -0.340 
Note that this figure has been 
lowered by 0.024m to allow forthe 
changes to the DTM above 
 
          STDEV 0.411  0.270 0.415   
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Appendix 12 - Part 2 - Comparison of 1994 Flood Levels - MIKE11             
 
MIKE11 Waihao River Flood Plain survey of flood levels - 1994 flood levels 
            
 
 Survey order               
 
 Start at upstream end and work to sea on north side and back up the south flood plain             
 
                 
 
Final list Mark Year Photograph Description Reduced Level Estimate of Time Time   Mike11 
initial 
Mike11 
initial 
Mike11 
initial 
Error   Mike11 
initial 
Error Comments Comments 
 in survey      Number   Level  peak Analysis Results Analysis Analysis  Differences Analysis   
number number      or Video (V)    accuracy of   compared 
to 
Results Comment Differences   DTM 
error 
With DTM 
error 
  
    
1 1 1994  Mark in pump house to west of Dickson house 36.064 +/-0.025m Peak 
 
36.12  0.056  -0.5 0.056   
 
2 3 1994  100mm in woolshed to south of Dickson house 35.808 +/-0.10m Peak 
 
35.31  -0.498  -0.5 -0.498   
 
3 4 1994  Second to top strainer on fence to sth of Dickson house 35.651 +/-0.10m Peak 
 
35.86  0.209  -0.479 0.209   
 
4 8 1994  Lapping terrace on Dickson driveway 35.571 +/-0.10m Peak 
 
34.98  -0.591  -0.454 -0.591   
 
5 16 1994  150mm on fence sth side at end of Wains Crossing Rd. 33.986 +/-0.15m Peak 
 
33.63  -0.356  -0.245 -0.356   
 
6 18 1994  150mm in shed to sth west of L.G. Pauls house 30.917 +/-0.15m Peak 
 
30.96  0.043  0.352 0.043   
 
7 28 1994  Pauls Rd - debris mark opposite gate past 2nd fence S of L.G.Pauls 
driveway 
29.259 +/-0.15m Peak 
 
28.98  -0.279  -0.153 -0.279   
 
8 31 1994  Debris at south end hedge on Pauls Rd. 28.371 +/-0.15m Peak 
 
28.44  0.069  0.028 0.069   
 
9 32 1994  Debris in gorse near shingle pit south end of Pauls Rd between 4 
and 5th wire on fence. 
28.262 +/-0.15m Peak 
 
28.30  0.038  0.227 0.038   
 
10 33 1994 94-22 dry area in flow at extreme right 27.147 +/-0.15m 14.40.0 2 hours 
before 
27.51  0.363  0.158 0.363   
 
11 34 1994 94-22 dry area in flow just above the tree line just right of the centre of the 
photo 
25.51 +/-0.15m 14.40.0 2 hours 
before 
25.50  -0.01   -0.010   
 
12 35 1994  400m WSW of Ruddenclau house on west side of fence- north side 26.386 +/-0.20m Peak 
 
26.48  0.094  -0.08 0.094   
 
13 37 1994 94-22 At base of tree that is at near the D/s end of dry area in centre of the 
flow 
25.367 +/-0.15m 14.40.0 2 hours 
before 
25.50  0.133  0.122 0.133   
 
14 38 1994 94-22   At base of tree on fence line just right of centre of photograph 25.97 +/-0.20m 14.40.0 2 hours 
before 
26.50  0.53  0.11 0.530   
 
15 39 1994 94-22 level at tree line in centre of photo where flood over runner orginates 
from 
24.456 +/-0.15m 14.40.0 2 hours 
before 
24.54  0.084   0.084   
 
16 41 1994  fence line 250m south of Ruddenclau house - 10m west of gate 24.68 +/-0.20m Peak 
 
24.82  0.14  0.04 0.140   
 
17 42 1994  On trough 300m south of Ruddenclau house - top of trough 24.349 +/-0.20m Peak 
 
24.59  0.241 Mean 
Area n1 
-0.133 0.241 Mean 
Area n1 
 
 
18 43 1994  Bottom paddock 800m S of Ruddenclau house 22.523 +/-0.30m Peak 
 
23.10  0.577 0.014 -0.062 0.577 -0.010  error too large 
19 45 1994 94-23 Level on airport buildings - use gun club building and its left window 22.393 +/-0.15m 14.38 2 hours 
before 
22.01  -0.383 Std Dev -0.126 -0.383 Std Dev Std Dev 
Mean 
 
20 50 1994  150mm below floor of silo just upstream and north of SH1 bridge - 
photo 94-2 
22.106 +/-0.10m Peak 
 
21.92  -0.186 0.315 -0.125 -0.186 0.315 0.074  
21 69 1994 94-9 Flood level on Willowbridge Rd near Bruce house 10.817 +/-0.15m  Near 
peak 
10.25  -0.567  -0.275 -0.567 
  
Resistance not correct there yet 
22 72 1994  Top of side rear view window in yellow Datsun car 200m E of Bruce 
house 
10.647 +/-0.10m  Near 
peak 
10.00 check 
this level 
-0.647  -0.379 -0.647 
  
Resistance not correct there yet 
23 73 1994  460mm by alpacka shed on M. Bruce property - photo 94-28 9.965 +/-0.10m Peak 
 
9.53  -0.435  0.445 -0.295 
 
.14 DTM 
error 
 
24 75 1994 94-30 On fence at bottom left of photo 9.673 +/-0.15m 14.45 2hrs 
before 
9.00  -0.673  -0.055 -0.533 
 
.14 DTM 
error 
Used 4 post from corner of 
terrace.  It is close to being fully 25 77 1994 94-27 level on Willowbridge Rd  where it goes onto the stopbank 11.911 +/-0.15m 14.45 2hrs 
before 
11.69  -0.221  0.153 -0.081 
 
.14 DTM 
error 
 
26 95 1994  Just into silo’s north of Lundies ford. 13.116 +/-0.10m Peak  12.97  -0.146  0.162 -0.006 
 
.14 DTM 
error 
 
27 106 1994  Backwash south of Davies house 8.566 +/-0.15m Peak  8.56  -0.006  0.448 -0.134 
 
.14 DTM 
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28 107 1994  North south fence 100m south of Davis house 8.874 +/-0.15m Peak  8.56  -0.314  0.158 -0.173 
 
.14 DTM 
error 
 
29 108 1994  Back wash - Davis - just over electric fence wire at lowest point  8.943 +/-0.15m Peak  8.56  -0.383  0.301 -0.243 
 
.14 DTM 
error 
 
30 109 1994  100m east of Davis house 8.788 +/-0.15m Peak  8.56  -0.228  0.177 -0.088 
 
.14 DTM 
error 
 
31 110 1994  110m east of Davis house at SE corner of paddock 8.913 +/-0.15m Peak  8.56  -0.353  0.26 -0.213 
 
.14 DTM 
error 
 
32 113 1994  Barn 300m south west of Davis house - on north side second post 8.97 +/-0.10m Peak  8.59  -0.38  0.702 -0.240 
 
.14 DTM 
error 
 
33 114 1994  In padock 100m E of barn  - see Fletcher at survey 8.864 +/-0.25m Peak  8.59  -0.274  0.463 -0.134 
 
.14 DTM 
error 
 
34 115 1994  In paddock 200m E of barn - see Fletcher at survey 8.422 +/-0.25m Peak  8.59  0.168  0.016 0.308 
 
.14 DTM 
error 
 
35 116 1994  In paddock 100m south of barn - see Fletcher at survey 9.168 +/-0.25m Peak  8.59  -0.578  0.372 -0.438 
 
.14 DTM 
error 
 
36 117 1994  On drive 100m north of barn near sheds 9.091 +/-0.25m Peak  8.63  -0.461  0.34 -0.321 
 
.14 DTM 
error 
 
37 118 1994  Overtopping to 75mm to east of Palmer house  -  V86-73 9.102 +/-0.10m Peak  8.57  -0.532  0.301 -0.392 
 
.14 DTM 
error 
 
38 121 1994  Overtopping to 75mm to east of house site opp. Fletchers - photo 94-
14 
9.019 +/-0.10m Peak  8.57  -0.449  0.387 -0.309 
 
.14 DTM 
error 
 
39 122 1994 94-14 Level on Bradshaws Rd on left of photgraph 7.278 +/-0.15m Near 
peak 
just 
before - 
7.07  -0.208  0.23 -0.208   This photograph was taken at 
the same time as 94-17 which 40 123 1994  2m north of rose garden to NW of Fletchers house 6.06 +/-0.10m Peak  6.52  0.46  0.013 0.460   This is not a 1994 flood level as 
it is too high.  probably a 41 126 1994 V94-47 level of debris on fence on Fletcher driveway just N of entrance 4.87 +/-0.15m Peak  6.93        
 
42 127 1994 V94-50 level of debris on fence on Bradshaws Rd south side opposite 
Fletchers driveway 
7.443 +/-0.15m Peak  7.33  -0.113  -0.22 -0.113   
 
43 128 1994 V94-51 Flooding to south of Bradshaws Rd opposite  Fletchers  +/-0.10m Peak  7.19        
 
44 131 1994 94-17 Fletchers Driveway - below S355 sign  - mark gone that I was given 
but  
7.19 +/-0.10m Near 
peak 
Just 
before 
7.15  -0.04  -0.141 -0.040   This photograph was taken at 
the same time as 94-17 which 45 132 1994 94-16 Level on fence south of Bradshaws Rd. - line up buildings in 
background 
7.691 +/-0.10m Near 
peak 
Just 
before 
7.65  -0.041  -0.543 -0.041   This photograph was taken at 
the same time as 94-17 which 46 138 1994 V94-27 Level at corner in Bradshaws Rd near peak of flood. 8.249 +/-0.10m 
 
Close to 
peak 
7.95  -0.299  -0.01 -0.299   
 
47 139 1994 94-18 Level on  Bradshaws Rd where it is dry 6.461 +/-0.10m 
 
Close to 
peak 
6.61  0.149  -0.176 0.149   This photograph was taken at 
the same time as 94-17 which 48 143 1994 94-31 level at upstream end of flow over stopbank to river in the centre of 
photo  
7.764 +/-0.20m 14.31 2 hours 
before 
8.27  0.506  - 0.506   
 
49 141 1994 94-31 Level at the S (near) end of the dry area in the second paddock left 
of the start of the stopbank overtopping 
8.19 +/-0.15m 14.31 2 hours 
before 
8.30  0.11 Mean 
Area n2 
-0.136 0.110 Mean 
Area n2 
 
 
50 142 1986  Third to fourth wire to north of beehives at left CS 10 8.028 +/-0.10m Peak  8.24  0.212 -0.205 -0.259 0.212 -0.159 This error 
reduces to 
 
51 144 1994 V94-5  Fletchers flat flooding - pan no 3 - level on gate north of road. 3.895 +/-0.15m 2pm well 
before 
   Std Dev 
 
 Std Dev Std Dev 
Mean 
 
52 145 1994 V94-5  Fletchers flat flooding - pan no 3 -level of far flooding on road 4.559 +/-0.15m 2pm well 
before 
   0.315 
 
 0.284 0.056  
53 146 1994 V94-10  Fletchers flat flooding and overflow onto river flat - pan no 8 - level 
on fence  
3.138 +/-0.15m 2pm well 
before 
       
close to 
significant 
 
54 147 1994 V94-42 View east over Bradshaws Bridge - pan no 1 - on road midway 
Bridge to Brynes Rd 
5.184 +/-0.20m 2.40pm 2 hours 
before 
5.52  0.336  -0.18 0.336   
 
55 148 1994 V94-42 View east over Bradshaws Bridge - pan no 1 - on near bridge 5.601 +/-0.20m 2.40pm 2 hours 
before 
5.58  -0.021  -0.20 -0.021   
 
56 149 1994 V94-42 View east over Bradshaws Bridge - pan no 1 - in paddock 200m over 
river 100m N of road 
4.762 +/-0.20m 2.40pm 2 hours 
before 
5.49  0.728  -0.32 0.728   
 
57 155 1994 94-35 Dry area in centre foreground of photo - by fenceline 3.673 +/-0.15m 14.48 2 hours 
before 
3.95  0.277  0.114 0.277   
 
58 156 1994 94-35 Dry area 100m north of trees at centre of photo 4.466 +/-0.15m 14.48 2 hours 
before 
4.25  -0.216  0.276 -0.216   
 
59 159 1994  At floor level of south silo at north end of  Byrnes Rd  4.697 +/-0.10m Peak  4.60  -0.097   -0.097   
 
60 162 1994 94-35 Dry area east of Russell house left centre of photo - at power pole 4.307 +/-0.15m 14.48 2 hours 
before 
4.63  0.323   0.323   
 
61 164 1994 94-37 At dip in road on Brynes rd just s of Richarson’s house 5.18 +/-0.20m 14.32 2 hours 
before 
4.92  -0.26  -0.035 -0.260   
 
62 164a 1994 94-37 Edge of flooding on BrynesRd 100m S of Richardson’s house 4.86 +/-0.10m 14.32 2 hours 4.85  -0.01   -0.010   
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63 165 1994 94-32 On fence on near side of river at centre right of photo 6.616 +/-0.10m 14.32 2 hours 
before 
6.00  -0.616  0.067 -0.616   note breach here is about 20 -
25m. It developed to 100m in 64 168 1994  5m N of Barn 500m SW of Richardsons house 5.797 +/-0.15m Peak  5.65  -0.147  0.146 -0.147   ? this level does not seem to tie 
up with the fact that 1994 65 170 1994 V94-55 Debris level on hedge on Brynes road near Middemisses house - 
opposite gate 
5.664 +/-0.20m Peak  5.12  -0.544   -0.544   
 
66 173 1994  Mark by wood burner in Middlemiss’s house - photo 94-41 - used 11" 
deep mark at SW corner of house in survey. 
6.426 +/-0.05m Peak  6.10  -0.326   -0.326   
 
67 174 1994  150m west of Middlemiss’s house under tall trees on terrace - photo 
94-28 
6.414 +/-0.15m Peak  6.11  -0.304  0.367 -0.304   
 
68 179 1994  Shed doorstep - Byrnes Rd on E side S of Middlemiss house 5.238 +/-0.025m Peak  5.12  -0.118   -0.118   
 
69 180 1994  Old Wellwood house - floor level - Byrnes Rd. 5.162 +/-0.025m Peak  5.14  -0.022  -198 -0.022   
 
70 182 1994 94-39 dry area to south of Wellwood house 5.108 +/-0.15m 14.35 2 hours 
before 
5.04  -0.068  0.094 -0.068   
 
71 183 1994 V94-54 Debris on hedge on west side on Brynes Rd near south end of road - 
top wire no debris. 
5.214 +/-0.15m Peak  5.15  -0.064   -0.064   
 
72 186 1994 V94-53 Debris on fence by Sinclairs Creek on Maori Rd near east end - note 
gate left of truck 
5.218 +/-0.10m Peak  5.26  0.042  0.07 0.042   
 
73 191 1994  Over 2nd hay bale in shed 200m north of vacant house on O. 
Richardson’s Maori Rd Prop. 
6.58 +/-0.20m Peak  6.11  -0.47  0.155 -0.470   
 
74 198 1994 94-28 100m east of Hughes house on lower terrace 6.869 +/-0.15m 14.31  6.13  -0.739  -0.052 -0.739   
 
75 201 1994  third to fourth to top wires at second power pole on Williams 
driveway 
7.907 +/-0.10m Peak 
 
7.46  -0.447   -0.447   
 
76 204 1994  Top of first step to French doors of Williams house 8.073 +/-0.05m Peak  7.77  -0.303  0.244 -0.303   
 
77 206 1994  Second step on west side of barn north of Williams house 8.275 +/-0.10m Peak  7.80  -0.475   -0.475 
 
0.3m DTM 
error 
 
78 209 1994  300mm deep on haybales 100m north of Williams house 8.371 +/-0.10m Peak  7.87  -0.501   -0.501 
 
point too 
for from 
 
79 210 1994  In paddock 300m north of Williams house 8.199 +/-0.20m Peak  7.97  -0.229   -0.229  point too 
for from 
 
80 210a 1994  knee deep in channel on north side of paddock 400m north of 
Williams house 
8.519 +/-0.20m Peak  8.09  -0.429   -0.429 
 
point too 
for from 
 
81 212 1994  Gateway on S side of Sinclairs Creek on E of Kennedy driveway 8.573 +/-0.15m Peak  8.56  -0.013  0.092 -0.013 
 
 suspect 
82 217 1994  On fence on E side of Kennedy 50m S of gate 9.224 +/-0.15m Peak      0.498 
 
0.3 DTM 
error 
 
83 219 1994  Fence by haybales at opposite south end of Kennedy’s sheds 10.338 +/-0.15m Peak      0.32 
 
0.3 DTM 
error 
 
84 220 1994  100m from north end of fence one paddock west of Kennedy’s 
driveway 
10.118 +/-0.15m Peak  9.62  -0.498  0.471 -0.198 
 
0.3 DTM 
error 
 
85 221 1994  Between 2nd & 3rd to top wire 300m from north end of fence one 
paddock west of Kennedys driveway 
10.127 +/-0.15m Peak  9.22  -0.907  0.369 -0.607 
 
0.3 DTM 
error 
 
86 231 1994  0.075m in old House at Lundies Ford South Side 12.234 +/-0.025m Peak  11.95  -0.284 Mean 
Area s2 
 -0.284 Mean 
Area s2 
 
 
87 232 1994  Shed at Lundies Ford - south side - lapping under floor 12.38 +/-0.10m Peak  11.43  -0.95 -0.238 0.254 -0.950 -0.245 Discard as 
level  231 
 
88 233 1994  1" over stopbank on westside on right bank of lundies ford. - back 
flow to river 
13.028 +/-0.05m Peak  12.78  -0.248 Std Dev  -0.248 Std Dev Std dev 
mean 
 
89 237 1994  about 2nd lamppost on west side of Crowes Rd south of Lundies old 
house V94-65 
13.322 +/-0.25m Peak  12.82  -0.502 0.352 0.061 -0.502 0.334 0.061  
90 238 1994  450mm in shed 25m NW of Smith house -  13.168 +/-0.15m Peak  12.82  -0.348  -0.161 -0.348  Close to 
significant 
 
91 240 1994  On fence 300m NW of Smith house 13.112 +/-0.20m Peak  12.83  -0.282  0.332 -0.282   
 
92 241 1994  On fence 400m NW of Smith house  12.665 +/-0.20m Peak  12.85  0.185  -0.029 0.185   
 
93 244 1994  At foundation level of house on NW corner of Smith house 13.318 +/-0.10m Peak  12.82  -0.498  0.092 -0.498   
 
94 248 1994  On fence 100m E of silos on W.J.Pennos 13.013 +/-0.20m Peak  12.86  -0.153  -0.292 -0.153   
 
95 267 1994  On driveway to west of E.Keen house 14.735 +/-0.20m Peak  15.03  0.295  -0.093 0.295    
96 269 1994  Just in west door - piggery in Keen’s Rd - phot 94-6 - at gutter level  15.558 +/-0.15m Peak  15.36  -0.198  0.247 -0.198   
 
97 272 1994 94-4 Flood level  fence line to the E of Keen’s Rd - at low point in the 15.383 +/-0.15m 2.30pm 3 hours 15.19  -0.193  -0.288 -0.193   
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98 274 1994 94-5 Flood level on fence - left centre -   15.716 +/-0.15m 2.30pm 3 hours 
before 
15.51  -0.206  0.238 -0.206   
 
99 275 1994 94-6 Flood level on fence - centre of photograph - line up posts with the 
fence running towards camera here. 
15.364 +/-0.15m 2.30pm 3 hours 
before 
15.37  0.006  0.184 0.006   
 
100 276 1994 94-7 Flood level on trough  16.042 +/-0.05m 2.30pm 3 hours 
before 
15.90  -0.142  0.241 -0.142   
 
101 277 1994 94-8 Level on upstream side of railway culvert headwall  16.374 +/-0.10m 2.30pm 3 hours 
before 
16.23  -0.144  0.119 -0.144   
 
102 278 1994 94-24 At base of third to fourth tree from right in row of tree on extreme left 
top of photo 
15.034 +/-0.20m 14.43 3 hours 
before 
15.22  0.186  -0.024 0.186   
 
103 278a 1994 94-24 Where water crosses the fence of the south boundary of the paddock 
to the SW of the row of trees at the top left of the photograph 
15.395 +/-0.20m 14.43 3 hours 
before 
15.41  0.015  0.191 0.015   
 
104 293 1994  On lawn to N of Guthrie house - photo 94-3 16.876 +/-0.10m Peak 
 
16.23  -0.646   -0.646   
 
105 294 1994  On east side of driveway 25m NE from Guthrie house - see Guthrie 16.545 +/-0.15m Peak 
 
16.23  -0.315 Mean 
Area s1 
0.037 -0.315 Mean 
Area s1 
 
 
106 296 1994  On west side of gateway 150m north of Guthrie house - see Guthrie 17.006 +/-0.15m Peak 
 
16.91  -0.096 -0.163 0.169 -0.096 -0.187   
107 297 1994  On west side of gateway 250m north of Guthrie House - see Guthrie 17.06 +/-0.15m Peak 
 
16.93  -0.13 Std Dev -0.147 -0.130 Std Dev Std Dev of 
mean 
 
108 298 1994  At W end of trees at N end of Guthrie property 17.372 +/-0.20m Peak 
 
16.94  -0.432 0.237 -0.051 -0.432 0.237 0.054 
          
Mean 
total area 
-0.165 0.056 Mean 
total 
-0.164   
 
          Std Dev 0.324  Std 
Dev 
0.308 Note 
that this
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Figure 3-3 
Lower Waihao River Flood Plain 
Contour Map of Digital Terrain Model at O.5m intervals. 
1 
1) The contours of the river bed were 
calculated from cross section bed level surveys 
2) Contour map does not show part of 
the lower reach of lhe river, as it was not 
used in the modelling 
o 1 Kilometres 
    
   l  
  
 i , 
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Figure 3-5 
Waihao River Floodplain 
A contour plan of the surface of the field survey ground 
levels less the digital terrain model ground levels 
< -0.3m (DTM high) 
-0.3 - 0 (DTM high) 
0- 0.3 (DTM low) 
i ,': 1 > 0.3 (DTM low) 
Contour Interval 0.1 m 
0.5 0 0.5 1.5 Kilometres 
 l
 l  
[ ::  
l
_   
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Figure 4-6 
Waihao River Floodplain 
13 March 1986 Flood 
Plan of the flood level positions surveyed 
0.5 o 0.5 
~NATURAL RESOURCES ENGINEUUNG lIM"Un U~"'HmH 
1 1.5 2 2.5 Kilometres W...-E 
~ 
l: L
URI
n uru,'H m
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Figure 4-7 
Waihao River Floodplain 
19 March 1994 Flood 
Plan of the flood level positions surveyed 
0.5 o 0.5 
~NATURAL RESOURCES ENGINEUUNG UM'UU U~"'HmH 
1.5 2 Kilometres 
- - -
-- -
s 
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Figure 5-1 
Lower Waihao River Flood Plain 
Flooding 13 March 1986 
Map prepared by R Connell (Canterbury Regional Council). 
Original Floodmap updated after discussions and examining video tape 
and photographs taken by local residents during the flood. 
[] Flooded Area 
o 0.5 1 1.5 Kilometres 
- --
-- - s 
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Figure 5-1 with flood points from Figure 4-6 shown 
Figure 5-1 
Lower Waihao River Flood Plain 
Flooding 13 March 1986 
Map prepared by R Connell (Canterbury Regional Council). 
Original Floodmap updated after discussions and examining video tape 
and photographs taken by local residents during the flood. 
[] Flood ed Area 
o 0.5 1 1.5 Kilometres 
- --
-- - s 
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Figure 5-3 
Lower Waihao River 
13 March 1986 Flood 
Stopbank Breaches and 
Overtopping Areas 
Overtopping 
Stopbank Breaches 
See Chapter 8 for details of the Analysis Areas 
N 
0.5 0I11IIII11IIII11III0 ·iiii5 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil1 K i 10m e t re s w * ' o 0. 1 Kilometres 
............... iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil 
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Figure 5-4 
Lower Waihao River Flood Plain 
Flooding 19 March 1994 
Map prepared by the Canterbury Regional Council. 
Updated after discussions and examining video tape 
and photographs taken by local residents during the flood. 
[] Flooded Area Field Survey - Flood Level Positions 
1 0 1 2 Kilometres 
I"""""""'liiiiiiiiiiiiiiil"""""' .......... ""'"iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil 1 'I iiiiii  ............ "l iiiiiiiiii
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Figure 5-4 with flood points from Figure 4-7 shown 
Figure 5-4 
Lower Waihao River Flood Plain 
Flooding 17 March 1994 
Map prepared by the Canterbury Regional Council. 
Updated after discussions and examining video tape 
and photographs taken by local residents during the flood. 
[] Flooded Area Field Survey - Flood Level Positions 
1 0 1 2 Kilometres 
I""""""iiiiiiiiiiiii .................... """'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil 1 Iii I
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Figure 5-6 
Lower Waihao River 
19 March 1994 Flood 
Stopbank Breaches and 
Overtopping Areas 
Overtopping 
Breaches 
See Chapter 8 for details of the Analysis Areas 
0.5 o 0.5 1 1.5 Kilometres 
s 
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Figure 7-1 
Waihao River Flood Plain 
Mannings In' values for the Waihao River 
and Flood Plain using a 5 m grid 
0.0 - 0.04 
0.04 - 0.07 
0.07-0.10 
Over 0.10 
0 .. 5 ..... =;;.0 """""".::,0",5 == .... """...;,1 .5 Ki 10m eIre s . "".: ,0",5 
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Figure 9-1 
Contour Map of Area N1 
for1986 and 1994 flood models 
Contour interval O.5m 
0.5 0 0.5 1 Kilometers ~Iiiiiiiiiiiiiii~""""""",~iiiiiiiiiiiiiii s 
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Figure 9-2 
Contour map of 1986 
Flood Model Area N2 
Contour interval O.5m 
Inflow and outflow 
channels of 2de 
model shown 
0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 Kilometres 1"""""OO~""""""", __ ........ """""Iiio~ 
Note that for details of the overtopping and breaches see the text in Chapter 8 
s "'Iii~~ .... "O
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Figure 9-3 
Contour Map of 
1986 flood 
model of Area 81 
Contour interval O.5m 
O .. ~5""""'liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilO~ ............ ....;0;,i.5iioooiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.;... ................ ~1.5 Kilom etres Note; for details of the overtopping and breach channels see Chapter 8 
s 
iiiiiiiiii i O~.5 ioooiiiiii i i i ,j
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Figure 9-4 
Contour Map of 1 
Flood Model of 
Area 82 
Contour interval O.5m 
N 
1 0 1 2 Kilometres W+E ~~~~~~====~ S Note; the details of the overtopping are given in Chapter 8 
Waihao River Maut 
Pacific Ocean 
Beach Dune 
Middlemiss Beach 
Breach to Ocean 
Sinclairs Creek Be 
Breach to Ocean 
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Figure 9-5 
Contour Map of 1994 
flood Model of Area 
Contour interval O.5m 
0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 Kilometres .~--~~~--~~~--~ Note; for details ofthe breaches and overtopping see Chapter 8 
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Figure 9-6 
Contour Map of 1994 
Flood Model of 
Area 81 
Contour interval O.5m 
N 
O .. ~5""""'liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiO ................ ""'Oiii.5i.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii1i111111 ................ 1 ... 5i.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~2 Kilometres W*' 
Note ; details of breaches and overflows are given in Chapter 8 
' ii.5 . ii iiiii ,"," ii.5i. iiiiiii '
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Figure 9-7 
Contour Map of 1994 
Flood Model of Area 82 
Contour interval O.5m 
1 0 1 2 Kilometres 
~~--~~~~----~ 
RivE 
:inclairs C. 
Note; details of the breach and overtopping are given in Chapter 8 
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Figure 9-8 
Waihao River Floodplain 
Mannings 'n' values fro the Waihao River Flood 
Plain w ith the 20 m grid used in the 2de 
calculations 
0.5 o 
0.0 - 0.04 
0.04 - 0.07 
0.07-0.10 
> 0.10 
0.5 1 1.5 
N 
2 Kilometres w,*' 
l i
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Figure 9-9 
Waihao River Floodplain 
1986 Flood - 2de Model 
Flood Depths 
0.00 - 0.50 m 
0.50 -1.00 m 
1.001.50m 
U Over1.50m 
N 
0."'5""1iii0iil0 ......... 01ii·5iiiiiiiiiiil1 ........ 1'1i.5iiiiii~2 Kilometers w+, 
L 
' .
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Figure 9-10 
Waihao River Floodplain 
1994 Flood - 2de Model 
Flood Depths 
0.00 - 0.50 m 
0.50 -1.00 m 
1.00 -1.50 m 
Over 1.50 m 
N 
0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 Kilometres w+, .~~~I"""""""~ .
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Figure 10-1 
Map of Mike11 
flood model -
Area N1 
Discretization 
Note; the plan shows the cross sections 
used in the analysis. The different channels 
that the flood plain was divided into are 
shown with different colours 
Contour interval O.5m 
0.5 0 0.5 1.5 2 Kilometres ~~~~~~~~~~ s 
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Figure 10-2 
Map of Mike11 
Flood Plain 
Discretization 
Model of 
Area N2 
Note. The plan shovvs the cross 
sections used in the analyisis. 
The different channels that the 
flood plain was divided into are 
shovvn with different colours. 
Contour interval O.5m 
0.5 o 0.5 1 Kilometers 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
\fv'S
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Figure 10-3 
Map of Mike11 
Discretization of 
Flood Plain 
Model of 
Areas 81 and 82 
Note. The plan shows the cross sections 
used in the analysis. The different channels 
that the flood plain was divided into are 
shown with different colours. 
Contour interval O.5m 
0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 Kilometres ~iiiiiiiii/oooo"""""~iiiiiiiiiI""""""",,""" s 
Waihao River 
Mouth 
Pacific Ocean 
